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ABSTRACT

This comparative case study examines the relationship between substantive content knowledge
(SCK) of science concepts and inquiry-based teaching of those concepts through fine-grained analysis of
the science teaching practice of three elementary student teachers in their final year of teacher
preparation carried out within an elementary professional development school program (a partnership
between a major northeastern university and a neighboring school district), resulting in numerous
similarities in teaching context among the three participants.
I examined four elements for each participant followed by cross-case analysis: 1) specific
problematic content knowledge-related teaching events that arose during inquiry-based teaching of
concepts of sound and light; 2) their level of knowledge of those concepts examined in terms of depth,
interconnectedness, organization and understanding of importance of underlying concepts; 3) their
individual classroom inquiry style (CIS) described in terms of eight emergent aspects and representing
consistencies over multiple lessons in the way each participant implemented classroom inquiry for
teaching science concepts; and 4) their orientations toward teaching science (OTS).
Key findings indicate 1) the majority of problematic events exhibited by each participant involved
choosing and implementing important learning goals; 2) using emergent aspects of CIS to analyze
teaching allowed differentiation among the three participants’ very similar inquiry-based teaching; 3)
patterns of clustering of aspects revealed interrelationships among them; 4) limitations in SCK could
account for all of the observed problematic events, however CIS provided alternative and often more
plausible explanations, contradicting current literature ascribing limitations in conversationally risky
practice to limitations in SCK; 5) Certain aspects of CIS were more consistently associated with SCK,
while other aspects were more closely linked to participants’ OTS.
Implications of the study include: 1) the importance of including emergent aspects of CIS when
analyzing inquiry-based teaching; 2) CIS as a new level to include when investigating the relationship
between SCK and inquiry-based teaching practice; 3) the value of CIS as a tool for developing individual
trajectories for enhancing preservice and inservice elementary teachers’ inquiry-based teaching; and 4)
the need for specialized content courses for preservice and inservice elementary teachers integrating
content learning, curricular vision and general science teaching strategies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Depth of science content knowledge required for effective reform-oriented science teaching
continues to be a challenging issue for elementary teachers teaching science in the classroom and for
elementary education programs striving to prepare generalist elementary teachers to meet professional
standards for science teaching (Smith & Neale, 1989; Zembal-Saul, Blumenfeld, & Krajcik, 2000; National
Research Council [NRC], 1996, 2000, 2007; American Association for the Advancement of Science
[AAAS], 1993; Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium [INTASC], 2002). National
science teaching standards recognize the generalist nature of elementary science teaching by expecting
that novice elementary teachers be held only to the depth and breadth of science knowledge outlined in
K-12 science standards, rather than requiring greater depth in any science discipline (INTASC, 2002;
National Science Teachers Association [NSTA], 2003). However, such standards also expect novice
elementary teachers to “be prepared to effectively engage students in concrete manipulative activities
that will lead to the development of desired concepts through investigation and analysis of experience,
…to lead students to understand the unifying concepts of science, …[and] to create interdisciplinary
perspectives and to help students understand why science is important to them…”(NSTA, 2003, p. 6). In
addition, they are expected to lead their students to understand concepts of life science, physical science
and earth science and interrelationships among them. A key factor behind such expectations for depth
and understanding of interconnections among concepts is the growing awareness that science literacy for
all Americans depends on cohesive articulation of science learning, K-12 in areas of substantive science
content learning, skills related to scientific investigation, and socio-cultural aspects of the Nature of
Science. Such depth and interconnectedness of knowledge is also needed for teaching science using
reformed methods advocated by the standards (Abd-el-Khalick, Boujaoude, Duschl, Lederman, MamiokNaaman, et al., 2004; Anderson, 2007).
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The reality of the situation, however, is that the majority of in-service elementary teachers have
only superficial understanding of science concepts at best and often the same misconceptions as their
students (Atwood & Christopher, 2005; Ginns & Watters, 1995; Jones, Carter, & Rua, 1999; Lawrenz,
1986; Tilgner, 1990). The content knowledge of elementary teachers also exhibits limited
interconnectedness (Parker & Heywood, 1990; Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991), a trait considered important
for applying content knowledge in novel contexts (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000). Since analyzing
data and generating or critically evaluating claims often involves such transfer, interconnectedness is an
important quality of content understanding for teaching through reformed methods. Elementary teachers
also have misconceptions about how scientists do science, and epistemological views of knowledge that
contradict the basis of reformed science teaching practice (Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000; Grossman,
1990; McDermott & DeWater, 2000; Zeidler, 1999). Most have taken only a few science courses during
their teacher preparation program, and those courses were largely lecture-based, with verification-type
labs that reinforce non-constructivist views of science learning. Many have also had only limited high
school science courses, limited success in these courses, and often have never studied physics and
chemistry at all beyond the ninth grade.
In terms of science teaching, most elementary teachers avoid teaching science, or resort to
coping strategies, such as textbook-worksheet styles of teaching, with occasional “science-related”
activities, featuring more process related aspects of science rather than conceptual aspects, and avoiding
questioning and discussion (Appleton, 2002, 2003; Appleton & Kindt, 2002; Harlen & Holdroyd, 1997;
Tilgner, 1990). With the advent of higher science learning expectations for elementary students, many
elementary teachers favor “Activities that Work” (Appleton, 2003, 2006). These can originate from a
variety of sources. Some are kit-based, or obtained from other elementary teachers who have used them
and found them to be easy to carry out successfully. Some are provided by the district curriculum and
are “tried and true” for engaging students. Appleton (2003) describes key features of such activities: 1)
the activity teaches the concept implicitly, and therefore requires no explicit explanation by the teacher;
2) the activity deals with familiar content or content readily accessible within the activity description or
other sources; 3) the activity is hands-on, and fun and interesting to the students; 4) the activity is easily
2

manageable in the classroom; and 5) the activity has a predetermined, predictable outcome. While using
such activities may lead to student understanding of concepts, total reliance on them without depth and
interconnectedness of understanding by the teacher, would result in the very disjointed, superficial
knowledge that national standards hope to alleviate (NRC, 2000).
This description of elementary teacher-favored science teaching is a far cry from that advocated
by the national standards. Elementary teacher preparation programs face the daunting task of preparing
elementary teachers to teach science using inquiry-based methods, yet typically require no more than
three or four introductory level science courses whose content is only superficially addressed and
organized so as to present a survey of topics comprising the discipline, not depth of understanding. If
the nature of content knowledge is such a critical factor in elementary teachers’ ability to teach science
using inquiry-based methods, it follows that teaching subject matter in ways that would enhance aspects
of content knowledge important for such science teaching is likely to contribute positively to preparing
elementary teachers for teaching science.
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PURPOSE

Given the challenges elementary teachers face due to limitations in content knowledge when
teaching substantive concepts of science using reform-oriented methods, two overarching purposes guide
my study. The first is pragmatic, and involves finding ways of teaching substantive science content to
preservice and inservice elementary teachers that will help them develop “qualities” of content knowledge
important for teaching science to elementary students using inquiry-based methods. Preservice
elementary teachers come to their college or university with limited knowledge of science (Tilgner, 1990;
Ginns & Watters, 1995). Many elementary teacher preparation programs therefore rely on each
individual science discipline’s introductory level science courses to provide prospective teachers with
content knowledge, and on subsequent science teaching methods courses to fill the pedagogical gaps.
The content courses are generally survey courses taught in large lecture halls using didactic lecture
format and verification-style labs (if indeed there is a lab). This leaves preservice elementary teachers
with superficial content knowledge only poorly translatable to reformed teaching practice (Davis, 2003;
Davis & Petish, 2006; Hauslein, Good, & Cummins, 1992; Cochran & Jones, 2003), in contrast to depth of
content knowledge needed for inquiry-based teaching (Ball, 1990a, 1990b, 2000; Hashweh, 1987; GessNewsome & Lederman, 1993, 1995; Ma, 1999).
The second, more theoretical purpose for my study is to enhance our understanding of the
interface between knowledge of particular science concepts and application of that knowledge for
teaching those concepts to elementary students using inquiry-based methods emphasizing evidence and
explanation. Such understanding would inform development of courses aimed at enhancing elementary
teachers’ ability to apply that knowledge while teaching via reform-oriented teaching practices. However,
this interface likely involves multiple elements, whose influence on teaching practice also involves
interactions among those elements.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In order to address these pragmatic and theoretical goals, I chose to examine four constituent
elements for three student teachers teaching inquiry-based science lessons on sound and light, and
possible interactions among those elements. These three student teachers shared many contextual
elements, including teacher preparation program, student teaching location, grade level, and subject
matter taught. The four elements of the study were: 1) actual teaching events that limited student
learning in some way, 2) the nature of the student teachers’ content knowledge, 3) the nature of the
inquiry-based teaching strategies they employed, and 4) the nature of their science teaching orientations.
The research questions guiding my study were:

1. For the three student teachers,
a. What content knowledge-related teaching events limit students’ science learning?
b. What is the nature of their content knowledge of sound and light?
c.

What is the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?

d. What is the nature of their orientation toward teaching science?
2. In what ways do aspects of content knowledge influence teaching practice?
3. In what ways does style of inquiry-based science teaching influence teaching practice?
4. How does content knowledge influence the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?
5. To what extent does orientation toward teaching science influence their inquiry-based science
teaching?

Although presented here as a preconceived linear progression of research questions, in fact the
sequence of data analysis progressed in two stages, the second of which emerged from findings of the
first. The initial stage asked the questions:

1. For the three student teachers,
a. What content knowledge-related teaching events limit students’ science learning?
b. What is the nature of their content knowledge of sound and light?
2. In what ways do aspects of content knowledge influence teaching practice?

5

Upon analyzing the data regarding these questions, I found that although the nature of content
knowledge of the three student teachers was very similar, the types of teaching events that were
problematic varied somewhat for the three student teachers, and that variation could not be completely
explained by differences in their content knowledge or external factors I had considered as part of the
study (e.g., time, other constraints or help from mentor or supervising teacher). I also noticed that
although all three student teachers used similar overall inquiry-based teaching strategies in their lessons,
the manner with which they carried out those strategies differed markedly among the three. Because the
goals of my study related to understanding how elementary teachers apply their substantive content
knowledge during inquiry-based teaching, and these findings suggested that differences in this teaching
might be related to something other than their content knowledge, I extended my investigation to include
the following additional research questions:

1. For the three student teachers,
c. What is the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?
d. What is the nature of their orientation toward teaching science?
3. In what way does style of inquiry-based teaching influence teaching practice?
4. How does content knowledge influence the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?
5. To what extent does orientation toward teaching science influence their inquiry-based science
teaching?

6

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The conceptual framework guiding my study is the construct of pedagogical content knowledge
(PCK) described by Shulman (1986, 1987) and Grossman (1990) and expanded upon by Magnusson,
Krajcik, and Borko (1999) for science teaching. According to these authors, PCK represents a teacher’s
knowledge of how to translate understanding of subject matter in ways that will make it understandable
and meaningful to students. Three domains of teacher knowledge and beliefs contribute to development
of PCK: Knowledge and Beliefs about Pedagogical Knowledge, Knowledge and Beliefs about Subject
Matter Knowledge, and Knowledge and Beliefs about Context. In PCK development, knowledge from
these domains becomes transformed for purposes of teaching specific content in the specific context of
the teaching situation. As the name implies, pedagogical content knowledge does not exist independently
of subject matter, and many argue that it cannot exist in the absence of teaching experience. The two
are inextricably intertwined, with different PCKs for different subject areas and specific topics within a
subject area (Magnusson et al., 1999; Van Driel, Verloop, & de Vos, 1998; Van Driel, De Jong, & Verloop,
2002). Another feature emphasized by this model is the idea that PCK development in turn influences
development of the three component knowledge/belief domains. Thus teaching experience leads to
changes in understanding context, pedagogy and subject matter. Figure 1.1 presents a replica of the
diagram presented in Magnusson et al. (1999) portraying these components, as modified from Grossman
(1990).
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Figure 1.1. Diagram Portraying Teacher Knowledge/Belief Domains Influencing PCK
Development. (Source: Magnusson et al. 1999, p. 98).
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In their model of pedagogical content knowledge for teaching science, Magnusson et al. (1999)
describe five highly interconnected and overlapping components: 1) orientations to teaching science, 2)
knowledge of science curricula, 3) knowledge of students’ understanding of science topics, 4) knowledge
of assessment of science literacy, and 5) knowledge of instructional strategies. Figure 1.2 presents a
replica of the diagram these authors created to represent the components of PCK for science teaching.
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Figure 1.2. Diagram of Components of PCK for Science Teaching (Source: Magnusson et al.
1999, p. 99)
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Magnusson et al. (1999) describe orientations toward teaching science as “purposes and goals
for teaching science” and “a general way of viewing or conceptualizing science teaching” (p. 97). They
further describe “the central role of this component in decision making relative to planning, enacting and
reflecting upon teaching” (p. 102). They associate different goals for teaching with various orientations
such as process, academic rigor, didactic, conceptual change, activity-driven, discovery, inquiry, and
guided inquiry. According to this model, orientation to teaching science influences the transformation or
integration of knowledge of the three non-PCK domains into PCK. The other four components represent
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integrated knowledge that is shaped by teaching orientation and together they contribute to how
teachers teach specific topics of science.
Knowledge of students’ understanding of science includes such practices as basing instruction on
students’ prior knowledge and applying knowledge of learning style or development level to instructional
design. In addition, this component includes understanding of common misconceptions and how to help
students overcome them, level of abstractness of concepts, and how to make connections with students’
everyday experience. It also includes understanding approaches to problem solving, and being able to
help students learn problem-solving strategies.
Knowledge of instructional strategies involves elements that can be generalized across all or
multiple science areas and disciplines, as well as those that are specific to teaching individual topics of
science. General science teaching strategies include general understanding of strategies required of
particular teaching orientations, and abilities to carry them out. Magnusson et al. (1999) point out that
these general science teaching strategies are closely linked to orientations toward teaching science such
that orientations toward teaching science influence these teaching practices. At the specific topic level are
knowledge of specific activities and representations that are effective for teaching a particular topic.
Activities include problems, demonstrations, simulations, investigations, and experiments that lead to
student understanding of the concept at hand. Representations include illustrations, examples, models,
analogies – ways to facilitate student learning of particular concepts.
Knowledge of science curriculum includes two elements. First is knowledge of specific major
science curricular programs such as BSCS, FOSS, STC, GEMS, etc., that apply to the particular discipline
and topics of instruction. The second element involves knowledge of relevant science goals and
objectives, their interrelationships both horizontally across the grade level and vertically across grades K12. Also pertinent to this element is familiarity with national, state and district standards. These
standards serve to guide teachers’ decision-making on curriculum-based issues.
Finally, knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy involves knowing which important concepts
and dimensions of science to assess, what types of assessments to use depending on the nature of the
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concept and students, and various methods of formative and summative assessment that are effective for
evaluating students’ learning in science.
It is important here to emphasize that although the PCK for science model described by
Magnusson et al. (1999) does separate overall teaching practice into distinct components, this artificial
delineation serves to facilitate conceptualization of a highly complex system such as teaching practice. In
fact, these authors point out that the delineated components comprising PCK are highly interrelated and
the boundaries defining them are highly diffuse. It is the combination of discrete entities and fuzzy,
overlapping boundaries that simultaneously contain the enormity of teaching practice and illuminate
potential areas for research into factors influencing development of teaching practice. Although it may be
simplistic in terms of representing every nuance of teaching practice, this model provides a powerful
heuristic for thinking about teaching practice.
Gess-Newsome (1999) describes two models for PCK development, the transformation model and
the integration model. An extreme of the integration model reflects current traditional methods of
elementary teacher preparation in which content learning occurs via a lecture/verification lab format in
isolation from learning about teaching science. This results in limited content understanding necessary
for teaching. The extreme of the transformation model results in highly context specific content
knowledge represented by the elementary teacher’s “bag of tricks.” In this case, teachers learn specific
lessons or activities and perhaps content knowledge needed to teach the activity, but not in a way that
leads to cognitive flexibility or application to other contexts.
I have chosen to employ slightly different terminology in my study than that used by Magnusson
et al. (1999). In the diagram of the knowledge domains contributing to PCK, Grossman uses the term,
“subject matter knowledge” to describe the domain composed of syntactic and substantive knowledge of
science. Because the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) uses the term “content
knowledge” to represent this domain, and because the findings from my investigation have implications
for both preservice elementary teacher science methods courses and specialized science content courses
which would refer to these documents, I use the term “content knowledge” instead of “subject matter
knowledge” to refer to knowledge comprising this knowledge domain.
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ORGANIZATION

In this chapter (Chapter 1), I presented the overall educational problem spurring my dissertation
research, the practical and theoretical goals of my study, my research questions, and the conceptual
framework guiding my study.
Chapter 2 presents a review of literature pertinent to my investigation. In this chapter, I
examine what has been reported regarding elements related to my research questions: 1) aspects of
substantive content knowledge important for reform-oriented science teaching; 2) the nature of
preservice and inservice elementary teachers’ science content knowledge; 3) the influence of content
knowledge on teaching practice; 4) classroom inquiry-based teaching practice; and 5) orientation toward
teaching science and its influence on teaching practice. While examining these studies, I consider the
approach used in the investigations as well as what they tell us about interactions among the four areas
comprising the focus of my study.
Chapter 3 presents the rationale behind my choice of research tradition, and a detailed
description of specific methods I employed in my study. Thus it includes discussion and justification of
comparative case study as a guiding framework coupled with data analysis methods adapted from
grounded theory research. It also describes the research context for my study, including my role in the
process, and the various data sources and methods I used to collect the data. Finally, it describes data
analysis methods I employed in the various phases of data analysis, including a detailed description of
those I developed within the context of this research in order to facilitate a fine grained analysis sufficient
for addressing the research questions.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 present the three individual case studies that provided information for the
subsequent cross-case comparisons required by the research questions. Thus, for each individual case I
describe the following: 1) science background, 2) overall science teaching context, 3) context of the
observed lessons; 4) problematic content knowledge-related teaching events from the lessons, 5) nature
of content knowledge related to the observed lessons, 6) analysis of problematic content knowledgerelated teaching events based on content knowledge and external factors, 7) classroom inquiry style, 8)
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analysis of problematic events based on aspects of classroom inquiry style; and 9) orientation toward
teaching science.
Chapter 7 presents ten claims generated from cross-case analysis of the data. I support each
claim with evidence from my study, and discuss each based on the literature. A final section to the
chapter presents a synthesis of my findings in which I draw together the ten claims and present a
discussion of how they may interact for teaching substantive science content using inquiry-based
teaching.
Chapter 8 presents a summary of the key research findings, and discussion of possible implications
of those findings to the areas of elementary teacher preparation, elementary teacher professional
development, content course development, and research in these areas as well as PCK research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

My study aims to contribute to our understanding of the role of substantive content knowledge in
inquiry-based teaching and the process by which teachers’ substantive content knowledge becomes
transformed for teaching in the context of inquiry-based instruction. Consistent with the Magnusson et
al. (1999) model of PCK for science teaching, this transformation process involves interactions among
multiple knowledge domains, each of which contributes to the resultant teaching practice. My
investigation foregrounds the content knowledge domain and its relationship to teaching practice, while
recognizing the importance of the other two knowledge-belief domains (pedagogical knowledge and
knowledge of context). My research topic also implicates several other factors. The Magnusson, et al.
model describes orientations toward teaching science as a knowledge/belief component of PCK that
influences transformation of content knowledge and the other two contributing knowledge/belief
domains. Further, because my study involves only inquiry-based instruction, and in particular, inquirybased instruction that is concept-driven, understanding of what is known about inquiry and this type of
inquiry-based instruction is also of importance. Thus my review of the literature in preparation for my
study seeks to understand what is known about the following areas: 1) aspects of substantive content
knowledge important for reform-oriented science teaching; 2) the nature of preservice and inservice
elementary teachers’ science content knowledge; 3) the influence of content knowledge on teaching
practice; 4) classroom inquiry-based teaching practice; and 5) orientation toward teaching science and its
influence on teaching practice. Each area comprises a section within the literature review. A final section
presents the status of our understanding of how these areas combine to present a comprehensive picture
of factors influencing teaching practice. For each section I also discuss areas in need of further research.
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ASPECTS OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE IMPORTANT FOR REFORM-ORIENTED SCIENCE
TEACHING

Reform-oriented science teaching standards documents call for “depth of content knowledge” or
“in-depth understanding” of science concepts for teachers as a prerequisite for being able to engage
students in reform-oriented teaching practices designed to lead to student “depth of content
understanding” (NRC, 1996, 2000; AAAS, 1993; INTASC, 2002). What is meant by “depth of content
understanding,” however, remains ambiguous. The term “depth” itself is a relative term that implies a
measurement system by which to compare depths in order to identify stages or monitor development.
The National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) point out:

One of the most serious questions in science education is what a science teacher needs
to know. What does it mean to know a lot or a little, have a solid foundation, and have
in-depth understanding….An important test of the appropriate level of understanding for
all teachers of science at all levels is the teacher’s ability to determine what students
understand about science and use this data to formulate activities that aid the
development of sound scientific ideas by students (p. 59-60).
From this statement we can infer that any description of “depth of science content knowledge” must
consider the individual’s ability to apply that knowledge to teaching in ways that result in student
understanding. What remains elusive however, is what aspects of content knowledge are important in a
teaching context, and what criteria we can use to characterize relative depth. In this review, I draw from
research in three areas to more clearly describe “depth” of content knowledge.
Bransford et al. (2000) and Bransford, Derry, Berliner, Hammerness, and Beckett (2005)
synthesize findings from expert/novice research and research into learning transfer to provide insight into
aspects of content knowledge that facilitate teachers’ ability to implement reformed teaching practices
that promote student understanding of scientific ideas. The applicability of information from
expert/novice research resides in the observation that experts have greater cognitive flexibility and
adaptive expertise in their fields, and in addition possess greater depth of understanding of their field of
expertise than do novices. The assumption here is that by examining the differences in the nature of
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experts and novices’ content expertise and comparing their relative levels of cognitive flexibility and
adaptive expertise, we can elucidate qualities of understanding that should be supported during
classroom instruction of future teachers. These studies reveal several ideas about knowledge relevant to
understanding content knowledge for teaching, and show that experts differ from novices in several
dimensions of knowledge, including: 1) ability to recognize meaningful patterns of information, 2)
organization of knowledge “with meaningful relations among related elements clustered into related units
that are governed by underlying concepts and principles” (Bransford et al., 2000, p. 38), 3)
“conditionalized” and “fluid” knowledge that allows efficient retrieval of knowledge relevant to the
particular context and problem at hand, 4) problems experts have transferring their expert knowledge to
teaching, and 5) need to differentiate between adaptive expertise and routine expertise.
Research on learning transfer summarized in these same two reports (Bransford et al., 2000;
Bransford et al., 2005) also reveals several key ideas that relate to the nature of teachers’ content
knowledge and their ability to transfer that knowledge to a teaching context: 1) transfer of learning
cannot occur without a certain level of learning of the particular subject matter; 2) learning with
understanding through abstract representations rather than memorization and highly contextualized
learning lead to greater ability to transfer learning; 3) learning for effective transfer requires time to
understand underlying concepts and interconnections among concepts, which in turn suggests the
importance of focusing on fewer concepts so that learning does not have to be rushed. It also involves
motivation arising from being able to see the usefulness of the learning; 4) learning for transfer requires
learning with feedback from knowledgeable others; and 5) the context of the learning and the context to
which it is transferred impacts learning transfer. The value of this evidence relies on the assumption that
ability to transfer content knowledge from the learning context to novel contexts indicates a type of
learning that will lead to greater ability to translate content knowledge to a teaching context.
Another source of information related to depth of content understanding comes from research
studying differences in content knowledge structure of biology teachers that occur at different stages of
teaching experience (Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993, 1995; Lederman, Gess-Newsome, & Latz, 1994)
and comparing knowledge structure and organization of scientists, undergraduate science majors,
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experienced science teachers, and novice science teachers (Hauslein et al., 1992). The first set of studies
found that experienced biology teachers demonstrated greater complexity of content knowledge
organization, although this organization tended to reflect how they would teach the material rather than
conceptual interrelationships. The latter study (Hauslein et al., 1992) found that scientists and
experienced science teachers showed similar degrees of complexity of organization, however scientists
tended to organize topics around overarching concepts, while experienced teachers favored organization
reflecting how they would teach the material. The experienced teachers’ subject matter organizational
system reflecting how they would teach the material may indicate their ability to deconstruct content
knowledge for effective scaffolding of student learning (Ball, 2000; Ma, 1999; Morine-Dershimer, 1989;
Gess-Newsome, 1999). This type of conceptual organization may not be important for scientists carrying
out scientific research (Grossman et al., 2005), but would benefit those whose role includes teaching
science. This idea, combined with expert/novice research and learning transfer research, suggests that
content knowledge that includes understanding of multiple types of conceptual interrelationships is likely
to enhance ability to translate subject matter knowledge to teaching.
Based on findings described above, several aspects or dimensions by which to describe the
nature of knowledge of particular science subject matter emerge. First is the level of abstraction, whether
knowledge is associated only with directly observable, concrete facts, versus knowledge that extends to
and includes abstract representations of concepts. Also included in this dimension is whether the
knowledge consists of memorized facts or algorithms, whose function is purely recall and whose use is
routine, versus content knowledge that reflects understanding, is adaptive, flexible and has explanatory
power. Second is the degree of interconnectedness, whether the knowledge is fragmented, versus
knowledge that is rooted through multiple types of interconnections to both overarching and underlying
concepts, both internal and external (Chinnappan & Lawson, 2005). Third is organization, reflecting how
the individual thinks about relationships among concepts, either according to hierarchies of overarching
and underlying concepts, or grouped according to how the individual would teach the concepts. Fourth is
understanding of concepts that underlie targeted concepts and the importance of understanding how
student learning of the targeted concept depends on understanding those concepts. These aspects of
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content knowledge provide useful parameters by which to describe the nature of individual teachers’
content knowledge when attempting to explore interrelationships between content knowledge and
teaching practice.
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THE NATURE OF PRESERVICE AND INSERVICE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’ SCIENCE CONTENT
KNOWLEDGE

It is widely accepted that elementary preservice and inservice teachers lack depth of substantive
science content knowledge. This situation is a logical result of two separate but related tendencies: First,
elementary teachers are generalists and therefore responsible for teaching multiple subject areas.
Consequently, they have had only limited exposure to formal science training, generally through three or
four survey-type introductory courses taught through lecture/verification type laboratory experiences.
Second, many individuals who choose to become elementary teachers have had unpleasant experiences
in high school science courses, and therefore avoid taking upper level science courses in college (Skamp,
1997; Tilgner, 1990).
Studies contributing to our understanding of the nature of elementary teachers’ substantive
content knowledge appear to come from four types of empirical studies: 1) science teaching efficacy
studies (Bleicher, 2006; Cantrell, Young, & Moore, 2003; Harlen & Holroyd, 1997; Mulholland, Dorman, &
Odgers, 2004; Ramey-Gassert, Shroyer, & Staver, 1996; Schoon & Boone, 1998); 2) studies investigating
the effect of particular instructional methods as interventions on teachers’ science content knowledge
and/or teaching practice (Bischoff, 2006; Lawrenz, 1986; Parker & Heywood, 2000; Smith & Neale, 1989,
1991; Summers, 1992); 3) studies comparing the level of content knowledge to aspects of teaching
practice in which researchers evaluated subject matter knowledge as part of the study (Davis, 2003;
Davis & Petish, 2005; Dawkins, Dickerson, & Butler, 2003; Gee, Boberg & Gabel, 1996; Gee & Gabel,
1996; Lee, 1995; Meyer, Tabachnick, Hewson, Lemberger, & Park, 1999; Smith, 1999; Smith & Lloyd,
1995; Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991); and 4) studies or reviews investigating the level of elementary
teachers’ content knowledge, with no other variable considered (Atwood & Christopher, 2005; Bitner,
1991; Crawley & Arditzoglou, 1988; Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Ginns & Watters, 1995; Tilgner,
1990). Overall findings from these studies and others indicate that many preservice and practicing
elementary teachers hold inaccurate conceptual understandings in many areas of science, particularly
physical science, and that their alternative conceptions mirror those commonly held by their elementary
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students (Abell, 2007; Schoon & Boone, 1998; Wandersee, Mintzes, & Novak, 1994). In addition,
preservice and inservice elementary teachers’ conceptual understandings are disjointed, resulting in only
superficial understanding of topics of science. This is manifested at times through familiarity with terms,
but little understanding of the concepts represented by the terms (Parker & Heywood, 2000; Smith &
Neale, 1989), lack of understanding of the relationship between concepts (Dawkins et al., 2003), or lack
of understanding of contributing or underlying concepts (Crawley & Arditzoglou, 1988; Gabel et al., 1987;
Parker & Heywood, 2000).
A survey of these investigations leading to our understanding of the nature of elementary
teachers’ content knowledge illustrates the various methods for measuring substantive content
knowledge, the depth to which researchers examined that knowledge, and which aspects of substantive
content knowledge were involved. The following sections consider investigations from each of the four
categories of studies to examine in greater detail exactly what these studies contribute as well as possible
gaps in our understanding of the nature of elementary teachers’ substantive content knowledge.

Self-efficacy Studies
Of the six studies involving elementary science teaching efficacy, three measured teacher content
knowledge based on numbers of science courses taken in high school and college (Cantrell et al., 2003;
Mulholland et al., 2004; Ramey-Gassert et al., 1996). Consequently, these studies contribute little to our
understanding of the nature of preservice and inservice elementary teachers’ content knowledge. Only
three of the studies examined content knowledge through some kind of assessment of particular
knowledge. Bleicher (2006) conducted a study with seventy preservice elementary teachers taking a
science methods course that combined content learning of concepts related to the core concept of
convection. They would then use this concept to understand principles related to crustal movement,
volcanoes and weather, and concepts of teaching science in the elementary classroom. Preservice
elementary teachers’ understanding of content was monitored using pre-post testing, midterms, and
quizzes. Their personal science teaching self-efficacy (PSTE) and science teaching outcome expectancy
(STOE) were measured summatively using the STEBI-B instrument (Science Teaching Efficacy Belief
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Instrument) developed by Enochs and Riggs (1990). The researchers measured the preservice teachers
self-efficacy formatively using researcher’s field notes and participants’ journal entries. Participants
responded to three main ideas in their journal entries: 1) self-rated their own confidence as science
learner and science teacher; 2) commented on the science learning – what was new to them and what
was difficult for them to learn; and 3) considered how they might teach the concepts they were learning
to elementary students. In terms of improvement in substantive content understanding, Bleicher found
that over the course of the semester, the participants made statistically significant gains in understanding
of concepts related to convection (pre-test M=45% to post test M=85%), as well as both aspects of selfefficacy. Although the author states, “Preservice teachers were able to understand science concepts and
construct connections between those concepts as they progressed on their conceptual journey in the
course” (p. 18), the report does not elaborate on nature of the connections, nor how they were
measured. The content learning was organized around an overarching concept (convection) with
underlying concepts of temperature, heating, cooling, expansion/contraction, mass, volume, density, and
force of dynamic pressure, and after learning these concepts, the preservice teachers applied that
understanding to learning about earthquakes, volcanoes, and weather. This scenario would provide an
ideal context for documenting and analyzing improvements in multiple aspects of content learning that
occurred, including depth, interconnections, and underlying concepts.
Schoon and Boone (1998) investigated common misconceptions held by preservice elementary
teachers and the relationships between science teaching efficacy and 1) the number of misconceptions
held and 2) which of those misconceptions the participants held. The study surveyed 619 preservice
elementary teachers in the first week of their science teaching methods course. Schoon and Boone
measured science teaching efficacy using the STEBI-B instrument that measures both personal science
teaching efficacy beliefs (PSTE) and outcome expectancy beliefs (STOE). They measured content
understanding by administering a multiple choice test covering concepts in life, physical, and earth/space
sciences. Each question was followed by four possible responses, one of which was the scientifically
accepted answer, another was a common misconception, and the remaining two were distracters. Results
from the study showed that although the participants held many of the same misconceptions as had been
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shown by previous studies, there was no clear relationship between the total number of misconceptions
held and science teaching efficacy. The authors did find, however, that there was a subset of specific
misconceptions that, when held by participants, was accompanied by low measures of science teaching
efficacy. These misconceptions involved basic concepts of biology, chemistry, earth science, astronomy,
and physics. An interesting follow-up study would be to examine the other misconceptions in terms of
their relationship to the five “core” concepts, and whether participants answered these other questions
accurately only if they were able to answer the core concept correctly. Another would be to determine
whether accurate answers for teachers clustered within subject areas, and if so, whether teachers
expressed lower science teaching efficacy in different areas.
Harlen and Holdroyd (1997) conducted a study investigating the influence of elementary
teachers’ content knowledge of a range of science areas on their confidence in teaching science. Data
regarding participants’ subject matter knowledge was obtained through a process the authors called
“collaborative explanation,” in which the interviewer and an individual elementary teacher worked
together to explain a demonstrated event or an event portrayed in a picture. During the process, the
interviewer always gave the participant the opportunity to respond first, and contributed only when it was
obvious that the teacher was not familiar with the concept at hand. In a second type of interview, the
teachers discussed practical difficulties involved with teaching science, and support they felt they needed.
Analysis of transcripts of the collaborative explanation process allowed the researchers to elucidate
various types of misconceptions held by the teachers, and to compare participants’ understanding of
science concepts to their confidence for teaching science. Findings from the study showed that multiple
factors contributed to determining teachers’ general level of confidence for teaching science, and that
science content knowledge was a major contributor to that confidence. In terms of confidence for
teaching specific topics of science, knowledge of concepts related to the topic was the most important
factor. Based on their study, Harlen and Holdroyd also identified a series of six coping strategies that
elementary teachers adopt at certain times when under various pressures: 1) teaching as little science as
possible; 2) avoiding teaching topics that they have low confidence in teaching or avoiding science
teaching strategies for which they have low confidence in favor of those for which they have more
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confidence; 3) primarily using science instructional kits, textbooks, or work sheets; 4) emphasizing
didactic, expository teaching methods or strategies that maintain teacher control; 5) avoiding activities
that require complicated or unreliable equipment; and 6) asking for help from experts or colleagues
whenever possible. The authors warned that is when these strategies become the norm that they can
limit students’ learning. They also estimated that approximately half of elementary teachers in Scotland
use these coping strategies regularly in their science teaching.

Studies Examining Content Knowledge as a Variable for Assessing Effectiveness of an
Intervention
Studies within the second category, in which content knowledge was measured to determine the
effectiveness of an intervention on enhancing content knowledge, primarily utilized some form of
assessment of particular concepts of science. Bischoff (2006) examined changes in cognitive structures
of preservice elementary teachers’ understanding of air pressure and molecular kinetics coinciding with
inquiry-based instruction on those topics. Bischoff determined complexity of cognitive structures by
analyzing flow maps of preservice teachers’ thinking aloud as they attempted to explain a particular
phenomenon (e.g., inverted cup over candle; balloon on bottle filling with air when bottle heated).
Bischoff looked for frequency with which preservice elementary teachers linked their thinking to particular
ideas, or “nodes.” These nodes represented overarching ideas related to the topic. Bischoff found that
prior to the intervention the student teachers exhibited few nodes, but that after the inquiry-based
instruction their descriptions of the observed phenomenon became more complex, with greater frequency
of referral to specific nodes.
Jones et al. (1999) examined changes in elementary and middle school teachers’ content
understanding and teaching practice as they participated in a semester-long course in which they learned
about sound, light and electricity, and then examined their students’ understandings of those topics. The
course was organized into three-week long modules featuring cycles of learning and emphasizing a
conceptual change approach. These researchers measured content knowledge at the beginning and end
of each module by engaging participants in concept mapping and journal reflections on their learning.
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They scored the concept maps based on number of concepts, relationships among concepts, and
hierarchies and cross-links, and compared pre- and post-module scores to determine changes. They
found an increase in hierarchies and cross-links over the course of the modules, indicating an increase in
interconnections suggesting that participants’ content knowledge changed in organization, complexity,
and coherence over the course of the module.
Lawrenz (1986) conducted a study of 333 elementary teachers throughout Arizona participating
in an inservice program consisting of classes in physical science content (physics and chemistry) and how
to implement various physical science activities in the classroom. Prior to beginning the classes, the
participants took the Physical Science Test (PST) consisting of 31 multiple choice test items to assess
their pre-course understanding of concepts of physical science. The mean score was 19 out of 31 correct
(48th percentile), and scores ranged from 9 to 30 out of 31. Results indicated that some concepts were
better understood than others. The majority of teachers responded correctly to questions about atomic
structure, off-center balancing, averaging, lenses, batteries, density, stars, heat exchange, and chemical
reactions. There were eleven questions to which teachers responded with less than 50% accuracy
(mass, particularly related to air; motion and interaction of steel balls on frictionless surface;
electromagnetism; electricity; and light), and which the author considered in greater detail to elucidate
patterns indicating possible serious misconceptions rather than lack of knowledge or simple unfamiliarity
with terms. However, this analysis of data from the questions consisted of determining which questions
teachers had most problems with, with no apparent examination of patterns of correct or incorrect
answers for individual teachers, and how responses on one question might relate to responses on
questions dealing with related concepts. Depending on the nature of the questions, such additional
analysis might reveal information regarding interconnectedness of teachers’ understanding of concepts of
physical science.
Parker and Heywood (1990) examined the process of elementary teachers’ learning about forces
related to sinking and floating as they engaged in a series of constructivist-based activities centering on
this topic. To do so, they analyzed participants’ statements during the learning process, as well as their
reflections on their learning. From this study, Parker and Heywood found that the participants were able
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to progress from declarative knowledge of density to a deeper explanatory understanding of floating and
sinking. In addition, these authors were able to track the participants’ understanding across the four
activities. These findings contribute to our understanding of limitations in depth and interconnectedness
of content understanding by showing progress toward more sophisticated understanding over the course
of the intervention.
Smith and Neale (1991) interviewed inservice elementary teachers prior to their beginning a
summer workshop to determine the nature of their understanding of concepts of light. These
researchers found that teachers could remember words related to light (e.g., waves, rays), but except for
one of the participants, they never used those terms when explaining phenomena in subsequent
interview activities. From this observation, the researchers concluded that the participants’ content
understanding was fragmentary.
Summers (1992) examined content understanding of preservice elementary teachers before and
after participating in a conceptual change-based program teaching about static and dynamic forces. The
purpose of the study was to evaluate newly designed instructional materials used in the intervention.
The instrument used to assess content understanding was a PSTS test consisting of 38 questions to
which participants could choose from the responses, “true,” “false,” “don’t understand,” or “not sure.”
Summers found that prior to the intervention the preservice elementary teachers averaged 32.8% correct
answers, while after the intervention they averaged 74.8%, indicating a substantial gain in
understanding. Due to the nature of the assessment, however, there was no opportunity to investigate
aspects of content knowledge such as interconnections, organization, or understanding of importance of
underlying concepts.

Studies Examining Content Knowledge and Teaching Practice Simultaneously
The third category of studies contributing to our understanding of the nature of preservice and
inservice elementary teachers’ content knowledge involves studies comparing the level of content
knowledge with aspects of teaching practice. Davis (2003) conducted a case study of a preservice
elementary teacher, Val, enrolled in a science methods course, to examine her integration of content
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knowledge of light into development of instructional representations for teaching two topics of light: the
role of light in vision, and differences in absorption of light by black and white objects. The purpose of
the study was to evaluate the usefulness of “the knowledge integration perspective” as an approach to
analyzing preservice elementary teachers’ integration of content knowledge for teaching. Davis evaluated
Val’s content knowledge by having her select and justify questions she would include when developing a
test, provide answers she would expect children to give for the questions, and then provide her own
answers for the questions. Further insights into her content understanding came from interviews
regarding the real-world representations she planned to use when teaching the topic to elementary
children. Using the knowledge integration perspective, Davis demonstrated connections between Val’s
understanding of concepts, real-world experiences, and development of instructional representations. In
the process of analyzing the nature of Val’s content understanding, Davis found instances of
interconnections among concepts revealed by her ability to connect ideas. In these instances,
representations were more scientifically accurate than when knowledge was less interconnected.
Davis and Pettish (2005) investigated the influence of subject matter knowledge on preservice
elementary teachers’ science content representations, in particular, their understanding of real-world
applications of science concepts. These authors measured content knowledge by analyzing data from an
interview in which subjects were asked to explain real-world applications of their selected topic
scientifically, and to justify their design and inclusion of a particular lesson dealing with that topic within
their unit plan, including the learning goals for the lesson. During analysis, Davis and Pettish evaluated
the accuracy, grade-level depth of understanding (based on AAAS Benchmarks), and integration of
subject matter knowledge (number of ideas participants included in their explanations), which reflects the
interconnectedness of their knowledge. They found that the group of preservice elementary teachers
with stronger substantive content knowledge developed stronger real-world representations.
Gee et al. (1996) examined the content understanding of two groups of preservice elementary
teachers via a multiple-choice test including ten questions in each of the following areas: life science,
earth science, physical science, and scientific inquiry. One group had participated in a science-enhanced
version of the science preparation program (QUEST), and had therefore taken more science courses than
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the other group in preparation for a specialization in science teaching. In their analysis of participants’
science content knowledge, the authors considered three aspects of science content knowledge: the
interdisciplinary nature of science, science as inquiry, and scientific conceptions (scientific vs. naïve).
Although Gee et al. found that all groups shared similar limitations in the science content understanding,
there was no discussion of aspects of content understanding other than accuracy of answers and
participants’ thinking of science as integrated (among science areas). Gee and Gabel (1996) applied the
same measures of content knowledge to two groups of novice elementary teachers: those with extra
science preparation and those with minimal preparation. In this study, the authors found that the firstyear teachers who had taken more science content courses showed greater content understanding on the
multiple choice test described above. Again, the detail with which these authors examined the nature of
content knowledge extended only to ascertaining accuracy of knowledge.
Lee (1995) examined interrelationships among substantive content knowledge, classroom
management, and instructional practices. Lee’s measure of content knowledge, however, involved
teachers’ self-reports of their knowledge, offering little insight into what the actual level of understanding
was.
Meyer et al. (1999) included level of content understanding in their study of relationships
between preservice elementary teachers’ conceptions of science teaching and conceptions of biology.
These researchers monitored biology concept understanding through interviews in which the participants
talked about various biology topics, such as the circulatory system, food chains, and evolution. From this
study, Meyer et al. were able to determine some aspects of the participants’ substantive content
understanding, such as depth of understanding and ability to interrelate different ideas. The researchers
found little change in depth of content understanding over the course of the program, but did find
differences in the level of confidence with which subjects talked about it. The topics of biology the
authors analyzed formally in their study to elucidate the nature of their content understanding, however,
did not necessarily coincide with the topics the preservice teachers taught, and therefore represented at
best only general characteristics. It is not clear from this study what happened to subjects’
understanding of the particular topics they did teach.
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Smith and Lloyd (1995) investigated the relationship between elementary teachers’ ability to plan
science lessons that would help students understand concepts of seed germination, photosynthesis, and
forces acting on a ball that was tossed up in the air, and the level of the elementary teachers’ own level
of understanding of those topics. The measure of content understanding included a series of questions
in each of the topics, with the sub-questions in each area designed to allow participants to demonstrate
increasingly advanced understanding. In addition to these written, open responses to test questions,
these researchers also included participants’ ability to use their content knowledge in planning how they
would teach these topics and dispel students’ misconceptions. In analyzing the test questions, the
researchers distinguished among five levels of content knowledge: 1 = incorrect, 2-3 = incomplete
understanding and 4-5 = correct knowledge. Subjects’ additional written comments also provided
insights into the level of assuredness with which they answered. Results from this investigation revealed
that the majority of elementary teachers scored in the 2-3 range, indicating only partial understanding
and misconceptions in concepts. Although their instrument for measuring content knowledge had
potential to distinguish among participants with more or less depth of understanding, the authors did not
include a detailed analysis of depth for the various participants and possible impact on teaching practice.
Smith (1999) used the same measures to determine preservice elementary teachers’ content
understanding in the third year of a longitudinal study spanning the four years of their teacher
preparation program. Smith traced the development of participants’ content knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge, and perceptions as to what was important for them to know for teaching. In this study,
Smith found no significant correlation between knowledge of science content as measured on the test
and subjects’ ability to plan lessons that would help students understand the concepts. Thus even
though participants were able to answer questions involving more complex science understanding, they
still had problems translating that understanding into methods for helping students understand the
concepts. This study went on to consider other aspects of teaching that developed over the course of
the four years; however, the topics the participants taught while student teaching were not necessarily
related to the four areas characterized in the content knowledge measure.
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Studies Examining Only Content Knowledge
The fourth category of studies into elementary teachers’ substantive content knowledge consists
of studies whose purpose was to determine the level of that knowledge, without comparison to other
variables. Atwood and Christopher (2005) examined the content knowledge of 108 preservice
elementary teachers regarding concepts of light commonly included in elementary school curricula. The
assessment instrument involved eight multiple-choice questions covering concepts such as light travel,
reflection and plane mirror optics, and refraction and simple lens optics. Percentage of correct answers
for the eight questions ranged from a high of 69% to a low of 15%, with a mean of 44%. There was no
attempt to determine interconnectedness, organization, or understanding of underlying concepts.
Ginns and Watters (1995) conducted a study of 321 preservice elementary teachers’
understanding of various physical science concepts: floating and sinking, nature of matter, air pressure
and its effects, and the balance beam. The researchers monitored content understanding through
analysis of participants’ written responses to questions involving those topics, as well as their written
explanations and justifications for their responses. The researchers then analyzed the responses and
coded them as one of five categories: sound understanding; partially understood (response was correct
but incomplete); partially understood with specific misconception; specific misconception; and no
understanding. Results confirmed the other researchers’ findings (Lawrenz, 1986; Bitner, 1991; Tilgner,
1990) that preservice and inservice elementary teachers have limited understanding in multiple areas of
physical science. Ginns and Watters also compared their findings to those of Renner, Abraham,
Grzybowski, and Marek (1990), who investigated eighth grade students’ responses to questions in the
area of sinking and floating. Ginns and Watters found that except for those preservice elementary
teachers who had successfully completed a chemistry or physics course in high school, the preservice
teachers’ responses were similar to those of the eighth grade students. Based on these findings, Ginns
and Watters point out the important discrepancy between the nature of elementary teachers’ content
knowledge (formal operational) and the tasks they are required to perform in reform-oriented science
teaching (largely formal reasoning ability). Although the study serves to document limitations in depth of
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content knowledge, it does not provide insights into subjects’ understanding of interconnections among
concepts, organization of concepts, or understanding of underlying concepts.

Summary of literature-based understanding of elementary teachers’ substantive content
knowledge
From these studies investigating elementary teachers’ substantive content knowledge, we do find
evidence that elementary teachers’ understanding of science concepts is often inaccurate and disjointed,
involving misconceptions that are similar to those of elementary students. However, only a handful of
investigations included a detailed examination of content understanding in terms of the four aspects of
content knowledge outlined in the previous section: depth, interconnectedness, organization, and
understanding of underlying concepts (Bischoff, 2006; Davis & Pettish, 2005; Jones et al., 1999; Smith,
1999; Smith & Lloyd, 1995) and only two (Davis & Pettish, 2005; Jones et al., 1999) examined this
detailed profile for concepts the participants actually encountered in their teaching. Although Smith and
Lloyd (1995) and Smith (1999) collected data that would be useful in determining depth of
understanding, the data were not analyzed in this way, nor systematically linked to participants’ teaching
practice in terms of those aspects. Clearly there is a need for more studies in which investigations of
elementary teachers’ content knowledge include multiple aspects of content knowledge and for which the
topics of science measured relate directly to topics taught.
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COMPONENTS OF PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE

The teacher knowledge domain of pedagogical content knowledge is a complex construct.
According to the PCK model put forth by Shulman (1986, 1987) and Grossman (1990), the knowledge
domain of PCK results from transformation of knowledge from three contributing knowledge domains,
pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of context, and subject matter knowledge, which interact to generate
the five components of teaching practice that comprise the knowledge domain of pedagogical content
knowledge. Thus, studies of PCK development could potentially focus on individual or combinations of
components. In using the PCK model as a conceptual framework for my study (see Figure 1.2), I view
these components as representing aspects of teaching practice that are influenced by substantive content
knowledge. Thus, understanding the relative emphasis placed on the various components in the
literature is important for understanding potential gaps in what we know about the influence of content
knowledge on teaching practice.
By far, the two components of PCK chosen most frequently for study were knowledge of
instructional strategies and knowledge of students’ understanding of science. Van Driel et al. (1998)
point out that these two components represent the areas of consensus among several authors (Shulman,
1986, 1987; Grossman, 1990; Marks, 1990) and they are also featured in the Magnusson et al. (1999)
model. Zembal-Saul et al. (2000) and Zembal-Saul, Krajcik and Blumenfeld (2002) investigated
development of elementary preservice teachers’ content representations (demonstrations, investigations,
analogies) and concern for the needs of learners (determining students’ prior knowledge and
incorporating that knowledge into the representations, and active engagement of learners combined with
informal formative assessments to monitor their understanding). Smith and Neale (1989, 1991) studied
knowledge of student errors, strategies for teaching content (conceptual change), and content
representations. Gee and Gabel (1996) and Gee et al. (1996) investigated student teachers’ ability to
adapt their content knowledge to the level of their elementary students and teachers’ ability to apply
appropriate technology in data collecting and analysis as emphasized in the teacher development
program. Parker and Heywood (2000) engaged experienced elementary teachers in exploring their own
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misconceptions as preparation for understanding those of students, and developed conceptual change
strategies for teachers. Appleton and Kindt (2002) and Appleton (2002, 2003) looked at the relationship
between “activities that work” and Australian elementary teachers’ PCK development. Davis (2003)
conducted a case study of a preservice teacher that focused on her instructional representations,
particularly those linking scientific concepts to real-world experience.
In the area of secondary science PCK studies, Clermont, Krajcik, and Borko (1993) and Clermont,
Borko, and Krajcik (1994) focused on development of preservice and inservice teachers’ strategies and
representations for teaching abstract concepts of chemistry through chemical demonstrations. Van Driel
et al. (1998, 2002), van Driel and de Jong (1999, 2001), and de Jong, van Driel, and Verloop (2005)
studied preservice and practicing chemistry teachers’ knowledge of specific problematic chemistry
concepts and strategies for teaching those concepts. Meyer (2003) looked at student prior knowledge of
density, including teacher understanding of sources of that prior knowledge, and its impact on teaching
and learning. Geddis, Onslow, Benyon, and Oesch (1993) focused on student misconceptions about
isotopes or electric circuits and representations for overcoming misconceptions. Magnusson, Borko,
Krajcik, and Layman (1992) and Magnusson and Krajcik (1993) looked at teachers’ understanding of
student difficulties related to heat energy, temperature, and distinguishing between the two, and
teachers’ instructional strategies for teaching about these concepts. Van der Valk and Broekman (1999)
used their lesson plan approach in order to capture preservice science teachers’ efforts to determine and
utilize student prior knowledge and learning difficulties, as well as representations and strategies for
teaching a particular topic.
Two other PCK components, knowledge of curriculum and knowledge of science assessment,
have been much less studied (Abell, 2007). In a study of experienced science teachers, Geddis et al.
(1993) examined teachers’ knowledge of curriculum and how they selected which concepts to teach from
a curriculum composed of many topics. Finley, Stewart, and Yarroch (1982) conducted a study in which
they surveyed 400 science teachers about the level of difficulty for students of 50 topics from their own
discipline area, as well as the importance of those topics. Abell (2007) reports that multiple studies of
science teachers’ goals tended to focus on content goals rather than attitudinal goals or goals involving
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science processes. In terms of assessment, a study by Pine, Messer, and St. John (2001) examined
assessment methods elementary teachers used and found that methods included discussion,
brainstorming, questioning, testing, and predicting. Duffee and Aikenhead (1992) found that tenth grade
science teachers tended to use tests and lab assignments as assessments, and choices of what and how
to assess were influenced by teachers’ beliefs and values. Davis (2006) investigated preservice
elementary teachers’ ability to critique instructional materials, finding that the participants did not
consider the accuracy or effectiveness of how substantive content is represented in their critiques.
Although listed as a PCK component by Magnusson et al. (1999), orientation toward teaching
science (OTS), differs from the other four components. Abell (2007) expressed reluctance to include it as
a PCK component because it deals entirely with conceptions and therefore is not truly a knowledge
domain. Also, OTS is not something directly observable in teaching practice; rather, it must be inferred
from practice or through self-report. Because of this difference, I consider this component in a later
section of the literature review dealing with conceptions of science teaching.
There was only one research group that truly monitored all four of the above facets of PCK and
influences of contributing knowledge domains. The series of studies from Loughran’s group (Loughran,
Milroy, Berry, Gunstone, & Mulhall, 2001; Loughran, Mulhall, & Berry, 2004); in which they developed the
CoRe/PaP-eRs methodology for capturing PCK provides opportunities to probe systematically teachers’
practice for at least some elements of all aspects of PCK and knowledge domains as described by
Magnusson et al. (1999). The prompts that form the vertical column of the CoRe matrix are listed in
Table 2.1, along with my own identification as to which component(s) of PCK or knowledge domain(s)
they particularly represent. Of course, due to the interrelated nature of PCK and the domains of teacher
knowledge, it could be argued that other PCK components and knowledge domains could also be
included.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of CoRe Prompts from Loughran et al. (2001, 2004) and PCK
Components and Teacher Knowledge Domains
CoRe Prompt

PCK Component or
Knowledge Domain
Student Understanding of Science
Curriculum
Subject Matter Knowledge
Subject Matter Knowledge
Curriculum
Orientation toward Teaching Science
Subject Matter Knowledge
Student Understanding of Science
Curriculum
Student Understanding of Science
Subject Matter Knowledge

1.

What you intend the students to learn about this idea

2.

Why it is important for students to know this

3.

What else you know about this idea (that you do not intend students
to know yet)

4.

Difficulties/limitations connected with teaching the idea

5.

Knowledge about students’ thinking which influences your teaching of
this idea

Student Understanding of Science
Subject Matter Knowledge

6.

Other factors that influence your teaching of this idea

7.

Teaching procedures (and particular reasons for using these to engage
with this idea)

8.

Specific ways of ascertaining students’ understanding or confusion
around this idea (include likely range of responses)

Orientation toward Teaching Science
Knowledge of Students
Pedagogical Knowledge
Instructional Strategies
Student Understanding of Science
Subject Matter Knowledge
Assessment of Scientific Literacy
Subject Matter Knowledge

Based on this survey, it appears that our understanding of teaching practice as described by the
four components of PCK discussed above is limited in that very little is known about teachers’
understanding of curriculum and assessment. More studies involving these areas are needed to round
out our understanding of PCK. Of course, there is great value to a research approach that limits the
scope of an investigation to focus on a single variable. However, more studies that include all areas
would also be informative for elucidating interrelationships among components.
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INFLUENCE OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE ON TEACHING PRACTICE

Studies investigating qualities of content knowledge impacting teaching practice reveal that
structure of subject matter knowledge plays an important role. In mathematics education, researchers
have found that high school and college-level mathematics courses do not prepare elementary teachers
adequately for teaching mathematics through reform-oriented teaching methods. The majority of
preservice and inservice elementary teachers have knowledge of algorithms, but not of the concepts and
relationships among concepts that underlie those rules (Ball, 1990b, 1991, 2000; Eisenhart, Borko,
Underhill, Brown, Jones, & Agard, 1993; Ma, 1999). In the culture of reformed mathematics instruction,
students are encouraged to explore multiple approaches for solving the same problem. These authors
explain that without depth of understanding of underlying concepts and their interrelationships,
elementary teachers have difficulty distinguishing viable and non-viable approaches, especially when the
students’ solutions arise from atypical approaches.
Much of the evidence linking strong teaching practice with strong substantive content knowledge
comes from studies comparing levels of teachers’ content knowledge to the nature of their teaching
practice. Many such studies in science education compare the structure of content knowledge of science
experts, science area majors, experienced science teachers, and novice science teachers and how the
structure of science teachers’ knowledge relates to teaching practice (Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993;
Hashweh, 1987; Hauslein et al., 1992; Lederman, Gess-Newsome, & Latz, 1994). Using concept
mapping as a tool for evaluating subject matter structure, these studies revealed not only that
experienced teachers and science experts generated more complex concept maps than did science
majors or novice teachers, but also that the arrangement was different. Science experts created more
conceptually fluid maps, reflecting interrelationships among concepts, while teachers’ maps, although
complex, reflected more how they would teach the topics. Gess-Newsome and Lederman (1995) found
that although experienced teachers generated richly connected concept maps, this understanding was
rarely manifested in their teaching. Hashweh (1987) found that when experienced science teachers
taught within their subject area, they organized concepts around “big ideas,” were selective as to what
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activities to include, and often designed their own activities. However, these same experienced science
teachers, when teaching outside their discipline area, tended to follow the textbook, and were unable to
connect ideas.
Carlsen (1991a, 1991b, 1993) examined the influence of substantive content knowledge on the
teaching practice of four novice biology teachers. In order to ascertain their level of content knowledge
for various topics of biology, Carlsen engaged the teachers in a card-sort activity of 15 biology topics,
examined their undergraduate course records, and engaged them in interviews regarding the source of
their content understanding. He then examined lesson plans and observed their classroom instruction of
topics for which they had high and low level understanding. Elements monitored in the study included
the nature of the instruction and teacher questioning. Carlsen found that when engaged in laboratory
activities involving high-level knowledge topics, the teachers tended to talk more, and more of the talk
was in response to student questions rather than teacher-initiated. In addition, the laboratory activities
tended to be less prescribed. In general, teachers’ questions while teaching high-level knowledge topics
were of a higher level than when teaching topics for which the teacher had lower substantive content
knowledge.
In a much-cited expert/novice research study, Hashweh (1987) compared depth and structure of
subject matter knowledge of three experienced biology and three experienced physics teachers and
resulting effects on teaching. Each teacher performed the same tasks and answered the same series of
questions about two science topics: levers and photosynthesis. In each case, the procedure began using
the topic closest to the teacher’s area of expertise. In the first session, teachers were asked questions
about the topic, labeled lines in a concept map that connected pre-specified concepts related to the
topics, and sorted exam questions by how they are related or how the teacher would go about solving
them. In a second session, each teacher used a textbook chapter to plan a lesson on each of the topics
while thinking out loud. They also responded to more directed questions about their plans. Finally,
teachers responded to written “critical incidents” in teaching that reflected events relating to content and
to pedagogical practices. The “constant” factor in this study was the level of pedagogical expertise, and
each subject provided his own “control” in terms of the effect of depth of content knowledge on teaching
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practice. Findings that are especially important include: 1) When working within their own fields of
expertise, teachers had greater knowledge of details for the specific topic, had greater knowledge of
related areas within the field, tended to organize knowledge around overarching concepts rather than the
level of the topic itself, and were aware of more connections among the topic and other aspects of the
discipline. 2) In the lesson planning activity using the textbook, discipline experts were selective as to
what activities they included, and designed their own activities; novices, however, tended to follow the
textbook. 3) Discipline experts organized ideas around “big ideas” while novices were unable to connect
ideas.
Hauslein et al. (1992) compared individuals with different depth of biology subject matter
knowledge in a study involving preservice science teachers, practicing biology teachers who had taught
for 1-3 years and 5 or more years, scientists whose field of study was within the discipline of biology, and
college senior biology majors. Each participant was asked to sort and arrange cards labeled with
predetermined topics of biology. The final arrangements were then analyzed for how topics were placed
in relation to each other. From this study, Hauslein et al. found that the biology majors and preservice
teachers created relatively unstructured maps. More experienced teachers had more complex maps than
did novices, and scientists had maps with complexity similar to the experienced teachers; however, the
arrangement was different. Experienced teachers tended to create maps that reflected how they would
teach the topics, while scientists created more conceptually fluid maps, reflecting conceptual relationships
rather than teaching order.
Gess-Newsome and Lederman (1993) and Lederman et al. (1994) looked at preservice biology
teachers’ developing subject matter structure over their final year of teacher preparation. Preservice
teachers were asked to respond to a series of questions and draw and describe a concept map of the
discipline of biology using any topics they chose. Findings from this study showed that the preservice
teachers’ subject matter structures (SMS) did not change until the third or fourth time they performed the
task. The third time corresponded with the end of the science methods course, and concept maps of
many participants changed to reflect how they thought the topics should be taught. Observing these
individuals during student teaching, however, revealed that they were seldom able to demonstrate the
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connections they displayed on the concept maps in their teaching. In a similar study of practicing biology
teachers, Gess-Newsome and Lederman (1995) found that experienced teachers developed richly
connected concept maps, but rarely manifested their knowledge of interconnections during teaching. In
this study, the authors also found that teachers made more integrative connections while teaching topics
within biology for which they had specialized knowledge.
Sanders, Borko, and Lockard (1993) studied the teaching practice of three experienced secondary
science teachers teaching within and outside their certification areas. Sanders et al. found that
depending on whether the teachers taught within or outside their certification areas, their practice
differed in terms of planning and degree of interaction with students while teaching. Inside their areas of
expertise they interacted with the students more, talked less, and engaged students in more open
“conversationally risky” activities.
Abell and Roth (1992) found a change in teaching practice depending on the perceived level of
content knowledge of science topics for a preservice elementary teacher. While teaching a unit on rocks
and minerals, topics that were familiar because she had taken a geosciences course for elementary
education majors, the student teacher engaged her students in hands-on activities emphasizing methods
of science, had students work in groups, used the textbook as a resource rather than sole source of
information, and modified the test to reflect what she had taught. In contrast, when she taught the
oceans unit, she felt less confident about the subject matter, used fewer hands-on activities, and
increased the number of text-based lessons.
Davis and Pettish (2005) compared the instructional representations developed by two pairs of
preservice elementary teachers to differences in each pair’s subject matter knowledge. These researchers
examined the accuracy, grade-level depth of understanding (based on AAAS Benchmarks), and level of
integration of subject matter knowledge (number of ideas participants included in their explanations),
which reflects the interconnectedness of their knowledge. They found that the pair with the stronger
content understanding developed more scientifically accurate and pedagogically appropriate instructional
representations than did the other pair whose members were less strong in science content
understanding.
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Dobey and Schafer (1984) examined the nature of twenty-two preservice elementary teachers’
inquiry teaching about pendulums to fifth grade students (planning and teaching) in relation to their
subject matter knowledge measured through their performance on tasks related to the same topic.
Results indicated that the inquiry lessons of the teachers with low knowledge tended to be more teacherdirected than those with medium-level knowledge, but similar in directedness to teachers with high
knowledge. Preservice teachers with low knowledge tended to entertain fewer student ideas and failed
to engage students in extension investigations. Also, half of the high knowledge preservice teachers
lectured to their students about pendulums during the lesson, while the low level teachers did not.
Lee (1995) examined the teaching practice of a middle school teacher teaching two classes
differing in achievement level. As with the Jones et al. (1992) study, there was no formal assessment of
the teacher’s content understanding. Instead, level of content understanding consisted of the teacher’s
perceptions of limited understanding. The teacher stated that her limited science content knowledge
resulted in her heavy reliance on text-based activities and requirements for student memorization of facts
rather than engagement in hands-on investigations.
Other studies linking content knowledge and actual teaching practice (as opposed to selfefficacy) for elementary teachers generally looked at simultaneous development of content knowledge
and teaching practice due to an intervention designed to impact both. Smith and Neale (1989, 1991)
used a conceptual change approach for teaching practicing elementary teachers about light and shadows.
They worked with experienced elementary teachers who participated in a summer institute focusing on
teaching about light and shadows through a conceptual change approach. During this workshop,
teachers participated in activities and discussions aimed at their own learning of the concepts, planned
lessons for teaching those concepts, taught their planned lessons to small groups of students, and
reflected on their teaching. In the 1989 study, the researchers monitored teachers’ substantive content
knowledge of those topics, as well as their PCK for teaching them (teaching orientation, knowledge of
students’ concepts, teaching strategies, and examples and representations) before and after the
workshop. Results from this study showed increases in their own understanding of light and shadows
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and concurrent development in aspects of PCK. These results suggest that learning content while
learning content pedagogy enhances both.
Smith (1999) described changes in her own understanding of substantive content knowledge as
applied to teaching. She described her developing understanding of her students’ naïve ideas about light
and shadows, and the progression through which they proceed as they come to understand scientifically
accepted explanations. Equipped with this understanding, Smith was able to scaffold learning to allow
for this progression. This illustrates the type of complexity for teachers’ understanding of science
concepts, which contrasts with that of scientists, whose interconnections are based on interrelationships
of scientific concepts rather than elements related to the learning process.
Zembal-Saul et al. (2000, 2002) found that while in the teaching methods course and during
student teaching, preservice elementary teachers participating in an experimental teacher education
program integrating science content learning, science teaching methods, and educational psychology
showed scientifically accurate content representations, indicating depth of understanding of concepts.
This was in contrast to the usual preservice teacher performance at this stage. The authors also found
that the preservice teachers tended to emphasize subject matter during instruction.
Jones et al. (1999) studied changes in content knowledge and teaching practice of two cohorts of
elementary and middle school teachers participating in a semester-long graduate level class in which
participants learned about concepts of light, sound, and electricity and examined students’ understanding
of those topics. The course also featured learning cycles designed to promote conceptual change. These
researchers found that the participants’ content knowledge became more complex, cohesive, and
interrelated over the course of the modules, as determined by changes in numbers of topics and
interconnections among topics on concept maps. Also, they found that interviews with students provided
discrepant events that motivated teachers to expand their understanding of those topics.
Smith and Lloyd (1995) investigated the relationship between elementary teachers’ ability to plan
science lessons that would help students understand concepts of seed germination, photosynthesis, and
forces acting on a ball that was tossed up in the air, and their own level of understanding of those
science topics. Data was collected toward the end of a unit that “aimed to increase students’ confidence,
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science knowledge and awareness of teaching approaches” (p. 4). Results from this investigation
revealed that the majority of elementary teachers exhibited limited content understanding, with partial
understanding and misconceptions in concepts. When asked to plan lessons regarding the science topics,
most participants researched the topics and subsequently demonstrated understanding of concepts
(revealed in the teaching plans and discussions with tutors).
Based on this survey, I found that the number of studies linking the nature of elementary
teachers’ teaching practice with the nature of their content knowledge is actually quite sparse. While
there have been a number of studies looking simultaneously at changes in both content knowledge and
teaching practice due to some intervention designed to enhance both, the dual nature of the intervention
blurs potential links between the increase in content knowledge and the observed changes in teaching
practice. The vast majority of studies comparing teaching practices of teachers with strong content
knowledge to teaching practices of teachers with limited content knowledge involved secondary science
teaching. There were only a handful of studies comparing teaching practice of elementary teachers with
strong substantive content knowledge of a science topic to teaching practice of elementary teachers with
limited content knowledge (Abell & Roth, 1992; Davis & Pettish, 2005; Dobey & Schafer, 1984; Lee,
1995). Among these studies, Abell & Roth (1992) and Lee (1995) determined the level of the teachers’
content knowledge through self-report. While this type of study has its own set of problems that draw
into question the validity of connecting content knowledge with teaching practice due to confounding
variables, at least it avoids the variable of the teaching method contributing to improvement of both
content knowledge and teaching practice. It is clear from this survey, however, that although it is
generally accepted that limitations in content knowledge influence elementary teachers’ classroom
teaching practice, more research is needed in this area to understand the nature and extent of that
influence. Such understanding would inform the design of professional development for inservice
elementary teachers and science methods courses for preservice elementary teachers, allowing
development of more effective ways of teaching science concepts for subsequent elementary science
teaching.
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CLASSROOM INQUIRY-BASED TEACHING PRACTICE

The nature of classroom-inquiry-based teaching practice is a broad field represented by
numerous empirical and theoretical studies in the literature. In order to limit the scope of my literature
review of this topic, I have chosen to focus on research in four areas: 1) the role of inquiry in science
teaching; 2) studies on guided inquiry focusing on teaching predetermined, scientifically accepted
concepts; 3) studies on skills needed for inquiry teaching; and 4) the relationship between evidencebased claims and substantive concept learning.

Role of Inquiry in Science Teaching
National reform-oriented standards for student learning and science teaching expect science
teachers to understand and be able to teach using inquiry methods (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996, 2000;
INTASC, 2002). However, there are many interpretations of what constitutes inquiry-based teaching,
ranging from engaging students in simple hands-on activities to lengthy multi-layered investigations that
mirror authentic scientific research (Anderson, 2007). Some clarification comes from the description of
classroom inquiry put forth by the National Research Council (NRC, 2000) in Inquiry and the National

Science Education Standards. This document describes classroom inquiry as a teaching strategy that can
serve multiple purposes. On the one hand, it can help students understand about how scientists carry out
investigations to explore new areas of science or contribute to a broader knowledge within a field. On
the other hand, it is a teaching strategy that allows students to construct knowledge based on evidence,
much the same way scientists do when generating new knowledge. Lederman and Niess (2000) present
three different perspectives for inquiry: teaching approach, process skills, and science content.
Depending on whether the teacher wants to emphasize students learning about how scientists do
science, students learning how to do science, or students constructing understanding of pre-determined
scientifically understood concepts, the teacher can foreground one or the other of these purposes. No
matter what the purpose, however, all forms of classroom inquiry share certain essential features: 1) the
learner engages in scientifically oriented questions; 2) the learner gives priority to evidence in responding
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to questions; 3) the learner formulates explanations from evidence; 4) the learner connects explanations
to scientific knowledge (in light of alternative explanations); and 5) the learner communicates and
justifies explanations (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6).
Within the PCK component, knowledge of instructional strategies, Magnusson et al. (1999)
distinguish between subject-specific strategies (strategies applicable for teaching science rather than
non-science subject areas) and topic-specific strategies (strategies for teaching specific science topics).
According to Magnusson et al., subject-specific strategies are general science teaching strategies, such as
the learning cycle (Karplus & Their, 1974), the generative learning model (Flick, 1996), conceptual
change strategies (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, & Scott, 1994), and guided inquiry (Magnusson &
Palincsar, 1995). In a recent review of research of science teacher knowledge, Abell (2007) identified
research related to other general science strategies including demonstrations (Clermont et al., 1993,
1994) laboratories (Lunetta, Hofstein, & Clough, 2007), use of analogies (Mastrilli, 1997), and models
(van Driel & Verloop, 2002). These strategies are indeed general, some of them to the point of being
applicable in fields other than science, although there are special adaptations needed to use them as
strategies in other discipline areas. In their review of inquiry-based science teaching, Keys and Bryan
(2001) express a reluctance to consider inquiry-based instruction as a specific method of teaching, but
see it rather as being embedded within other teaching models, such as the conceptual change model or
the learning cycle. Thus the relationship between inquiry-based instruction and the PCK model for
science teaching remains unclear in the literature.

Studies on Guided Inquiry Focusing on Teaching Predetermined, Scientifically Accepted
Concepts
Much of the existing research into inquiry-based teaching and learning centers on open or
“project-based” inquiry, in which students investigate questions based on student interest with unknown
answers (Berg, Bergendahl, Llundberg, & Tibell, 2003; Bianchini & Colburn, 2000; Duschl & Grandy,
2005; Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; Krajcik, Blumenfeld, Marx, Bass, & Fredericks, 1998; Shapiro, 1996; White
& Frederiksen, 1998, van Zee, Hammer, Bell, Roy, & Peter, 2005; Windschitl, 2004). In contrast, my
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study focuses on using aspects of inquiry as a teaching strategy for helping students learn wellunderstood and scientifically accepted concepts of science (concept-driven).
Most studies of inquiry teaching practice within this subset involve teaching for conceptual
change. In this context, carefully selected and sequenced inquiry activities provide rigorous and
compelling evidence needed to establish discord and allow students to construct scientifically accurate
understanding through social discourse (Driver et al., 1994; Roth & Rosaen, 1991). Results indicating
successful student learning of substantive science concepts using this approach come from a number of
studies involving secondary science teaching (Fellows, 1994; Palincsar, Anderson, & David, 1993). In
terms of elementary teacher learning, Parker and Heywood (2000) describe the PCK development of
thirty practicing primary teachers during an inservice course focusing on conceptual change learning of
various science topics required by the national curriculum. Through the course, teachers recognized the
significance of their own learning difficulties to teaching and learning, as well as the distinction between
knowing and understanding a concept and linking the small scale experiments they performed to real-life
situations.
Smith and Neale (1989, 1991) studied the influence of a summer institute focusing on teaching
about light and shadows through conceptual change on elementary teachers’ PCK. These researchers
compared the teachers’ practice prior to the workshop, after the workshop (1989), and during
subsequent classroom teaching for one of the participating teachers in the fall (1991). PCK growth
during the workshop included a change from didactic teaching methods to those employing ideas of
conceptual change, including greater attention to children’s ideas and explanations. Interestingly,
teachers who came to the institute with discovery orientations did not make the change to a more
conceptual change orientation. Although during the summer, teachers relied on the lessons they
themselves used in their own learning for teaching to children, they did so with great content accuracy.
Only one teacher, who came to the workshop with excellent concept knowledge, generated new activities
and representations to facilitate students’ learning.
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Studies on Skills Needed for Inquiry Teaching
In order to facilitate a discussion of literature regarding teachers’ skills with inquiry teaching, I
have organized my review according to the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table
2.6).

Essential Feature #1: Design of Testable Questions: Framing testable questions appears to be
an aspect of inquiry that preservice elementary teachers find difficult. Shapiro (1994) investigated
change in preservice elementary teachers’ understanding of inquiry that occurred during an assignment
within their science methods course entitled “Inviting Investigations.” The assignment required
preservice teachers to choose a research question regarding a topic of their choice, and design and carry
out an investigation based on that question. Shapiro found that that one of the most challenging aspects
of inquiry for the preservice science teachers was to select a topic of investigation, and to frame a
testable question that represented both the purpose of the experiment and the logic of the consequent
experiments. These preservice teachers went through several iterations of the guiding question before
settling on a version that embodied the actual nature of their intended investigation.

Essential Feature #2: Systematic Investigation and Control of Variables: In addition to finding it
challenging to develop a testable question to guide their investigations preservice elementary teachers in
the study carried out by Shapiro (1996) also found it more challenging than they expected to design an
experiment in which there were no confounding variables. They also came to realize the importance of
controlling variables for drawing meaningful conclusions. Using a more cognitive approach to
investigating understanding of control of variables, Chen and Klahr (1999) described the control of
variable strategy (CVS), a laboratory-based strategy for teaching elementary students about how to
control variables in an experiment. In a subsequent study, Toth, Klahr, and Chen (2000) described the
transitioning of this strategy from an artificial laboratory environment to application in a classroom
setting. These researchers found that with the adaptations they made to their laboratory-based strategy,
students in the classroom setting made significant improvements in their ability to control variables. Pre45

instructional interviews with students revealed that only one out of the 21 children participating in the
study was considered a “consistent user of CVS,” whereas after the expository CVS instruction, 20 of the
21 children consistently used CVS. Toth et al. also investigated the students’ ability to provide a rationale
for the controlled experimental design, their ability to evaluate other experiments for effective control of
variables before and after the CVS instruction, and their ability to describe findings as justified based on
the nature of the experimental design (controlled or uncontrolled). They found significant improvements
in all areas, as well as in students’ understanding of the science concept portrayed in the experiments.
These findings are supported by the work of Schauble (1996), who found that children are less likely to
control variables in an experiment than are adults, however with practice they begin to change one
variable at a time. These findings suggest that explicit expository instruction rather than just repeated
opportunities for inquiry-based activities is necessary for students to successfully grasp the notion of
control of variables, and develop skills for implementing it regularly while carrying out experiments. NRC
(2007) points out:
Ideally, experimentation should produce evidence or observations that are interpretable
in order to make the process of evidence evaluation uncomplicated. One aspect of
experimentation skill is to isolate variables in such a way as to rule out competing
hypotheses…. Confounded experiments, those in which variables have not been isolated
correctly, yield indeterminate evidence, thereby making valid inferences and subsequent
knowledge gain difficult, if not impossible (p. 132-133).
These and other findings also suggest that results based on controlled experiments generate accurate
learning of concepts, while results from inadequately controlled experiments can lead to misconceptions.
Schauble, Glaser, Duschl, Schulze, and John (1995) discuss the contribution of planfulness and

systematicity to effective learning from investigations that are student-directed. These authors define
planfulness as “forming and maintaining a clear intent with respect to the trials or observations one is
conducting,” and systematicity as “experimentation that is guided by a sense of the amount of possible
variation that can be generated, including the kinds of variation that are most fruitful to explore and the
patterns of exploration likely to be most informative.” Schauble et al. maintain that it is easier for
students to carry out investigations that are planful and systematic if they have a clear understanding of
how the various procedures contribute to the overall investigation, rather than focusing individually on
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carrying out each component of the investigation. Given the challenges involved with developing
scientifically rigorous investigations, it is important to learn more about elementary teachers’ abilities to
teach these ideas.

Essential Features#2-4: Emphasis on Argument and Explanation: An important aspect of
classroom inquiry emphasized by NRC (2000) is a change away from considering science as exploration
and experiment to instead considering science as argument and explanation. This reframing of
classroom inquiry places greater emphasis on discussion and scientific reasoning by encouraging students
to examine critically all aspects of the investigation process, from development of testable questions to
communicating and supporting findings with evidence. Zembal-Saul (2005) examined changes in
preservice elementary teachers’ understanding of teaching science with an emphasis on argument and
explanation. The thirty-one participants in the study were enrolled in a year-long intensive teacher
education program that took place within elementary schools, and the study involved analysis of their
responses to questions that were part of a videocase they analyzed at the beginning and end of their
science teaching methods course. The videocase featured fourth grade students engaged in a series of
activities that featured phenomena resulting from the effects of Bernoulli’s principle. The purpose of the
overall investigation was to learn the physics concept that air pressure decreases when air moves across
a surface. This investigation took place within a larger study of air and aviation. Zembal-Saul analyzed
preservice teachers’ responses to questions regarding what the students were doing, what the teacher
was doing, the purpose of the lesson, and ideas as to what previous and subsequent teaching might have
occurred. By using an argument and explanation lens, Zembal-Saul found that participants made more
connections between experimentation, evidence, and explanation, and changed from associating
investigation simply as a way to learn about processes of science, to also associate investigation with
learning concepts of science. In addition, the preservice teachers came to emphasize evidence-based
explanation and understand the role of discourse in learning science concepts. These findings indicate
that without specific instruction that includes emphasis on these aspects of classroom inquiry, preservice
elementary teachers would tend not to make such connections, and not particularly consider the
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importance of the investigation itself as a means of learning concepts of science. The connection
between learning science content and investigation is an important one for preservice teachers to
understand the importance of the investigation to learning the content.
In a case study of a first year elementary teacher who had participated in an in-depth, year-long
internship that included a science methods course that emphasized giving priority to evidence in science
teaching, Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul (2005) examined this novice teacher’s PCK for teaching science in
terms of claims and evidence. The novice teacher had been chosen because of her exemplary
performance in the science methods course, and was therefore likely to continue implementing inquirybased investigations in her inservice teaching. Her inservice teaching placement was in a fifth grade
classroom, and the observed lessons involved topics of several geological processes, including
earthquakes, volcanoes, and plate tectonics. All investigations supporting understanding of underlying
concepts emphasized evidence-based explanation, regardless of whether students worked in small groups
to carry out the activities and gather data, or whether the teacher did demonstrations from which
students gathered data. While analyzing the video and interview transcripts, the authors considered the
following three themes: 1) providing students with opportunities to collect evidence; 2) providing
students with opportunities to record and represent evidence; and 3) providing students with
opportunities to construct evidence-based explanations. The findings showed that in addition to engaging
her students in collecting and recording data, the novice teacher was also able to “engage her students in
interpreting the collected data, making meaning out of them, and using them to construct and
communicate explanations both verbally and in writing” (p. 979). The authors suggest that these findings
provide an example of best practices for teaching science through giving priority to evidence, and also
provide an example of what to look for when studying PCK for giving priority to evidence.
Another perspective comes from design of scaffolds that guide students’ thinking from
observation to evidence and explanation. The theoretical roots for scaffolding learning come from the
work of Vygotsky (1978) and the construct of ZPD (zone of proximal development). Hershberger,
Zembal-Saul, and Starr (2006) describe a modification of the well known KLW chart that they expanded
to include the element of “evidence,” thus creating the KLEW chart with four elements: 1) K=what do
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you think you Know about the phenomenon; 2) L=what have you Learned from the investigations about
the phenomenon; 3) E=What was your Evidence for what you learned; and 4) What are you still
Wondering about the phenomenon? Ward and Zembal-Saul (2007) describe a guided inquiry scaffold
(GIS) for use in the context of elementary teacher preparation. This scaffold guides preservice
elementary teachers during classroom inquiry activities from guiding question to observational or
explanatory claims through steps of how they carried out tests, observations, and evidence as they
engage in concept-focused classroom inquiry activities. These scaffolds have in common various prompts
that guide students to prepare explanations based on evidence and are intended to guide students
toward understanding that scientific knowledge is based on evidence-based explanations. This thinking
sequence reflects the epistemological foundations of scientific inquiry and represents a change from
viewing science as a set of accumulated, random facts (NRC, 1996, 2000). It also reflects a pattern of
learning different from students’ own apprenticeship of observation as learners. Examples of computerbased epistemic scaffolds in the literature include the work of Sandoval and Reiser (2004), Bell and Lin
(2000), and Toth, Suthers, and Lesgold (2002).

Relationship Between Evidence-based Claims and Substantive Concept Learning
As pointed out by Schwab (1962), classroom inquiry is also a means for teaching substantive
content. Since inquiry-based teaching involves the process of developing explanations based on evidence
generated from classroom inquiry investigations, it follows that this process contributes in some way to
content learning. The notion that argumentation also enhances conceptual understanding of science
content, although highly espoused in the literature, is not well researched. Early considerations of the
value of argumentation for conceptual learning come from Vygotsky, who proposed that situations in
which children challenge each other’s statements and engage in argumentation does become a
mechanism of reflection, which leads to cognitive development because it requires the child to evaluate
alternative perspectives (Vygotsky, 1930/1966, cited in Gredler, 2001). Using a combination of conceptual
(BeGuiLE) and epistemic (ExplanationConstructor) scaffolds, Sandoval (2003) found that students
generated explanations within a technology-mediated investigation of changes in Galapagos finch
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populations. These explanations were consistent with the scientifically accepted theory of natural
selection. Fellows (1994) found that sixth grade students who engaged in an inquiry-based curriculum
using a conceptual change approach showed understanding of new concepts, organized their
understanding around central concepts, and most of the students understood the target concepts of the
difficult topic of molecular movement. Similarly, Palincsar et al. (1993) found that 51% of sixth graders
came to understand and were able to provide a scientific explanation for how variables affect the rate of
dissolving when learning about this topic through a combination of combined guided collaborative
problem solving and student-designed inquiry procedures.
No matter what the overarching purpose of an inquiry-based lesson, whether it is to learn
scientifically accepted concepts or to learn about how scientists do science, content and process are
intertwined (Keys & Bryan, 2001; Schauble et al., 1995). In order to learn substantive content through
experiments effectively, students must follow scientifically accepted criteria for observation, experimental
design, and develop evidence-based explanations. In order to design experiments effectively, students
must know enough content to ask scientifically testable questions and analyze results based on accepted
scientific facts, theories, and laws. In order to teach students these skills, elementary teachers must
have a solid understanding and skill level regarding methods of science. Yet these are difficult skills to
internalize well enough to use in teaching. Davis, Pettish, and Smithey (2006) pointed out that most
studies of inquiry looked at specific skills involved with inquiry rather than looking at teachers’ abilities to
teach using inquiry, and that preservice teachers’ understanding of scientific inquiry and skills involved in
inquiry tended to be unsophisticated. Several researchers have pointed out the need for more empirical
research into teachers’ understanding of inquiry-based teaching, and that more research should be
devoted to teacher knowledge of this area (Keys & Bryan, 2001; Newman, Abell, Hubbard, McDonald,
Otaala, & Martini, 2004). Thus an important contribution to the literature would be to examine teachers’
inquiry-based instruction to better understand aspects of inquiry teaching that are challenging for them,
and what factors contribute to this challenge.
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ORIENTATION TOWARD TEACHING SCIENCE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON TEACHING PRACTICE

The Magnusson et al. (1999) model of PCK for science teaching describes the component,
orientation toward teaching science (OTS), as “teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about the purposes and
goals for teaching science at a particular grade level” and “a general way of viewing or conceptualizing
science teaching” (p. 97). They go on to further describe OTS as a predisposition toward a particular
way of teaching that influences how teachers’ knowledge in the domains of subject matter, pedagogy,
and context become integrated and transformed into teaching practice as described by the other four
components of PCK. Grossman (1990) elaborates on this idea by saying,
Although beginning teachers may lack the managerial skills necessary to implement their
plans successfully, their beliefs about the goals for teaching their subjects become a form
of conceptual map for instructional decision making, serving as the basis for judgments
about textbooks, classroom objectives, assignments, and evaluation of students (p. 86).
Magnusson et al. list nine “orientations,” originating from the literature (process, academic rigor,
didactic, conceptual change, activity-driven, discovery, project-based science, inquiry, and guided inquiry)
and point out that there is overlap in characteristics of some of the orientations, indicating that “it is not
the use of a particular strategy but the purpose of employing it that distinguishes a teacher’s orientation
to teaching science” (p. 97). They further describe scenarios differentiating among discovery, conceptual
change, and guided inquiry to illustrate how these different orientations influence decision making for all
aspects of teaching: planning, implementing, and reflecting.
In a review of the literature regarding teacher knowledge, Abell (2007) poses three objections to
including “orientations” within the PCK model: 1) orientations are considered to be “a generalized view of
science teaching, not topic-specific knowledge;” 2) they are studied as “an interaction among knowledge,
beliefs, and values, not strictly knowledge structures;” and 3) they “have been called by a number of
different names in the literature” (p. 1124). Friedrichsen and Dana (2003, 2005) elaborate on the
problem of multiplicity of names as well as problems arising when researchers do not provide clear
definitions indicating what exactly they are looking at in their studies. Examples of variations in terms
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include “conceptions of science teaching” (Anderson, Smith, & Peasley, 2000; Hewson & Hewson, 1987;
Mellado, 1998; Skamp & Mueller, 2001), “functional paradigms” (Lantz & Kass, 1987), “preconceptions of
teaching” (Weinstein, 1989), “approaches to teaching” (Trigwell, Prosser, & Taylor, 1994), “personal
practical theories” (Cornett, Yeotis, & Terwilliger, 1990; Ritchie, 1999). Related to the lack of clarity of
definition, some studies of teachers’ conceptions of science or OTS and their influence on teaching
practice include epistemological elements of teachers’ orientations (e.g., knowledge as irrefutable fact
versus knowledge as based on evidence) as variables in the mix (Meyer et al. 2007) while others do not
(Friedrichsen & Dana, 2003, 2005), yet all studies purport to study teachers’ conceptions of teaching
science/OTS. In my review of literature relevant to understanding the PCK component of orientation
toward teaching science, I closely examined ten studies through four perspectives: 1) what these studies
contributed to our understanding of how conceptions influence teaching practice; 2) what aspects of
teaching practice were examined; 3) whether or not the study included examination of level of content
knowledge of the topics taught; and 4) what these studies included under the umbrella of “conceptions.”
The studies included in my review are: Bryan and Abell (1999); Cho and Anderson (2005); Eick and
Reed (2002); Enyedy, Goldberg, and Welsh (2006); Freidrichson and Dana (2003, 2005); Greenwood
(2003); Lemberger, Hewson, and Park (1999); Mellado (1998); Meyer, et al. (1999); and Skamp and
Muller (2001). Close examination of these studies revealed two interpretations of orientations or
conceptions of teaching science. One interpretation considered only the idea of conceptions of
instruction (types of teaching strategies favored). The other perspective also included epistemological or
ontological elements such as conceptions of science, knowledge, and learning.
The only investigations I found that discussed the notion of conceptions of teaching science
specifically in terms of the PCK component, orientations toward teaching science, were those of
Friedrichsen and Dana (2003, 2005). This is consistent with the finding of Abell (2007) that literature
regarding this construct is sparse. Friedrichsen and Dana (2003) developed a method for identifying
teachers’ science teaching orientations consisting of a card sort activity carried out within an interview
between participant and researcher. The card sort technique involves 18-20 teaching scenarios that
participants rank according to how closely they represent what the teacher might use in his/her
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classroom. A different set of scenarios is used for elementary and secondary teachers. Throughout the
card sort, participants explain their reasoning for the ranking. In a second step, participants go into
greater depth about what aspects of the scenarios caused them to rank them in the top group or in the
lowest group. Following the card-sort and discussion, the researcher provides an oral summary of
patterns observed in what the participant felt was representative and what was not. The participant then
provides feedback on the summary that serves as a member check for what the researcher found.
In a further study, Friedrichsen and Dana (2005) used the card sort procedure as well as
extensive interviews involving teacher reflection on specific teaching incidents to examine teaching
orientations of a group of experienced biology teachers. These researchers found that teachers’
orientations toward teaching science were complex and better described through the ideas of central and
peripheral goals in conjunction with how they achieved those goals. Central goals could be distinguished
from peripheral goals in that central goals had greater influence on teaching practice. In addition, there
was variation in central and peripheral goals depending on contextual factors, such as subject matter
level (advanced placement vs. standard), student ability, and availability of resources. This study did not
examine aspects of the teachers’ substantive content knowledge, however all four participants were
highly experienced biology teachers. Also, this study only considered conceptions of instruction, and did
not investigate the ontology- or epistemology-related conceptions of the nature of science, knowledge
and learning.
The remaining studies included one or more epistemology and/or ontology-related elements
along with “conceptions of instruction” within the umbrella of “conceptions of teaching science.”
Greenwood (2003) investigated science-teaching conceptions (termed “orientations” in the paper) of
three practicing secondary science teachers in their third year of teaching who had gone through a
Masters degree program as non-traditional students in preparation for a second career. In this study,
Greenwood looked at how these teachers applied what they had learned from their science methods
course emphasizing conceptual change to their teaching practice, and how their background and
concepts of science related to their teaching orientation. Each science teacher exhibited a different
science teaching orientation: 1) application of scientific knowledge, 2) critical examination and
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explanation of data, and 3) retention and replication of text-based knowledge. Greenwood attributed
these differences in OTS to differences in the three teachers’ conceptions of science. The physics
teacher, who had a conception of science as utilitarian, came from an engineering background and had
an OTS emphasizing application of scientific knowledge. The biology teacher, who held a conception of
science as puzzle solving, came from a biology research background and had an OTS emphasizing critical
examination and explanation of data. The third teacher had a background in industry, and a conception
of science as a body of knowledge, contributing to an orientation that emphasized retention and
replication of text-based knowledge (p. 229-230). This study did not include examination of aspects of
content knowledge within the investigation.
Cho and Anderson (2005) examined three preservice secondary science teachers’ inquiry
teaching practice and problem solving teaching practice in relation to their conceptions of science and
instruction and other potential contributing factors. They found that although the three student teachers
had gone through the same teacher preparation program, they exhibited different patterns of practice in
the classroom as well as different conceptions of instruction and of science. One student teacher’s
classroom teaching and conceptions of instruction featured inquiry-based instruction emphasizing
connections among observations, patterns in observations, and constructing models for explaining
phenomena. Another student teacher’s teaching featured teacher-directed explanations and whole-class
lecture including short answer questions, consistent with his conception of science as an accumulation of
knowledge resulting from scientific investigations of professional scientists. The third student teacher
engaged his students in learning through lectures focusing on definitions of terms and understanding
basic algorithms for solving problems. This was consistent with his conceptions of science as a body of
knowledge established by professional scientists that should be learned by students. This study did not
examine aspects of the preservice teachers’ content knowledge.
Eick and Reed (2002) compared two cases within a larger multicase study of 12 secondary
science student teachers looking at the influence of personal history on development of identity as an
inquiry-oriented science teacher. The two cases comprising this study represented extremes from the
larger study ranging from didactic teaching to successful implementation of “structured” inquiry. All
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student teachers participated in a secondary science education program that emphasized use of guided
inquiry rather than open inquiry for learning concepts and processes of science, and did their student
teaching in classrooms in which the mentor teacher was supportive of inquiry-based teaching. Findings
from this study indicated that the student teacher who successfully carried out structured inquiry was
able to identify with learning through inquiry, and personally learned best through hands-on examples. In
contrast, the other student teacher in the study implemented teaching strategies involving lecture,
reading and worksheets. This student teacher had learned about structured inquiry approach to
teaching, but did not identify with structured inquiry as an effective way for students to learn. These
results and those from other studies (Crawford, 1999; Kagan, 1992; Volkmann & Anderson, 1998)
indicate that learning and understanding about structured inquiry does not insure that student teachers
will implement this approach in the classroom. Rather the tendency to implement such approaches is
also highly influenced by factors such as personal history including learning style, past school
experiences, and experiences teaching and doing science. This study did not examine aspects of the
student teachers’ content knowledge.
Enyedy et al. (2006) compared two middle school teachers' implementation of a new reformbased curriculum (GLOBE). Both teachers held similar professional beliefs and values, favoring learning
via inquiry-based instruction, yet each teacher enacted the inquiry-based curriculum differently, leading
to differences in students' learning outcomes. The study included teachers’ content understanding in the
investigation; however, this was determined by self-report. Both teachers were concerned whether they
had sufficient content knowledge of topics addressed in the GLOBE curriculum, although one teacher felt
confident about science topics other than the topic for GLOBE. Although both teachers enacted the
inquiry-based curriculum, one teacher’s instructional goal was to have the students carry out the
experiments correctly, while the other’s goal was to have students work together to explore the topic,
and together generate the experimental procedures. Within the study, the authors considered the
teachers’ conceptions of teaching, learning, science and instruction.
Lemberger et al. (1999) examined development of conceptions of biology and science teaching
and actual classroom practices of three preservice secondary biology teachers over the course of a year55

long teacher preparation program emphasizing conceptual change teaching. Elements of conceptions of
teaching included 1) conceptions of science instruction; 2) conceptions of the nature of scientific
knowledge; 3) conceptions of science; and 4) conceptions of science learning. Based on examples from
the three student teachers, the first element, conceptions of science instruction, referred to how they
would theoretically go about teaching science concepts. For example, conceptions of science instruction
for one student teacher involved eliciting students’ ideas about a concept and then explaining science
facts to students intelligibly through lecturing, which would point out differences between the students’
ideas and scientifically accepted ideas. For a second student teacher, conceptions of science instruction
involved getting students to think, diagnosing students’ misconceptions, and acting as a facilitator for
student learning. For the third student teacher, it involved generating interest followed by transmission
of information, including good examples and explanations. This element of conceptions of teaching
science appears to relate most closely to the Magnusson et al. (1999) idea of “orientations toward
teaching science,” in that it refers to goals and purposes of science teaching.
Results from the Lemberger et al. (1999) study indicated that the various components of
conceptions of science teaching were largely consistent for each student teacher, and that changes in
conceptions of science knowledge from highly positivist to more constructivist views were accompanied
by similar changes in the other components as well as actual teaching practice. Although all three
student teachers adopted some aspects of conceptual change teaching, especially eliciting students’
understanding and persisting in helping them understand the scientifically accepted view, none of the
teachers engaged students in understanding evidence or reasoning behind alternative explanations or
their relative validity. Also apparent over the course of the program was that the nature of the teachers’
knowledge of biology had not changed, although they did have greater confidence in teaching biology.
However, because the measure for content knowledge understanding involved areas of biology that they
had not taught, it is not clear how these results relate to the other components under consideration.
Meyer et al. (1999) reported a parallel study involving the relationship between conceptions of
biology and science teaching and classroom practice for preservice elementary teachers. Like the study
with secondary preservice science teachers, these researchers investigated conceptions of science
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instruction, science, knowledge and science learning, and compared changes in these parameters to
changes in teaching practice. They also considered knowledge of biology (human circulatory system for
all three student teachers, regardless of the topic of biology they taught). Findings related to
conceptions of science instruction indicated that the three participants made progress toward conceptual
change teaching, but did so in different ways that were consistent with changes in their conceptions of
knowledge, science, and learning. All three participants held the view that students’ prior knowledge was
important and should be elicited during instruction. However, they had different purposes for eliciting
this information. One student teacher saw this as an opportunity to monitor student learning and identify
misconceptions. Another viewed eliciting prior knowledge as a motivational strategy and a way to give
students attention. The third participant viewed it as a way to foster student independence and
encourage them to be responsible for their own learning. As with the parallel study involving preservice
secondary science teachers, the relationship of these changes to changes in content knowledge remains
obscured by the fact that the content knowledge monitored was different from that taught in the
classroom, and the teaching was analyzed in general terms.
Skamp and Mueller (2001) conducted a study of changes in two preservice elementary teachers’
conceptions about effective science teaching over the course of a two-year teacher preparation program.
In this study, the researchers interviewed each of twelve participants four times in the two year period:
1) on entry into the program, 2) at the end of the second semester, 3) at the end of the third semester,
and 4) at the end of the fourth semester, which was the end of their bachelor’s degree program. All
interviews were semi-structured, and involved the same two questions, which asked “how the student
teacher would recognize a good teacher of science” and “what did they think had influenced their views”
(p. 337). Eighteen conceptions of what a good science teacher does emerged from the study
(conceptions of instruction). The most frequently cited conceptions of good science teaching at the end
of the program involved 1) engaging students in hands-on activities or encouraging students to explore
and discover (11/12); 2) making science fun and inspiring a positive attitude toward science (9/12); 3)
having students think for themselves and be involved in discussions (6/12); 4) encouraging use of
science processes or teaching science as a form of inquiry (7/12); 5) knowing science content (5/12);
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and 6) refraining from giving answers, accepting of student ideas, or accepting multiple answers (6/12).
The researchers found that discovery learning predominated throughout as did positivistic views of
teaching, and that among the 45 interviews conducted for the study, language related to constructivist
thinking appeared only once.
Mellado (1998) examined the preconceptions about science teaching and learning of four student
teachers (two preservice elementary science specialists and two preservice secondary teachers) and
compared these preconceptions to their actual teaching practice. Mellado found that all four participants
demonstrated constructivist views toward learning including the importance of building on prior
knowledge, however there were differences among the four student teachers in terms of rationale for
relating instruction to what students know. Two of the student teachers viewed students’ inaccurate
prior knowledge as mistakes to be corrected by the teacher. Another student teacher viewed inaccurate
prior knowledge as valid alternative explanations that the teacher should help the student examine for
justification. The fourth student teacher, even when recognizing errors in students’ thinking, was
reluctant to challenge misconceptions because she valued these ideas as originating from the students.
While the survey of literature regarding teachers’ conceptions of science teaching presented here
reveals that teachers’ conceptions of science, learning, knowledge, and instruction influence their
classroom teaching practice, these articles also reflect a number of gaps in our understanding of factors
influencing teaching practice. First of all, very few of the studies included the level of teachers’ content
knowledge in the equation. They demonstrated a relationship between conceptions and teaching
practice, but did not consider the possible effect of content knowledge on either self-efficacy for teaching
science or on actual teaching practice. Secondly, the composition of the construct “conceptions of
science teaching” varied among the studies from including only conceptions of instruction, to including
conceptions of instruction and one, two, or all three of the other ontology or epistemology-related
“conceptions.” Greater uniformity among future studies would facilitate application of findings to multiple
contexts. Third, the type of differences in teaching practice influenced by these “conceptions” appeared
quite broad, ranging from variations in one type of teaching strategy, such as determining students’ prior
knowledge, to more general teaching practices, such as inquiry-based learning versus transmission-based
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lecturing. Only three studies discussed more fine-grained differences in conceptions. Mellado (1998) and
Meyer et al. (1999) detected differences in purpose for eliciting students’ prior knowledge for conceptual
change-based teaching, and Enyedy et al. (2006) detected differences in goals for implementing the
inquiry-based GLOBE curriculum.
There does appear to be consensus among the studies that “conceptions of instruction” involves
identifying favored teaching strategies. This is consistent with the procedures developed by Hewson and
Hewson (1987), and by Friedrichsen and Dana (2003) for determining orientation toward teaching
science as described by Magnusson et al. (1999). Although it may not have been the intent of
Magnusson et al. to limit the construct of orientation toward teaching science to this conception, using
this interpretation may prove valuable, since it allows distinction between conceptions that are
epistemology and ontology-based from a conception of instruction that is likely a product of those more
core beliefs, and therefore possibly more susceptible to change. However, as demonstrated by the
studies of Meyer et al. (1999) and Mellado (1998), changes in peripheral beliefs without concurrent
change in core beliefs can result in variations in purpose for various patterns of practice that reflect the
incongruity of core and peripheral beliefs.
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INTERACTIONS AMONG COMPONENTS

There are numerous areas in need of more detailed investigation, as can be seen from my
examination of the literature in terms of what is known regarding preservice and inservice elementary
teachers’ content knowledge, how that content knowledge influences teaching practice, and the influence
of conceptions of science teaching on teaching practice. However, in addition to these individual areas,
there is also need for clarification of how these factors interact to influence teaching practice. Figure 2.1
presents a diagram depicting the two major research areas pertinent to my study that contribute to our
understanding of these interactions.

Figure 2.1 Diagram Depicting Areas of Literature Relevant to the Study
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Figure 2.1 presents two major factors discussed in the literature that influence teaching practice:
content knowledge and conceptions of science teaching. The literature based on the influence of content
knowledge on teaching practice (A) suggests that limited content knowledge results in problems with
topic specific practice, such as identifying misconceptions involving specific science topics, problems with
developing or selecting representations for teaching specific topics, or problems with “curricular saliency.”
Limited content knowledge also coincides with problems in general patterns of practice, such as using
more teacher-directed, less “conversationally risky” teaching practices, and greater dependence on
textbook-driven activities, or “activities that work.” Many of these studies base their understanding of
teachers’ content knowledge on teacher self-report, number of courses taken, or assessment of general
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knowledge of topics of science that are not necessarily the topics of science taught in the lessons that
provided information about the nature of their teaching practice.
From the literature addressing the influence of teachers’ conceptions of science teaching on
teaching practice (B), we find that their conceptions of knowledge, science, learning, and instruction
influence general patterns of practice, resulting in large scale differences such as transmission-based
lecture versus more student centered, constructivist inquiry-based methods. Only two studies that I
found within this genre examined multiple versions of a common practice. Mellado (1998) compared four
elementary or secondary school student teachers’ views of using student prior knowledge to how they
actually used prior knowledge within their teaching. All four participants held constructivist views of
science teaching. They found that each of the three teachers in their study had different purposes for
using prior knowledge: viewing inaccurate prior knowledge as mistakes to be eliminated; viewing
students’ ideas as alternative theories with some epistemological value as accurate conceptions; and
viewing students’ ideas as valuable because the students generated them, with learning content being
less important than the students’ overall education. Meyer et al. (1999) examined changes in preservice
elementary teachers’ life science teaching over the course of a teacher education program. They found
differences in purposes for importance of prior knowledge for teaching among the participants: to
monitor student learning and identify misconceptions; to motivate students; and to promote students’
feeling of independence and responsibility for learning.
Overall, the literature contains studies looking at only some of the pieces, and none of the
studies I found involved examination of all the pieces within a single context. Further, there is great
variation within a single study and among studies as to the depth with which each component was
investigated. The result is a disjointed picture of interactions among components that contribute to
problematic teaching practice. From my survey of research related to areas comprising my study, I found
that our understanding of interrelationships among content knowledge, topic specific teaching practice,
general science teaching strategies, and conceptions of science teaching is limited in four ways: 1) we
understand pieces of the whole picture, but no one study included all components and we are left to infer
the interactions among all components from these pieces; 2) the depth with which the pieces were
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investigated varied, and one or more components within a single investigation were often addressed only
superficially; 3) most of the studies involved gross differences in teaching practice such as transmissionbased lecture versus constructivist-based inquiry, and very few studies were done investigating
interrelationships among components within the context of one science teaching strategy; and 4)
although the combination of pieces pulled from the two major genres get at the whole picture, the
variation in perspectives from which the studies come makes it difficult to synthesize information to
generate a cohesive picture. In order to better understand the interface between elementary teachers’
content knowledge and their ability to translate that knowledge for teaching, more information about
these interrelationships and interactions is needed, and must come from detailed examination of each
component within a single context. By addressing the research questions that guide my investigation,
using data collection instruments, procedures, and techniques that allow fine-grained analysis of data,
and analyzing all components within the same research context, my study provides information that will
help to fill those gaps.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

Chapter 3 deals with the methods I used in my dissertation, and consists of five parts. In Part 1,
I justify my decision to frame my study as a qualitative, Comparative Case Study drawing on data
analysis techniques from Grounded Theory. In Part 2, I describe the research context, including a
detailed description of the research setting, how I selected the participants, and my role as researcher.
In Part 3, I describe the various data sources and methods I used to collect the data. In Part 4, I
describe in detail the various data analysis methods I used to generate evidence leading to the claims put
forth in subsequent chapters of my dissertation. Finally, in Part 5, I discuss methods-related strengths
and limitations to my study and their potential impact on my findings.
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PART 1: SELECTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF RESEARCH TRADITION

As described in Chapter One, my dissertation research is exploratory in nature and informed by
the conceptual framework of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) described by Shulman (1986, 1987)
and Grossman (1990) and elaborated upon for science teaching by Magnusson et al. (1999). The overall
goal of my study is to contribute to our understanding of the interface between student teachers’
substantive content knowledge domain and their application of that knowledge while teaching
substantive science concepts through classroom inquiry. The research questions guiding my dissertation
study are:
1. For the three student teachers,
a. What content knowledge-related teaching events limit students’ science learning?
b. What is the nature of their content knowledge of sound and light?
c.

What is the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?

d. What is the nature of their orientation toward teaching science?
2. In what ways do aspects of content knowledge influence teaching practice?
3. In what ways does style of inquiry-based science teaching influence teaching practice?
4. How does content knowledge influence the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?
5. To what extent does orientation toward teaching science influence their inquiry-based science
teaching?

Qualitative versus Quantitative Study
Creswell (1998) presents several criteria by which to determine when a study warrants a
qualitative rather than quantitative approach. These criteria include: 1) nature of the research questions
(“how” or “what” questions, rather than “why” questions); 2) focus on exploration when variables cannot
be easily controlled and theories for explaining behaviors are unavailable; 3) need for a detailed
perspective on the problem; 4) context of the study is in a natural setting; 5) interest in using a literary
style that involves the writer within the narrative; 6) use of extensive data collection and multiple data
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sources; 7) audience understands and values qualitative research; and 8) emphasis on “researcher’s role
as an active learner who can tell the story from the participants’ point of view rather than as an “expert”
who passes judgment on participants” (p. 17-18). Because my study involves exploration rather than
trying to support a hypothesis, requires observing student teachers in their natural setting rather than
creating an artificial context in which variables can be more carefully controlled, and reports of the
findings will require depth of description and careful explanation of terms, qualitative research methods
are more appropriate. Such depth of description is not possible with the large numbers of participants
required to establish statistical significance. Further, because the elements comprising my study are
intertwined in practice, and exist within a larger teaching context, it is difficult to isolate and control
variables.

Choice of Qualitative Research Tradition
Numerous resources discuss the characteristics of various qualitative research traditions
(Merriam, 2002; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Creswell, 1998). Creswell makes an argument for focusing on
five traditions in particular: phenomenology, biography, grounded theory, ethnography, and case study.
While other traditions and combinations of traditions are utilized in the literature, Creswell argues that
these are popular and frequently used, they each have a “rigorous systematic approach to qualitative
research,” (p. 5), and they represent approaches that are frequently associated with specific disciplines.
As for science education research, the sampling of research on PCK development I have read reveals
examples of most of these as well. Thus, choosing among these five seemed to be a good starting place.
Of the five, comparative case study was best suited to my research context, research problem and
questions. What follows is a discussion of these five research traditions in terms of the goals of my study
research questions, and my justification for choosing comparative case study
Creswell (1998) describes biography as “the study of an individual and her or his experiences as
told to the researcher or found in documents and archival material” (p. 47). Characteristics associated
with biography include conversations with the individual or stories recounted by the individual about life
experiences. These experiences include what Creswell calls an “epiphany”, which then becomes a focal
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and organizing point for the report. This methodology is used when a single individual is the best way to
study a problem, or when a specific individual best illustrates a problem. Since my study depends on
studying both the individuality of several participants, as well as commonalities in their teaching, the
Biography does not appear to lend itself to the problem I plan to study.
Merriam (2002) characterizes phenomenology as focusing on “the subjective experience of the
individual” and “seeks to understand the essence or structure of a phenomenon” from the perspective of
the individuals that experience it (p. 93). Creswell (1998) explains further that phenomenology focuses
on understanding a particular phenomenon or concept, through self-reporting of participants’ experiences
with that phenomenon. These studies involve multiple participants and rigorous procedures for distilling
multiple experiences into common meanings and themes that help elucidate facets of shared experience
that describe and characterize the phenomenon from the perspective of the individuals who lived it.
Perhaps if I were interested in understanding a psychological concept such as stress involved in teaching
subject matter for which interns are ill prepared to teach, phenomenology would be an appropriate
methodology. While I will pursue interns’ self reports of how their content knowledge impacted
classroom decisions, I see no psychological issue or phenomenon that forms the focus of my study.
Ethnography focuses on “drawing a portrait of a cultural group or people” (Creswell, 1998).
Interview techniques involve such elements as explicit purpose, ethnographic explanations, and
ethnographic questions. The success of such studies also relies on techniques that cast the interview
process as a “series of friendly conversations into which the researcher slowly introduces new elements
to assist informants to respond as informants” (Spradley, 1979, p. 58). Required for ethnography is longterm observation and interviewing. While my study does not involve cultural issues, nor does it include
the time commitment necessary for a true ethnographic study, there are aspects of the ethnographic
interview process that interest me in my study. As researcher, video recorder and interviewer, I enter
into the “culture” of the student teachers’ classroom, and I have concerns about the formality of
interview procedures. Thus I find the “friendly conversation” aspect of the ethnographic interview to be
a valuable technique for establishing trust in my research situation. This may take the form of a
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combination of “friendly conversation” and clarification during an interview process guided by preformed
open-ended interview questions.
Strauss & Corbin (1998) describe the grounded theory process as follows:
A researcher does not begin a project with a preconceived theory in mind (unless his or her
purpose is to elaborate and extend existing theory). Rather, the researcher begins with an area
of study and allows the theory to emerge from the data. Theory derived from data is more likely
to resemble the “reality” than is theory derived by putting together a series of concepts based on
experience or solely through speculation (how one thinks things ought to work.) Grounded
theories, because they are drawn from data, are likely to offer insight, enhance understanding,
and provide a meaningful guide to action. (p. 12)
Charmaz, (2003) explains the nature of grounded theory methods as:
…systematic inductive guidelines for collecting and analyzing data to build middle-range
theoretical frameworks that explain the collected data. Throughout the research process,
grounded theorists develop analytic interpretations of their data to focus further data collection,
which they use in turn to inform and refine their developing theoretical analyses. (p. 249-250)
Further, in his description of data collection for grounded theory research, Creswell (1998, p. 122)
recommends interviewing 20 to 30 participants, from which to distill the theoretical framework. While I
hope the data I collect and analyze distills into patterns that help identify and illuminate relationships
among substantive content knowledge, style of classroom inquiry, orientations toward teaching science
and teaching practice, the end product of the study does not constitute generation of “middle-range
theoretical frameworks that explain the data” (Charmaz, 2003, p. 122). Also, my study involves three
interns, not enough by Creswell’s standards to conduct grounded theory research. My plans for data
analysis, however, do incorporate open and axial coding, which are methods based on grounded theory
research.
The above considerations lead me to the final tradition being considered – case study. Cresswell
(1998) describes case study research as:
an exploration of a ‘bounded system’ or a case (or multiple cases) over time through
detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information rich in context.
This bounded system is bounded by time and place, and it is the case being studied – a
program, an event, an activity, or individuals. (p. 61)
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Stake also describes a case as a “bounded system” with working parts, and patterned behaviors. It is
comprised of interacting subsystems, and exists within overarching systems.
Although experts in case study research may agree in terms of the above description of case
study, they differ in their interpretation of what constitutes case study. Stake (1995, 2003, 2005) views it
as:
not a methodological choice but a choice of what is to be studied. By whatever methods,
we choose to study the case. We could study it analytically or holistically, entirely by
repeated measures or hermeneutically, organically or culturally, and by mixed methods –
but we concentrate, at least for the time being, on the case” (Stake, 2003, p. 134).
In contrast, other scholars describe it as a comprehensive research design or methodological choice that
functions as a blueprint for the study, thus making it distinguishable from other research traditions
(Merriam, 1988; Stoecker, 1991; Yin, 2003). Yin (2003) describes case study saying,

…the case study as a research strategy comprises an all-encompassing method –
covering the logic of design, data collection techniques, and specific approaches to data
analysis. In this sense, the case study is not either a data collection tactic or merely a
design feature alone (Stoeker, 1991) but a comprehensive research strategy (p. 14).
Yin further defines the case study in two parts. First, he describes the scope of the case study as “an
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” (p. 13). Second, he
describes methodological aspects of the case study in the second portion of the definition:

The case study inquiry copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many
more variables of interest than data points, and as one result relies on multiple sources of
evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result benefits
from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis. (pp.
13-14).
Merriam (1988) describes steps in data analysis that progress from coding to developing categories,
followed by fleshing out categories through further examination of the data. This process can be based
on emergent or a priori ideas. Merriam also suggests that yet another tier of case study analysis can
involve theorizing about findings in ways that lead to explanations for particular phenomena, and refers
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to grounded theory methods for developing such theory. According to Strauss & Corbin (1998, p. 101102; 123), grounded theory research involves open coding (“the analytical process through which
concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered in data”), categories
(“concepts that stand for phenomena”), subcategories (“concepts that pertain to a category, giving it
further clarification and specification”), and axial coding (“the process of relating categories to their
subcategories, termed “axial” because coding occurs around the axis of a category, linking categories at
the level of properties and dimensions”). The process of axial coding appears to be a distinguishing
factor between the process outlined for case study and that for grounded theory. In axial coding, the
researcher looks for how categories and subcategories throughout the study interrelate. Although my
study does not seek to develop substantive theory, it does involve exploring interrelationships among
various components of science teaching. An effective method for investigating such interrelationships is
through axial coding. Thus I have chosen to incorporate the grounded theory-based method of open
coding followed by axial coding within my overall case study approach to data analysis.
Another facet of case study to consider relates to use of multiple cases. Stake emphasizes the
value of studying individual cases, or multiple cases when seeking to strengthen interpretation of similar
phenomena. Stake tends to discourage the use of multiple cases to make comparisons. On this topic, he
states,
I see comparison as actually competing with learning about and from the particular case.
Comparison is a grand epistemological strategy, a powerful conceptual mechanism, fixing
attention upon one or a few attributes. And it obscures case knowledge that fails to
facilitate comparison. …With concentration on the bases for comparison, uniquenesses
and complexities will be glossed over. A research design featuring comparison
substitutes (a) the comparison for (b) the case as the focus of the study (p. 148-149).
Similarly, Yin (2003) describes advantages of multiple case studies including more powerful conclusions,
arising when more than one case leads to the same conclusions. Similar results within different contexts
add to the generalizability of the findings. Also, differences in results that can be traced to specific
aspects of the contexts can also lead to interesting conclusions. Merriam (1988), describes similar values
for studies involving multiple cases, but adds the idea that cross-case analysis can be an effective way to
understand how phenomena under investigation are influenced by specific variables. She also points out
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that finding similarities and differences in data among multiple cases allows understanding of
interrelationships arising from the data. Merriam also links comparative case study to elements of
grounded theory, and the efficacy of cross-case analysis for developing substantive level theory.
Given the various interpretations of case study described above, I feel that my study actually represents
a hybrid between the views of Stake and Merriam. It follows the views of Stake in that the case refers to
the bounded system rather than any specific methodological procedure specific to case study. However,
my study involves a comparison of cases for the purpose of elucidating patterns and understanding
differences among the cases, a characteristic considered more favorably by Merriam, and which
welcomes data analysis similar to that of grounded theory. My study includes three individual cases,
three student teachers, each bounded by individual science background, experience with children, and
substantive content knowledge of sound and light, but sharing a common, intensive elementary teacher
preparation program whose science teaching methods focused largely on classroom inquiry as described
by NRC (2000) with special emphasis on science learning as a process of evidence-based explanation. In
addition, they carried out their student teaching at the same school, in individual classrooms that were in
close proximity with students in similar grade levels (grades 1 or 2). They shared a common district-wide
curriculum, often planned lessons collaboratively, and shared the same supervising teacher, a master
elementary teacher who emphasized reform-oriented science teaching methods in her own classroom.
Through analysis of individual cases followed by elucidation of cross-case patterns using grounded theory
techniques, my study seeks to understand interrelationships among these three student teachers’
substantive content knowledge, patterns in their classroom inquiry teaching methods, and their
orientations toward teaching science as they teach science to first and second grade students using
inquiry-based teaching practices. Applying the systems approach described by Stake (2003), the fact that
the three individual cases represent sub-systems of the overarching elementary teacher preparation
program suggests that my study will also provide insights into the science teaching preparation
component as well. However, because my purpose is to examine interrelationships involved with the
interface between the domain of content knowledge and inquiry-based teaching, I consider the unit of
analysis to be the individual student teachers, not the teacher preparation program.
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PART 2: RESEARCH CONTEXT

In order to more clearly present the methods used in my study, I chose to separate my
discussion of the research context into four sections: 1) research setting, 2) science methods course, 3)
selection of participants, and 4) role of the researcher.

Research Setting
The research presented here took place within the context of a professional development school
(PDS) partnership involving a major northeastern university and elementary schools within a local school
district. To become PDS interns, preservice elementary teachers must go through a rigorous application
process at the end of their junior year (or equivalent). Selection is based on multiple criteria.
Participants must be willing to adhere to the school district’s calendar, which requires interns to begin the
school year before the university academic year and end the district school year more than 4 weeks after
the university school year. Other criteria include organizational skills, teaching philosophy, work habits,
motivation, and ability to collaborate with peers, teachers and science educators. As PDS interns, they
participate in a year-long program in which they become totally immersed in the culture of the school. In
addition to shadowing their mentor teacher in such activities as faculty meetings, parent teacher
conferences, and professional development opportunities, the interns participate all year in their mentor
teacher’s classroom, gradually progressing from observer to co-teacher to full time student teacher for
the students. Also, as part of the PDS program, the interns must carry out an inquiry study examining
some aspect of their own teaching. In this way, these interns develop skills and habits of mind for
critically examining their own teaching practice. Interns were free to choose any teaching aspect of any
discipline area they wished for their inquiry project.
During the early stages of the year, interns take methods courses in the various teaching areas,
including the course, Science Teaching Methods. During this course, interns experience and examine
elements of inquiry-based teaching by themselves learning concepts of science through guided inquiry
strategy, and designing and implementing a unit of their choice including guided inquiry-based lessons.
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This instruction follows the guidelines for Classroom Inquiry described in Inquiry and the National Science

Education Standards (NRC, 2000) with particular emphasis on using inquiry-based activities for teaching
teacher-determined substantive learning goals. Thus the three participants in my study had planned and
taught a unit on magnets including inquiry-based lessons, prepared under close supervision during the
science methods course component of the program. This preparation also involved research to enhance
their substantive content knowledge of the topic of the unit. However, for each of the participants, the
subsequent unit on light and sound upon which this study is based, represented their first independently
planned and implemented science unit as full time student teachers. Although the participants are called
“interns” throughout the PDS program, for purposes of my study, I refer to them as “student teachers” to
emphasize the change in responsibility incurred at this stage in the program. Although the science
teaching carried out by the three student teachers over the course of the unit involved multiple teaching
strategies, including discussion and lecture, my focus was only on lessons that were inquiry-based.

Science Methods Course
By the time the PDS interns entered the final year program, they had taken three science content
courses. Most of the interns had taken introductory survey courses taught as large lectures, with at best,
a verification type lab associated with it. Two of the three student teachers in my study had taken the
course, Fundamentals of Science, Technology, and Engineering Design, a course specially developed to
include a guided inquiry/conceptual change approach for learning about stable structures, simple
machines, and electrical circuits which they applied to completing an overarching engineering task of
building a motorized drawbridge out of K’NEX.
The science methods course that all three student teachers took together occurred the semester
prior to the student teaching phase of the PDS program. This course emphasized a guided inquiry
approach for teaching pre-determined, scientifically accepted concepts of science. The course modeled
guided inquiry teaching by engaging the interns in learning science concepts about which they were likely
to have misconceptions, and which they would likely teach as elementary teachers. After their learning
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experience using guided inquiry, the preservice teachers reflected on that teaching in terms of the
Essential Feature of Classroom Inquiry and Myths about Inquiry (NRC, 2000).
All of the content lessons involved some way of engaging students through a discrepant event or
by eliciting prior knowledge, included an investigation which was followed by an explanation building
phase, and had an application phase in which interns had an opportunity to apply their explanation to a
different experience. Also, every lesson had a culmination phase. The 5E lesson model (BSCS, 1989)
was not formally introduced to students until they transitioned into the stage of planning lessons they
would teach. In addition, all modeled lessons included a learning goal that served to organize the
planning. An overarching theme of the course was the idea that “not everything goes.” Instead the
course focused on the importance of understanding what the learning outcomes should be, enabling
teachers to navigate discussions, choose appropriate activities, and know what evidence from the
investigations will help students learn the concepts. Because most of the interns in the methods class
had never experienced inquiry-based teaching or learning that emphasized evidence and explanation,
special emphasis was placed on the Features of Classroom Inquiry (Table 2.6, NRC, 2000), and
connections among observation, evidence and explanation were made very deliberately. Also, the course
emphasized the value of understanding students’ thinking, and creating opportunities that would reveal
that thinking.

Selection of Participants
I purposefully selected participants for this study on the basis of two criteria: 1) high
performance during the science methods portion of the PDS program as determined by the course
instructor, and 2) similar student teaching context (first or second grade, teaching the same district
mandated unit on light and sound at the same elementary school). High performance in the science
methods course indicated high understanding of principles of classroom inquiry teaching and evidence of
high levels of accomplishment for teaching through inquiry at this early stage of the professional
continuum. The similar grade levels and same school and science unit reduced external variables related
to teaching context. In addition, close proximity allowed collaborative relationships developed during the
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science methods portion of the program among the participants to continue. During the science methods
phase of their internship, they worked collaboratively to develop their unit on magnetism, and each
taught the same lessons in their individual classrooms. During the student teaching phase they
communicated with each other about the design of the unit on light and sound, and occasionally used
each other’s ideas for modifications of the district curriculum.

Role of the Researcher
As researcher for this study, I functioned as classroom observer, video recorder, and interviewer,
as well as primary data analyst. These multiple roles resulted in depth of knowledge of the context of
the study and implications of that context on the study. However, a large part of my study rests on
distinguishing between what happened during instruction and what could have happened that might have
led to enhanced student learning of important science concepts related to light and sound. Making this
distinction requires additional expertise, both in the areas of science content knowledge and knowledge
of teaching science.
I also brought to this study my own perspective and expertise, which are products of my
background. Beyond the role of researcher, I also functioned in the capacity of science expert for the
topics of light and sound. This expertise stems from a combination of my own formal science course
work in physics, five years of experience preparing for and teaching conceptually based physical science
to 9th grade students, summer research experiences with a scientist whose research focused on light and
laser technology, and recent collaborative work with two physics professors on development of a
conceptually based content course for preservice elementary teachers in which we teach concepts of
sound and light using guided inquiry. My science expertise also extends to the area of scientific inquiry,
based on my extensive formal undergraduate and graduate-level education in preparation for research in
cellular and developmental biology, and subsequent research experience in that and related fields.
Also contributing expertise to my study are my experiences with teaching science through
reformed methods that include classroom inquiry as described by NRC (2000), and understanding the
extensive planning involved, benefits of depth of science content knowledge, both for planning and
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implementation of lessons, and that external factors can impact both what is planned, and what happens
as it is implemented. In addition, my experiences with scientific research, teaching, and district-wide K-12
science curriculum alignment have instilled an appreciation for the importance of considering prior
knowledge and sequencing concepts for optimal student learning.
In terms of perspective, I brought the conviction that learning science as inquiry in a more
authentic project-based context is a critical component of science literacy. However learning science
concepts through inquiry is equally important because it allows students to construct understanding of
concepts in the way scientists first developed them, rather than via direct instruction.
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PART 3: DATA SOURCES, FUNCTION AND COLLECTION

Consistent with the research tradition of comparative case study, my research involves multiple
data sources. Part 3 describes the various data sources and how they functioned within my study. In
addition, this part of Chapter 3 describes the process by which I collected the data. Interview questions
and other instruments for data collection can be found in the Appendices to Chapter 3.

Data Sources and their Function
As recommended both for studies involving development of teachers’ PCK (van Driel et al., 1998;
van Driel, de Jong, & Verloop, 2002; Baxter & Lederman 1999) and for case study research (Creswell,
1998; Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1995), I collected multiple sources of data. For each student teacher, I
observed and video recorded three classroom inquiry-based lessons, engaged each student teacher in
three two-part audio recorded interviews, and collected lesson plans for each of the video recorded
lessons, along with the sequence of lessons comprising the unit. In addition, I interviewed the
professional development associate (PDA) regarding possible contextual factors that might have
contributed to each student teacher’s teaching practice. Although this case study involves only a limited
amount of observation time with participants, the multiple sources of data compensate by providing
depth of information. Data sources and their function are presented in Table 3.1 in the order in which
they were collected.
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Table 3.1 Data Sources and Their Function Asterisks (*) indicate primary data sources for this
study.
Date
collected
3/05 – 4/05

Data Source
*Video recorded lessons (3 lessons
per student teacher)

Function in Study
•
•
•

Written lesson plans for each
teacher and sequence within the
unit

•
•
•
•

4/05

District Curriculum

•

Science Background Interview

•
•

4/05 – 5/05

5/05

6/05
6/07

Orientation toward Teaching Cardsorting Activity

•

*Reflective Interview I: Reflection
on teaching about sound or light in
general and specifically about two
problematic teaching episodes
*Concept Mapping Activity

•

Reflections on concept mapping
activity and Composite Concept Map
Reflective Interview II: Repeat of
Reflective Interview I after doing
the Concept Mapping Activity.
Interview with supervising teacher

•

Interview with PDS Science Methods
instructor

•

•
•
•

•

•

Source for teaching incidents that provided discussion
topics for individual student teacher’s reflection interviews.
Source of content knowledge-related teaching events that
were problematic.
Source for characterizing student teachers’ style of
Classroom Inquiry.
Information as to how intended lessons differed from
implemented lessons and/or from District Curriculum.
Information about lessons prior and subsequent to
observed lessons
Potential connections in terms of activities used within the
unit.
Potential connections in terms of concepts taught within
the unit.
Information about district expectations for activities and
learning goals.
Degree of formal and informal exposure to science,
especially topics of physics related to Sound and Light
Information about student teachers’ attitudes toward
science and prior experiences.
Beliefs about style of teaching most effective for student
learning (Friedrichsen & Dana, 2003) to determine
characteristics of individual student teachers’ Orientation
toward Teaching Science.
Insight into possible explanations for problematic teaching
events other than content knowledge
Further information about nature of content knowledge
Information about justification for learning goals taught.
Information about nature of student teachers’ content
knowledge: organization, depth and interconnectedness.
Information regarding interconnections among concepts
and relative importance of concepts.
Information regarding interconnections among concepts
and relative importance of concepts
Contextual information that might explain problematic
teaching practices.
Contextual information regarding Classroom Inquiry
learning goals for PDS interns.

Data Collection Procedures
After the science lessons involving light and/or sound had been video recorded, each student
teacher participated in a series of three interviews, each of which had two parts. Part A of Interview 1
focused on accumulating information regarding each student teacher’s science background. This was
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accomplished through a semi-structured interview process in which I asked questions about their formal
and informal science learning, and probed for indications of their attitude toward science and science
learning at various stages in their education. The questions used in this interview are presented in Table
A-1 of Appendix A. Part B of Interview 1 involved ascertaining the nature of the individual student
teacher’s orientation toward teaching science, which was done using the methods developed by
Friedrichsen & Dana (2003). Using this procedure, participants examined a series of elementary science
teaching scenarios written on cards, and sorted them according to whether these activities represented
what they would teach, those they were undecided about, and those that did not represent what they
would do in their classroom, while verbalizing their thinking. From this information and further discussion
of the representative and non-representative piles I was able to synthesize a holistic description of the
participant’s science teaching orientation, which I shared with the individual student teacher for her
corroboration, or modification if necessary. The list of scenarios comprising the card-sorting instrument
is presented in Table A-2 of Appendix A.
Interview 2 also involved two segments. In Part A of Interview 2, I engaged the student teacher
in a semi-structured reflective interview about general and specific aspects of their science teaching. As
part of this interview process, I showed the student teacher one 3-5 minute long clip from each of two
lessons, selected because they contained some type of problematic teaching practice. The interview
questions after viewing each clip were directed specifically at the events in the clip, allowing the student
teacher to reflect on the events, and describe the thinking that went into how she dealt with the event.
Table 3.2 summarizes the teaching episodes discussed during the reflective interviews for each student
teacher and the teaching challenges highlighted by each episode. The questions used in the reflective
interview are presented in Table A-3 of Appendix A.
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Table 3.2. Summary of Teaching Events Discussed in Reflective Interviews. Asterisk (*) indicates teaching incidents revisited in the
second reflective interview; ST=student teacher.
Intern
Sam

Topic
LIGHT
What three things
are needed to
make a shadow?
LIGHT
How does the
amount of light
affect what you
see?

Terry

LIGHT
How can we
change the size
of a shadow?
SOUND
What materials
does sound travel
through?

Chris

LIGHT
How prisms cause
white light to
break apart into
colors
LIGHT
What objects
cause shadows to
form

Description of teaching episode
*Students are given a flashlight and an object and
are asked to figure out what three things they need
to make a shadow (light, object, surface).

•
•
•

Students use a shoebox with a peep hole at one
end and a colored picture attached to the inside at
the other end. Three holes in the lid are covered
by removable flaps which the students open to
gradually allow increasing amounts of light into the
box, while noticing how opening the flaps affects
how well they can see the picture.
Students manipulate the position of the flashlight
(in a 180° arc passing over the object) while
keeping the object stationary to change the size of
the shadow, or manipulate the position of the
object in a 180° arc on a specially designed table
while holding the flashlight stationary
*Students investigate sound travel through various
materials (air – hearing their voices; string – coat
hanger chimes and string phones; water –
clanking spoons inside and outside of a fish tank;
wood – tapping a spoon on the desk top with the
ear to the desk top and away from the desk top)

•
•

Students carry out a number of investigations with
prisms, bubbles, and boxes with holes covered by
transparent colored plastic to demonstrate that
white light is made up of many colors of light.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
*Students are given a basket of objects to test for
whether light passes through the object. They are
asked to sort the objects according to categories of
their choice

•

Problematic Teaching Practice
Students struggle with finding the word “surface,” but show that they
understand something must be present for the shadow to be seen
The ST focuses only on having students name the three “things”
The ST uses or accepts misleading student comments such as needing a
solid object, or the shadow “goes” on something.
During the introduction, students show they already understand concept
In one group, students look through the box with all holes covered and
can see light (equipment problem)
ST corrects students rather than helping students having them use prior
knowledge to figure out why that doesn’t make sense.
ST could have used activity to focus on other important things.
In one group, a student finds a different way to change the size of the
shadow – distance from the object rather than angle of the light.
This same student also postulates that the change in shadow length is
due to which direction the object is facing.
Neither alternative explanation is addressed by the ST.
The ST limits the investigation to include only whether sound does or
does not travel through the different media, rather than adding the
dimension of how the sounds are different through each (including
loudness) or that sound travels at different speeds in different materials.
A student questions the ability of sound to travel through string until he
finds that the string has air spaces in it that could carry sound in air. The
ST does not address this misconception
Activities include prisms, bubbles, and looking at objects through colored
filters to show that white light is made of different colors. The ST doesn’t
differentiate between the different mechanisms for separating light into
colors, but implies that the mechanisms are all the same.
During the wrap-up discussion, one student asks how prisms break apart
white light. The student teacher is perplexed that the student didn’t learn
this from the activities.
One student places an opaque plastic bug right on the surface of the
flashlight and finds that the bug “lights up.” When the student shines the
flashlight with the bug positioned directly on the glass of the flashlight
against the wall, light shines on the wall. The student then concludes
that the light passes through the object. The ST doesn’t clarify what is
going on when the bug lights up.
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Although all observations and video recording occurred within the same science unit on light and sound,
the three student teachers were at different teaching stages within the unit. All lessons observed and
analyzed for Sam were related to aspects of light. Two of Chris’ lessons related to light and one to sound.
For Terry, one lesson involved light while the other two were about sound. Consequently, for Sam and
Chris, both teaching incidents chosen for analysis during Interview 2 involved light, but for Terry, one
incident came from a lesson on light and the other from a lesson on sound.
In Part B of Interview 2, I engaged each student teacher individually in a collaborative concept
mapping activity, a process that was adapted from procedures described by Gess-Newsome & Lederman
(1995), Hashweh (1996), and Hauslein et al. (1987). The purpose of the activity was to understand the
teachers’ level of content knowledge of the topics they had taught. Because the three student teachers
were in different stages of the unit, topics for the concept mapping activity varied among the three. Sam
and Chris developed maps involving concepts of light, while Terry developed a map involving concepts of
sound. The mapping activity included two steps, centering first on science concepts addressed during the
elementary science lessons, followed by a second round dealing with related concepts extending the
complexity and depth to learning up through the 12th grade (NRC, 1996; AAAS, 1993). A list of these
concepts for both light and sound is presented in Table A-4 of Appendix A. During the concept mapping
activity, I gave student teachers a set of adhesive labels on which terms representing concepts of sound
or light were written, and asked them to position them on a blank poster board. As they were doing the
activity, I asked student teachers questions about the concepts, and had them think aloud as they
positioned the various concepts and described and wrote descriptors for the various connections. When
misconceptions appeared, or the participant was unfamiliar with concepts, I engaged the student
teachers in conversation to further elucidate their level of understanding, and to enhance their
knowledge. They then determined where to position the concept and decided in what ways the concepts
were interconnected. A major concern I had regarding collection of data reflecting student teachers
content knowledge was how it would impact their self-efficacy for teaching science at this vulnerable
stage of the teacher professional continuum. The concept mapping activity allowed me to nonintrusively evaluate participants’ understanding of concepts related to sound and light and to
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constructively contribute to their overall depth of content knowledge. Although this method helped me
develop an understanding of the nature of their content knowledge about sound or light in terms of
accuracy and interrelatedness of concepts, I was not able to ascertain any quantitative measure or probe
deeply into the participants’ exact level of understanding.
The third interview also consisted of two parts. In Part A of Interview 3, the student teachers
examined a composite concept network for sound (Terry) or light (Sam and Chris) that I prepared using
the same concepts addressed by the participants in their concept mapping activity during Interview 2.
This concept network presented the various concepts of sound or light organized according to conceptual
relationships, rather than by how the student teachers taught them, and differentiated between depth of
understanding (grades 1-2 versus high school level). During this section the interns examined the
composite map and engaged in a discussion looking for patterns among the different colored labels
(grade 1-2 topics vs. high school-level topics), and how such a representation impacted their thinking
about teaching sound or light. In Part B of Interview 3, I asked each student teacher to revisit one of the
problematic teaching episodes addressed in the second interview. These repeated episodes are identified
with an asterisk in Table 3.2. The questions used in this semi-structured interview were the same as used
in the previous reflective interview and can be found in Table A-3 of Appendix A. The purpose for
revisiting one of the teaching incidents was to look for possible changes in focus during re-reflection.
An interview with the supervising teacher served to triangulate evidence and provide insights as
to possible constraints to teaching or additional variables that might impact connections between
apparent content knowledge and problematic teaching practices. Questions from this interview are
provided in Table A-5 of Appendix A. In addition, an informal interview with the instructor for the science
methods course taken by all three student teachers provided insights into the context of the student
teachers’ classroom inquiry style and science teaching orientations.
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PART 4: DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of data occurred in nine phases: 1) identification of problematic content knowledgerelated teaching events and categorization into problematic event types; 2) analysis of the nature of
individual student teachers’ content knowledge of topics related to the observed lessons; 3) analysis of
individual student teacher’s problematic content knowledge-related teaching events in terms of content
knowledge and external factors; 4) determination of patterns of distribution of problematic events within
categories for individual student teachers; 5) identification of aspects of classroom inquiry style (CIS); 6)
characterization of individual student teachers’ CIS; 7) analysis of the influence of CIS on problematic
teaching events for individual student teachers; 8) identification of aspects of orientation toward teaching
science (OTS); and 9) analysis of individual student teachers’ OTS.
Table 3.3 presents a summary of these phases and two additional cross-case analysis phases
involving investigation of the possible influence of content knowledge or orientation toward teaching
science on classroom inquiry style (Phases 10 and 11). However because these comparisons required
only juxtaposition of results from data analysis covered in phases 1-9, I do not include a formal
description of the analysis methods used in these phases within the Methods chapter.
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Table 3.3 Summary of Data Analysis Phases and Analysis Methods (pCKrT-event = problematic content knowledge-related teaching
event; OTS = orientation toward teaching science; CK = content knowledge; CIS = classroom inquiry style)
1.

2.

Analysis Phase and Function
Identification of problematic content
knowledge-related teaching events

Analysis of nature of individual student
teachers’ science content knowledge of
topics related to observed lessons








3.

4.
5.

Analysis of individual student teachers’
problematic teaching events in terms of
content knowledge and external factors



Determination of distribution of problematic
events within event types
Identification of aspects of CIS










6.

Characterization of individual student
teachers’ CIS

7.
8.

Analysis of relationship CIS and problematic
content knowledge-related teaching events
Identification of aspects of OTS

9.

Analysis of individual student teachers’ OTS



10. Comparison of nature of content knowledge
and aspects of CIS



11. Comparison of aspects of OTS and aspects of
CIS









Analysis Methods
Emergent coding of lesson transcripts of all three student teachers for pCKrT-events.
Collapsing codes into categories (pCKrT-event types).
Developing descriptors for problematic and non-problematic instances of each pCKrT-event type.
Axial coding of lesson transcripts for non-problematic examples of each pCKrT-event type.
A priori coding of transcripts of concept mapping activity and reflective interviews, and final concept
mapping activity maps for aspects of nature of content knowledge: organization, depth,
interconnectedness, and understanding of relative importance of concepts.
Generating a Diagnostic Concept Map for each student teacher depicting depth and interconnectedness
of content knowledge.
Comparing problematic and non-problematic pCKrT-events to nature of content knowledge for individual
student teachers.
Comparing problematic and non-problematic pCKrT-events to relevant external factors (e.g., time,
assistance of mentor or supervising teacher) for individual student teachers.
Examining patterns of distribution of pCKrT-events into the various pCKrT-event types for individual
student teachers.
Emergent coding of lesson transcripts of all three student teachers for factors related to CIS using
emergent areas of Structure, Teacher Role, and Student Thinking.
Collapsing codes into aspects of CIS.
Describing dimensions for each aspect continuum.
Developing system for assigning position of individual student teachers’ inquiry-based teaching
performance within aspects of CIS continua.
Determining patterns in position on various aspect continua for individual student teachers.
Comparing problematic and non-problematic pCKrT-events to nature CIS for individual student teachers.
Emergent coding of transcripts of OTS Card-Sort (Friedrichsen & Dana, 2003) to determine aspects of
OTS.
Examining patterns in emphasis of various aspects of OTS for individual student teachers.
Comparing patterns comprising individual student teachers’ CIS to the nature of their content knowledge
to examine possible influence of CK on CIS.
Examining cross-case to determine general influence of Content Knowledge on Classroom Inquiry Style.
Comparing patterns in aspects of OTS emphasized by individual student teachers’.
Examining cross-case to determine general influence of OTS on CIS.
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Phase 1: Identification of Problematic Content Knowledge-related Teaching Events
Description of the methods I used to identify types of content knowledge-related science
teaching events that were problematic for the three student teachers involves two sections. Section One
presents an explanation of terms used in the methods description and throughout my dissertation.
Section Two describes the four steps I employed in the data analysis process: 1) emergent coding of all
three student teachers’ lesson transcripts to identify problematic content knowledge-related teaching
events, 2) identifying event types, 3) developing descriptors for the event types, and 4) additional coding
of lesson transcripts for events that were non-limiting.

Section One: Explanation of Terms
The process I used to identify and categorize teaching events that were problematic for the three
student teachers required that I consider how the various events were situated within the overall
organizational scheme of the students’ science learning (overall K-12 science learning, the featured
science unit, lesson, teaching episode, teaching event), and to develop criteria for deciding the
effectiveness of the teaching event in promoting student learning. Because some of the terms I employ
may have multiple meanings, I present here a set of operational definitions of potentially ambiguous
phrases used in my study.

Science Lesson
The term, “lesson” has multiple meanings. For purposes of my investigation, I use the term
“science lesson” or “lesson” to refer to the planned and implemented events bounded by the time period
of my observations, designed to teach specific concepts stated as the intended learning goals for the
teaching. All three student teachers’ lessons included an introduction, investigation, and lesson wrap-up.
Some lessons also included an extension stage. These stages reflected four of the 5E model stages,
engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate, respectively (BSCS, 1989). Because the coding
process began before I learned of the use of the 5E model in the science teaching methods course,
during the coding process, I used the term “introduction” to refer to the engage stage, “investigation” to
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refer to the exploration state, and “wrap-up” to refer to the explanation phase. Therefore in my study,
the construct of “the lesson” includes events bounded by three of the stages: introduction (engage),
investigation (explore) and wrap-up (explanation).

Teaching Episode
As explained above, I divided the video recorded lessons into sections bounded by the stages,
introduction, investigation, and wrap-up. Each stage consisted of multiple “teaching episodes,” or
segments separated or bounded by differences in function or groups of people involved. For example, in
the case of Sam’s lesson regarding the guiding question “What do we need to make a shadow?” there
were three stages (introduction, investigation and wrap-up). During the introdeuction stage, there were
three teaching episodes (gathering prior knowledge, instructions for the activity, and division of students
into small groups). During the investigation stage there were three teaching episodes, one for each
sequential discussion with each of three small groups. During the wrap-up stage, there were two
teaching episodes (where Sam drew together students’ findings about what three things are needed to
make a shadow, and where Sam discussed additional related claims). In the case of this particular
lesson, Sam proceeded from group to group, without revisiting any group. Had she revisited a group,
each visit would have constituted a different “teaching episode.”

Teaching Event
The fundamental unit of analysis used in my study is the “teaching event.” This construct
represents either individual teaching incidents that occurred during implementation of the planned lesson
or individual planning elements guiding the implemented lesson. These incidents may involve a single
exchange between students or among students and teacher, or span multiple episodes or lessons both
temporally and conceptually. They may involve individual concepts or complex combinations of ideas. My
analysis of these teaching events occurred through a hierarchy of increasingly broad perspectives,
ranging from the teaching event itself, to the teaching episode within the lesson in which it occurred, to
the overall lesson, to the overall science unit, and finally to the level of the students’ overall K-12 science
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learning. In so doing, I also considered the relative temporal position of the teaching event as well as
how the event might impact students’ conceptual understanding at these levels. A second aspect of the
construct of “teaching event” is that there may be multiple events within a single teaching episode within
a lesson.

Content Knowledge-related Teaching Events
I operationally define “content knowledge-related teaching event” as a teaching event involving
planning or implementation that is highly influenced by the teacher’s knowledge of related substantive
science content. The construct of pedagogical content knowledge involves integration or transformation
of three domains of teacher knowledge: content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of
teaching context (Grossman, 1990; Magnusson et al., 1999). Because my research seeks to contribute to
our understanding of how aspects of teachers’ content knowledge influence inquiry-based science
teaching, it was important to identify teaching events that were highly, although perhaps not exclusively,
dependent on the student teacher’s substantive content knowledge. I distinguished among content
knowledge-related teaching events and pedagogical knowledge-related or contextual knowledge-related
teaching incidents by asking the following question: Can this teaching event be explained primarily by
considering pedagogical knowledge or knowledge of context, or does knowledge of substantive science
content play an important role?
An example of a content knowledge-related teaching event comes from the explanation stage of
Sam’s lesson based on the guiding question, “What do we need to make a shadow?” After reviewing with
students the three things needed to make a shadow, Sam asked students whether the order of the three
objects was important. While asking students about the order of the three objects, Sam demonstrated
each possible order permutation using a flashlight, an object, and the wall or tabletop as a surface. I
identified Sam’s inclusion of the idea of order of the three things as a content knowledge-related teaching
event, since it required Sam’s understanding that there was a specific order required, what that order
was, and required some level of understanding that shadows form when an object blocks the light.
Further, Sam’s spontaneous inclusion of this idea during the wrap-up, when it had not been addressed
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during the individual group discussions, suggested that Sam felt that this idea was important for students
to understand. I did not consider Sam’s choice to use demonstration as a teaching strategy for
illustrating the concept, the use of the same materials to demonstrate the concept, or the fact that Sam
did not address this concept until the wrap-up rather than during individual group discussions, as
examples of content-relatedness. Although these latter teaching practices involve content knowledge,
Sam’s understanding of the content itself was not the primary teacher knowledge domain likely to be
required, as was the case of deciding to include the concept. The latter three teaching issues were likely
to be more directly related to pedagogical knowledge and/or knowledge of context. That is not to say
that Sam’s decision to include the concept in the lesson even though it was not specified in the guiding
question did not also involve general pedagogical knowledge and knowledge of context as well as
substantive content knowledge. Most teaching events involve the three knowledge domains in some
way.

Problematic Content Knowledge-related Teaching Events
Content knowledge-related teaching events take on a problematic nature when they limit
students’ present or future substantive science learning. Also important to my study is understanding in
what ways the problematic events limit students’ science learning. During the coding process, I found
that the same teaching event could be limiting to students’ science learning in a number of ways. For
example, in the lesson on “What do we need to make a shadow?” students brought up the idea that the
surface must be thick or solid for the shadow to be seen. Sam’s response to this idea was problematic on
several levels. First of all, the students’ claim is scientifically inaccurate, and yet Sam did not address the
inaccuracies. Second, it related to a previous lesson in which students tested different objects for
whether light could pass through them, and whether they caused a shadow to form, however Sam did
not make a connection to the concepts addressed in that lesson. Third, this event provided an
opportunity to discuss further the role of the surface in our ability to see a shadow (an important
concept) yet Sam chose not to discuss the idea further.
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Section Two: Data Analysis Process
The process of identifying types of content knowledge-related teaching events that were
problematic for the three student teachers proceeded via three steps: 1) emergent coding of lesson
transcripts of all three student teachers for problematic content knowledge-related teaching events; 2)
characterization of problematic event types; 3) identification of non-problematic teaching events related
to each event type. The following text describes each step in the process, using a teaching episode from
Sam’s lesson based on the guiding question “What do you need to make a shadow?” as an example.

Step 1: Emergent Coding of Lesson Transcripts of All Three Student Teachers for Problematic Content
Knowledge-related Teaching Events
In a first round of analysis, I coded the video recording transcripts (in close conjunction with
viewing the video recordings) for problematic content knowledge-related teaching events for all three
student teachers (events that were likely to limit students understanding of science and were likely to be
influenced by the nature of the student teacher’s own substantive content knowledge). This process
required consideration of the teaching event within the context of the entire episode as well as the entire
lesson, and at times, within the context of the entire science unit and overall K-12 science learning. In
addition, a single teaching episode often had multiple problematic events imbedded within it, some of
which involved overlapping lines of transcript. Examples of how I coded an episode containing multiple
and overlapping problematic teaching events, and incorporated multiple levels of curriculum in the
analysis of the teaching practice comes from Sam’s discussion with the first small group during the
exploration stage of the lesson based on the guiding question, “What do we need to make a shadow?”
Table 3.4 presents an excerpt of the transcript from this teaching episode. The shaded areas in the first
five columns in Table 3.4 illustrate how five overlapping portions of the transcript include five different
types of problematic events within this episode.
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Table 3.4 Transcript of Episode 1 from Exploration Phase of Lesson 7 (Sam) Table illustrates
overlapping problematic events. (L=Line number; SP=Speaker; T=Teacher; S1, 2, 3=Student 1, 2, 3)
A

Examples
B C D E

L

SP

Transcript of Teaching Episode (Conversation with Group 1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S2
T
S2
T
S2
T

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

S1
T
S1
T
S2
T
S2
T
S2
T
S2

31
32
33
34
35
36

T
S1
T
S1
S2
T

37
38
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S1
T
S3
T

What three things so far do you need to make a shadow?
Dark, light and a thing to hold it up to
A light…
Light, um an object
an object…
And something thick behind it.
Something thick behind it. Could a shadow…does it have to be behind it?
No
How do you see a shadow?
You need dark
How do you see a shadow?
You need something dark. You need to shine like when its dark, like that.
Can you see a shadow outside in the sun?
No, actually yes
And what do you see your shadow on?
The ground
The ground, so…
It could be under it.
It could be under it. So, so far we have a light, your object, and what is that last
thing, do you think?
Umm
Your light, an object…
Sunshine!
We already said our light
Light, object, and something thick.
Something thick…
Not air, that won’t work.
Not air, so something for your shadow…
Solid
Something solid. And what does that something solid do?
It makes the light stop, and if there is an object in front of the light like this, …it will
be like, it’ll stop the light, and it’ll be on the thing, so whenever it stopped, a shadow
will show.
So you have your light, the object, and what could you call this?
Paper [laugh]
What is on here that you can see?
Fabric
Shadow
You see your shadow on it. So you need your light, your object, and…something for
your shadow to …
Go on
Go on. So what could those things be?
Paper, a wall
So, what are the three things to make a shadow?
The shadow…
Or something for…
Or be on,
The shadow to be on, light, and what’s that last thing, Jared?
The object
Object. Great.
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Within the episode, there are five examples of teaching events that might limit student learning
of science and which might be related to the student teacher’s content knowledge of the subject matter
at hand (i.e., shadows, light travel in straight lines, reflection, absorption, transmission, diffraction of
light). Example A reflects Sam’s tendency to focus on the trivial learning goal of naming the three things
needed to make a shadow rather than more important concepts, such as the role of each in shadow
formation. The district curriculum included the featured guiding question (What do you need to make a
shadow?), but rather than focusing exclusively on knowing the three things needed to make a shadow
(light, object, surface), it also emphasized the important idea that shadows form because the object
blocks the light. Although not visible in Table 3.4, the pattern of focusing on the trivial goal of naming the
three things needed to make a shadow observed in this episode recurred with every small group
discussion, as well as the wrap-up to the investigation, and occupied the majority of discussion time.
Examples B, C, and D involve the same event yet differ in how they were problematic. I used
these examples previously to describe different types of limiting events. Example B involves the scientific
inaccuracy of the student’s claim that the surface must be thick or solid for a shadow to be seen on it,
and Sam’s failure to address this inaccuracy. Example C involves the fact that the relationship between
the nature of the material the surface is made of and its ability to allow a shadow to form is an important
concept that helps explain the role of the surface in shadow formation. Example D involves the fact that
Sam failed to connect this event to a previous lesson in which students tested different objects made of
different materials for their ability to let light pass through and to make a shadow. Understanding how
the events were limiting required consideration of the fact that the teaching episode occurred within the
context of the entire lesson, as well as a larger science unit about Light planned by Sam. In the
subsequent lesson (which I observed), students investigated shadow change throughout the day, but the
lesson did not include discussion of how shadows form (object blocking the light) or that in order to
detect a shadow, the blocked light must occur within the area of light that goes past the object. Example
E reflects the fact that even though a student made the connection between the surface and it’s role in
shadow formation, Sam failed to highlight this concept at the time the student made the connection,
when talking with other small groups, and during the wrap-up to the lesson. Rather, she continued to
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focus on having the students be able to name the three things. Table 3.5 presents my analysis of this
teaching episode involving Group 1 along with the contextual levels considered and impacted.

Table 3.5 Sample Analysis of Teaching Episodes (Sam’s lesson on “What do you need to make a
shadow?”) Numbers in parentheses indicate the event type.
Limiting aspects of content knowledge-related teaching events
A.

Sam focuses on the trivial learning goal of naming three things needed to make a
shadow, rather than the important learning goal of understanding the role of
each thing in shadow formation, even though the district curriculum emphasizes
this important learning goal. This focus is consistent throughout the lesson. (1a)

B.

Sam accepts the student’s claims about the nature of the material the shadow
can appear on, regardless of their scientific accuracy. (Shadows can form on
non-solid, non-thick materials) (6)

C.

Sam doesn’t pursue student’s questions about properties of material on which a
shadow can form, even though this is an important learning goal involving the
role of the surface in shadow formation (understanding the nature of the
“surface” as something that can stop the light). (1b)
Students did a previous lesson on materials that light does or does not pass
through, but Sam doesn’t connect this information to the current episode. (3)

D.

E.

When a student spontaneously offers the accurate claim that the shadow forms
because the object blocks the light, Sam de-emphasizes the importance of this
claim by a) not acknowledging it; and b) continuing to question students to
identify the three things, not why they are important. Although Sam does
acknowledge a similar spontaneous claim made by the second group Sam visits,
this claim is not made public to the whole class, either during the investigation
stage, or during the wrap-up to the lesson. (4)

Context Level
Event
Episode
Lesson
Science Unit
K-12 Science
Event
Episode
Lesson
K-12 Science
Event
Episode
Lesson
K-12 Science
Event
Episode
Science Unit
Event
Episode
Lesson
Science Unit
K-12 Science

Learning

Learning

Learning

Learning

From this example we can see that full understanding of the potential content knowledgerelatedness of teaching events contained in the episode, as well as whether it should be considered as
limiting or non-limiting, requires reference to the lesson within the context of the district curriculum, the
sequence of lessons Sam planned for the science unit, the learning goals identified for the lesson, and
other events within the lesson. Had Sam brought students’ prior knowledge of types of materials to bear
on the issue of shadow formation, or featured the claim that shadows form because the object blocks the
light in the whole-class wrap-up to the lesson, the question of Sam’s awareness of these concepts as
important learning goals would not be an issue. Rather, the observation that Sam postponed making
them public might be ascribed to a strategy for teaching the concept. Notice that I did not identify Sam’s
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skill at questioning and prompting students about the three things, or her different levels of persistence
with different students and student groups. Again, although these latter teaching practices involve
teaching about light, they are more likely to be the result of Sam’s pedagogical knowledge and
knowledge of the students in the class.

Step 2: Characterization of Problematic Event Types
Following the initial process of identifying problematic content knowledge related teaching
events, I organized the problematic events into categories, or event types and developed corresponding
descriptions that encompassed the nature of these identified events. Eight event types emerged from
this process. I then re-coded the individual problematic events according to these event types. Columns
one and two of Table 3.6 present these eight categories, along with factors comprising each. These eight
event types describe eight types of content knowledge-related teaching events that were problematic for
the participants in my study, and form the basis of my study.

Step 3: Identification of Non-problematic Teaching Events Related to Each Event Type
In order to strengthen my argument that the problematic teaching events were related to
content knowledge, and gather additional information regarding how they were related, I re-examined
the data for non-problematic examples in order to also compare them to the student teachers’ content
knowledge using positive and negative descriptors I developed for each code. I then axially coded the
data for positive and negative examples of the event types. During this axial coding process, I also looked
for additional categories that might not have been discovered during the initial event search. Column 3
of Table 3.6 presents the problematic (-) and non-problematic (+) dimensions for each of the problematic
event types. Over the course of analysis of all lessons and reflective interviews, the same types of
problematic events kept repeating within and across student teachers, indicating saturation for types of
problematic events within my study.
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Table 3.6 Description of Emergent Teaching Event Types Related to Content Knowledge (Note: “Important learning goals” refers to
learning goals that form a foundation for later learning, either in the unit, subsequent units, or subsequent grade levels.)
Event Types
1) Concentrating on
concepts that are important
for future science learning

•
•

•

•
2) Choosing, modifying, or
developing activities that
support important learning
goals, both intended and
added

•
•

Description
Intended learning goals are important for future learning about
topics.
Additional learning goals are important for future science
learning (outside of S&L)
Changes intended learning goal from those of district
curriculum to address additional important concepts or to
replace trivial learning goals with important learning goal.
Adds important concepts not included in intended learning
goal.
Activities support accurate content learning of intended
learning goal.
Adds or substitutes activities from outside the district
curriculum that support important intended learning goal

•

Activities support added concepts

3) Connecting and
sequencing important
learning goals within
lessons, among lessons
within the unit, or external
to unit

•

4) Using student prior
knowledge, interest, and
findings to influence what
concepts to include in the
lesson and their sequence

•

Connects additional concepts arising from investigations to the
intended learning goal.
Connects student learning from one activity/lesson to the next
Scaffolds student learning through meaningful sequence of
activities.
Changes sequence of activities from that of district curriculum
to better scaffold learning.
Modifies learning goals for lesson when elicited prior
knowledge reveals that students understand intended learning
goal or have misconceptions
Changes order of lessons in response to student interest
Adds concepts in response to student interest (including
extending level of claim from observational to explanatory)
Adds concepts in response to students’ findings from the
investigations

•
•
•

•
•
•

Sample Positive/Problematic Dimensions
(+) Intended learning goals are important for future science
learning
(+) Added concepts are important for future science learning.
(-) Intended learning goals or added concepts are trivial (not as
important for future learning as other goals would be.
(+) Changes district learning goal from trivial to important
(-) Doesn’t substitute important learning goals or add important
concepts to supplement trivial learning goals.
(+) Activities used support stated learning goals
(+) Selects or develops activities in addition to or instead of
district curriculum activities that support intended learning
goals.
(-) Activities used do not support intended learning goals
(+) Activities used support added concepts
(-) Activities include elements that lead to learning that is
scientifically inaccurate
(+) Connects students’ observations and claims not related to
intended learning goal to the intended learning goal
(+) Sequence of lessons scaffolds learning
(-) Avoids or ignores student observations or claims that are
not directly related to intended learning goal
(-) Sequence of learning goals does not scaffold learning.
(+) Includes students’ important observations and claims within
the lesson.
(+) Changes sequence of intended learning goals to reflect
student prior knowledge
(+) Changes learning goals or adds to them when finds student
misconceptions
(-) Makes no changes to intended learning goals even with
evidence that students already understand them or has
other misconceptions.
(-) Does not include concepts brought up by students’ findings
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Event Types
5) Identifying and
addressing student
misconceptions

6) Identifying and
addressing students’
inaccurate observations,
evidence, and claims
7) Offering scientifically
accurate feedback to
students
8) Choosing words carefully
to avoid ambiguity and
possible misconceptions

•
•

Description
Recognizes student misconceptions during a lesson.
Addresses student misconceptions within the same lesson or in
a future lesson.

•

Recognizes when students’ claims do not follow logically from
observations
Recognizes when students’ claims are scientifically inaccurate

•

Offers scientifically accurate feedback to students

•

Chooses words carefully to avoid ambiguity and possible
misconceptions

•

Sample Positive/Problematic Dimensions
(+) Identifies misconceptions.
(+) Addresses misconceptions revealed within the lesson by
changing the lesson in progress.
(-) Fails to identify misconceptions.
(-) Recognizes misconceptions but fails to address them
(+) Recognizes and addresses scientifically inaccurate
explanations generated from evidence
(-) Does not recognize or address students’ inaccurate
explanations based on evidence
(+) Feedback is scientifically accurate
(-) Feedback is scientifically inaccurate
(+) Teacher’s word choice conveys scientifically accurate
meaning
(-) Teacher’s word choice is ambiguous or could lead to
misconceptions
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Phase 2: Analysis of Nature of Individual Student Teachers’ Science Content Knowledge of
Topics Related to Observed Lessons
Description of the methods I used to identify the nature of the three student teachers’
substantive content knowledge of sound and light involves two sections. Section 1 presents an
explanation of terms used in the methods description, and that I subsequently apply throughout my
dissertation. Section 2 describes the steps I employed to analyze the data. For the sake of clarity, I
further separate Section 2 into two analysis areas: A) analysis of data for depth and interconnectedness
of content knowledge, and B) analysis of data for organization of content knowledge and understanding
of relative importance of concepts.
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Section 1: Explanation of Terms
While designing a method for collecting data regarding the nature of student teachers’ content
knowledge, and devising a method for analyzing these data sources, I considered four aspects of content
knowledge derived from a combination of the work of Ma (1999), Ball (2000), Hauslein et al. (1986),
Hashweh, (1997) and Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993): 1) depth of content knowledge; 2)
interconnectedness of concepts; 3) organization (organized according to teaching vs. organization
according to overarching concepts), and 4) understanding of relative importance of concepts. Although
these authors discuss the various aspects of content knowledge, they do not provide formal definitions
that are necessarily applicable in a research situation. Therefore I generated operational definitions for
each based on the context of my research. What follows is a description of these operational definitions
and an example of how I applied them while analyzing data.

Depth of Content Knowledge
For purposes of my investigation, I define depth in terms of level of sophistication determined by
academic year at which the concepts are appropriately taught for understanding. As a standard, I used a
combination of the district curriculum for grades 1-2, national standards for elementary level (NRC,
1996), and topics the student teachers included in their lessons. In the case of shadows, at the
elementary level, students would be expected to know that light travels in a straight line, and that a
shadow is a dark area caused when an object blocks the light, either by reflecting the light, absorbing the
light, or both. An object made of a material that you can see through lets some amount of light pass
through, and casts a lighter shadow than would an object you cannot see through. In order to see a
shadow, you must be able to see both an area where the light is blocked and is not blocked. At the high
school level, students would be expected to understand that objects can also scatter or attenuate light,
causing an object to internally reflect light and appear to “light up.” They would also be expected to
understand the law of reflection (the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection). They would
be expected to understand the mechanism by which objects reflect, absorb and transmit light, and that
an object can do all three, depending on the material from which it is made, and be able to explain why
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all objects we can see must reflect at least some light. They would be expected to understand possible
mechanisms by which materials are opaque, translucent and transparent, including the role of refraction,
reflection and internal reflection in our ability to see objects. They would also be expected to understand
that diffraction plays a role in shadows because light does bend as it passes a barrier, and close
examination of a shadow reveals a fuzzy border between light and shadow. They would also be expected
to understand the difference between refraction, reflection, absorption, transmission and diffraction, as
well as the fact that objects can reflect, absorb, and/or transmit light, and that many objects do all three.
Also, that in order to see an object, light must reflect off the object into the eye. During the concept
mapping activity, I presented topics representing two different levels of sophistication: concepts that
were taught in their own class (representing elementary level concepts), and concepts that would be
taught at a high school level.

Interconnections Among Concepts
For purposes of my investigation, I define interconnections among concepts as understanding
that one concept relates to or depends on another concept, and the nature of that relationship. For my
investigation, I distinguish between two levels of interconnections: 1) interconnections within
elementary-level concepts or within high school level concepts, and 2) interconnections between
elementary concepts and high school level concepts. Thus a student teacher understanding that
shadows form because light travels in straight lines and when it interacts with an opaque object, the light
is reflected or absorbed, causing a dark area (the shadow), indicates that the student teacher recognizes
that shadows are related to the idea that light travels in a straight line, and that light can be blocked
either by reflection or absorption. Claims that a student teacher made connections between the
elementary level concept of shadow formation and high school level concepts would come from
statements linking the darkness of shadows with the mechanism by which objects reflect or absorb light,
or how the light interacts with the object as it passes through the material from which it is made. In
considering these two types of interconnections, I do make one assumption: that if a student teacher
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demonstrates lack of understanding of any concept, there can be no interconnection between that
concept and another concept.

Organization of Concepts
Numerous studies have been conducted comparing how teachers, preservice teachers, and
scientists organize their thinking about topics of science (Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993; Hashweh,
1997; Hauslein et al., 1986). These researchers found that when teachers develop a concept map for
topics of science, they tend to group topics according to how they would teach the topics. In contrast,
scientists tend to organize the topics around overarching concepts. Based on these results, I discuss the
three student teachers’ organization of concepts in terms of a tendency to group topics as they were
taught, or around overarching concepts.

Understanding of Relative Importance of Concepts for Future Science Learning
Understanding of relative importance of concepts requires both depth and interconnectedness of
content knowledge, but also involves understanding of how concepts underlie targeted learning goals and
the function of these concepts in providing that support. Another feature of this aspect of content
knowledge is that student teachers recognize the role that the various substantive concepts taught in the
lessons plays in students’ overall science learning. This aspect of content knowledge has two levels. On
the macro level, it refers to a general awareness that understanding of various concepts may support or
be required for understanding of subsequent concepts. On a micro level, it refers to the student
teachers’ awareness of specific concepts that underlie the concepts being taught. Due to the breadth of
content with which the student teachers dealt in the three observed lessons, it was not possible to obtain
meaningful data regarding their understanding of underlying concepts at the micro level. Consequently,
for this aspect of content knowledge I deal only with their overall awareness of the importance of this
aspect.
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Section 2: Analysis of Data for Depth, Interconnectedness, Organization and Understanding of
Underlying Concepts
Analysis of the data to determine the nature of student teachers’ content knowledge was a
multifaceted process involving examination of transcripts of the collaborative concept mapping activity,
the final collaborative concept map (in conjunction with transcripts of the mapping activity to determine
which groupings and connecting lines reflect the student teachers’ own understanding vs. what I added
during the discussion), transcripts of reflective interviews, and specific statements student teachers made
during video recorded lessons. The purpose of determining the nature of student teachers’ content
knowledge was to then apply that information to two subsequent analysis tasks: 1) analyzing content
knowledge-related teaching events to ascertain whether or not the problematic or non-problematic
nature of a specific event could be linked to aspects of content knowledge; and 2) characterizing the
nature of the three individual student teacher’s content knowledge in order to look for patterns between
aspects of content knowledge and classroom inquiry style. The second analysis task only required
understanding of the overall nature of student teachers’ content knowledge. However, the first task
required a more specific and detailed analysis of depth and interconnectedness of content knowledge, as
well as a method for clearly representing results from that analysis. Therefore, I have separated my
description of analysis of the four aspects of content knowledge into two analysis areas: 1) depth and
interconnectedness of content knowledge, and 2) organization of content knowledge and understanding
of relative importance of concepts

Analysis Area 1: Depth and Interconnectedness of Content Knowledge
As already explained, future data analysis phases required clear representation of results from
the analysis of student teachers’ depth and interconnectedness of content knowledge. Consequently, I
devised a method for representing depth and interconnectedness in which I “plotted” information about
the nature of these two aspects of CK onto an “expert concept map.” What follows is an overview of the
analysis and plotting process. A more detailed description with an example of the plotting process can be
found in Appendix B.
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In order to evaluate the depth and interconnectedness of student teachers content knowledge, I
examined transcripts of the concept mapping activity, reflective interviews, and all observed lessons for
the specific student teacher, in conjunction with the final concept map for that student teacher (Figure
3.1) to generate a summary table (Table 3.7) containing references to specific statements related to
specific topics from the expert concept map. I determined depth of understanding from the grade level
of the concepts involved (elementary vs. high school). Evidence for interconnectedness of concepts
came from statements in which the student teacher talked about interconnections or relationships among
concepts, and from groupings and connections made on the final concept maps for each teacher.
I then generated an expert concept map for sound or light based on the concepts used in the
concept mapping activity, as well as related concepts that arose during the reflective interviews and
observed classroom inquiry-based lessons. I distinguished between concepts addressed at the first and
second grade level and high school level by using different shapes for the symbols. The system of
organization I used parallels the organizational system I use when teaching a course for preservice
elementary teachers, called Investigating Sound and Light. It is based on the overarching concept of
energy transfer by waves and divides concepts regarding light into three interrelated components:
source and mechanism of energy transfer, wave properties, and behavior of light. The expert concept
map template for light can be found in Appendix B (Figure B-2). I customized the expert concept map
somewhat for Sam and Chris by including topics relevant to the topics each participant taught for their
lessons. For example, because Chris specifically used diffraction lenses to show students about colors of
light, I included the concept of diffraction in the concept mapping activity for Chris, but omitted that for
Sam, whose lessons did not include any specific reference to diffraction. The expert concept map I used
to represent Terry’s content understanding was similarly derived, however because the majority of
lessons I observed for Terry had to do with sound, the expert concept map related only to sound.
Finally, I generated a content knowledge evidence summary table (Table 3.7) for each participant
and used it in conjunction with the actual transcripts of the concept mapping activity, reflective interviews
and observed lessons and the final concept map for the student teacher (Figure 3.1) to “plot” the
information about depth and interconnectedness of content knowledge onto the expert concept map
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template. Table 3.8 presents a key for the various symbols used in the plotting process, along with
descriptions of the nature of statements or positioning on the Final Concept Map that went into that
classification. Figure 3.2 presents the completed diagnostic concept map for Sam. A more detailed
description of the analysis and plotting process can be found in Appendix B.
Once generated, the diagnostic concept map functioned as a visual summary of three aspects of
the student teacher’s knowledge for the substantive content addressed in the collaborative concept
mapping activity. In general terms, it depicts the relative degree of accurate understanding of topics and
their interconnections (darkness and solid vs. dashed lines and borders and degree of shading of the
boxes), and information about the depth of student teacher’s understanding (shape of the boxes). At a
glance it is possible to detect patterns within and across the three aspects of content knowledge. For
example, by looking at the box shapes, we can see that Sam tends to have accurate knowledge of topics
at the level taught, yet has limited understanding of related upper level concepts that are needed for
understanding mechanisms of light behavior or connections between elementary and upper-level
concepts. It further allows focus on student teachers’ knowledge related to particular lessons, at the
elementary and upper-levels of depth. By encasing the area of the diagnostic concept map within a
conceptual boundary encompassing all concepts related to the discussion included in a lesson, it is
possible to visualize the nature of student teachers’ understanding of these concepts to compare to
observed teaching practices.
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Table 3.7 Excerpt of Summary Table of Evidence for Nature of Content Knowledge (Sam)
Topic




Idea of reflection and
absorption as ways of
blocking light.
Need three things to
make a shadow

Evidence
Source
2B overall
2B-18 (RI)

Comments



Doesn’t make connection between opaque (light doesn’t pass
through) or reflect (light bouncing off) and shadows.





Identified as key idea of lesson 7
Discussed in reflective interview
No connection to previous activity (passing through) in which
students test different materials for whether light passes through
and if make a shadow.
Highly interested on students understanding that surface can be
anything placed behind or under object.






Order of 3 things to
make a shadow
Shadow is blocked light
Shadow shape is shape
of object

2B-33



2B-7
2B-9
2B-10





No mention that angle of light has effect on shadow shape in this
exchange.
No mention that light travels in straight line until it interacts with
object.
Identified as key idea of Lesson 7




Shadow, object,
surface, light

2B-67
2B-68





Bright, dim, darkness

2B-68







Absence of light

2B-69



Absorb/Reflect

2B-70








Absorb/Reflect

2B-70





Absorb/Reflect

2B-70
2B-72





Absorb/Reflect





Absorb/Reflect

2B-70
2B-72
2B-70
2B-76




Sam identifies and describes elements related to shadows as three
things needed to make a shadow, and the purpose of the object is
to block the light.
Sam groups these together with how amount of light affects what
you see.
No connection to reflection
No direct connection to vision, but places fairly close to vision, but
no line drawn to connect it.
Accurately places with bright/dim/darkness
Doesn’t make connection with shadows.
Sam understands that absorb means the light stays inside the
object (is not reflected) and that reflect means it bounces off the
object.
Example provided is that black absorbs all light, white reflects
more than dark does.
Sam connects absorb/reflect with colors of light, based on activity
in which students saw that different colors of light reflect different
amounts of light (Lesson 5).
Sam is basing her content knowledge on the activity done with
the PASCO probe in which they saw that different colors of paper
reflected different amounts of light. This activity was misleading
because the different colors probably had different combinations
of primary pigments, as well as different amounts of pigments to
get richer shades. Unless they also extracted pigments and did
chromatography to see the colors, can’t make meaningful
conclusions from this experiment.
Sam connects reflection with colors of light, due to fact that
different colors are absorbed and reflected.
Sam states that some objects reflect and some absorb. Doesn’t
understand that both can happen at once,
Doesn’t connect this idea to fact that for us to be able to see an
object, even though it absorbs lots of light, for us to be able to
see it, it must also reflect enough light to go into our eye.
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Topic

Evidence
Source
2B-72
2B-73

Comments






Absorb/Reflect



Reflection/Colors of
light

2B-73





Light travels in straight
line

2B-73





2B-73



2B-74



2B overall



Doesn’t make connection between opaque (light doesn’t pass
through) or reflect (light bouncing off) and shadows.



Light travels in straight
line-connection with
shadows
Shadow direction is
opposite from direction
light is coming from.
Idea of reflection and
absorption as ways of
blocking light.
Pass through

2B-75





Pass through

2B-75





Opaque and
transparent





Translucent

2Ab-88
2B-88
2Ab-89
2B-89
2Ab-91
2B-91

Sam identifies passing through with transparent, and not passing
through with opaque.
Sam talks about her thinking in terms of grouping concepts in
lessons. She would teach about pass through and not pass
through in a specific lesson with different materials (like the
activity she did with the students in Lesson 6).
Sam understands that materials can either block light or let it pass
through, but is confused about the terms.



Light scattering

2Ab-97
2B-97





Reflection

2B-131
2B-132



Reflection – angle of
incidence = angle of
reflection

2B-107













Refraction = Reflection

2B-113





Medium

2B-126





Medium

2B-128





Relationship between
reflect, absorb, transmit

2B-134
2Ab-137



Sam confuses colors of paper with colors of light.
No distinction between pigments absorbing colors of light and
colors of light.
Sam is confused about reflection, and the connection with colors
of light. She again indicates that prisms work because light
bounces off them and reflects around inside the prism to separate
colors of light.
Sam accurately connects light traveling in a straight line with
shadows. Evidence comes from everyday observation of shadow
position.
Sam realizes that addressing light travel in straight line should be
addressed before teaching about shadows. This is new realization
for her.
Mentions that shadow direction is related to direction the light
source is coming from.

Sam understands that some materials allow light to pass through
although you can’t see through them clearly. She has real-world
example for it when the term is defined for her. However, she is
not familiar with what causes a material to be translucent (light
scattering).
Sam clearly doesn’t understand the phenomenon of light
scattering. I describe it using a diagram to show reflection of
smooth surface vs. rough surface.
No connection between light scattering and ability to see objects
Sam persists in associating reflection only with mirrors, even
though she understands that for us to see an object, light must
reflect off it into our eye.
Sam understands what angle of incidence and what angle of
reflection are, but doesn’t know that they will be equal.
Sam also doesn’t connect this law of reflection with why you see
what you can see in a mirror.
Sam confuses reflection and refraction, thinking they operate by
the same mechanism but do different things (refraction causes
light to break apart due to reflection somehow).
Sam understands that “medium” refers to materials. I clarify that
it is the materials light is passing through.
Sam makes a connection between ”medium” and transparent,
translucent, and opaque.
Sam understands each concept (superficially) individually, but
doesn’t realize that all three can occur at once. A dark colored
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Topic

Evidence
Source
2B-137

Comments



Transmit

2Ab-140





Frequency

2B-157





Wavelength

2B-160





Speed

2B-162







Intensity
Intensity





Intensity
Intensity/amplitude
Electromagnetic waves



Electromagnetic waves



Energy

2B-168
2B-168
2Ab-169
2B-170
2B-176
2B-181




2B-189
2Ab-190
2B-183













Vacuum

2B-188
2Ab-189
2B-189



opaque object that has a rough surface can be seen because
some light is reflected into the eye (some is absorbed).
Sam doesn’t recognize the word “transmit” but understands what
it is (superficially) when I describe it as a scientific word for when
light passes through something.
Sam remembers that frequency is the number of waves passing in
a certain time
Sam remembers that wavelength is the distance from the tip of
one wave to the tip of the next wave at the same point, or bottom
to bottom.
Sam confuses speed, frequency, and amplitude (intensity) using
sound as an example.
Confusion is evidence for lack of understanding of
interconnections between these three properties of waves.
Sam connects intensity of light with bright and dim.
Sam doesn’t connect intensity with amplitude, one of the basic
properties of waves.
Sam relates intensity and amplitude with pitch in sound.
Sam connects amplitude with colors of light
Sam displays only vague memory of these concepts, not
understanding the difference between the spectrum and waves.
Sam exhibits lack of understanding about nature of EM waves.
Sam’s only link with energy was based on the activity she did with
the students with artificial vs. natural light.
Sam links energy only to artificial light where energy is needed to
make the light.
Only after I intervene, does Sam see that energy applies in many
places.
Sam doesn’t realize that light can travel through a vacuum.
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Figure 3.1. Final Concept Mapping Activity Map (Sam) (Words written in script, arrows, and
circles were drawn by the student teacher).

How does the
amount of
light help us
see?
light source
bright
intensity
dim

energy

travels in
straight line

natural

artificial

sun

electric light

energy

darkness
absence of
light

Light
(Energy)

angle of
incidence

moon
eye

scattering

vision

shadow

interact

things needed
to make a
shadow

shiny

prisms
bending light
white light

light

object

angle of
reflection

colors of light

Reflection

reflect

absorb
purpose

Objects can
reflect, absorb
and transmit
light

block light
medium

surface

energy
spectrum

interact

pass through

transmit
refract

wavelength

electromagnetic
spectrum

angle of
refraction

speed

visible light

interact

speed =
frequency x
wavelength
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transparent

vacuum
frequency
translucent
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Table 3.8 Description of Symbols Used in Diagnostic Concept Maps and Examples
(ST=student teacher; Numbers and letters in parentheses refer to source of quotations)
Plotting
Symbol

Category
Scientifically
inaccurate
knowledge

Description



ST’s statement regarding a
concept is incorrect
Mapping activity indicates
lack of understanding.
ST’s statements reveal
unfamiliarity with the
concept.
ST makes some
statements that are
accurate, and others that
are inaccurate about a
concept
ST makes a statement that
reflects scientifically
accurate understanding
ST
Connections involving
concepts for which the ST
holds misconceptions
Potential connections
where ST does not
understand one or both of
the concepts





ST understands the two
concepts, yet doesn’t show
any connection during CM
or in discussion





ST shows partial
understanding of one or
both of the two connected
concepts
ST makes accurate
connection between
concepts for which the ST
has demonstrated accurate
scientific understanding.
ST makes statements
accurately connecting
concepts






Partial
understanding



Scientifically
accurate
knowledge of
the concept
No scientifically
accurate
connection






Partially
accurate
connection

Scientifically
accurate
connection

Example









“Light travels in a straight line, but sound
travels in waves.”
Sam includes “moon” within the category of
“natural light” (CM)
“Some of these I’m not sure what to do with.
For example, rarefaction…Yeah, I’m not sure
what that is.” (2S-91)
Understanding of mechanism of dispersion:
“when it bounces off a prism, that’s kind of like
reflecting around the prism to bend.” (2B-73)



“…to make a shadow you have to have your
light, an object, then something for the light to
shine on” (2B-34)



Sam thinks that light dispersion happens when
light bends by bounding around inside the
prism.
No connection between frequency and
refraction possible even though Sam can define
frequency and understands that refraction
involves bending of light because Sam doesn’t
understand the mechanism of refraction.
Sam understands that opaque means that light
doesn’t pass through, and that shadows form
because an object blocks the light, yet doesn’t
connect shadow formation with the idea that
objects are opaque (CM)
Sam describes refraction as light bending, but
also talks about it bending by reflecting around
inside a prism.





Chris places opaque with blocking light during
the Concept Mapping Activity. (CM)



“How they travel in a straight line…could maybe
put it with shadows…because your shadow is
kind of in the direction the light source is
coming from, so if you are outside and the sun
is straight overhead, your shadow will be right
under you because the sun is pointing directly
down…because light travels in a straight line.”
(2B-73-74)
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Figure 3.2 Sample Final Diagnostic Concept Map (Sam) Rectangles = HS concepts; Oblongs =
Grades 1-2 concepts; Diamonds = subdivisions added for organizational purposes. See Table 3.8 for
further description of symbols.

VISIBLE
LIGHT
Small segment of
EM spectrum
Transfer of energy
by waves

AMPLITUDE
(brightness)
(ENERGY)

Electromagnetic
Waves

Source &
Mechanism of
Energy
Transfer
Example =
Flashlight

WAVELENGTH
(distance between
comparable points
on wave)

Define regions of
EM spectrum

FREQUENCY
(# wave crests
passing a point per
second)

Relationship:
speed =
frequency x
wavelength

SPEED
(distance traveled
per second)

FREQUENCY
determines
amount of
ENERGY

Wave
Properties

Behavior of
light waves

Artificial
Sources of light

Example = Sun

Natural
Travels in straight
line until interacts
with object or
different medium
Example =
Moon

Angle of incidence
= Angle of
reflection

For object to be
seen, light must
reflect off object
into eye

Reflection
(light bouncing
off the surface of
an object)

Light scattering
and diffuse
reflection from
uneven surface

Translucent
(Blocks or
scatters some
light)

Shadow size depends
on distance of light
from object or
distance of surface
from object

Amount of light
reaching the eye
affects how well
you can see

Shadow position
and shape
depend on angle
of light
Inverse-Square
Law

Change in SPEED
of light

Opaque
(light does not
pass through)

Shadow shape is
shape of blocked
light

Shadow
(caused by
blocked light)

Shadows change
throughout the day
because earth
moves, not sun

Colors you see
are reflected;
other colors of
light are absorbed

Pigments
(colors)

Darkness is
caused by the
absence of light

Order of 3
things

Transparent
(Lets light
through )

Angle of refraction
different from
angle of incidence

Need three
things: light,
object and surface

Vision

Color of light
(determined by
FREQUENCY of
light waves)

Refraction
(bending of light as
it enters a new
medium)

Causes material to
heat up

Reflection
from
smooth,
shiny objects

Dim vs. bright
light

Intensity of light
(AMPLITUDE)
(ENERGY)

Transmission
(Light energy
passing through
an object)

Absorption
(light energy
"trapped" in an
object )

Density of
medium and
FREQUENCY of
light

Subtractive colors
of light
(Adding colors of
pigment removes
colors of light)

Black = All colors
of pigment
(Absorbs all light No light reflects)

SPEED =
FREQUENCY X
WAVELENGTH

Dispersion
(breakdown of
white light into
colors of light)

White light is
made up of
colors of light

Colors of light in
specific order

Example = Prism
producing
spectrum;
Rainbow

Additive colors of
light
(mixing colors of
light leads to
white light)

White = No colors
of pigment
(Reflects all light)
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Analysis Area 2: Organization of Content Knowledge and Understanding of Relative Importance of
Concepts
Not included in the diagnostic concept map are two additional aspects of content knowledge:
organization of content knowledge, and understanding of relative importance of concepts. These two
aspects refer to more general tendencies than to knowledge of specific concepts. The following
discussion describes the data sources and thinking process I used when analyzing the data in terms of
these aspects of content knowledge.

Organization of Content Knowledge
Analysis of organization of concept knowledge for the student teachers involved determining
whether they tended to organize the concepts in terms of overarching concepts, or by how they would
teach the concepts. Evidence for individual student teacher’s organization of concepts came from
analysis of transcripts of the concept mapping activity and from the final concept mapping activity map
for each student teacher (see Appendix B for examples). For example, during the mapping activity, Sam
specifically circled certain groups of concepts and labeled them with the intended learning goal for
various lessons from the unit. In addition, transcripts revealed that Sam talked about what would be
taught together, and in what order, while organizing the map. I also used evidence from the presence or
absence of interconnections made between concepts that are clearly related in terms of overarching
concepts, even though I repeatedly encouraged the student teachers to make such connections.

Understanding of Relative Importance of Concepts
Evidence for student teachers’ understanding of the relative importance of science concepts for
future learning came from analysis of transcripts of reflective interviews, and student teachers’ reflection
on the concept mapping activity. While carrying out this analysis, I considered student teachers’
responses to my questions about why various concepts were important to teach, and what patterns they
saw when observing the composite concept map I had generated that organized topics from the mapping
activity in terms of overarching concepts. For example, during Reflective Interview 2, I asked Sam why
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knowing that the amount of light affects how well you are able to see is an important concept to teach,
Sam replied, “they were the concepts that the curriculum said we had to address, so I mean, I think that
that was a good way to be able to address it.” (2B-39). Along with other statements justifying learning
goals because of inclusion in the district curriculum, and omission of ideas related to value of concepts as
underlying concepts for future learning prior to the concept mapping activity, led me to conclude that
Sam had little understanding of relative importance of concepts. It was not until after the concept
mapping activity and while reflecting on the composite concept map I had prepared showing multiple
interconnections, that Sam showed awareness of importance of interconnections and underlying concepts
by stating:

Everything like overlaps, I guess you could say? Um, and that again the more basic
concepts that are hit on primarily in elementary school are um, I would say, before
some of the harder concepts ... It brings about some of the things you have to hit
upon before you could go into the deeper understanding that are the higher level
concepts to make sure that the kids like have that background knowledge like before
you were to teach anything, like anything else. (3B-5; 3B-6)
When asked to comment on what was learned from the interviews, Sam replied, “the whole
concept web… that things do intertwine constantly, when your teaching a subject like you can always
find a link somewhere to bring back another activity, and I guess like expand on your evidence” (3B-56).
These comments and others, combined with an excited tone of voice indicated new awareness of an
understanding that had previously been limited.
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Phase 3: Analysis of Individual Student Teachers’ Problematic Teaching Events in terms of
Content Knowledge and External Factors
The purpose of this phase was twofold: to test the content knowledge relatedness of the
identified problematic events and to obtain information as to which aspect of content knowledge
influenced that teaching practice. In order to test my assumption that the identified problematic
teaching events were related to the nature of the student teachers’ content knowledge, I included
examples of teaching events related to content knowledge that were not problematic. I then analyzed all
the supposedly content knowledge-related teaching incidents in terms of the student teachers’ content
knowledge. To do this, I generated a table for each individual student teacher containing all the content
knowledge-related teaching practices, both problematic and non-problematic, and analyzed each one in
terms of the nature of the corresponding student teacher’s content knowledge. While doing this, I
included which aspects of content knowledge likely applied. I then further compared each teaching event
to additional external factors that might impact the teaching event (input from supervising teacher, time
constraints, mentor teacher constraints, health constraints). In a final step, I reconsidered the impact of
these external factors in light of similar situations where they did not lead to problematic teaching
practices. Table 3.9 presents a random section from this table from Sam’s lesson on “What do you need
to make a shadow?”
An example of the analysis process comes from teaching event #1. In this case, Sam
concentrated on a trivial learning goal (three things needed to make a shadow) and did not give priority
to more important concepts (the role of the various things in shadow formation). Possible content
knowledge-related explanations are that that Sam’s knowledge of the concept is limited, and that either
Sam would therefore feel uncomfortable teaching that added concept, or Sam is not aware that the other
concepts are particularly important and would be good to teach about. Examination of Sam’s content
knowledge reveals that the additional concepts are elementary level concepts included in the district
curriculum and that Sam does understand the additional elementary level concepts. However, Sam
demonstrated limited understanding of relative importance of concepts for future learning. Thus limited
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understanding of relative importance of concepts remains as a possible explanation for the problematic
event.
An alternative, non-content knowledge-related explanation for the problematic nature of the
incident is the external factor of time, since Sam had only 18 minutes to carry out the entire lesson (last
lesson of the day). Addition of the role of the various things in shadow formation would add to the
amount of time. In rebuttal to the alternative explanation of time however, is evidence that Sam does
add other concepts to the lesson wrap-up (the order of the three things, and the idea that the shape of
the shadow is the shape of the object) and takes time to demonstrate each in the wrap-up.
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Table 3.9 Sample Table for Analysis of Teaching Events in terms of Content Knowledge (Sam) (See Appendix
D for complete table for Sam and tables for the other two student teachers.) (Te=Teaching element; ES=Elementary Science level; HS=High
School Science level, GQ=Guiding Question; LG=Learning Goal; S=Sam; (+)=non-problematic incident; (-)=problematic incident)
Teaching Incident and Limiting Quality

Lesson GQ: What do you need to make a shadow?
1. Sam focuses on the trivial learning goal of naming three things
needed to make a shadow, rather than the important learning
goal of understanding the role of each thing in shadow
formation, even though the district curriculum also emphasizes
this important learning goal. This tendency is consistent
throughout the lesson.

Te

±

Analysis based on nature of CK

Alternative
Explanations (A)
& Rebuttals (R)

1a

(-)

-Sam understands the three things needed to make a
shadow and role of each in shadow formation.
-Sam makes no connections between shadows and
higher-level concepts such as reflection, absorption and
transmission and the role of these in shadow formation,
-Sam has limited understanding of relative importance
of various concepts.
-S understands specific order (ES)
-S understands that object blocks light and shadow is
shape of blocked light. (ES)
-S makes connections among these elementary level
shadow concepts at multiple times (teaching, reflective
interviews, and concept mapping activity)
-Limited overall understanding of relative importance.

A: This LG is district
curriculum determined, &
Sam has used this as
criterion for including other
LGs
R: Sam has changed
district LGs in other lessons
A: None

2.

During wrap-up Sam includes two sub-LGs (order of light, object,
surface; and shape of shadow = object shape), concepts that came up
in some small group discussions and not in others, and which were not
explicitly included within the GQ. The first has important implications
to understanding what causes shadows to form; the latter has
important implications that could be used for understanding that light
travels in a straight line until it interacts with an object. This latter
claim, however is problematic as stated.

3

(+)

3.

Sam accepts the student’s claims about the nature of the
material the shadow can appear on, even though students’
claims are scientifically inaccurate
Sam doesn’t pursue student’s questions about properties of
material on which a shadow can form, even though this is an
important learning goal involving the role of the surface in
shadow formation (understanding the nature of the “surface”
as something that can stop the light)

6

(-)

-Sam has elementary level understanding of absorption,
transmission and reflection, but does not understand
the mechanism behind them.

A: None

1b

(-)

A: Time
R: Sam added ideas of
order of things and shadow
shape=object shape.

Students did a previous lesson on materials that light does or
does not pass through, but Sam doesn’t connect this
information to the current lesson
When a student spontaneously offers the accurate claim that
the surface stops the light, Sam de-emphasizes the importance
of these claims by a) not acknowledging it; and b) continuing
to question students to identify the three things, not what their
role is in shadow formation. Sam does not make this claim
public, either during the investigation stage, or during the
wrap-up to the lesson.

3

(-)

- Sam has ES level understanding of absorption,
transmission and reflection, but does not understand
the mechanism behind them.
-Sam doesn’t connect absorption, transmission and
reflection with shadow formation
-Limited overall understanding of relative importance of
learning goals.
See above (#4)

4

(-)

-S understands ES concepts: shadows form because the
object blocks the light, & light travels in straight line.
-S makes connections between light being stopped
when an object absorbs light (ES)
-S doesn’t connect concepts related to shadows with
overarching concept, (i.e., absorption, reflection and
transmission. HS-ES
-Limited overall understanding of relative importance of
various concepts related to light.

A: Time
R: S does include two
other concepts that arose
during the investigation
part of the lesson: order of
the three things and
shadow shape=object
shape.

4.

5.

6.

A: Time
R: Sam added other
concepts to the lesson
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Phase 4: Determination of Distribution of Problematic Events within the Three Categories
My search for problematic content knowledge-related teaching events involved two rounds of
searching of transcripts of the lessons. The first round consisted of the initial search for events from
which I deduced eight different event types. In a second round, I searched for possible additional
problematic events representing the existing limiting aspects, as well as for additional types of events
until the search for examples was saturated. At this point, I tallied the number of problematic events for
each event type for each student teacher, and calculated the percent of the total number of events for
each student teacher individually to determine patterns of distribution for the events into event types.
This comparison provided insight into patterns for the individual student teachers in terms of which event
types occurred most frequently. I used this information to investigate the possible influence of student
teachers’ classroom inquiry style on which type of content knowledge-related teaching events they found
most limiting.
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Phase 5: Identification of Aspects of Classroom Inquiry Style
It became evident early on in my study that the three student teachers’ approaches to teaching
science through classroom inquiry shared certain elements, yet also differed markedly. All three student
teachers had excelled in the same Science Teaching Methods course together, in which they learned to
teach substantive standards-based science concepts through the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry
as described by NRC (2000, Table 2.6) using the 5E Lesson plan format (BSCS, 1989) described in their
methods textbook (Carin et al., 2005). Certain basic Features of Classroom Inquiry were clearly
identifiable – organization of the lesson around a testable question, investigations that would lead
students to observe phenomena and gather data that could be used to generate evidence-based claims
that addressed the guiding question. Yet with all these common features, there was also noticeable
variability among the three. Terry and Sam introduced the activity with a guiding question, and gave
specific directions for carrying out the investigation while Chris presented no explicitly identified guiding
question, and only made suggestions for what students might look for while working with the materials.
Sam and Chris prompted students to generate claims from evidence throughout the investigation, while
Terry encouraged development of claims only during the explanation stage of the lesson. Groups of
students in Chris’ class presented their findings to other groups using materials to demonstrate those
findings, while in Sam and Terry’s class the explanation stage of the lesson consisted of a teacherstudent question-answer period. In addition, there were some differences among the three participants
in overall patterns of which limiting events were most problematic.
My study focuses on understanding the interface between student teachers’ content knowledge
and their teaching practice. Given the variation in how the three student teachers implemented
classroom inquiry in their lessons, and the differences in distribution of problematic events into event
types, it became important to also understand how differences in aspects of classroom inquiry teaching
might influence that problematic practice. Differences in classroom inquiry style might impact my study
in multiple ways: 1) introduce a source of variability that might offer alternative explanations for content
knowledge-related teaching practices beyond those identified in the first part of the study, 2) provide
insights into how student teachers’ content knowledge impacts their ability to carryout successful
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classroom inquiry lessons resulting in accurate science learning by students, and 3) provide insights into
aspects of content knowledge that are selectively important for specific facets of classroom inquiry
teaching.
Description of the methods I used to identify emergent aspects of classroom inquiry style (CIS)
involves two sections. Section 1 presents a clarification of terms used in the methods description.
Section 2 presents an overview of the methods used to identify emergent aspects of CIS. A more
detailed description can be found in Appendix C.

Section 1: Clarification of Terms used in Methods Description

Learning Goal
For purposes of this investigation, I use the term “learning goal” to refer to the substantive science
concept that is at the root of the lesson. While there may be other understandings that the student
teacher hopes students will develop through the classroom inquiry lesson, and it is likely that those other
understandings contribute to their learning of these featured concepts, “learning goal” refers only to the
central concept or concepts of the lesson. This learning goal is not necessarily identified explicitly during
the lesson, but is reflected in the claims generated from the investigation and in the reflective interview
or lesson plan the student teachers’ wrote for the lesson. Ideally, it emerges as the findings of the
classroom inquiry investigation in which students construct understanding of it. For example, in Terry’s
lesson about what causes sound, the learning goal was for students to understand that objects vibrate
when they make a sound.

Guiding Question
The “guiding question” of the lesson is the testable question designed to guide the investigation
toward claims that reflect the learning goal. It contains the learning goal in question form, posed in a
way that leads to particular forms of investigation. Its phrasing can elicit activities that search for causal
relationships among variables or explanations for phenomena; or it can lead to investigations that search
for predictable patterns under which phenomena occur. The question, “In what ways does your shadow
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change throughout the day?” suggests an activity that will examine features of the shadow that change
over the course of the day. The question, “Why does your shadow change throughout the day?”
suggests an activity that will examine the cause of that change. However, the question, “How does your
shadow change throughout the day?” leaves open the nature of the subsequent activity, inviting either a
search for aspects of the shadow that change and the pattern of change, an explanation of why those
changes occur, or both.

Activity
The “Activity” component of the lesson refers to a combination of the planned protocol and what
actually occurs as the students and teacher implement the planned events designed to provide evidence
for a particular claim that reflects the learning goal. There can be one or more activities supporting a
single guiding question (and therefore learning goal). For example, the investigation accompanying the
guiding question, “What does an object do when it makes a sound?” consisted of three activities, each of
which demonstrated that the object vibrates when it makes a sound. Each activity consisted of specific
materials and directions for how students should use the materials that led to specific intended
observations. When the same materials are used within a lesson in different ways to investigate a
different phenomenon, each constitutes a different “activity.”

Observation
The “Observation” component refers to what the students observe with their senses (sight,
hearing, and touch). None of the activities for the lessons I observed involved taste or smell, or any
measuring devices or enhancement of students’ senses. All observations were qualitative and
descriptive, although students did use relative terms to describe differences among some observations.
For example, during Sam and Chris’ lessons on light, students talked about shadows as longer or shorter,
and seeing more or less light.
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Evidence
The “Evidence” component refers to patterns in observations made by the students while
carrying out the activities, not to a single individual, isolated observation. These patterns emerged either
through multiple students repeating the same activity, changing variables within the same activity, or
combining findings from multiple activities that related to the same guiding question and learning goal.
For example, in Terry’s lesson on, “What does an object do when it makes a sound?” all groups of
students observed that the tuning fork made a sound when it vibrated. In the same lesson, students
noticed that for the three objects they tested in three different activities making up the investigation,
when the objects made a sound, they also vibrated (singing glasses and Tibetan singing bowl). In Sam’s
lesson on “How does the amount of light affect what you see?” students changed the amount of light in
the box by opening different numbers of flaps. The pattern that emerged in how well they could see a
drawing inside the box with the different numbers of flaps open was the evidence for their subsequent
claim that they could see better with more light. There was only one instance where evidence to support
a student’s claim included knowledge from a previous lesson.

Claim
The “Claim” component refers to the findings of the investigation that students generated from
evidence, with or without prompting and questions by the student teacher. Embedded in my
consideration of aspects of CIS is the idea of evidence-based explanation as presented in the NRC (2000)
conceptualization of classroom inquiry and emphasized in the elementary science methods course.
According to this model, students generate explanations based on a combination of evidence from
investigations and from reliable resources. Although the student teachers’ science methods preparation
revolved around the NRC (2000) conceptualization of classroom inquiry, and refers to explanations as the
result of evidence from investigations, I have chosen the term “claim” to allow distinction between
findings that provide causal explanations for phenomena and those that are more observational or
descriptive in nature. Thus the claim generated from the lesson, “What do you need to make a shadow?”
that the three things needed to make a shadow must be in the specific order (light, object, surface) is an
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observational claim (describes a phenomenon without providing an explanation for it), while the claim
generated from the same lesson that the shadow forms because the object blocks the light is explanatory
in nature.

Section 2: Overview of Methods Used to Identify Emergent Aspects of Classroom Inquiry Style
The process I used to search for aspects of classroom inquiry style that would allow me to
distinguish among the three student teachers’ inquiry-based teaching involved several rounds of
emergent coding of characteristics from each student teacher’s teaching. I first identified three emergent
overarching ideas to organize the search: 1) structure of the lessons, 2) role of the teacher, and 3)
student thinking. While coding according to the structure of the lessons, I first situated the coding
process within three sequential lesson stages of the 5E lesson plan model (engage, explore, explain). I
then considered six emergent components of classroom inquiry also shared by the three student
teachers: learning goal (LG), guiding question (GQ), activity (AC), observations (OB), evidence (EV) and
claims (CL). In a further step, I searched for emergent codes based on aspects of these components
that differed among the student teachers. Finally, I reexamined the data for emergent elements related
to the role of the teacher and student thinking. For all coding procedures, I considered each student
teacher’s teaching as a separate unit, yet used constant comparative methods to identify codes that were
similar and different among the three student teachers.
Once I had identified an exhaustive set of codes for the three student teachers, I collapsed those
codes into categories. These categories became the aspects of CIS that allowed resolution of the
differences in the three student teachers’ inquiry-based teaching styles. Table 3.10 presents the
resultant aspects of classroom inquiry style, along with a brief description and list of comprising factors.
Some aspects contained elements from multiple coding areas (structure of the lesson, role of the teacher,
or student thinking). For example, focus includes factors emerging from coding for components of
classroom inquiry and from the role of the teacher. A ninth aspect, depth of claims, also emerged,
however there was not enough variation among the student teachers regarding this category to warrant
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inclusion within my study. It bears mentioning here, however, as a potentially interesting aspect for
analyzing student teachers’ CIS.
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Table 3.10 Aspects of Classroom Inquiry Style (CIS) and Contributing Factors (OB-CL=observational claim; EX-CL=explanatory claim)
Aspect of CIS

Description

Focus on
Intended
Learning Goals

The relative degree to which components of
the lesson focus on the same learning goal

Teacher
Directedness

The degree to which the teacher or student
directs the various components of the
investigation or interactions among
components.

Explicitness of
OBEVCL

The explicitness of connections between
observation, evidence and claim during the
investigation and/or explanation stage.
The degree to which the various components
of inquiry are logically related to each other.
The degree to which the evidence supports
and justifies the claim.

Coherence among
Components
Scientific Rigor of
Activities

Opportunities for
Open Discussion
Opportunities for
Understanding
Student Thinking
Accuracy of
Claims
Depth of Claims

Aspects of the environment that promote
student thinking and students’ emergent
ideas.
Events or incidences during the lessons that
expose students’ understanding of a concept.
The degree to which claims are scientifically
accurate
Type of claims generated from investigations

Contributing Factors


















Number of learning goals per lesson
Number of guiding questions per lesson
Clarity and explicitness of the guiding question(s).
Coherence of GQ, AC, OB, EV and CL with learning goals
Diversity of activities (number of activities vs. number of learning goals they support)
Diversity of claims (number and relatedness of concepts represented by claims)
Interconnections among unique claims
Focus of student teachers’ questions and prompts
Teacher vs. student determination of learning goals.
Teacher vs. student design of the guiding question.
Teacher vs. student design of the activity and how it is implemented.
Teacher vs. student determination of which observations are important
Teacher vs. student determination as to what to use as evidence
Level of teacher guidance in finding patterns of observations as evidence for claims.
Teacher vs. student determination of claims based on evidence
Degree to which student teachers draw attention to how the evidence emerged from
pattern in the evidence, and that the evidence supports the particular claim.



Coherence among components of inquiry









Activities involve repeated observations
Activities involve systematic investigation
Variables in activities are controlled
Number of activities per learning goal
Tightness of connection between OBEVCL
Open vs. closed questions and prompts
Circumstances where students control the topic of discussions




Relative frequency and nature of “What Counts” opportunities
Relative frequency of “Windows into Student Thinking”






Number of accurate claims resulting from the activity
Level of accuracy of individual claims
Observational claims (facts) vs. explanatory claims (explanations for phenomena)
Progression from OB-CL to EX-CL
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Phase 6: Characterization of Individual Student Teachers’ Classroom Inquiry Style
Characterizing each student teacher’s CIS required examination and comparison of aspects
across all three lessons for each student teacher. In order to facilitate that comparison, I generated a
lesson summary table for each student teacher that addressed each factor of each aspect for all three
lessons. Table 3.11 presents this summary for Sam. Also included in Table 3.11 is a schematic diagram
of each lesson, situating inquiry components within stages of the lesson, and evaluation of factors of the
components related to focus, coherence and teacher directedness, as well as accuracy of claims. Using
this summary table, we can look across lessons to identify patterns in factors for each aspect that
characterize the overall nature of that aspect for a particular student teacher. While looking for overall
patterns for each aspect, I considered two features: 1) the nature of each aspect for each lesson, and 2)
thee level of consistency of the nature of each aspect across lessons.
Using the information in Table 3.11, I generated a composite classroom inquiry profile (Table
3.12) consisting of a composite description of each aspect. An example of this cross-lesson comparison
and the results of the comparison come from the three lessons I observed for Sam. By looking across
lessons for the aspect of focus on intended learning goals (Table 3.11), I was able to determine that
components of inquiry in Sam’s lessons tended to center on one learning goal or a cluster of closely
related concepts and that Sam’s questions and prompts tended to concentrate on the learning goal,
although Sam did occasionally entertain students’ independent findings when related to the intended
learning goal. Regarding coherence among components, although Sam’s lessons all contained some
coherent steps, there were significant breaches that resulted in inaccurate claims. These could be traced
to misinterpretation of observations or to problems with how the activity was carried out. Both cases led
to alternative claims (although not made public) and the claim made in the lesson was the scientifically
inaccurate one. By repeating this process for all aspects, I generated a composite classroom inquiry
profile for Sam presented in Table 3.12.
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Table 3.11. Sample Classroom Inquiry Style Summary Table (Sam) (MO=missed opportunity; LG=learning goal; GQ=guiding question;
AC=planned and implemented investigation procedure; OB=observations and data collection; EV=evidence based on patterns of observations;
CL= claim; Intro = introduction to lesson; SG= small group work and discussion; WC= whole class discussion/lesson wrap-up; IV= independent
variable; DV= dependent variable; OB-CL= observational claim; EX-CL = explanatory claim)
Aspect
Learning Goals
Guiding
Question
Time (minutes)

Amount of Light
The more light the better you can
see
How does the amount of light affect
what you see?
Intro
5:40
SG
12:23
WC/Wrap-up
2:11
Total
21

Schematic of
the Lessons
Key:
Black=Teacher
directed
Gray=Student
directed

Shadow Formation
You need a light, an object and a surface to see a shadow
What do you need to make a shadow?

Shadows change throughout the day because the earth
moves, not the sun.
How does your shadow change throughout the day?

Intro
SG
WC/Wrap-up
Total

Intro
SG/WC
WC/Wrap-up
Total

3:28
11:52
2:18
18

4:16
11:08
12:22
28

LG

LG

LG

GQ

GQ

GQ

AC

AC

light
box

Dotted lines =
problematic

Shadow Change

making
shadow

AC

AC

AC

body
position

Moon
Bear

demo

OB

OB

OB

EV

EV

OB
flaps 0,1,
1&2

OB

OB

OB

OB

OB

OB

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

CL-A

CL-B

CL-D

CL-E

EV

EV

CL-A
more flaps
more light
see better

Claims
(Accurate claims
are bolded)

A.

See drawing better because
more light getting into the box
with more flaps open

CL-C
solid/
thick

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

CL-F
shape

3 things

order

Need light, object & surface
Order of the three things
Surface needs to be solid or thick
Object blocks the light
Surface stops the light
Shadow shape = object shape

block
light

stops
light

CL-B

CL-C

sun
moves

amt
light

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

CL-A

CL-E

shadow
changes

earth
moves

CL-D
close to
sun

Shadow size, shape and position are
different at different times of day
Shadows change b/c sun moves.
Shadows change because there is different
amount of light at different times of the day.
Shadows change because earth closer to sun at
different times of the day
Shadows change because earth moves.
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Aspect
Focus on
Intended
Learning
Goals

Amount of Light









Teacher
Directedness





Explicitness of
OBEV CL

Coherence
among
Components






Shadow Formation

Three related LGs per lesson
One GQ per lesson
GQ written on board and read
aloud.
Each component related to LG
One AC for the lesson
One claim generated
Focus on getting evidence for
learning goal –
o How many flaps open
o How much light getting in
the box
o How well can see the
drawing at the end of the
box.








Sam directed most components
of the investigation and
transitions between
components
Sam solved equipment problem
for students
Students chose one “peek” on
their own



During the wrap-up, Sam
explicitly ties together students’
observations to show a pattern
in observations (the evidence)
from which they make the claim
that you see better with more
light.



Coherence problem with activity
as performed and claims
generated
Contains confounding variable
of distance between light and
object that is never addressed.












Shadow Change

One LG per lesson
One GQ per lesson
GQ written on board and read aloud
Each component related to LG
One AC for the lesson
6 claims generated, five closely related, one not as closely
related
Focus of Qs on learning goal and closely related concepts
o Majority of Qs focus on students naming “three things”
o 2 Qs about nature of surface while trying to help
students say “go on” or “surface”
o 1 Q about order
o 1 Q about shape









One LG per lesson
One GQ per lesson
GQ written on board and read aloud
Each component related to LG
3 sequential activities presented
5 claims generated, all closely related
Focus entirely on LG that shadows change
because the earth moves, not the sun
o Moon Bear activity Qs focus on establishing
that shadows change (shape, position) at
different times of day.
o Earth move vs. sun move activity Qs focus
on students saying that shadows change
because earth moves, not sun.

Sam directed most components of the investigation and
transitions between components
Students had some freedom to try different ways to make
shadows during the investigation.
Sam allowed students to consider the nature of the material
the object or surface is made of, leading to students’
spontaneous claims about the role of the object and surface
in shadow formation.



Sam directed all components of this investigation

During the wrap-up, Sam explicitly ties together students’
multiple observations of the three things needed to
generate the claim that these things are needed that they
had to be in a certain order, and that the shadow is the
shape of the object.
Sam doesn’t explicitly tie together evidence for the role of
the different things in shadow formation.



During the wrap-up, Sam explicitly links together
students’ observations that Moon Bear’s shadow
did change throughout the day.
After the demonstration to show that earth’s
rotation causes the shadow change, Sam explicitly
makes connections and asks for evidence for
some but not all inaccurate claims.

Coherence among components for most LGCL chains is
clear.
Coherence among components for LGshadow shape claim
is problematic because of confounding variable of object or
light orientation that was not addressed.









Coherence among components is problematic
AC never addresses angle of light in the Moon
Bear activity, yet explanation requires angle of
light component
Students do shadow position activity, but results
never included in evidence
Demonstration activity for earth rotation as cause
problematic, adding unimportant variable of
closeness of earth to sun.
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Aspect
Scientific
Rigor of
Activities

Amount of Light






Opportunities
for Open
Discussion





Opportunities
for
Understanding
Student
Thinking
(italics
indicates
missed
opportunities)






Accuracy of
Claims



Shadow Formation

Activity involve multiple
students repeating the same
activity the same way.
Activity involves systematic
opening of different flaps to
observe how well students
could see the diagram.
Activity not controlled, because
of order of opening flaps also
have distance of light from the
drawing as a variable.



Sam’s questions throughout the
lesson were closed – requiring
only answers that were
specifically related to a specific
topic.
Sam provided students with
opportunities to make
predictions during the
introduction only.

AC: Equipment problem (flaps
not totally covering holes) (MO
to compare prior knowledge to
observations)
AC: two IVs – amount of light
& distance of light from drawing
(MO to discuss source of ALT
EX and bring in knowledge of
distance)
Journal diagram with columns
of light entering box (not
pursued)
One claim, but the claim is
problematic (based on
confounding variables and leads
students to think that they
could see better because there
was more light, when in fact it
was because of the closeness of
the light.

Shadow Change

Activity involves multiple students repeating the
investigation,
Activity is somewhat systematically carried out, but each
group and students within each group carry out the activity
in different ways, with different objects and using different
surfaces.
Activity is not controlled when determining that shadow
shape is shape of the object – didn’t also examine
orientation of the object or light and shadow shape.






Mostly closed discussion
While students were trying to figure out the three things to
make a shadow, Sam posed questions designed to help
them identify the three things, but which also made them
think about what role the things played in shadow formation








CL: Shadow shape = object shape (MO)
OB: Properties surface must have to see shadow
Student comes up with the role of the object
Student tries to determine properties of the material the
“surface” must be made of for a shadow to appear. (learn
that student thinking about what observed, not what
needed to block light)



















5 out of 6 claims are accurate



Moon Bear activity is carried out by whole class
more as an interactive demonstration. Each
student sees what the shadow looks like at the
different times of day.
When carrying out the Moon Bear shadow change
part of the lesson, students observe shadow of
same figure in same spot and orientation to the
sun.
Not controlled because only record time of day
and not angle or position of the sun.

Sam asks students to make predictions about
position and shape of shadow at 2PM,
Sam’s questions throughout the lesson were
closed.

AC: Which IV to use (time of day vs. angle of
light or position of sun) (MO)
Students predict 2PM position and shape of Moon
Bear from observed pattern but no discussion of
why made the prediction.
Student thinks that shadow change is due to
brightness of light at different times of day, rather
than angle of light. (never discussed)
Student thinks that shadow change is due to how
close earth is to the sun (never discussed)
2 out of 5 claims are accurate
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Table 3.12. Sample Composite Classroom Inquiry Profile (Sam) (INT=introduction;
INV=investigation; WRP=lesson wrap-up; CI=classroom inquiry; LG=learning goal; GQ=guiding
question; AC=activity; OB=observations; EV=evidence; CL=claim. Please see Table 3.13 for key to
shapes and line colors.
Aspect
Learning Goals

Guiding Question

Average Time
(minutes)
Generalized
Schematic of
Classroom Inquiry
Components

Summary of Classroom Inquiry Style and Position Along Continua








More light allows you to see better
You need a light, an object and a surface to see a shadow
Shadows change throughout the day because the earth moves, not the sun.

How does the amount of light affect what you see?
What do you need to make a shadow?
How does Moon Bear’s shadow change throughout the day?
INT: 4.47 minutes INV: 11 79 minutes WRP: 5.62 minutes Total lesson time: 22.3 minutes
LG

GQ

AC-1

AC

Focus on Intended
Learning Goals
Directedness
Explicitness of
OBEVCL
Coherence

Scientific Rigor

Opportunities for
Open Discussion
Opportunities for
Student Thinking

Accuracy of Claims

OB-1a

OB-3

OB-1

EV

EV

EV

CL

CL

CL

EV

CL

4:

Sam’s lessons focus on one learning goal or a cluster of closely related concepts. Sam listens to
students’ independent findings, and occasionally brings up some additional related concepts, but
mainly maintains focus on the learning goal of the lesson.
4: Most aspects of classroom inquiry are teacher directed. (A few students offer independently derived
claims during the small group work, and discuss ideas besides what Sam intended) and students
carry out investigations according to directions, but there is variation among groups for one lesson.
4: Sam refers explicitly to observations to generate claims, and often to patterns of observations as
evidence. However, not all claims are made with this level of explicitness.
3: Sam generally uses only one activity that all students perform in small groups. The three activities
relate to the LG, however the existence of confounding variables in the activities compromises the
coherence of the components of CI. Two of Sam’s lessons had an activity that was never discussed.
2: Activities are done systematically, and multiple students doing same thing leads to repetitiveness,
however there is only one activity for each learning goal and the investigations in each lesson contain
“hidden” confounding variables.
 Number of activities per concept: low
 Systematic: high
 Controlled: low
2: Majority of questions and context of questions are aimed at anticipated responses. Student-based
ideas are occasionally considered.
2: There are numerous missed “What Counts” opportunities.
There are some instances where discussion reveals students’ thinking, but none are pursued.
 Student comes up with the role of the object and surface
 Student tries to determine properties of the material the “surface” must be made of
 Students’ alternative explanations for shadow change: amount of light at different times of day,
amount of light because of closeness of sun to earth.
55%: Mixture of accurate and inaccurate claims
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Table 3.13 Key for Interpreting Symbols and Lines in CIS Summary Tables and CIS
Composite Profiles
Teacher initiated, accurate, related to intended learning goal

Teacher initiated, problematic, related to intended learning goal

Student initiated, accurate, related to intended learning goal

Student initiated, problematic, related to learning goal

Student initiated, inaccurate, related to learning goal

Student initiated, accurate, unrelated to learning goal

Student initiated, problematic, unrelated to learning goal

Student initiated, inaccurate, unrelated to learning goal

Connection is coherent, involving teacher initiated learning goal

Connection is not coherent, involving teacher initiated learning goal

Connection is coherent, involving student initiated concept
Connection is not coherent, involving student initiated concept

In order to facilitate cross-case comparisons that would allow me to investigate potential influence of CIS
on problematic teaching events, and how content knowledge might influence CIS (Research Questions 3
and 4), I needed a system by which I could compare each student teacher’s CIS in terms of the eight
aspects. To this end, I represented the eight aspects of CIS as eight continua: 1) focus on intended
learning goals, 2) level of teacher directedness, 3) explicitness of connections among observations,
evidence and claims, 4) coherence among components, 5) scientific rigor of investigations, 6)
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opportunities for open discussion, 7) opportunities for understanding student thinking, and 8) accuracy of
claims. Table 3.14 presents the rubric I used to assign a position along the continuum to that aspect of
an individual student teacher’s CIS. I carried out this process individually for each student teacher, based
on their composite CIS, not each individual lesson.
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Table 3.14. Rubric for Assigning Position along Continua for Aspects of CIS (TD=teacher directed; SD=student directed;
OB=observation; EV=evidence; CL=claim)
Relative position along continuum and descriptions
Aspect
High
5
All factors indicate high
focus on intended learning
goal.

Medium High
4
Most but not all factors
indicate focus on the
intended learning goal.

Medium
3
About one half of factors
indicate focus on
intended learning goal

Medium Low
2
Most of the factors indicate
greater focus on nonintended learning goals.

All factors indicate teacher
directedness

Most factors are teacher
directed, but some are left
up to the students.

Most factors are student
directed, but some are
student directed

Explicitness of
OB EVCL

Every claim involved clear
connections between OBEV-CL

The majority of claims
involved clear connections
between OB-EV-CL

Internal
Coherence of
Investigation
Components

Every investigation shows
internal coherence among
all components

Scientific Rigor
of Activities

All factors contribute to
scientific rigor

Openness of
Discussions

Multiple instances of open
questions and
circumstances where
students control topic
Multiple instances of both
“what counts”
opportunities and
“windows into students’
thinking”
100% accuracy of claims

The majority of
investigations leading to a
claim exhibit internal
coherence among
components
Investigations lack repeated
observations, but are carried
out systematically and
variables are controlled
Multiple instances of either
open questions or
circumstances where
students control topic
Multiple instances of either
“what counts” opportunities
or “windows into students’
thinking”

Even balance between
TD and SD, either in
numbers of components
or in degree of control for
each component
About half the claims
involved clear
connections between OBEV-CL
About one half of the
investigations leading to
a claim exhibit internal
coherence among
components
Investigations lack
controlled variables, but
other factors indicate
scientific rigor
1-2 instances of open
questioning and
circumstances where
students control topic
1-2 instances of both
“what counts” or
“windows into students
thinking” opportunities

75% accuracy of claims

50% accuracy of claims

Level of Focus of
Investigation on
Predetermined
Learning Goals
Teacher
Directedness of
the Investigation

Opportunities for
Understanding
Student Thinking

Accuracy of
Claims based on
Evidence

Most claims were made
without explicit connections
between OB-EV-CL or
connections are unclear.
Some investigations leading
to a claim exhibit internal
coherence among
components

Low
1
None of the factors
indicate particular focus
on intended learning
goal.
All factors indicate
student directedness

Investigations lack
controlled variables and
systematic approach

When generating claims,
there is no emphasis on
connections between OBEV-CL
None of the activities or
investigations leading to
claims demonstrate
internal coherence
among components
None of the factors
contribute to scientific
rigor.

1-2 instances of open
questioning or
circumstances where
students control topic
1-2 instances of either “what
counts” or “windows into
students’ thinking”
opportunities

No instances of open
questioning or
circumstances where
students control topic
No instances of “what
counts” opportunities or
“windows into students’
thinking”

25% accuracy of claims

0% accuracy of claims
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Phase 7: Analysis of Relationship between Classroom Inquiry Style and Problematic
Content-related Teaching Events
In order to determine ways in which classroom inquiry style influenced student teachers’ practice,
I analyzed each individual student teacher’s problematic content knowledge-related teaching-events in
terms of the features of the individual student teacher’s CIS. I carried out this analytical step by
considering whether or not the nature of the various aspects of the student teacher’s CIS could provide
an alternative explanation for the particular event. Table 3.15 presents a rubric for deciding which
aspects of CIS applied to a particular event. Table 3.16 presents a segment of the table for analysis of
content knowledge-related teaching events for Chris, with the addition of the column for classroom
inquiry style. The entire table for Chris and the tables generated for Terry and Sam can be found in
Appendices D, E and F. The text that follows describes my thinking process while analyzing some of
these sample events for influence of aspects of classroom inquiry style.

Table 3.15 Rubric for Deciding Which Aspects of CIS Applied to Problematic Events
Description of problematic event



Event involved problems with design of the investigation



Event involved addition or omission of concepts



Event involved accepting inaccurate claims or adding concepts
brought up by students that are not important
Event involved problems with added concepts initiated by the student
teacher rather than by the students
Event involved clarity of making connections between OB-EV-CL




Relevant aspect of CIS
Scientific Rigor of Activities
Coherence among Components
Focus on Intended Learning Goals
Teacher Directedness/Student
Directedness
None
Explicitness of OBEVCL
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Table 3.16. Sample Table for Analysis of Content Knowledge-related Teaching Events (Chis). (See Appendices D, E and F for
complete tables for the three student teachers) (ET=event type; ES=Elementary Science level; HS=High School Science level, GQ=Guiding
Question; TD = Teacher Directedness; CK=Content Knowledge (+)=non-problematic event; (-)=problematic event)
Teaching Event

ET

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based
on CIS

Lesson GQ: What do you need to make a shadow?
1.

Chris asks students to notice whether the colors were the
same with the different conditions, a different concept than
just what the colors were that they saw. The way the
activity was carried out didn’t focus on this well enough for
students to notice if there was a difference.
Although Chris sequences students’ thinking toward
understanding that white light is made up of colors of light,
and we know that because we can see colors of light when
light passes through a prism, or on bubbles, Chris never
formally talks about the fact that the prism or bubbles are
doing something to the light to allow us to see the colors of
light.

2b

(-)

-Chris has limited understanding of
mechanism of colored light generation
by either method.

TD: Medium Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

1b

(-)

Explicitness: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

3.

The second part of the wrap-up, Chris asks students what
they learned from the investigations. Students come up with
four observational claims involving four different topics
related to behavior of light but not related to the fact that
white light is made up of colors of light. Chris records these
observational claims on the KLEW chart, but doesn’t make
any connections to the main learning goal, or among the
claims.

3

(-)

4.

The idea that the prism can make you look very small relates
to aspects of multiple reflections, which Chris never
addresses. Discussion of some of these aspects could lay a
foundation for future learning about reflection and the Law
of Reflection, and internal reflection.

1b

(-)

-Chris understands that when white
light passes through prisms and
bubbles colors of light appear. (2K-35;
2K-36)
This level of interconnections among
elementary concepts should be
sufficient to make the connection
between the apparatus (prism or
bubble) and the effect (colors of light)
-Chris does not have understanding of
HS level concepts or interconnections
among concepts that would connect
the various unrelated phenomena back
to how the prism works. (Changing
the length of the spectrum generated,
seeing reflection in the prism or
bubbles, looking through a prism
makes things look shorter; ease of
seeing spectrum using sunlight vs.
flashlight) (2Ak-93-2K-99)
-Chris understands that reflection
involves light bouncing off a smooth
surface but does not understand the
Law of Reflection.
-Limited understanding of relative
importance of concepts

2.

Focus: Med-Low
TD: Medium-Low
Explicitness: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

None
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In the first problematic event, the way Chris had the students do the activity with the bubbles
and with the prisms to see different colors of light didn’t allow them to make the kind of observations she
was looking for with the questions she asked here. This reflects her overall pattern of having
investigations with low scientific rigor and medium-low coherence. The fact that Chris accepted what the
students said, in spite of the fact that their statements could not be backed up by rigorously developed
evidence, reflects the fairly high student-centeredness of her classroom, where she allows students to
make their own decisions (med-low teacher directedness).
In the second problematic event, Chris expected students to make the leap from having done the
activities with the prism and bubbles and seeing colors of light as a result, to understanding that
something in the bubbles and the prism was causing that to happen. This omission reflects Chris’
tendency to not make explicit connections among OB-EV-CL, as well as the tendency not to make sure
investigations are coherently designed and carried out.
In the third problematic event, students came up with statements of what they had learned
doing the activity with the bubbles and prisms. The claims the students developed involved a wide
variety of topics unrelated to the intended learning goal, and many arose through less than rigorous
investigation. Thus the fact that Chris included these ideas reflects the more student-directedness of her
CIS, as well as the pattern her lessons exhibited for limited focus, coherence and scientific rigor.
The fact that Chris did not pursue a concept that was brought up by a student (size of image
seen in the prism, compared to actual size) seems to contradict her CIS. I therefore indicated that her
CIS did not account for this particular problematic event.
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Phase 8: Identification of Aspects of Orientation toward Teaching Science
Analysis of student teachers’ orientation toward teaching science (OTS) began with the teaching
orientation card sort described by Friedrichsen & Dana (2003). The procedure calls for the researcher to
engage the subject in a discussion surrounding an activity in which the participant sorts a series of
hypothetical science teaching scenarios into three piles based on whether the scenario was representative
of how they would teach, was not representative, or whether the participant was not sure whether she
would or would not use it. After the initial sorting activity, the participant explains in detail the most
representative choices and least representative choices, discussing the reasoning behind the choices, how
the various scenarios are similar, and how they differ. At the end of the session, the researcher
generates and shares with the participant a summary of elements of their preferred teaching approach,
gleaned from the discussion during the card sort activity. At this time, the participant can confirm or
offer clarification based on the researcher’s interpretations. The summary generated for each student
teacher constitutes the professed science teaching orientation. A list of the scenarios used in my analysis
can be found in Appendix A (Table A-2).
Although I carried out the card sort as described, I also transcribed audio recordings of the
conversations surrounding the card-sorting activity, and subjected those transcripts to more rigorous
analysis than is possible from simply listening to what the student teachers said and immediately
generating a summary. My analysis involved emergent coding of the transcripts for statements reflecting
aspects of teaching that were representative of how they would teach. I then collapsed emergent codes
into categories that comprise the aspects of OTS for the three student teachers. Table 3.17 presents
these aspects, along with their description and examples of statements from the transcripts of the card
sorting activity for all three student teachers.
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Table 3.17 Aspects of Orientation toward Teaching Science and their Description
Aspect
Active engagement of
students in hands-on science
activities
Considering student interest



Description
Students are actively engaged in hands-on activities rather
than reading about the subject matter

 (E8) “I don’t think that’s all I would do is just present it to



Pursuing students’ questions and wondering



Encouraging student
responsibility for learning



Students make decisions about how investigation is done,
what observations to make, and what to discuss.



Applications to everyday life



Activities involve or relate to aspects of everyday life



Commitment to inquiry-based
science teaching




Use of testable questions
Figuring out concepts based on investigation, not being
told
Learning that science is a process
Data collection
Making observations as evidence for claims
Using patterns in similarities and differences to develop
evidence and make claims
Coming to conclusions based on logic
Solving problems based on evidence
Need to have specific goals in mind during student
investigations







Learning science content as the purpose of the
investigations
Deferring to district curriculum for what content to teach




Importance of understanding students’ prior knowledge
Importance of identifying or avoiding misconceptions





Importance of one concept supporting subsequent
concepts

 (E18) “I like the idea that the lessons build are building

Looking for patterns and
problem solving – coming to
conclusions based on logic
Need for specific learning goal
or guiding question

Importance of teaching
science content

Need to consider prior
knowledge and
misconceptions
Importance of scaffolding
learning











Representative statement from the data



them. I’d want them to do something about…recycling”
(1B-32)
(E7) “This one is representative because it’s really based
on the students’ interests.” (1B-32)
(RI) “…just giving them opportunities where they’re sort of
in charge of what they’re doing is really important, and it
really makes it more meaningful for them.” (2K-1)
(E11) “I think that a lot of times just making that
connection to things that they see all the time really helps
them understand it.” (1K-27)
(E15) “It’s structuring that question, you know, having them
light a light by just giving them the materials…it’s very
inquiry based also, to find all the different ways you can
light the bulb.” (1B-32)
(E10) “I would want them to use those activities to arrive at
the conclusions as to what those laws are.” (1S-31)

 (E18 & E15) “…that’s really problem solving for the kids.

That’s providing a challenge for the students, and then they
need to figure out a way to answer that question.” (1S-38)

 (E17) “I’m gonna say unsure because it’s hard to

know…what exactly are they looking for?...Unless they
really know what their job is they might just kind of do a
poor job at that.” (1K-28)
(E12) “…if you never discuss it, I don’t know if the students
would really get the content out of it, you know, what it’s
supposed to do…I don’t know if it would really teach them
the difficult concepts unless you discuss it.” (1B-33)
(E15) “It’s a good way to observe what students already
know in the beginning of the unit.” (1B-32)

upon one another, and that they’re going from one concept
into another concept, and the first concept supports the
second concept.” (1S-33)
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Phase 9: Analysis of Individual Student Teachers’ Orientation toward Teaching Science
In order to characterize each student teacher’s OTS according to the emergent aspects, I
generated a table showing which of the various scenarios generated conversation regarding the particular
aspect. This was useful information because each student teacher discussed each of the scenarios, and
therefore had equal opportunity to bring up any of the emergent aspects of OTS. Whether or not the
scenario itself reflected the student teacher’s own orientation, it often elicited discussion that revealed
the actual orientation. In addition, I indicated when the student teacher added clarification about a
feature after my summary. Also, I included student teachers’ responses to the general question from the
subsequent reflective interview concerning their overall goals for teaching science. I then examined the
number of references the student teacher made to the various aspects of OTS and ranked them as to
whether they had emphasized the aspect, mentioned it occasionally, or never mentioned it. Table 3.18
presents an example of this process for Sam. Table 3.19 presents the differences in frequency with
which the student teachers referred to each aspect of OTS, and how I normalized for differences in total
numbers of references that emerged during the conversations with the different participants.

Table 3.18 Sample Analysis of Aspects of OTS (Sam) (E1…E18 refer to scenarios from OTS card
sort listed in Table A-2 of Appendix A)
Facets
Student Engagement

Scenarios cited
E1, E2, E5, E8, E9, E10, E13, E18

Considering Student
Interests
Students Responsible for
Learning
Applications to Everyday
Life
Commitment to Inquirybased Science Teaching
Looking for Patterns for
Problem Solving - Logic
Learning Science Content

E5, E7, E9, E14,

Need for Specific
Learning Goal and
Guiding Question
Prior knowledge

E3, E10, E11, E12, E17, E18

Scaffolding

None

None
None
E2, E4, E5, E6, E13, E15, E17, RI-2
E5, E15
E5, E6, E12, RI-2

Sam #
8
4
0
0
8
2
4
6

E6, E15

2
0
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Some of the student teachers discussed each scenario in depth, commenting on how they would
change each scenario they did not like to be more compatible with their own teaching preference, while
others were more brief, and only discussed individual scenarios in terms of whether they thought they
were compatible or not and why, not how they would change them. Therefore, there were more total
numbers of references to scenarios for some student teachers than others. I therefore determined the
relative frequency (percent of total) for each student teacher and considered any frequency equal to or
greater than 12% as indicating emphasis. Any reference frequency below 12% indicated mention, but
not emphasis. This system is illustrated in Table 3.19 for the three student teachers.
Table 3.19 Differences in Emphasis on Aspects of OTS Numbers outside of parentheses indicate
number of times the participant referred to the corresponding aspect. Numbers in parentheses represent
percentages of the total number of references for the individual student teacher. (O=not mentioned; +
= mentioned, but not emphasized; +++ = emphasized)

Facets
Student Engagement
Considering Student
Interests
Students in Charge
Applications to Everyday
Life
Commitment to Inquiry
Looking for Patterns for
Problem Solving. Logic
Learning Science Content
Need for Specific Goals
Prior knowledge
Scaffolding
Total

Sam #

Relative
emphasis

Terry #

Relative
emphasis

Chris #

Relative
emphasis

8 (24)

+++

2 (5)

+

3 (13)

+++

4 (12)

+++

6 (16)

+++

4 (17)

+++

0

O

0

O

3 (13)

+++

0

O

2 (5)

+

1 (4)

+

8 (24)

+++

7 (19)

+++

4 (17)

+++

2 (6)

+

5 (14)

+++

1 (4)

+

4 (12)

+++

5 (14)

+++

2 (8)

+

6 (18)

+++

6 (16)

+++

4 (17)

+++

2 (6)

+

2 (5)

+

1 (4)

+

0

O

2 (5)

+

0

O

34

37

23
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PART 5: STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The methods presented previously in this chapter describe processes by which to gain
information regarding the following: 1) nature of the three student teachers’ content knowledge, 2)
identification of problematic content knowledge-related teaching events, 3) evaluation of the potential
influence of limitations in their content knowledge on the problematic nature of those events, 4)
identification of aspects of inquiry-based teaching that the three student teachers have in common, and
for which they differ, 5) evaluation of differences in patterns of inquiry-based teaching practice for the
three student teachers, 6) determination aspects of OTS emphasized by the three student teachers and
differences among the three student teachers OTS based on those differences. A number of features
contribute to the strength of the study. First of all, the extent of common characteristics shared by the
three participants serves to avoid common confounding variables, such as teaching context, topics
taught, and the teacher preparation context, even though this study does not look intentionally at specific
outcomes of the teacher preparation program. Secondly, multiple data sources allow for triangulation.
For example, card sort data, reflective interview data and topics for inquiry projects support and
corroborate the characterization of the three student teachers’ OTS. Also, data from the concept
mapping activity, reflective interviews, and statements made during teaching to support conclusions
about aspects of the content knowledge. Further, using observations of three separate lessons allowed
corroboration of patterns in classroom inquiry style distinguishing the three student teachers. Thirdly, I,
the researcher, served multiple roles in the investigation, including content knowledge expert and
pedagogical content knowledge expert for topics and teaching about light and sound; video recorder;
observer; interviewer; and primary data analyst. Finally, the type of data collected for most of the
phases of my study allowed for fine-grained analysis, leading to discovery of interesting interrelationships
contributing to the goals of the study and to ideas for further research.
A number of aspects of my study however, tended to limit its strength and potential depth and
scope. First of all, the nature of the concept mapping activity and dependence on it as the primary data
source for elucidating the nature of the three student teachers’ content knowledge (depth,
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interconnections, organization, and understanding of underlying concepts) limited my ability to pursue
deeper interconnections between aspects of content knowledge and the problematic teaching practices.
A better strategy might have been to use both the concept mapping activity and a series of questions
pursuing a few single taught concepts to conceptually deeper and deeper levels to more accurately
ascertain depth of understanding and understanding of concepts underlying other concepts, such as
those used by Smith & Lloyd (1995) or Davis & Pettish (2005). With such information, I would have had
data regarding the scope of topics addressed in the lessons plus more detailed information about the
student teachers’ understanding of the intended learning goals for the observed lessons. In defense of
my decision to avoid a formal assessment that explicitly examined the student teachers’ content
knowledge, I was concerned at the time that such an assessment might result in feelings of frustration
for the student teachers, who had just worked hard teaching the lessons, and were therefore at a
vulnerable stage. As my role was not that of a course instructor or student teacher supervisor, and they
did not solicit information from me about their own content understanding, I engaged them in the
concept mapping activity as a way to solicit their help with understanding how they thought about the
various topics they had taught.
A second limitation of my study regarding content knowledge and orientation toward teaching
science is the fact that my evaluation of these teaching components came after the student teachers had
taught all of the lessons, and therefore may not accurately represent what their understanding or beliefs
were at the time they taught the lessons. However, given the nature of case study and the inherent
limitations of gathering data in the field, assessing content knowledge prior to each lesson would have
been logistically impossible, and assessment prior to teaching the entire unit would have been equally
flawed because of the content learning and possible changes in conceptions of instruction that can
accompany teaching (Smith, 1999).
A third limitation lies in the fact that my study included only three lessons for each student
teacher. In considering this limitation, however it must be kept in mind that my study was largely
exploratory in nature, and that I was interested in gaining understanding of interrelationships among
multiple aspects involved in teaching practice. The fact that the coding process when searching for types
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of problematic content knowledge-related teaching events reached saturation with the three lessons, and
that the three randomly selected lessons yielded such similar patterns in aspects of classroom inquiry
style provides support for the idea that for my study, the three lessons were sufficient. An interesting
follow-up study would be to look at more student teachers’ inquiry-based teaching to examine emergent
aspects as well as level of consistency of pattern in inquiry-based teaching across a unit or multiple units.
Another feature of my investigation that might be considered a limitation is the fact that it could
be construed as representing a “deficit” model. I challenge this notion by reminding the reader that
although my study uses language such as “problematic” to describe the events emerging during teaching,
which has a negative connotation, in fact my study presents findings that instead construe those events
as simply a result of an effective pattern of teaching practice. The problematic nature of the events
refers only to the fact that it could potentially limit some aspect of student learning.
Finally, my selection of problematic events was based solely on what I observed during the
lesson, or knew about previous or subsequent lessons in the unit from the lesson plans and sequence I
obtained from the student teachers. It is possible that the student teachers engaged students further in
discussion of an investigation the following morning, when I was not there to observe or video record. In
fact, Terry mentioned that he tended to refer to the science lessons at various points throughout the
subsequent day. In addition to observing and video recording the science lessons, it would have been
useful to observe entire school days to find out how the student teachers may have integrated learning
from the science lessons throughout the day.
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CHAPTER 4
INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDY: SAM

While observing and video recording Sam’s inquiry-based lessons, I was thoroughly impressed
with the skill displayed in transitioning students’ thinking from their previous work to the science lesson
and eliciting their prior knowledge about the topics to be addressed. Sam very clearly identified the
guiding question for the lesson by both writing in on the board and having the students read it aloud.
Sam also provided very clear, detailed instructions for each of the activities during the introduction phase
of the lesson, such that when students went to their small groups to carry out the activities, there was
only minimal confusion about what was expected of them. In addition, students’ interest level was
generally very high as they carried out the activities.
While interacting with the various small groups, Sam used questions and prompts to help
students notice particular things that would help them answer the guiding question. Sam noticed and
addressed a number of inaccurate statements made by students, or statements that implied
misconceptions, by posing questions that would challenge those misconceptions. During the wrap-up to
the lesson, Sam engaged students in a whole class discussion in which she skillfully drew from the
observations students had made to demonstrate a pattern in the observations, to help the students
generate a claim.
Among all the effective teaching however, a number of instances within the lessons stood out as
likely to compromise students’ overall learning of substantive science concepts. The purpose of my study
was to consider various factors that might contribute to such problematic events in student teachers’
teaching practice and the role of these factors in influencing practice. To this end, I included the
following sections in the case description for Sam: 1) science background; 2) overall science teaching
context; 3) context of the observed lessons; 4) problematic science content knowledge-related teaching
events from the observed lessons; 5) nature of content knowledge related to observed lessons; 6)
analysis of problematic events based on content knowledge and external factors; 7) classroom inquiry
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style; 8) analysis of problematic events in terms of classroom inquiry style; and 9) orientation toward
teaching science. Chapter 7 develops these ideas further by means of cross-case analysis using
comparable information from the other two cases.
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SCIENCE BACKGROUND

Sam (pseudonym) is a traditional four-year elementary education major whose prior content
learning experience with physics concepts relevant to her teaching context occurred in a high school
physics course, as well as extracurricular participation in Science Olympiad 1. Sam recalled generally
positive science experiences, but described all high school and two out of three university science courses
as being textbook driven, with worksheets and lots of memorization. Labs associated with the university
courses were designed to demonstrate concepts already learned, a strategy Sam recognized as totally
different from the inquiry methods taught in the professional development school (PDS) science methods
course and encouraged by the professional development associate during student teaching. The only
university course experience that differed from that formula was an engineering/bridge building course
designed for non-science majors in which concepts of force and motion, simple machines and electrical
circuits, and structural engineering were learned through hands-on activities.

1

Science Olympiad is a program designed to enhance STEM learning. Students compete in over 20
events at regional, state and national levels. Most events are project oriented, and require students to
construct a device that will perform a specific task, although for some events the exact task is unknown
until the competition. At that time, students must make last minute adjustments to their device to
accommodate those specifications.
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OVERALL SCIENCE TEACHING CONTEXT

Sam’s class was made up of 22 second-grade students. The classroom space was arranged with
students’ desks in groups of four or five, although Sam had different combinations of students work
together for the three observed science lessons. At the front of the classroom was an area of carpet
made up of multi-colored squares, each square just large enough for one student. Each science lesson
began with students sitting cross-legged on the colored carpet area at the front of the room (“sit up
straight like a pretzel”), while Sam engaged them in conversation to explore their prior knowledge of the
lesson’s featured learning goal, introduced the guiding question for the Classroom Inquiry activity, and
explained and demonstrated how to do the planned activity. Each lesson ended with a wrap-up
discussion in which Sam drew together observations from the activities through questions and prompts
leading students to generate claims supported by evidence from the investigations. This wrap-up
discussion took place while students were seated in their investigation groups.
None of the three observed lessons involved participation by the supervising teacher or any
substantial assistance from the mentor teacher or other adult assistant. Reflection interviews with Sam
and the interview with Sam’s professional development associate (PDA) revealed that Sam’s mentor
teacher expected Sam to use district curriculum activities, and follow a schedule in which science
instruction occurred during the last 20-30 minutes of classroom instruction time. Sam continued this
schedule even during the full-time teaching portion of the student teaching experience, even though
during this latter portion of the program Sam had total freedom to adjust the schedule. Unlike the other
two student teachers in the study, Sam experienced a prolonged illness resulting in fatigue that
eventually led to several weeks’ absence from the program following the full time teaching phase of the
PDS program. However, throughout the study Sam expressed a positive attitude and enthusiasm toward
teaching, and eagerness to participate in the project to its completion.
A large component of the PDS program includes the student teachers’ engaging in some type of
inquiry project centered on some aspect of their teaching, which they write up and present at an Inquiry
Conference held in the spring. Sam’s PDS Inquiry Project, There’s Always Another Way: Multiple
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Techniques to Increase Student Engagement and Participation in the Classroom, involved examining
methods for enhancing student engagement and participation, a choice made based on observation of
many students’ lack of engagement and participation in the first half of the school year. Techniques Sam
explored during this inquiry investigation that played out during lessons I observed in my study included
role-playing, visuals, motivating materials, and cooperative learning strategies. Other strategies that Sam
explored in other science lessons and other subject matter lessons were American Sign Language, drama,
every pupil response techniques, and original songs and chants.
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CONTEXT OF THE OBSERVED LESSONS

This section presents background information regarding the observed lessons. It serves to
situate the three lessons within the entire Light and Sound Unit, describe the science content addressed
in each lesson as well as the activities through which students investigated the content, and present the
duration of each of the three lessons.

Sequence of Lessons for the Unit
Sam taught nine lessons related to light. The guiding questions and a brief description of each
lesson are presented in Table 4.1. I observed and video recorded four of the lessons from Sam’s unit on
light and sound, although only three were used in my study. Sam modified the sequence of learning
goals from the district curriculum by moving the discussion about vision to the end of the unit, and by
addressing light travel through different materials before investigating shadows. Other changes to the
district curriculum included the addition of a computer-based activity about reflection and absorption of
light (Lesson 5) and an emphasis within Lesson 8 on the astronomy-related explanation for shadow
change throughout the day. This latter change arose through collaboration with another student teacher
(Terry), who developed a series of activities that would allow students to explore the question of why
shadows change throughout the day. Sam incorporated elements of Terry’s activities into the lesson on
shadow change.
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Table 4.1. Brief Description of Unit Lessons for Sam Bolded lessons indicate lessons observed as
part of this study.
Lesson
1

Guiding Question (for inquiry
lessons)
Introduction to Light

2

GQ: What color is light?

3

GQ: How does the amount of light
affect what we see?

4

Natural vs. artificial light

5

GQ: What colors reflect the most light?

6

GQ: What happens when light hits
different objects?

7

GQ: What do we need to make a
shadow?
GQ: How does Moon Bear’s
shadow change throughout the
day?

8

9

Extension: Why do shadows
change through out the day?
How do our eyes work?

Description
Exploration with bubbles, prisms, water, mirrors to discover
basic concepts of light and determine what students already
know.
Turning white light into colors of light (prisms by the window;
water, a mirror and a flashlight; prism in a black box with
flashlight) and making white light from colors of light (spinning
a color wheel colored by students). Students note that the
order of colors was always the same.
Students use light boxes (with a peephole to look into
and flaps on top to allow different amounts of light
into the box) to determine effect of amount of light on
whether they can see a picture attached to the far end
of the box.
Discussion about natural light and artificial light, as well as
objects that do and do not produce light.
Lesson about absorption and reflection of light:
 Reflect light off mirror onto colored paper to show
reflection by mirror and absorption by colored paper.
 PASCO probe to determine amount of light reflected off
different color paper.
Students test different materials with a flashlight to determine
which materials let light through, block some light, or block all
light.
Students use an object and a flashlight to determine
what three things are needed to make a shadow.
Students observe shadow of wooden cut out of “Moon
Bear” placed on hard top area of school playground at
different times during the day. Students also make
their shadows do different things.
Role-play demonstration to show that shadows change
throughout the day because the earth moves, not the
sun.
Video on vision.

Content of Observed Lessons
I observed three classroom inquiry-based lessons (Lessons 3, 7 and 8) out of nine total lessons
about light. Lesson 3 investigated the guiding question: How does the amount of light affect what you
see? To explore this question, students looked through a hole made in the end of a shoebox at a colored
picture attached to the inside at the other end of the box. The box had two openings in the lid, evenly
spaced between the peephole and the opposite end. These openings had flaps made from opaque Postits that could be opened or left closed, thereby regulating the amount of light entering the box. Sam
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directed the students to look through the peephole first with no flaps open, then with the flap closest to
the peephole open, and then with both flaps open. The fourth peek was to be of the students’ own
design. Flashlights were provided as an option for the “final peek.” After each observation, the students
drew what they saw in their science journals.
Lesson 7 investigated the guiding question: What do we need to make a shadow? The activity
for this lesson involved groups of four or five students working with a flashlight and a shape built from
small interconnecting blocks. Each group had a different shape. Sam directed students to manipulate
the flashlight and object to determine what three things they needed to make a shadow, after which they
drew and labeled the three things in their journals. Two additional claims emerged formally from the
lesson: the order of the three things needed and that the shape of the shadow is the shape of the object.
In Lesson 8, students explored the guiding question: How does Moon Bear’s shadow change
throughout the day? At four times throughout the school day, Sam had students go outside and trace
the outline of the shadow created by a wooden cut out figure of Moon Bear (designed and constructed by
Terry to depict the main character of a fiction book students read in conjunction with the study of
shadows) placed in a hard topped area of the school playground. I observed the final stage in this series
of observations, and culminating activities for the lesson. Sam had students make predictions as to
where the shadow would be located for their final observation of the day, and what shape they expected
the shadow to have. Students then went outside to determine and record the final shadow position and
shape. After tracing the shadow, and while the students were still outside, Sam directed students to
position their own bodies so as to manipulate the shape and position of their shadow (make the shadow
get larger, be behind them, in front of them, get shorter, etc.). Students then returned to the classroom,
where Sam engaged them in a role-play type demonstration designed to help them understand that
shadows change position and shape throughout the day because the earth rotates on its axis, not
because the sun moves around the Earth, a misconception students had voiced earlier. All lessons
concluded with a brief wrap-up in which Sam questioned students about their observations during the
activity, and helped them connect those observations to answering the guiding question.
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Duration of Lessons
The duration of the three lessons varied, based on the length of the video taped lesson. Lesson 3
lasted 21 minutes, lesson 7 lasted 18 minutes, and lesson 8 lasted 28 minutes, with an average time of
22.3 minutes per lesson. Wrap-up time (explanation stage) for lesson three lasted for 2 minutes, lesson
7 lasted for 2 minutes, and lesson 8 lasted for 12 minutes. The average wrap-up time for the three
lessons was 5.3 minutes.
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PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS FROM THE LESSONS

The following sections describe “problematic” teaching events for each lesson. They can be found
in table form along with their characterization as to type of problematic content knowledge-related
teaching event in Appendix D. The lesson number refers to its position within the sequence of lessons
for the unit.

Description of Problematic Content Knowledge-related Events from the Three Lessons
Lesson 3: How Does the Amount of Light Affect What We See?
This lesson involved a deceptively simple concept: the more light, the better you can see. The
activity Sam chose (provided in district curriculum) seemed appropriate and straightforward enough: a
shoebox with two flaps covering holes in the lid and a peep-hole at one end of the box through which to
view a picture attached to the inside wall farthest from the peep-hole. Students compared their ability to
see the picture with no flaps open, then with just the first flap open (closest to the peep-hole) then with
both flaps open, and finally with whatever lighting situation they chose, including complete removal of
the shoebox lid, or using a flashlight in some way. Students were expected to observe that with no flaps
open there is no light, with one flap open, there is more light, but not enough to see the picture clearly,
with both flaps open they can see the picture significantly more clearly, and if they choose in their “fourth
peek” to remove the lid, they could see the picture very clearly. From this they generated a claim that
the more light there is in the box, the better you can see, and as evidence, used the pattern that with
increasing numbers of flaps open (and that meant increasing amounts of light getting into the box) they
saw the diagram more clearly. Students carried out the activity and came up with the expected evidence
and claims.
There were multiple potential content knowledge related problems with the lesson. First of all, as
became evident during the introduction, students’ comments consistently indicated that they already
understood the idea that you see better with more light than with less light, and that letting more light
into a room by opening the door allowed you to see better. Sam recognized this problem, as evidenced
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in comments during the reflective interview, yet at the time of the lesson, Sam chose not to adapt the
lesson to accommodate this prior knowledge by extending the scope of the learning goals to include
topics such as the effect of distance on brightness of the light, ideas about how light spreads out in a
room through reflection, or the requirement of light to reflect off an object to our eye to be seen. These
are concepts that could have been explored using the same equipment, with perhaps addition of
aluminum foil to line the walls of the box.
A second problem involved the fact that the relationship between the activity and the learning
goal was not as straightforward as it seemed. One confounding factor was the assumption that by
opening two flaps, more light would reflect off the diagram into the observer’s eye through the peephole
than would have reflected by opening just one flap, without considering the position of each flap relative
to the drawing. In fact, if the students had opened only the second flap, they would have seen the
diagram just as clearly as when both flaps were open, refuting the explanatory claim that they saw better
with two flaps open than with just one because more light got into the box with two flaps open than with
one. This alternative case was not tested in the activity, unless a student happened to try it for their
optional “fourth peek.” However, the only optional peeks Sam asked about during the wrap-up were
those in which students removed the lid entirely. Evidence that Sam was unaware of the alternative
explanation came from the first reflective interview. When asked whether there were any misconceptions
arising from this activity, Sam did not bring up this alternative explanation that had gone unaddressed.
A third problem with the lesson involved Sam’s response to a personal experience one of the
students brought up several times during the introduction, but Sam ignored. That was the possibility that
if the light were too bright, you wouldn’t see as well. This idea also related directly to the guiding
question and the learning goal, and affected the universality of the claim that with more light they could
see better. This concept is not beyond the scope of second grade students, in fact they had probably
experienced it many times. This concept also related closely to vision, including the function of the pupil,
topics of a future lesson in the unit.
A fourth problem concerned Sam’s interpretations of students’ journal drawings related to the
activity. A few students drew the light entering the box as columns of light, not showing that the light
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actually ever reached the diagram. In spite of this, these students indicated that they were able to see
the diagram clearly. Sam did not indicate that this revealed any sort of misconception on the part of the
students, nor did it trigger any idea that because the light entered as beams and did not spread out
appreciably, light entering from the hole far away from the drawing did not contribute appreciably to
students’ ability to see the drawing.
There were also examples of teaching practices within the lesson that did contribute to student
understanding of basic concepts about light that will be important to future science learning. Sam helped
avert an equipment problem that would have compromised students’ findings regarding the amount of
light and number of flaps down by listening to students’ comments about seeing light even though both
flaps were down. Sam was careful to make sure students were holding down the flaps to prevent light
from getting into the box. However, this very situation could have been an opportunity for students to
use the knowledge they demonstrated during the introduction to recognize the contradiction between all
flaps closed and seeing light, and figure out why they could see light.

Lesson 7: What Do We Need to Make a Shadow?
In this activity, students experimented with a flashlight and an object (letter of the alphabet
made from interlocking cubes). Although the guiding question asks in general terms what is needed to
make a shadow, Sam instructed students to find what three things are needed to make a shadow, and
spent the bulk of the time while circulating from group to group, helping students to be able to name the
three things: a light, an object, and a surface (or something for the shadow to appear on). Occasionally,
other findings emerged in discussions as Sam circulated, such as the idea that the shape of a shadow is
the same as the shape of the object, the particular order in which the three things must occur for a
shadow to be seen, the idea that a shadow forms because the object blocks the light, and the idea that
the surface must be something that stops the light. Of all these ideas, during the wrap-up Sam focused
primarily on being able to name the three things, with only brief discussion of the ideas of shadow shape
compared to object shape, and order of the three things to make a shadow. There was no discussion in
the wrap-up of why a shadow forms, what a shadow is, or the role of the three things in causing a
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shadow, even though these explanatory ideas were part of the district curriculum activity that Sam
followed.
Other problematic elements of this lesson came from the claim that the shadow is the shape of
the object. While correct when the letter-shaped object faces the light, it is not correct when the object
or light changes orientation relative to the other. In fact, this claim, as stated by the students and
supported by Sam may have reinforced a common misconception that no matter which direction the
object faces relative to the light source, the shadow would appear in front of the object. The more
correct statement would be that the shadow is the shape of the blocked light. Addressing this correction
would involve simply evolving the activity to include a simple demonstration or activity that all the
students could perform to see how the shadow shape changes as the direction and angle of the light
changes. Also, since this lesson occurred just prior to another lesson about how sun cast shadows
change throughout the day, the idea of shadows having the shape of the blocked light and that the part
of the object blocking the light changes with the angle of the light was important.
Another topic that arose during the investigation was what properties the surface must have in
order to be able to see a shadow. This idea arose during a small group discussion in which Sam was
trying to help students come up with the word or idea of “surface” to complete the triad of things needed
to make a shadow. The appropriateness of this discussion about what type of material the surface can
be lies in the fact that the previous science lesson had been about objects that light does or does not
shine through, and whether those objects make shadows or not. However, Sam did not pursue this line
of thinking beyond its usefulness for having students understand that there must be something for the
shadow to appear on, nor did Sam make connections with findings from the previous lesson.

Lesson 8: How Does Moon Bear’s Shadow Change Throughout the Day?
This lesson was based on a district curriculum lesson designed to investigate the role of angle of
the light shining on an object on shadow shape and position. Thus, the intended learning goal involved
principles of physics (angle of light, orientation of light and shadow shape and position). However, Sam
chose to modify the lesson to address a misconception commonly expressed by her students that
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shadows change throughout the day because the sun moves. Consequently, Sam reorganized the focus
of the lesson to be on whether it is the sun that moves or the earth that moves that causes changes in
shadows. Modifying the lesson to make changes in the curriculum was not the problematic issue here
(although choosing to address this particular misconception may not have been appropriate for this age
level). However several problematic features of various steps in the investigation contributed to overall
confusion about just what causes changes in shadow shape and position throughout the day. In order to
understand how this problem developed, it is important to know some detail about the various steps of
the lesson.
The first part of the lesson involved a very systematic investigation of how the shadow made by
a wooden figure representing “Moon Bear” (a character from a story the students were reading that
involves shadows) changed in position and shape throughout the school day. Sam placed the wooden
Moon Bear figure on the hard top portion of the playground, and had the students observe and trace its
shadow at 8AM, 10AM, noon, and 2PM directly on the hard top using chalk. At each time point, Sam
wrote the time at which the tracing was made. The orientation of the figure remained constant
throughout the investigation.
My video recording of the lesson began at the 2 PM time point. Before going outside, Sam drew
on the board the observations so far (shadow position, shape, and time of the observation), and asked
students to predict the position and shape the shadow would have when they went outside again. While
outside, the students were able to see that their predictions were correct, and they again traced the
shape onto the hard top. Sam then had the students do the activity where they positioned their bodies
so as to cause their shadows to be at various positions (in front of them, behind them, to their left, to
their right) and to make their shadows be long or short, fat or skinny. Upon returning to the classroom,
Sam drew the shadow position and shape for the 2PM time point on the board. Sam then brought the
observations together to make the claim that Moon Bear’s shadow had changed throughout the day.
Sam then asked the question about why the shadow had changed. The remainder of the lesson involved
a role-play designed to help students understand that it is the earth’s rotation on its axis that causes
shadows to change, not the motion of the sun. This role-play involved three students with flashlights
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acting out the “Sun” and one student seated in a revolving chair as the “Earth.” Sam had the “Sun” shine
the light at the student as Sam rotated the chair, and had the other students in the class observe the
shadow generated by the “Earth” on the walls and floor of the classroom.
Multiple problematic events arose during this lesson. First of all, Sam only recorded the time of
day for the time points, not the direction from which the Sun was shining, or its angle toward the Earth.
Second, Sam never discussed the role of angle of the light or orientation of the object to the light on
shadow shape and position. Discussion of the various ways students had to move their bodies to cause
their shadows to be in certain positions or to have particular shapes would have helped address the issue
of angle, as would recording the angle of the light for the different time points for the Moon Bear activity.
However, Sam did not include any discussion of the body movement activity, and only recorded time of
day for the time points. Thus Sam omitted an important link between observing changes in shadows at
different times of the day and trying to explain why those changes occur.
The role-play to demonstrate earth movement as the cause of shadow change rather than sun
movement contained numerous problems as well. First of all, it would have been better if the student
had held a small object with very different dimensions side to front to be the object, rather than the
student herself. The size of the object compared to the flashlight area was very large, and interfered
with careful observation of the effect of rotating the student’s position. Second, and more importantly,
the axis of rotation of the student in relation to the flashlight was not the same as the axis of rotation of
the earth relative to the position of the sun. Consequently, it was impossible for students to see the
effect Sam was hoping for them to see, and which would mimic what they saw with the Moon Bear
activity. Then, while explaining what was going on, Sam implied that when the object faced the sun,
there was more light than when the object was turned away from the sun.
The combination of recording only the time of day during the Moon Bear activity and ignoring the
role of angle of the light in shadow shape and position is consistent with one student’s inaccurate claim
that shadows change because there is different amount of light at different times of the day (more light
in middle of the day, so shadows are shorter; less light in the morning and evening, so shadows are
longer). Sam’s reference to shadow change involving the amount of light in conjunction with the role-
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play is consistent with another student’s inaccurate claim that shadows change because the earth is
closer to the sun at different times of the day. Sam did not dispute the first of these claims, but rather
focused on the aspect of the student’s statement that something was moving to turn the conversation
toward the idea of earth vs. sun movement. Sam did fully acknowledge the second claim as correct. In
addition, when one student did link angle to shadow change and made the accurate statement that
shadows change because the earth’s movement causes a change in the angle of the light, Sam did not
acknowledge the aspect of angle as being a key ingredient in the explanation.

Pattern of Distribution of Problematic Events into Event Types for Sam
In order to elucidate whether certain types of content knowledge-related events were particularly
challenging for Sam, I combined results from the three lessons and tallied the number of problematic
events for each event type. Table 4.2 presents this distribution pattern for Sam.

Table 4.2 Distribution of Problematic Teaching Events by Event Type for Sam
Event Type

1.

Including concepts that are important for future science learning

2.

Choosing, modifying, or developing activities that support learning of
important substantive science concepts, both intended and added
Connecting and sequencing concepts within lessons, among lessons within
the unit, or external to the unit
Using student prior knowledge, interest, and findings to influence what
concepts to include in the lesson and their sequence
Identifying and addressing students’ misconceptions

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identifying and addressing students’ inaccurate observations, evidence,
and claims
Offering scientifically accurate feedback to students

8.

Choosing words carefully to avoid ambiguity and possible misconceptions

Total number of problematic content knowledge-related events for three
lessons

#
problematic
events

% of total
number of
problematic
events

5

18

4

14

3

11

5

18

0

0

5

18

4

14

2

7

28

100

From Table 4.2 we can see that overall, about one half of the problematic events for Sam
(14/28) involved failure to differentiate between trivial and important concepts and failure to include
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concepts in addition to the targeted learning goals in the lessons even though they were closely related
to the intended learning goal and could have been easily incorporated into the existing lesson with only
minor changes (event types 1, 2 and 4). Another area that appeared to be problematic for Sam centered
on identifying and addressing inaccurate student observations, evidence and claims that arose during the
investigations (5/28). A third problematic area for Sam involved providing scientifically accurate feedback
to students (4/28).
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NATURE OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO OBSERVED LESSONS

All three lessons I observed for Sam were related to light. As a result, the collaborative concept
mapping activity, and discussion of the composite concept map focused on concepts of light from the
observed lessons as well as others from the first/second grade district curriculum, and high school gradelevel concepts related to light (NRC, 1996). These data sources, combined with the reflective interviews
dealing with teaching episodes involving light, contributed to the formation of a diagnostic concept map
depicting the nature of Sam’s content knowledge related to the concepts taught during her unit on light
and sound. Aspects of content knowledge considered in the analysis include: 1) depth (understanding of
first/second grade-level concepts vs. high school-level concepts); 2) interconnectedness (degree to which
Sam made connections among concepts); 3) organization (overall scheme by which Sam grouped topics);
and 4) understanding of importance of underlying concepts. Figure 4.1 presents the diagnostic concept
map representing the nature of Sam’s content knowledge. Table 4.3 provides a key for understanding the
various symbols used in the diagnostic map. While it would be beyond the scope of this study to examine
every aspect of Sam’s content knowledge, what follows is a description of the nature of understanding of
content areas pertinent to the three observed lessons and comments encountered in the reflective
interviews.
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Figure 4.1 Diagnostic Concept Map for Sam Rectangles = High school level concepts; Oblongs =
elementary level concepts; Diamonds = added subdivisions for organizational purposes. See Table 4.3
for explanation of lines and shading.

VISIBLE
LIGHT
Small segment of
EM spectrum
Transfer of energy
by waves

AMPLITUDE
(brightness)
(ENERGY)

Electromagnetic
Waves

Source &
Mechanism of
Energy
Transfer
Example =
Flashlight

WAVELENGTH
(distance between
comparable points
on wave)

Define regions of
EM spectrum

FREQUENCY
(# wave crests
passing a point per
second)

Relationship:
speed =
frequency x
wavelength

SPEED
(distance traveled
per second)

FREQUENCY
determines
amount of
ENERGY

Wave
Properties

Behavior of
light waves

Artificial
Sources of light

Example = Sun

Natural
Travels in straight
line until interacts
with object or
different medium
Example =
Moon

Angle of incidence
= Angle of
reflection

For object to be
seen, light must
reflect off object
into eye

Reflection
(light bouncing
off the surface of
an object)

Light scattering
and diffuse
reflection from
uneven surface

Translucent
(Blocks or
scatters some
light)

Shadow size depends
on distance of light
from object or
distance of surface
from object

Amount of light
reaching the eye
affects how well
you can see

Shadow position
and shape
depend on angle
of light
Inverse-Square
Law

Change in SPEED
of light

Opaque
(light does not
pass through)

Shadow shape is
shape of blocked
light

Shadow
(caused by
blocked light)

Shadows change
throughout the day
because earth
moves, not sun

Colors you see
are reflected;
other colors of
light are absorbed

Pigments
(colors)

Darkness is
caused by the
absence of light

Order of 3
things

Transparent
(Lets light
through )

Angle of refraction
different from
angle of incidence

Need three
things: light,
object and surface

Vision

Color of light
(determined by
FREQUENCY of
light waves)

Refraction
(bending of light as
it enters a new
medium)

Causes material
to heat up

Reflection
from
smooth,
shiny objects

Dim vs. bright
light

Intensity of light
(AMPLITUDE)
(ENERGY)

Transmission
(Light energy
passing through
an object)

Absorption
(light energy
"trapped" in an
object )

Density of
medium and
FREQUENCY of
light

Subtractive colors
of light
(Adding colors of
pigment removes
colors of light)

Black = All colors
of pigment
(Absorbs all light No light reflects)

SPEED =
FREQUENCY X
WAVELENGTH

Dispersion
(breakdown of
white light into
colors of light)

White light is
made up of
colors of light

Colors of light in
specific order

Example = Prism
producing
spectrum;
Rainbow

Additive colors of
light
(mixing colors of
light leads to
white light)

White = No colors
of pigment
(Reflects all light)
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Table 4.3 Description of Lines and Shading Used in Diagnostic Concept Maps.
Plotting
Symbol

Category

Description

Scientifically
inaccurate
knowledge





Student teacher’s statement regarding a concept is incorrect.
Mapping activity indicates lack of understanding.
Student teacher’s statements reveal unfamiliarity with the concept.

Partial
understanding



Student teacher makes some statements that are accurate, and others
that are inaccurate about a concept.

Scientifically
accurate
knowledge of
the concept
No scientifically
accurate
connection



Student teacher makes a statement that reflects scientifically accurate
understanding.




Connections involving concepts for which the ST holds misconceptions.
Potential connections where student teacher does not understand one or
both of the concepts.

Partially
accurate
connection



Student teacher understands the two concepts, yet doesn’t show any
connection during concept mapping or in discussion.



Student teacher shows partial understanding of one or both of the two
connected concepts.
Student teacher makes accurate connection between concepts for which
the ST has demonstrated accurate scientific understanding.
Student teacher makes statements accurately connecting concepts

Scientifically
accurate
connection



Boundaries of
content
knowledge for
lessons





Concepts contained within the boundaries were involved in the three
lessons as they were taught.

Depth and Connectedness
Sam had clear but superficial understanding of most of the concepts of light included in her
lessons and covered in the district curriculum unit for light and sound. The first few lessons dealt with
colors of light. Sam clearly understood the first/second grade level observational concepts that white
light is made up of colors of light, and that a prism can cause white light to break into colors of light.
Further, Sam understood that the sequence of colors produced by a prism is always the same, and that
colors of light can be combined to form white light. Sam also talked about light bending in a prism.
However at the deeper grade level, Sam did not have a clear understanding of the mechanism by which a
prism breaks white light into colors of light. At this level, Sam’s understanding broke down, revealing
only a vague notion that light “bounces off a prism” and that is “kind of like reflecting around the prism
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to bend” (2B-73). Sam was unfamiliar with the term “refraction,” as well as what happens to light when it
refracts. Even after I explained it using diagrams, Sam persisted in the notion that reflection and
refraction operate by the same mechanism but have a different effect. The persistence of this confusion
was evident in the connecting lines observed in the final version of Sam’s personal collaborative concept
map, which showed refraction connected to colors of light and bending light, but by the mechanism of
reflection. It was also evident from this exchange that Sam had no understanding of the mechanism of
refraction itself, in which light changes speed due to differences in density of the medium, and that
different frequencies of light are affected by the change in medium to different extents, resulting in
separation of colors. This portion of the activity consisted primarily of me explaining refraction, angle of
refraction, and the effect of density of the medium on the speed of light in the medium.
Lesson 3 centered on the guiding question, “How does the amount of light affect what you see?”
Sam understood the first/second grade observational concept that the amount of light affects how well
you can see, and that we see better with more light than with less. Sam also understood that we see
objects because light reflects off of them into our eye. Sam understood the concept of reflection,
associating it with light bouncing off mirrors, but was unfamiliar with the deeper grade level observational
concept of the law of reflection (angle of incidence=angle of reflection) and the explanatory ramifications
for determining range of vision a mirror provides depending on the position of the viewer. Sam also had
no understanding of the phenomenon of light scattering or diffuse reflection in which light reflects in
multiple directions due to uneven surfaces or imperfections within a medium. After our discussion, Sam
did link angle of incidence, angle of reflection, and light scattering with reflection, although Sam’s final
personal collaborative concept map still linked these ideas to colors of light and prisms bending light.
Sam associated levels of brightness of light with amount of light (Lesson 3), but did not bring up the idea
that distance from the light plays a role in ability to see, or the idea of the inverse-square law, or the idea
that the shoebox activity could address the idea of distance from the light and ability to see.
Regarding shadows (Lessons 7 and 8), Sam showed clear understanding that shadows are
caused by blocking light, and that the shape of the shadow is the shape of the blocked light. Sam also
understood that light travels in a straight line, but connected this idea only to shadows. Sam also clearly
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understood that the reason shadows change throughout the day is because the earth rotates on its axis
while the sun remains stationary relative to the earth. Sam also had some understanding that the angle
of the light shining on the object affects the shape and position of the shadow, however persisted in
stating that the shape of the shadow is the shape of the object, and never volunteered that changes in
angle of the light result in changes in shadow shape or why this occurs. Sam did indicate understanding
of the relationship between angle of light and shadow position.
Sam’s content knowledge of concepts related to shadow formation included knowledge of the
function of the three things needed to make a shadow, as well as the idea that shadows form because
light travels in a straight line until blocked by an object. Sam also understood that a shadow is an area
where the light is blocked. Although Sam understood that changing the angle of the light causes the
shadow shape and position to change, there was no connection made during the concept mapping
activity between this concept and other concepts related to shadows, and questionable connections with
the idea that shadow shape is the shape of the object. Sam did connect shadow formation with the idea
that light travels in a straight line unless blocked by an object, and that blocking light causes shadows.
Although Sam associated absorption with heating up, and with colors, there was no apparent association
between absorption of light and shadow formation. Sam did associate shadow formation with reflection
of light, and objects that reflect light also cause shadows to form. Thus Sam held elementary level depth
of content understanding and limited connections among concepts related to shadow formation.
Sam was familiar with “opaque” and “transparent,” but was unfamiliar with the term
“translucent” until it was explained, at which point Sam shared a real-world example indicating
understanding of the concept. However, discussion of these concepts revealed no understanding of
underlying mechanisms. Sam did associate the phenomena of opaqueness and translucence with
blocking light, but did not connect them with shadows or with light traveling in a straight line. Sam did
group these with reflection, absorption and transmission of light, although the line connecting opaque
with passing through puts into question the nature of understanding of these two phenomena. In
addition, Sam exhibited the common misunderstanding that objects either absorb, reflect or transmit light
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rather than understanding that an object can do all three simultaneously, which accounts for our ability
to see objects that absorb or transmit light.
Sam had some familiarity with the higher grade-level concepts of frequency and wavelength of
light, providing correct definitions for each as general wave properties during our mapping activity.
Further discussion revealed total unfamiliarity with speed or amplitude, confusion between speed and
frequency, and confusion between amplitude and frequency in relationship to light (amplitude refers to
brightness; frequency refers to colors of light). Initially, Sam connected the idea of energy only with
sources of light saying, “artificial light needs energy to, you know, to make it work.” (2B-184) Sam
associated electromagnetic waves with the spectrum, but showed no clear understanding of how they
were related. After our discussion about visible light as a small part of the electromagnetic spectrum,
Sam recalled several types of electromagnetic radiation (gamma rays and x-rays).
Sam showed numerous connections within groupings, showing links among ideas. For example,
in the grouping involving reflect and absorb, Sam linked reflect with opaque, and absorb with opaque;
and further connected pass through with medium, transparent, vacuum and translucent. As for external
connections, Sam indicated understanding of interrelationships by placing some concepts in many
different groupings. For example, once I explained the idea of “interact,” Sam wanted to put it multiple
places, and ended up placing it with the grouping that included “reflect” and “absorb” as well as with the
grouping involving vision and the eye. Likewise with the idea of “energy,” which Sam included in all but
one grouping.

Organization
Sam tended to organize concepts according to lessons taught, and in some cases labeled a grouping with
the guiding question or learning goal to which it related.

Understanding of Relative Importance of Concepts
Insight into Sam’s understanding of the relative importance of various concepts came from a
combination of two sources. The first source was the two reflective interviews, in which I asked why
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various concepts were important to teach. The second is the reflection on the concept mapping activity
after I had reorganized items according to relationships among concepts rather than by teaching. In
response to a question about why particular concepts were important, Sam replied, “They were the
concepts that the curriculum said we had to address” (2B-39). During the concept mapping activity,
Sam volunteered:
Doing it like this really makes me see how important, like to do simple things like the
colors of the rainbow, or like, is, you know. Because I never, when I was younger, my
high school physics class, I never related, oh you know, that has to relate to like what I
learned in second grade. But it really kind of puts it in perspective to do it like this. (2B165)
After the concept mapping activity Sam responded to what constitutes important learning goals by
saying:
Things that are at the beginning level knowledge things. Like when, looking at
that web you’d have to start with things that are, that they, have the ability to
understand, that you can then expand upon. You have to do activities that will
give them the foundation, like this year we did magnets, and light and
Sound…They’re more of the things that elementary-school children can do. (3B30)
These statements and the revelation as to how learning concepts can influence later science learning
indicates that while planning and implementing the lessons I observed, Sam’s rationale for whether
concepts were important was based on whether or not the district curriculum said they should be taught.
While this is an admirable attitude for teachers to have in order to promote a nicely articulated K-12
curriculum, it reveals a lack of understanding of the importance of understanding concepts for future
learning of science. In addition, Sam’s reaction to the composite concept map at the beginning of the
second reflective interview in general revealed that this was the first time she had ever considered how
various concepts interrelated.

Preparation for Teaching
As part of the first reflective interview, I questioned Sam about what she had done to prepare for
teaching the lessons. For the lesson involving the three things needed to make a shadow, Sam indicated
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that she had done some background research on light in order to prepare herself for possible student
questions that might have gone beyond her own level of understanding. However, for the lesson on the
amount of light, Sam indicated that she hadn’t done any research because “I kind of already knew that
the more light you have you can see better.” (2B-40)

Summary of the Nature of Sam’s Content Knowledge
In summary, Sam appeared to have a general understanding of the 1st and 2nd grade
level concepts that was based largely on everyday experience with phenomena related to light, or
to results from activities from the unit on light and sound. Sam’s understanding of more
sophisticated concepts taken from high school level science standards tended to be superficial
and isolated, involving definitions or vague recollections from a previous physics course,
unsupported by understanding of connections with other concepts. Sam tended to group ideas
by how they had been taught in the unit, and retained this policy even when reminded that
concepts could be grouped according to any desired scheme. This form of grouping reflected
connections among concepts within the cluster, however most connections made among concept
clusters occurred after prompting. Sam did not make connections to any overarching, common
“big idea” to which all the unit activities and thus concept clusters related. At the time Sam was
teaching the lessons I observed, the rationale for whether or not to teach concepts rested
entirely on whether or not they were included in the district curriculum, with no understanding
that these were concepts that might support other science learning, either in future units or
grade levels.
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ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS BASED ON
CONTENT KNOWLEDGE AND EXTERNAL FACTORS

Appendix D presents the list of content knowledge-related teaching events for Sam generated as
described in Chapter 3, including a column describing aspects of content knowledge that might have
contributed to each problematic or non-problematic event. The table also includes relevant external
factors that emerged during analysis of reflective interviews and the interview with the supervising
teacher that might provide alternative explanations for the events, along with rebuttals to those
alternative explanations where possible. The following sections describe patterns observed in aspects of
Sam’s content knowledge contributing to the events, the potential external factors that might also have
contributed to their problematic nature, and evidence from the data that refutes the alternative
explanations as being totally responsible for the problematic nature of the event.

Analysis Based on Content Knowledge
As can be seen from Table 4.2, about half of the problematic events for Sam involved failure to
select important rather than trivial learning goals and failure to include additional important concepts in
the lessons. Examination of specific events revealed that their problematic nature was not due to
limitations in Sam’s understanding of the elementary-level concepts they involved, or interconnections
among them. For example, Sam understood the elementary concepts related to shadow formation, and
understood the role of the three things needed to make a shadow. Yet she did not feature the role of
the “things” in the lesson, and instead focused on naming the three things. However, what these events
did require was the ability to recognize which concepts were important to know for future science
learning. Extending the parameters of content knowledge to include understanding of underlying
concepts and interconnections between elementary and more advanced concepts, accounted for these
problematic events.
Another somewhat challenging area for Sam involved addressing inaccurate observations,
evidence and claims put forth by students during the investigation, and providing scientifically accurate
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feedback to students. Virtually all of these instances could be traced to limitations in depth of content
understanding and possibly to interconnections among concepts. For example, during Lesson 3, the
investigation Sam used to have students explore the relationship between amount of light and ability to
see became confounded by the fact that a second phenomenon was at play. The fact that the students
could see better with two flaps open was not due to there being more light in the box than with only the
first flap open. Rather, they could see better because the light was closer to the object they were
viewing when the second flap was also opened. A similar problem arose regarding the shape of a
shadow in Lesson 7. In Lesson 8, Sam did not pursue students’ inaccurate claims as to why shadows
change throughout the day.
Figure 4.1 presents a visual representation of the scope of concepts at play during Sam’s lessons
on light. These include the elementary-level concepts of light that were the topics of the lessons, as well
as background knowledge and underlying concepts that would have been helpful to Sam for addressing
students’ questions and inaccurate statements. The relevant concepts and contributing interconnections
are enclosed within the wide gray line. From this map we can see two things. First, there were a
relatively high number of concepts involved, both elementary-level and secondary-level, in the teaching
of the three lessons. Second is the relative disjointedness of the various concept clusters. Although Sam
understood concepts explaining the role of the three things in shadow formation, there was no
connection between these ideas and ideas related to how the material the object or surface are made of
impacts shadow formation. Thus understanding of concepts related to the properties of materials and
their ability to absorb, reflect, and transmit light appears to be disconnected from ideas about shadow
formation.

Analysis Based on External Factors
Sam cited three potentially limiting constraints on her teaching during the reflective interview:
time, demands of her mentor teacher, and fatigue due to illness. Although these constraints did exist,
close examination of the various teaching events for the possibility that these constraints might account
for their problematic nature revealed no clear-cut explanation based on these factors. Appendix D
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presents my evaluation of the events based on such constraints. Of the three student teachers, Sam’s
science lessons were the shortest, averaging only 22.3 minutes. Although time constraints may have
contributed to problematic events such as failure to add important learning goals to supplement a lesson,
there were instances where Sam did add concepts, although those she chose to add were less important
conceptually than those that could have been added (adding concept of order of three things and shadow
shape to the whole class discussion, rather than the role of the three things). Sam explained that her
mentor teacher had wanted her to do the lesson addressing the relationship between the amount of light
and ability to see. Sam knew that her students already understood the concept, however because her
mentor teacher had required her to include that lesson, she had the students do it anyway. As already
discussed, the confounding variable within the lesson could have been addressed by simply having the
students do the same “fourth peek” – opening the second flap with the first flap closed, a minor change
requiring no extra time. The third external constraint for Sam was fatigue from a prolonged illness.
Although Sam explained that she could tell she had less energy than normal, she continued to make
changes to the curriculum (altering the sequence of lessons) and to incorporate additional concepts
(earth axial rotation as an explanation for shadow change rather than movement of the sun). Thus,
taken alone, it is not likely that these external factors can explain the problematic nature of the events.
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CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

The third key element in my investigation was to understand the nature of the student teachers’
classroom inquiry teaching style. Although all three student teachers experienced the same science
teaching methods course, each entered with a different science background and vision of how to teach
science, and emerged with modified visions and beginning skills for how to realize those visions. The
lessons they taught during the methods course were planned and carried out under close scrutiny of the
science methods course instructor and professional development associate (PDA). Their selection for my
study depended in part on their ability to teach using concepts of classroom inquiry teaching. The three
lessons I observed for each student teacher represented the next step in the scaffolding process toward
accomplished science teaching – their first independently planned and implemented science unit. In
order to better understand the relationship between aspects of content knowledge and how they
manifested themselves at this stage during classroom inquiry-based teaching, it is important to also
understand how classroom inquiry style itself might influence teaching practice.
As described in Chapter 3 (Methods), eight aspects of classroom inquiry style (CIS) emerged
from examination of the three student teachers’ teaching practice that helped to distinguish among their
style of classroom inquiry teaching: 1) degree of focus on learning goals; 2) level of teacherdirectedness; 3) explicitness of connections among observations, evidence, and claim; 4) coherence
among components of inquiry; 5) scientific rigor; 6) openness of discussions; 7) opportunities for
understanding student thinking; and 8) accuracy of claims. The following sections describe each of the
eight aspects of classroom inquiry style for Sam based on the contributing factors comprising the aspects.

Focus on the Intended Learning Goal (medium-high)
Focus refers to the relative degree to which the lesson concentrated exclusively on the original
learning goal. The following evidence contributes to describing the level of focus Sam exhibited as being
“medium-high.”
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Number of Learning Goals Per Lesson
Sam tended to develop lessons involving a single learning goal: each of the three lessons I
observed had only one intended learning goal.

Number and Clarity of Guiding Questions Per Lesson
Sam developed a single guiding question for each lesson, which reflected the intended learning
goal. For example, the lesson on amount of light had as its learning goal to understand that we see
better with more light than with less light. The guiding question for this lesson was, “How does the
amount of light affect what we see?” Sam always communicated the guiding question to the students
clearly and explicitly by writing it on the board and having the students read it aloud.

Number of Activities Per Lesson
Further contributing to the level of focus of Sam’s lessons was the fact that for each lesson, Sam
engaged students in only one activity, which students carried out in small groups. Lesson 3 involved
examining how ability to see changes with the amount of light using the activity with the light box;
Lesson 7 involved shining a flashlight on an object in order to determine what you need to make a
shadow; Lesson 8 involved observing Moon Bear’s shadow at different times of the day, followed by a
role-play demonstration regarding the motion of the earth compared to the sun.

Diversity of Unique Scientific Claims
Further evidence of the degree of focus came from examination of the number of unique claims
addressed during the three observed lessons and how closely they are related to the intended learning
goal. Table 4.4 presents a list of claims presented.
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Table 4.4 Guiding Questions and Claims Resulting from Investigations for Sam
Lesson
#
3

7

Guiding Question

Unique Claims and Supporting Evidence

How does the amount of
light affect what you see?

1.

What do we need to make
a shadow?

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
8

How does Moon Bear’s
shadow change throughout
the day?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

You see the drawing better with more flaps open because more light
can get into the box
 Evidence: Pattern of observations: The more flaps open, the
more light gets into the box, and the better you can see the
picture at the end of the box.
To make a shadow we need 3 things: a light, an object, and a
surface.
 Evidence: Without any of the three, don’t have a shadow.
To make a shadow the object must be between the light and the
surface.
 Evidence: Any other order results in no shadow.
When you make a shadow, the shadow is the shape of the object.
 Evidence: Holding an object shaped like a letter up to the
flashlight with the front side facing the light results in a shadow
shaped like the letter.
A shadow forms because the object blocks the light.
 Evidence: Reasoning that the object blocks the light.
A surface must be solid or thick to see a shadow.
 All materials the student had that showed a shadow were solid.
Shadow size, shape and position are different at different times of the
day.
 Evidence: Saw Moon Bear’s shadow change throughout the day.
Shadows change throughout the day because the sun moves.
 Evidence: Observation that the sun is in different positions at
different times of the day.
 Phrases such as “the sun rises” or “the sun sets.”
Shadows change throughout the day because the earth moves, not
the sun.
 Evidence: Demonstration: Saw student’s shadow change as she
rotated in place in a chair while the light continued to shine from
the same position*.
Shadows change because of the brightness of the sun at different
times of the day.
 Evidence: You get more shadow when it’s darker outside.
The more sunshine you get affects shadow length.
 Evidence: The earth is rotating up near the sun but our part of
the world is getting closer to the sun.

We can see from the table that over the course of the three lessons, the students (many with
Sam’s prompting) came up with eleven unique claims for three lessons, all of which related to the guiding
question and underlying learning goal.
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Focus of Questions and Prompts
Sam’s questions and prompts focused primarily on the intended learning goal, with occasional
diversions to topics brought up by the students as they responded to Sam’s questions and prompts.
Table 4.5 presents representative examples of such exchanges during the investigation phase of the
indicated lessons. The examples presented in Table 4.5 illustrate the consistency with which Sam focused
student’s learning on the specific learning goal behind the guiding question. In the first example, we see
Sam’s focus on drawing together evidence to support the claim that we can see better with more light. In
the second example, where the student realized and generated the claim that the dark of the shadow is
due to the object blocking the light, Sam refocused the student’s attention toward making the
observational claim of naming the three things needed to make a shadow. In the third example, Sam
overlooked a testable alternative explanatory claim for the observed changes in Moon Bear’s shadow
(differences in the amount of light at different times of the day) by focusing students’ thinking back on
the original idea of distinguishing between on sun movement versus earth movement as a cause for
changes in shadows over the course of the day. From this analysis, we can see that for Sam’s lessons,
most, but not all of the factors concentrated on the intended learning goal. Consequently I described the
level of focus for Sam’s lessons as “medium-high.”
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Table 4.5 Representative Teacher-Student Exchanges for Sam S=Sam; St=student; other
letters of the alphabet = students called on by name during the exchange.
Lesson and
Lesson
Stage
How does
the amount
of light
affect what
you see?

Exchange

S
St
S

The first time you looked into the box, without any light at all, what happened?
[inaudible]
You saw barely anything else, just little pieces of light. Why do you think you couldn’t see that
picture? Stan?
St Because there wasn’t that much light coming into the box, and we had nothing to look in.
S Good, because there wasn’t that much light going into the box. …Now, how about when you had
Wrap-up
one flap open…was it easier to see the picture with one flap open?
Sts Yes
S Why was it easier with one flap open?
St ‘cause there’s light in this room, and the light kind of goes in the darkness and you see a little bit.
S Good, good. So some light got in that hole so you could see some more. What about with two
flaps open. Was it easier than the first two peeks? Why was it easier than the first two
peeks…why was it easier to see with both flaps open than it was with just one or no flaps open,
Aaron?
A There was more light.
S Even more light. Did anyone take off the box lid and look? What happened when you took off
the box lid? What happened, Jimmy?
J
Since there was a lot of light and you could see exactly the whole picture.
S Good, you could see the whole picture with even more light. But let’s look at our question. How
does the amount of light affect what you see? Who can answer that for me, Kylea?
[You K [see better when there’s more light.]
What do we
S What three things did you find out that you need to make a shadow?
need to
St Dark?
make a
S What do you mean by dark?
shadow?
St Well…darkness of what lights, and something for your…
S Why is this darkness [pointing to the shadow]? Why is it dark? Why is it dark, though?
Investigation St Cause the light makes it kind of dark. Oh I know why – because the object…the light makes it
kind of dark.
S The light makes it dark?
St Because the object, object, object is behind the light and blocks the light.
S Wonderful! You are correct. The light is shining on the object and the object is kind of blocking
that light, and the light is getting all around it though, but just not in the place where the object
was. What three things did you find you have to have to make a shadow?
St Light, and something to make it dark,
S So light, and an object, and what would you call this [pointing to the notebook used as a surface]
St An object
S This is your object [pointing to the shape used to block the light], your light, and there’s one
more thing.
St A board or a wall
S A board or a wall, and why is that important?
St Because there is no…
St2 It wouldn’t make a shadow.
S Good. Something for your shadow to be on.
How does
S Why do you think your shadow changed like that throughout the day? Melanie?
Moon Bear’s M Because in the morning it was not that bright because the sun hadn’t come up that much. And
shadow
during the day, it gets brighter, and then it gets darker during the night so the more shadows
change
come out when it’s darker.
throughout
S So, something was moving. What do you think was moving?
the day?
M The sun.
S Does the sun move?
Whole class
Sts [Chorus of yeses and no’s from the students]
discussion
S Who can come up here and be my sun? [beginning of role-play demonstration activity]
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Teacher-Directedness (medium-high)
Most elements of the classroom inquiry lesson were teacher-directed. In a unit introduction, Sam
engaged students in an exploration of multiple stations representing the three aspects of light to be
addressed in the light unit: colors of light; shadows; and reflection, absorption and transmission of light.
After this experience, Sam solicited topics that students would like to learn more about, which because of
the initial focus of the exploration activities, fell nicely into the above three pre-identified categories. The
net effect, however, was that the students felt they were exploring topics that arose from their own
interest. Only Lesson 8 (how shadows change throughout the day) represented a truly student-generated
topic. In this lesson, Sam modified the district curriculum focus on how a change in the overhead angle
of the light affects shadow shape and position to helping the students understand that the changes in
shadows made by the sun over the course of the day were due to the movement of the earth rather than
the sun. This activity arose from students’ earlier questions about whether the earth moves or the sun
moves to cause the shadow change, and involved a demonstration role-play in which one student seated
in a revolving chair acted out the movement of the earth while a few other students with flashlights acted
out the part of the sun.
For all activities, Sam provided the guiding question, generally derived from the district
curriculum. In addition, Sam provided specific materials necessary to carry out the pre-determined
activity, enough so that small groups of students could share, or be involved while other students
manipulated those materials in pursuit of the specified learning goal. Sam circulated among the groups to
question students regarding the learning goal, and make sure students were manipulating the materials
in ways that would result in observations that would contribute toward evidence clearly supporting the
learning goal. Sam also directed the wrap-up discussion by asking questions that would lead students to
answer the provided guiding question. Occasionally Sam modified students’ inaccurate or incomplete
statements by selecting segments that were accurate or supported the learning goal. Sam also
entertained some student-initiated ideas, all of which related to the intended learning goal.
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Explicitness of Connections among Observations, Evidence and Claim (medium-high)
Explicitness of the connections made between observations, evidence and claim refers to the
degree to which the student teacher emphasized this connection and how deliberately the student
teacher made the connection. Although Sam accepted claims made by students during the investigation
stage of the lesson, it was during the wrap up that Sam tended to make the clear, explicit connections.
The first transcript excerpt in Table 4.5 illustrates how Sam executed this. Although Sam did not identify
the pattern of observations explicitly as evidence, the deliberate manner in which she moved from no
flaps open to one flap open to two flaps open to the lid off the box, and then tied that to answering the
guiding question, provided explicit links for the students to see how the observations came together to
provide evidence for the claim.

Coherence Among Components of Inquiry (medium)
Coherence among components of inquiry refers to the degree to which each component connects
logically with other components in the chain from learning goal to claim. Coherence can break down
when a particular activity, designed to illustrate a particular concept is changed in some way, and no
longer supports the original concept or other new concepts introduced in the lesson. This also occurred
when planned activities did not actually support the intended learning goal. Although there were many
instances where the investigations in Sam’s lessons showed coherence among components of classroom
inquiry, there were also many instances where coherence broke down. When investigating what three
things were needed to make a shadow (Lesson 7), students used their observations that the shadow they
saw was always the shape of the object they placed in the light to substantiate the claim that the shadow
shape is the shape of the object. In fact, the activity was not carried out in a way that would allow them
to address this question, since they did not look to see whether changing the orientation of the object
would change the shadow shape to the extent that it no longer had the shape of the object. The activity
did, however, support learning the role of the three things and the order of the three things needed to
generate a shadow. In Lesson 8, Sam eliminated a key factor from the observations students made and
recorded – the angle and orientation of the light. Thus in the latter two lessons, a breach in coherence
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between the activity and the observations occurred, which led to inaccurate claims. The claims were
logical based on the observations made however the way the activity was carried out was not coherent
with the learning goal under investigation. In Lesson 3, the activity as carried out was not coherent with
the learning goal or guiding question, since it varied the distance of the light rather than the amount of
light.
A second example of breach of coherence also came from Lesson 8, in which Sam had students
perform an activity, yet never addressed the observations students made. As it turned out, this activity
would have provided another link between angle and orientation of light and shadow shape and position.
Thus coherence between this activity and subsequent claims was interrupted. Because the extent to
which the investigations were coherent and not coherent was approximately equal, I assigned a level of
“medium” to this aspect

Scientific Rigor of Activities (medium-low)
Scientific rigor of activities involves four factors: 1) repeated observations, 2) systematic
investigations, 3) control of variables, and 4) number of activities supporting a single learning goal.

Repeated Observations
For all three lessons, Sam provided instructions for how students should carry out their
investigations. Students followed directions, and made repeated observations of the same phenomena as
individuals as well as combinations of individuals, small groups, and as a whole class. There was,
however, some variation in the way students carried out the investigation in Lesson 7.

Systematic Investigations
All three lessons involved activities that were carried out systematically. In Lesson 3, students
opened the flaps to the light boxes in a particular order, and drew what they saw for each test. They
first drew what they saw with no flaps open, then one flap (the flap closest to their eye), and then both
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flaps. They were then free to do an additional test any way they chose. In Lesson 7, Sam gave each
group of students the same type of flashlight. The objects however differed somewhat. Although each
object was made of the same shape of interlocking cubes, the shape of the object differed from group to
group. In Lesson 8, the whole class worked as a group to determine how Moon Bear’s shadow changed
over the course of the day. At each time point, students traced the outline of the shadow and noted the
time of the observation.

Control of Variables
Although students carried out the investigations systematically and made repeated observations,
there were problems with control of variables in all three activities. In Lesson 3, students were
inadvertently testing both the effect of amount of light getting into the box and distance of the light from
the drawing. In Lesson 7, while considering thickness or solidness of the surface, students were limited
as to selection of materials to use as a surface, and therefore unable to test the possibility that water
might also provide a surface for seeing a shadow. In that same lesson, while concluding that shadow
shape is the same as the shape of the object, students observed many shadows caused by their object
on different surfaces, but did not manipulate the most important variable – orientation of the object to
the light. In Lesson 8, students focused on the manipulated variable of time of day instead of angle of
light from the Sun. These instances of uncontrolled variables can be linked to specific inaccurate claims
(see evidence concerning accuracy of claims).

Number of Activities Per Learning Goal
As mentioned previously in the description of the CIS aspect of focus, Sam utilized only one
inquiry activity per learning goal. While effective for establishing focus, this tendency reduces the
scientific rigor of the investigation by providing only one example of a phenomenon. Adding a second
activity to the investigation of amount of light might have provided contradictory evidence allowing
students to recognize the alternative explanation of distance of the light as affecting ability to see the
drawing. Likewise, by actually analyzing students observations regarding shadow shape and position
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when they manipulated their body position might have introduced the idea of angle of light, and provided
the missing link for the lesson.

Opportunities for Open Discussion (medium-low)
All three student teachers organized students into small learning groups that worked together
collaboratively during the investigations. However, in addition to such collaborative learning there were
two additional elements related to opportunities for discussion that differed among the three student
teachers: 1) openness of student teachers’ questions and prompts, and 2) format for communicating
findings.

Openness of Student Teachers’ Questions and Prompts
As already mentioned in the section on the CIS aspect of focus, Sam’s questions and prompts
focused heavily on the intended learning goal. Accompanying this tendency was the closed nature of the
questions, and that they tended to limit the response to whatever Sam was looking for the students to
reply. When the response did not follow this pattern, Sam added questions and prompts that would
generate the desired response.

Format for Communicating Findings
During the wrap-up for the lessons, Sam engaged students in a question-answer type format in which
students responded to Sam’s specific questions based on what they remembered from doing the activity.
Even though this process occurred while students had materials in front of them, they communicated
their findings via verbal descriptions only.

Opportunities for Understanding Student Thinking (medium-low)
The aspect, opportunities for understanding student thinking included two elements: 1) “what
counts” opportunities where students are responsible for making decisions related to the investigation,
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and 2) “windows” into student thinking in which the student’s comments or actions revealed
misconceptions or understandings.

“What Counts” Opportunities
Over the course of the three lessons, situations arose that required decision-making. As
described in the operational definition of classroom inquiry provided in Chapter 2, these situations
constituted opportunities for students to “think like scientists” to figure out how to interpret data or
decide how and whether observations are relevant to the investigation and can arise within all Features
of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000; McDonald & Songer, in press). What is of particular interest to my
investigation is not how many such opportunities occurred within an investigation, but what role the
student teacher played in handling the dilemmas encountered by the students.
In the lesson investigating the affect of the amount of light on ability to see, Sam discovered
during the introduction to the lesson, that the students already understood the phenomenon, and were
able to accurately predict the relative ability to see depending on the number of open flaps. In addition,
they predicted that with all flaps down, there would be no light entering the box. When handing out the
materials to the groups, Sam particularly mentioned that some of the flaps wouldn’t close completely,
and that the students would need to hold them down. During the investigation, several groups recorded
the observation that with all the flaps down, they were able to see light inside the box, an observation
that contradicted what the class had previously stated. When learning that the students had
encountered this problem, Sam simply pointed out that the flaps hadn’t closed completely, and told them
to hold a hand over the flap to keep it down. However, one group in particular was reluctant to accept
that the light they saw in the box was due to incompletely closed flaps. They insisted that the flaps were
completely closed on their box yet they could see light in the box. Sam handled this situation by fixing
the problem for the students, and reminding them to redo what they had done while holding down the
flaps, rather than allowing the students to use their prior knowledge to reason through the situation.
In the lesson about what we need to make a shadow, one group searched for a way to describe
what the surface needed to be in order to see a shadow. They mentioned various materials, such as
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paper, or that it could be a wall, or the table. Through Sam’s prompting to help them come up with a
general term (surface), they began to describe properties of the material, such as thickness, or that it
must be a solid, or fat. Sam handled the situation by refocusing their thinking to identify the word
“surface” or a phrase “something for the shadow to go on” rather than identifying properties the material
must have that would prevent light from passing through.
Sam diagnosed and fixed the equipment problem in Lesson 3, and redirected the discussion to
deal with naming the three things needed to make a shadow in Lesson 7. Thus, for both situations, Sam
resolved the potential dilemma for the students rather than allowing them to formulate and justify their
own choices. In each case, the role Sam played kept the students focused on a narrow interpretation on
the learning goal and one specific interpretation of the guiding question.

“Windows” into Students’ Thinking
Among the three lessons, I saw a few instances that would allow the teacher to better
understand students’ reasoning and understanding of what was causing the various phenomena they
were investigating beyond simply restating what Sam led them to through discussion. It is a welldocumented phenomenon that students may state a correct answer based on scientifically inaccurate
understanding (Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991; Shapiro, 1994). In Lesson 3, students unanimously agreed
that you need more light to see better, and that you can see better with two flaps open because more
light enters the box. However several students’ journal pictures depicted light entering the two open
holes as columns of light that do not spread out into the box, while indicating the ability to see details in
the picture taped to the end of the box. According to this model, the light entered the box, but did not
spread throughout the box, indicating that the students have made no connection between the light
getting into the box and how it allows us to see the picture on the end of the box. In Lesson 7, students
struggled with properties the surface material must have in order for the shadow to be seen, thinking it
must be thick or solid in order to see a shadow on it. Also in this lesson, two students described their
understanding that the shadow formed because the object blocks the light. In Lesson 8, students
thought the brightness of the sunlight had something to do with the position and shape of the shadow
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because there were differences in brightness that logically corresponded with the shadow changes (less
bright, longer shadows; brighter light, shorter, fatter shadows). This idea persisted even after students
“learned” that the earth moves, not the sun. These instances provided glimpses into students’ personal
explanations of why the various phenomena occurred that were viable alternative explanations for the
scientifically accurate original learning goal. Because there were some opportunities to understand
students’ thinking, I ranked this aspect of CIS for Sam as “medium-low.”

Accuracy of Claims
For the three lessons I observed for Sam, there were a total of 11 unique claims, six of which
were scientifically accurate. Thus the ratio of accurate claims for Sam’s lessons was approximately 55%.

Summary of Sam’s Classroom Inquiry Style
Based on the evidence presented above, I used the method described in Chapter 3 to position
Sam’s performance for each of the eight features along a continuum consisting of five levels: low, lowmedium, medium, medium-high, and high. These positions, along with a generalized schematic diagram
typifying Sam’s classroom inquiry lessons are presented in Table 4.6 in the form of a composite
classroom inquiry profile. Thus Sam exhibited a medium-high level of focus on the intended learning
goal; a medium-high degree of teacher directedness; medium-high explicitness when connecting
observations to evidence, and evidence to claims; medium coherence among components of classroom
inquiry; medium-low scientific rigor; medium-low openness of discussions; medium-low opportunities for
understanding student thinking, and 55% level of accuracy of claims.
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Table 4.6. Composite Classroom Inquiry Profile for Sam (INT=introduction; INV=investigation;
WRP=lesson wrap-up; LG=learning goal; GQ=guiding question; AC=activity; OB=observations;
EV=evidence; CL=claim. Please see Table 3.13 for key to shapes and line colors.
Aspect
Learning Goals

Guiding Question

Average Time
(minutes)
Generalized
Schematic of
Classroom Inquiry
Components

Summary of Classroom Inquiry Style and Position Along Continua








More light allows you to see better
You need a light, an object and a surface to see a shadow
Shadows change throughout the day because the earth moves, not the sun.

How does the amount of light affect what you see?
What do you need to make a shadow?
How does Moon Bear’s shadow change throughout the day?
INT: 4.5 minutes
INV: 11 8 minutes WRP: 5.6 minutes Total lesson time: 22.3 minutes
LG

GQ

AC-1

AC

Focus on Learning
Goal
Teacher Directedness

Explicitness of
OBEVCL
Coherence

Scientific Rigor

Opportunities for
Open Discussion
Opportunities for
Student Thinking

Accuracy of Claims

OB-1a

OB-3

OB-1

EV

EV

EV

CL

CL

CL

EV

CL

Med-High: Sam’s lessons focused on one learning goal or a cluster of closely related concepts. Sam
listened to students’ independent findings, and occasionally brought up some additional
related concepts, but mainly maintained focus on the learning goal of the lesson.
Med-High: Most aspects of classroom inquiry were teacher directed. (A few students offered
independently derived claims and discussed ideas besides what Sam intended) and students
carried out investigations according to directions, but there was variation in one lesson.
Med-High: Sam referred explicitly to observations to generate claims, and often to patterns of
observations as evidence. However, not all claims are made with this level of explicitness.
Med:
Sam generally used only one activity that all students performed in small groups. The
activities related to the LG, however confounding variables reduced the coherence of the
components of CI. Two of Sam’s lessons had an activity that was never discussed.
Med-Low: Activities are done systematically, and multiple students doing same thing leads to
repetitiveness, however there is only one activity for each learning goal and the investigations
in each lesson contain “hidden” confounding variables.
 Number of activities per concept: low
 Systematic: high
 Controlled: low
Med-Low: Majority of questions and context of questions were aimed at anticipated responses. Studentbased ideas were occasionally considered.
Med-Low: There were numerous missed “What Counts” opportunities and some instances where
discussion reveals students’ thinking, but none are pursued.
 Student comes up with the role of the object and surface
 Student tries to determine properties of the material the “surface” must be made of
 Students’ alternative explanations for shadow change: amount of light at different times of
day, amount of light because of closeness of sun to earth.
55%: Mixture of accurate and inaccurate claims
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ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC EVENTS BASED ON ASPECTS OF CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

In order to gain insight into how Sam’s style of classroom inquiry might influence problematic
content knowledge-related teaching events, I reanalyzed the original list of problematic events in terms
of Sam’s aspects of classroom inquiry style. The results from this analysis are presented in the final
column of the table in Appendix D. From this table we can see that a number of problematic events that
were previously attributed to limitations in depth and interconnectedness of content knowledge, and to
limited understanding of relative importance of concepts, can also be explained based on aspects of
Sam’s classroom inquiry style. For example, there were several problematic events in which students
made observations or suggested inaccurate alternative explanations for phenomena that Sam did not
pursue. Sam’s CIS includes a medium-high focus on the intended learning goal. Because she exhibited a
few instances where she did include additional concepts, but in most cases kept focus on what was the
intended learning goal, these instances could be attributed to her trying to keep students’ thinking
concentrated on the goal of the lesson.
Other events that were problematic for Sam involved identifying and addressing inaccurate
student observations, evidence and claims. For example, students in Lesson 7 made the claim that the
shape of the shadow was the shape of the object. Given Sam’s CIS, which was largely focused and
teacher-directed, but involved lessons that were only moderately coherent and somewhat scientifically
rigorous, we could interpret this problematic event as due to a style that placed less focus on accurate
results from experiments, and more importance on students expressing their thinking without correction.
This possibility was supported by the third observed problematic type of event – providing accurate
feedback to students. In Lesson 8, students proposed more than once that it was the brightness of the
light that determined how long the shadows were, and had evidence for their explanation (early morning
and late afternoon shadows are longer and light is less than at noon). Sam did not address this
inaccurate alternative explanation (which was testable), but rather moved the discussion back to the
topic of earth movement vs. sun movement as the cause for shadow change. Accepting the inaccurate
explanation without ever addressing it resulted in tacit approval of the ideas.
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ORIENTATION TOWARD TEACHING SCIENCE

As described in Chapter 3 (Methods), ten aspects of orientation toward teaching science (OTS)
emerged from discussions I had with the three student teachers individually as they carried out the
protocol for examining teachers’ OTS designed by Friedrichsen & Dana (2003). One additional data
source also contributed – their responses to a question from the subsequent reflective interview
regarding their overall goals for teaching science. Table 4.7 presents these ten aspects, and indicates
which of the ten Sam emphasized during our conversation.

Table 4.7 Aspects of OTS and Relative Degree of Emphasis for Sam Bolded aspects are those
highly emphasized by Sam. O=no mention; (+)=mentioned infrequently; (+++)=highly emphasized
Aspects of Orientation toward Teaching Science
1.
2.

Active engagement of students in hands-on science
activities
Considering student interest

3.

Encourage student responsibility for learning

4.

Applications to everyday life

5.

Commitment to inquiry-based science teaching

6.
7.

Looking for patterns and problem solving – coming to
conclusions based on logic
Importance of teaching science content

8.

Need for specific learning goal or guiding question

9.

Need to consider prior knowledge and misconceptions

10. Importance of scaffolding learning
Total

number of
references

% of total

relative
emphasis

8

23

+++

4

12

+++

0

0

O

0

0

O

8

23

+++

2

6

+

4

12

+++

6

18

+++

2

6

+

0

0

O

34

100

Of the ten OTS aspects, Sam emphasized five in particular: 1) active engagement of students in hands-on
science activities, 2) considering student interest, 3) commitment to inquiry teaching, 4) need for specific
learning goals, and 5) importance of teaching science content.
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Evidence for these areas of emphasis came from statements Sam made during the card sorting
activity as well as the frequency with which they were mentioned. For example, when discussing the
scenario in which students design their own experiments with earthworms (scenario E5 – Sam’s number
one choice of scenario she would be likely to teach) Sam said,
I think that’s really important to have kids design their own experiments because then
they’ll probably be more interested in it and learn more from it if they’re designing their
own question and making that hypothesis and really carrying out their own experiment –
again, it’s very inquiry. (1B-32)
This idea indicating Sam’s commitment to inquiry teaching repeated itself in the discussion surrounding
seven other scenarios, either where the scenario included inquiry teaching, or where the activity did not
include it, but Sam offered ways to change the activity so that it did involve inquiry-based teaching.
The above example also illustrates Sam’s emphasis on investigations derived from student
interest. This example and three others supported this inclination, including scenario E7, which Sam
indicated as the second highest in terms of being representative of activities she would use in her
classroom. Regarding E7 and student interest, Sam said, “I would say this one is representative because
it’s really based on the students’ interests…”
The topic of active student engagement came up during discussion of eight scenarios. A typical
statement regarding this aspect of OTS regarded a scenario involving students continuing a bridge
building project to incorporate simple machines (E18),
E18 (referring to the scenario), I also feel is representative, because again it’s the kids
engaged in a hands-on activity. But I don’t feel like there’s much, not as much of a big
question – like you’re just telling them to make it move with the simple machines, but I
don’t feel like as bit of like, of a concept as here, in E7, they identify questions, whereas
here in E18 I don’t see as big of a question, but I still like, it’s something I would do.
(1B-32)
The above example also refers to another facet Sam emphasized – importance of having specific
learning goals or guiding questions, which Sam referred to while discussing six different scenarios.
Another example of this emphasis comes from Sam’s discussion of the scenario related to making a Jello
model of a cell:
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E3, with the Jello cell – I think that would be a good simulation for kids to do, to really
see what the inside of a cell is like. I mean I’d also have a more structured, you know,
like question to like be figuring out, or have them want to look for… (1B-32)
The final aspect Sam emphasized was that of importance of science content. Regarding scenario E12,
Sam said,
E12, the sink or float learning center. I think it’s a good idea to have science built into a
learning center, but if you never discuss it, I don’t know if the students would really get
the content out of it, you know. What it’s supposed to do. So I mean they could learn
that a penny sinks, but they’re never gonna know why. (1B-33)
Although Sam only mentioned the importance of content learning in three of the scenarios, she also
highlighted it in the reflective interview when asked about goals for teaching science.

Summary of Sam’s Orientation toward Teaching Science
The card sort and discussion exploring OTS revealed that Sam favored activities that originated
from students’ ideas and questions, with the belief that investigations based on students’ ideas lead to
greater interest and excitement. Sam also highlighted the importance of engaging students in inquiry
activities that emphasize evidence-based explanations and support clearly identified learning goals.
However, even if they don’t come away with a certain concept, Sam felt that:
…just the idea of science – science is so much more than like reading a book and answering
questions about like, rocks and minerals. Just that like, science is, it’s also a process, you know –
it’s fun, exciting, you don’t always know everything. It’s good that they have to learn, that they
have that concept, but then also just learning what science is in general. (1B-54)
Thus Sam felt that students’ understanding something about how scientists do science (methods of
science) was also an important learning goal in and of itself. Sam also stated that student engagement
was particularly important, having found from her PDS inquiry project that when teachers engage
students in active learning there are fewer behavior problems and students learn much more.
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CHAPTER 5
INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDY: TERRY

While observing and video recording the three lessons for Terry, I was impressed with the skill he
displayed in many aspects of teaching. First of all, each lesson centered on an important learning goal.
In Lesson 4, students gathered evidence that shadow length can change either because the light moves
or because the object moves, and tied this to explaining why Moon Bear’s shadow changed in a previous
lesson. By carrying out this activity, students could see how the position of the sun related to shadow
change. In Lesson 5, students investigated the relationship between sound and vibration, and in Lesson
6 they investigated the ability of sound to travel through materials other than air. In each case, students
indicated during the introduction that they were not certain about these topics. In Lesson 4, students
indicated that they knew that they could make a shadow change by moving the light, but many did not
think they could make the shadow change by moving the object. In Lesson 5, most students did not
believe that the Tibetan bowl would sing, and in Lesson 6, most students did not believe that sound could
travel through string. One student explicitly revealed a misconception, that sound could travel through
the string because there was air in between the strands making up the string through which the sound
could travel.
Terry used interestingly phrased questions to engage students with the topic of the lesson. For
example when introducing the lesson on sound vibration, Terry held up a metal Tibetan singing bowl and
asked, “What is this?” After students made many suggestions as to its function, Terry asked further, “Do
you think that it would be weird if that bowl could sing?” Each lesson involved a specific guiding question
that clearly reflected the intended learning goal, and during the introduction, Terry had the students read
the question aloud. The guiding questions were quite specific, and related closely to what the activities
were intended to show. Terry always had multiple activities going on in stations, and enlisted the help of
another adult (usually the classroom teacher, professional development associate, or classroom aid) so
that each activity was supervised. While students investigated, Terry always made sure that all the
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students in the group observed specific phenomena multiple times, and had a chance to manipulate the
materials themselves. During the wrap-up to the lessons, Terry used questions to solicit specific
observations made at each station to generate evidence for subsequent claims that answered the guiding
question. Throughout the lesson, Terry handled various behavior problems while maintaining focus on
the intended science learning.
Among all the effective teaching however, a number of instances within the lessons stood out as
likely to compromise students’ overall learning of substantive science concepts. The purpose of my study
was to consider various factors that might contribute to such problematic events in student teachers’
teaching practice and the role of these factors in influencing practice. To this end, I included the
following sections in the case description for Terry: 1) science background; 2) overall science teaching
context; 3) context of the observed lessons; 4) problematic content knowledge-related teaching events
from the observed lessons; 5) nature of content knowledge related to observed lessons; 6) analysis of
problematic events based on content knowledge and external factors; 7) classroom inquiry style; 8)
analysis of problematic events in terms of classroom inquiry style; and 9) orientation toward teaching
science. Chapter 7 develops these ideas further by means of cross-case analysis using comparable
information from the other two cases.
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SCIENCE BACKGROUND

Terry (pseudonym) is a non-traditional student, pursuing a second career in elementary teaching,
with elementary-aged children of his own. He came to the elementary education program with a
bachelor’s degree in a non-science or health related discipline area, but because he had already taken
three science courses to satisfy his previous degree program requirements, Terry was not required to
take any additional science courses. Thus Terry’s last formal science training occurred over 20 years
prior to entering the elementary teacher education program. The three courses he had taken at that
time were introductory courses in Biology, Geology and Meteorology. During the interview, Terry
expressed a regret that there had not been some kind of science course that identified science topics that
would be taught at the elementary level and included adult-level instruction in those areas.
Terry found his high school science education experience boring. He took Chemistry, Advanced
Biology and Meteorology classes that focused largely on memorization (e.g., memorizing the periodic
table of the elements), however, he did earn the science award for his high school graduating class.
Despite this uninspired formal high school science experience, Terry has always maintained a great
interest in science, which he attributes to his father’s influence. During the first interview he fondly
recalled numerous occasions where the two of them would discuss how various things work, or they
would watch a science related television special and spend time afterward discussing what they had
learned. He also recalled visits to science museums such as the Smithsonian, and enjoying his
subscription to a lay science journal. Terry continues to enjoy watching science related shows and
reading about science related topics.
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OVERALL SCIENCE TEACHING CONTEXT

Terry student taught in a first grade classroom consisting of 17 students. As for all the
classrooms in the school, at the front of the classroom was a multi-color square carpet. Terry began each
science lesson with students seated cross-legged (“criss-cross applesauce”) on the carpet, as he engaged
them in the introduction to the science lesson for the day. The introduction regularly involved discussion
designed to ascertain students’ prior knowledge of the lesson’s learning goal, and get students thinking
about the upcoming activity. This was followed by instructions for the activities at the various stations
students would be visiting. Each science lesson I observed had different combinations of students
working together, and enlisted the aid of at least two adults in addition to Terry: the mentor teacher, the
professional development associate (PDA), or a paraprofessional who often assisted in the classroom.
Every lesson I observed involved the assistance of at least one other teacher, such that at least
one knowledgeable adult supervised each station. For Lesson 4, Terry supervised the same group of
students at each station while the PDA directed activities at the other station. For Lesson 5, the PDA
worked with students at one station, the mentor teacher worked with students at a second station, and
Terry worked with students at a third station. For Lesson 6, mentor teacher and teacher’s aid assisted
with the string phones and the coat hanger chimes. According to the PDA, Terry worked fairly closely
with her, solicited ideas for activities from her, and discussed the lessons before carrying them out. As
mentioned in the case description for Sam, Terry shared much of this information with Sam, who did not
work as closely with the PDA in planning activities, as did Terry and Chris. Although Terry’s mentor
teacher helped in some of the science activities, her participation in developing science lessons was
minimal.
As for Sam, Terry also conducted an inquiry project as part of the PDS elementary teacher
preparation program. The title of Terry’s project was, Read It Again, Sam: Using Repeated Reading

during Guided Reading Instruction to Promote Fluency, Comprehension, and Vocabulary. The only
ramification of this project to Terry’s science teaching that I observed may have been his policy of having
students read the guiding question several different times during the introduction to the lesson.
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CONTEXT OF THE OBSERVED LESSONS

This section presents background information regarding the observed lessons. It serves to
situate the three lessons within the entire Light and Sound Unit, describe the science content addressed
in each lesson as well as the activities through which students investigated the content, and present the
duration of each of the three lessons.

Sequence of Lessons for the Unit
Terry taught seven lessons related to light and sound. Table 5.1 presents the guiding questions and a
brief description of each lesson.
Table 5.1 Brief Description of Unit Lessons for Terry Bolded lessons indicate lessons observed as
part of this study.
Lesson
1

Guiding Question (for inquiry
lessons)
What do we need to make a shadow?

2

Do all objects block light?

3

How do shadows cast by the sun
change throughout the day?

4

Does a shadow change in length
because the object moves or
because the light moves?

5

What does an object do when it
makes a sound?

6

Can sound travel through things?

7

Ear lesson

Description
Terry demonstrates to the whole class that without each
element, you do not get a shadow. Students then explore on
their own with a flashlight and object to confirm what was
demonstrated.
Students test various objects to determine whether the object
blocks all light (no light gets through), blocks some light (some
light gets through), or blocks no light (all light gets through)
Students trace the shape and position of Moon Bear’s shadow
outside in the sun every hour from 9 AM to 2 PM. Students
compare shape (longer and shorter only).
Students work at 2 stations, one in which they move
the light in a 180 degree arc passing overhead of a
stationary object and another in which they turn a
table holding an object in a 180 degree arc with the
light held in the same place. This activity led to
discussion of shadow change due to earth’s rotation on
its axis rather than movement of the sun.
Students work at 3 stations to observe vibrations
associated with sound for tuning forks and a
membrane with salt on it, the water in a singing wine
glass, and the Tibetan singing bowl.
Students work at 3 stations to explore whether or not
sound travels through materials other than air (water,
string, wood).
Demonstration, video and discussion of the ear and hearing
process.
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The three lessons that I feature in my study constitute a subset of activities from the district
curriculum on light and sound. Terry did make some modifications to the district unit by changing the
sequence of lessons, substituting different activities in the lessons, and by addressing concepts not
included in the district unit plan. For Lesson 3, Terry constructed a wooden cut out figure of Moon Bear,
a character in a fiction book about shadows that students read in conjunction with their study of
shadows. Sam (another student teacher in my study) also used the Moon Bear cut out figure in the
lesson about shadow change throughout the day. For Lesson 4, Terry constructed a “shadow table” that
could rotate 360 degrees around a horizontal axis allowing students to test for changes in shadow length
depending on the angle of the light. Terry further modified the district curriculum by focusing student
learning about shadow change on the astronomy-based concept that the earth’s rotation on its axis
causes shadow length change rather than the movement of the sun. In Lessons 5 and 6, Terry
substituted different examples of vibrating objects causing sound and materials for sound to travel
through for the examples provided in the district curriculum.

Content of the Observed Lessons
I observed three lessons out of the seven total taught by Terry for the unit (Lessons 4, 5 and 6).
These three lessons spanned the topics of light and sound. Lesson 4 was the culminating lesson about
shadows and shadow change which Terry developed to help students understand that although it seems
that their shadows change because the sun moves around the earth, there is an alternative explanation
in which the earth rotates and the sun remains stationary. The guiding question was: Does a shadow
change in length because the object moves or because the light moves? In this lesson, students worked
in groups of 3-4 students at two different stations. The first station explored the possibility that shadows
change length because the light moves (sun movement explanation). At this station, students
manipulated the position of a flashlight while shining it on a “counting bear” that remained stationary on
the desk. The second station involved manipulating the position of a “counting bear” fastened to the
“shadow table” built by Terry specifically for this lesson. The shadow table was designed so that it could
turn 360 degrees on an axis parallel to the floor. By allowing the table to rotate, and holding a flashlight
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at some angle to the table’s horizontal starting position, students could observe that the bear’s shadow
changed length for different positions of the table, and therefore different angles to the light.
Lesson 5 was the first classroom inquiry-based lesson related to sound. In this lesson, students
worked at three different stations to investigate the guiding question: What does an object do when it
makes a sound? At Station 1, Terry rubbed a wet finger around the rim of a wine glass containing some
water, while students listened and observed the water in the glass. At Station 2, students first struck a
tuning fork against a shoe and held the tuning fork close to their hand or face to feel the vibrations.
They then struck the tuning fork again and held it close but not touching, to a membrane made from a
balloon stretched tightly over a jar or can, and fastened with a rubber band. The membrane had salt
grains resting on it, and the students observed the movement of the salt when the vibrating tuning fork
was brought close. At Station 3, students rubbed the rim or struck a Tibetan singing bowl with a mallet
and felt the vibrations of the bowl.
Lesson 6 addressed the guiding question: Can sound travel through things? In this lesson,
students rotated through two stations, each of which had two activities. At Station 1, students
investigated sound travel through string by engaging in two different activities: string phones and coat
hanger chimes. With the string phones, one student spoke into a cup that was connected to another cup
by a string. When the string was kept taut, a second student was able to hear what was said in a second
cup placed up to her ear. With the coat hanger chimes, students wrapped the two strings attached at
the two ends of the flat, bottom part of a coat hanger around their index fingers and place these fingers
in their two ears. They then banged the coat hanger against a chair or desk and listened for the sound.
Station 2 also had two activities. The first involved Terry tapping metal spoons together inside a fish
bowl so that students could compare their ability to hear a sound with an ear pressed against the fish
bowl, with their ability to hear a sound with their ear away from the bowl. In the second activity at
Station 2, students made a similar comparison when they tapped a desktop with a metal spoon.
Students compared what they heard with their ear pressed against the desktop to what they heard with
their ear away from the desktop.
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All three lessons began with the students sitting cross-legged on the carpet in front of the
classroom (“criss-cross applesauce”), while Terry introduced the activity, questioned students for prior
knowledge, and had students read aloud the guiding question. Terry also provided some instruction for
the activities, however instruction specific for each station occurred at the stations. Each of the lessons
ended with a wrap-up discussion in which Terry drew together observations from the activities through
questions and prompts leading students to generate claims supported by evidence from the
investigations. This wrap-up discussion took place while students were seated in their investigation
groups.
In addition to the inquiry-based lessons conducted during the “formal science time,” Terry had
ongoing informal investigations as well that addressed students interests. One such investigation came
up because a student wanted to know what would happen to a banana peel if it just sat around. To
answer this question, Terry left a banana peel sitting on the windowsill for students to observe
occasionally.

Duration of the Lessons
The duration of the three lessons varied. Lesson 4 lasted a total of 25 minutes, and was interrupted by a
fire drill. Lesson 5 lasted 36 minutes, and Lesson 6 lasted 23 minutes. The average duration of the three
lessons was 28 minutes.
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PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS FROM THE LESSONS

A list of each “problematic” content knowledge-related teaching event observed in Terry’s lessons
can be found in table form in Appendix E, along with their characterization as to type of event. The
following two sections describe these problematic teaching events for each lesson, and provide a
description of patterns emerging for Terry regarding types of events that are problematic.

Description of Problematic Content Knowledge-related Events from the Three Lessons
Lesson 4: Does a Shadow Change in Length Because the Object Moves or Because the Light Moves?
During this lesson, Terry worked only with the students who were manipulating the position of
the flashlight while keeping the position of the object constant. The PDA worked with students at the
shadow table Terry had built. Terry’s instructions for the activity simply stated that the students could
not move the bear, but could move the flashlight. However, Terry circulated among the groups to ensure
students manipulated the flashlight in a certain way. While carrying out the activity, many students
moved the flashlight by holding it parallel to the desk top and bringing it closer to and farther away from
the object, thereby causing the shadow to change in length. When Terry asked students to demonstrate
how they made the shadow length change, and they showed him this method, Terry corrected them by
showing them they needed to move the flashlight in an arc that passed over of the object, without
acknowledging that the method they discovered also caused shadow length change. By ignoring the
method of changing shadow size the students had discovered, Terry omitted an opportunity for students
to observe a phenomenon that has important underlying concepts – the relationship between shadow
size and distance between the light and the object. In addition, by not acknowledging this method,
students might come to believe that moving the flashlight closer and farther away does not cause
shadow change. This concept also relates to previous learning about shadow formation and how light
travels in a straight line. Further, the concept of shadow size change due to change in distance between
light and object could have been addressed using the same materials provided for the intended learning
goal.
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Lesson 5: What Does an Object Do When it Makes a Sound?
During the lesson on sound and vibration, the students carried out three separate activities. At
the activity with the singing wine glass, students commented that the sound made the water wave.
Terry didn’t discuss the statement to help students understand that the vibrations cause the sound. In
addition, Terry didn’t connect the waves in the water to vibrations. During the dancing salt activity, Terry
effectively separated the activity into two parts, first having students observe vibrations in the tuning fork
alone and that the tuning fork made a sound when it vibrated. After the students observed that the
tuning fork vibrated when it made a sound, Terry had them bring the tuning fork close to the membrane
holding the grains of salt. While performing both parts of the activity, students hit the tuning fork with
varying force, resulting in loud or soft sound, causing greater or lesser movement of the salt grains on
the membrane. Terry never explicitly discussed this phenomenon, thereby missing an opportunity to
address an important, fundamental concept related to sound – that greater energy input when
generating the vibrations leads to louder sound. Further, Terry didn’t take advantage of the fact that this
activity also demonstrated the idea that vibrations can transfer from one medium to another. This could
have been easily accomplished by having students trace the vibrations from tuning fork to air to the
membrane. Similar opportunities for addressing important related concepts arose during the activity with
the Tibetan singing bowl. Terry never connected their observations of how hard they hit the bowl and
how loud the sound was. Another problem with the lesson related to the design of the three inquiry
experiments. Although they were performed rigorously enough to demonstrate that sound and vibrations
are related, Terry never had students explicitly perform the “control” by which they could notice that
sound stops when the vibrations stop. During the wrap-up, Terry used the observations that in every
activity there were vibrations associated with sound to make the final claim that vibrations cause sound.
Without this “control” step, one could argue more strongly for an alternative explanation that sound
causes vibration. This step could easily have been added to the activity by having students feel the
tuning fork and listen to it before they struck it, as well as having them stop the vibrations in the tuning
fork and then listen to it. Likewise, they could have felt and listened to the Tibetan bowl before and after
striking, and after dampening the vibrations. For the wine glass activity, they could have shown that
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there was no sound and no waves in the water before rubbing, nor if they held onto the cup part of the
glass as it is rubbed. Also during this lesson, there were multiple occasions in which students had
difficulty causing the objects to make a sound. Rather than allowing students to investigate themselves
what did and did not work, Terry always intervened and solved the problem for them.

Lesson 6: Can Sound Travel through Things [Other Than Air]?
Terry modified the district curriculum-based guiding question from “Does sound travel better
through some materials than others?” to “Can sound travel through things [other than air]?” Although
Terry recognized that students already understood that sound can travel through air, the rephrased
question changed the nature of the investigation to just looking at whether sound does or does not travel
through things other than air, and not considering whether sound travels better or worse through some
materials than others. This latter concept is also an important idea for students to explore and gain
experience with, as is discussion of possible reasons why sound might travel better or worse through
some materials than others. Terry included four activities in this lesson, designed to demonstrate that
sound can travel through string, wood, and water. At each station, students observed that the sound is
louder in the different materials than it is in air, and that with some materials it is louder than with
others. Terry eventually began to question students about how loudness compared in the material vs.
air, but didn’t bring this important idea up during the wrap-up. Instead, the topic of the wrap-up was
simply whether or not sound did travel through the different materials.
During the introduction, one student predicted that sound would travel through string because it
could travel through the air between the strings. This statement revealed the misconception that sound
travels only through air. Several times during the wrap-up, Terry referred to this student’s comment as
accurate, that sound did travel through the string, just like the student had predicted. By explicitly
pointing out the student’s statement as accurate, Terry reinforced the misconception that sound only
travels through air. Also, at no time during the wrap-up did Terry explicitly make comparisons among the
various activities and whether or not they transferred sound even through they contained no air.
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Another concept that could easily have been addressed at each of the stations was the idea of
tracing the transfer of sound from one medium to another, and that such transfer involved vibrations in
one medium transferring to the next medium. The intended learning goal doesn’t address this idea – it
only investigates whether sound travels through different materials, and only specifically refers to travel
within the material itself. During one of the activities, Terry asked students to trace the path of the
sound from the coat hanger to their ears, however Terry never brought this up to the whole class, and
never discussed it explicitly in terms of the sound passing from one material to another, and how that
might happen. The idea of transfer from one medium to another could have been easily addressed using
the same materials. This could have been accomplished by having students trace sound travel from the
water to the glass with the fishbowl, or from coat hanger to string to the ear (coat hanger chimes), or
from air to cup to string to cup to air (string phones), and noticing that they could stop the transfer by
preventing the next material from vibrating (string related activities, especially). In addition, by tying
that idea to the previous lesson’s activity with the dancing salt, students could see that the sound
transfer involved vibrations in each material.

Pattern of Distribution of Problematic Events into Event Types for Terry
As described in Chapter 3 (Methods), the various individual problematic events for the three
student teachers fell into one of eight event types. In order to better understand the nature of teaching
events that are problematic for Terry, I examined the distribution of teaching events for the three lessons
among these event types. Table 5.2 presents this distribution. A description of the eight event types can
be found in Table 3.6 of Chapter 3. Categorization of individual events in terms of event types for Terry
can be found in Appendix E.
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Table 5.2 Distribution of Problematic Teaching Events by Event Type for Terry
Event Type

1.

Including concepts that are important for future science learning

2.

Choosing, modifying, or developing activities that support learning of
important substantive science concepts
Connecting and sequencing concepts within lessons, among lessons within
the unit, or external to the unit
Using student prior knowledge, interest, and findings to influence what
concepts to include in the lesson and their sequence
Identifying and addressing students’ misconceptions

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identifying and addressing students’ inaccurate observations, evidence,
and claims
Offering scientifically accurate feedback to students

8.

Choosing words carefully to avoid ambiguity and possible misconception

Total number of problematic content knowledge-related events for three
lessons

#
problematic
events

% of total
number of
problematic
events

9

45

2

10

1

5

4

20

1

5

2

10

1

5

0

0

20

100

From Table 5.2 we can see that the vast majority of problematic events for Terry involved event types 1
and 4. For Terry, high numbers of events in these event types reflected his failure to include additional
concepts in the lessons, even though they were closely related to the intended learning goal and could
have been easily incorporated into the existing lesson using the same materials and making only minor
changes to the activities.
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NATURE OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO OBSERVED LESSONS

Because two out of three of the lessons I observed for Terry were about sound, I chose to focus
the concept mapping activity on the topic of sound in order to gather information that would help me
understand the nature of Terry’s understanding of concepts related to the two sound lessons (sound and
vibration, and sound travel). Aspects of content knowledge considered in the analysis include: 1) depth
(accurate understanding of first/second grade concepts versus high school-level concepts); 2)
interconnectedness (degree to which Terry made accurate connections among concepts); 3) organization
(overall scheme by which Terry grouped topics); and 4) understanding of relative importance of concepts
to science learning. I combined information from transcripts of the mapping activity with Terry’s final
concept mapping activity map, statements made during the two reflective interviews, and direct
statements made during the lessons to generate a diagnostic concept map that graphically depicts the
depth and interconnectedness of Terry’s content knowledge. In addition, I used the final concept
mapping activity map and transcripts from the activity to determine how Terry tended to organize
concepts. Finally, I used data from reflective interviews specifically related to why or how various
concepts are important as evidence for Terry’s understanding of the relative importance of various
concepts for future science learning. Figure 5.1 presents the diagnostic concept map representing the
nature of Terry’s content knowledge pertinent to the topics presented in the two lessons on sound. Table
5.3 provides a key for understanding the various symbols used in the diagnostic map. What follows is a
description of the nature of Terry’s understanding of concepts related to the source of sound and sound
transfer.
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Figure 5.1 Diagnostic Concept Map for Terry Rectangles = High school level concepts; Oblongs =
elementary level concepts; Diamonds = added subdivisions for organizational purposes. See Table 5.3
for explanation of lines and shading.
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Table 5.3 Description of Lines and Shading Used in Diagnostic Concept Maps
Plotting
Symbol

Category

Description

Scientifically
inaccurate
knowledge





Student teacher’s statement regarding a concept is incorrect.
Mapping activity indicates lack of understanding.
Student teacher’s statements reveal unfamiliarity with the concept.

Partial
understanding



Student teacher makes some statements that are accurate, and others
that are inaccurate about a concept.

Scientifically
accurate
knowledge of
the concept
No scientifically
accurate
connection



Student teacher makes a statement that reflects scientifically accurate
understanding.




Connections involving concepts for which the ST holds misconceptions.
Potential connections where student teacher does not understand one or
both of the concepts.

Partially
accurate
connection



Student teacher understands the two concepts, yet doesn’t show any
connection during concept mapping or in discussion.



Student teacher shows partial understanding of one or both of the two
connected concepts.
Student teacher makes accurate connection between concepts for which
the ST has demonstrated accurate scientific understanding.
Student teacher makes statements accurately connecting concepts

Scientifically
accurate
connection



Boundaries of
content
knowledge for
lessons





Concepts contained within the boundaries were involved in the three
lessons as they were taught.

Depth and Connectedness
Regarding concepts addressed in Lessons 5 and 6 (objects that make sound vibrate, and sound
travels through materials other than air) Terry had a clear, accurate understanding of the first/second
grade observational concept that sound is caused by vibration, and that objects that make sound also
vibrate. Terry also clearly and accurately understood that sound travels in waves outward from its source
to the listener’s ear, and had an understanding of components of the ear and their function. Terry did
not, however, understand that sound waves in air are compressional (or longitudinal) involving
compression and rarefaction of air molecules, or that sound results when vibrating objects create a
pattern of compression and rarefaction that travels from molecule to molecule in air in a process
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involving energy transfer from molecule to molecule. From this I concluded that Terry had limited
understanding of the mechanism of sound transfer.
Terry clearly and accurately understood that sound does indeed travel through materials other
than air (observational knowledge), and that sounds traveling through different materials are different
depending on the material. In our discussions, Terry added the idea of “strong conductor” to describe
materials through which sound seemed louder than when traveling through air. Terry understood that
sound travels through different materials at different speeds but associated the difference in speed with
density of the medium, rather than stiffness of the material in terms of its molecular make up. Terry
accurately distinguished between loudness and pitch, but was unsure how frequency, wavelength and
amplitude relate to either. Terry was also unfamiliar with the relationship, speed = frequency x
wavelength, and the importance of this relationship to understanding sound and waves in general. Terry
was also unfamiliar with the idea of a sound spectrum, but after an explanation, grouped it with pitch and
amplitude. This inaccurate connection of pitch and amplitude further illustrated limitations in Terry’s
understanding of high school level concepts. Terry was unfamiliar with the Doppler effect, which is a 6th
grade topic in the district curriculum for sound.
Terry placed concepts related to waves, such as frequency, wavelength, rarefaction,
compression, and the formula relating speed, frequency and wavelength in a fifth grouping labeled
“waves.” Terry connected the four groupings related to the taught lessons to the central idea of the map,
which was “sound.” It was not until I pointed out that the concepts contained in the fifth group might
relate to others on the map that Terry drew in a connection between “waves” and the grouping that
included pitch, volume and amplitude. Terry did not connect the grouping related to waves to any of the
other groups, indicating a limited understanding how concepts related to waves relate to multiple
concepts of sound.

Organization
As the mapping activity progressed, Terry often referred to the concepts in terms of the lessons
in which they were taught and organized the collaborative concept map according to three main
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groupings: sound creation, sound travel, and nature of sounds you hear, with hearing and the ear in a
fourth small grouping termed “mechanics” of hearing. These groupings corresponded exactly with the
four lessons making up the sound portion of Terry’s unit. As mentioned above, Terry placed concepts
related to waves, such as frequency, wavelength, rarefaction, compression, and the formula relating
speed, frequency and wavelength in a totally separate grouping, isolated from the other clusters. None of
these concepts were addressed directly in any of the lessons, although some students talked about sound
waves. Thus the conversation during the mapping indicated that Terry was thinking about the concepts in
terms of the teaching of them, but the groupings might be considered to be in terms of an organizing
concept or theme.

Understanding of Relative Importance of Concepts
Several pieces of evidence suggest that Terry had an understanding of the importance of
sequencing lessons and that students must understand certain concepts prior to learning about others.
First of all, Terry changed the sequence of lessons about sound from teaching about the mechanics of
hearing first, to last so that students would have already learned about vibration, sound travel and the
difference between loudness and pitch. Terry justified his decision by saying, “I think it’s important that
that come last, because I think it has more meaning then, if you already understand how sound works,
and it will go through things, and then talk about well that’s how the ear gets it.” (2S-74)
Secondly, my conversations with Terry regarding why various learning goals were important
involved one lesson on light (shadow change) and one on sound (sound travel). For the lesson
investigating whether shadows change due to object or light moving Terry explained:
That later led into the discussion about the Sun moving, or the Earth moving, and how
the shadows in their everyday life, in the natural world, in the outside world, why those
shadows are changing. …it’s important for them to understand that you can’t always,
how do I say it? That even though the sun looks like it’s moving, you can’t believe that.
That you have to understand that there’s even a deeper reason behind that. (2S-18)
Regarding sound travel, and why it is important for students to understand that sound travels through
materials other than air Terry explained,
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First and foremost they’re important because [school district] curriculum said they were
important. But also important because um for example, understanding first even now in
life under the sea, understanding that whales can communicate with one another. Well,
first you’d have to understand that sound can travel under water. (2S-48)
We can see from these statements that although Terry felt that following the district curriculum was an
important reason for teaching a concept, he also tended to think about the importance of concepts in
terms of how they relate to other concepts, and whether they contribute to future learning. It is,
however, impossible to determine whether Terry’s connection between concepts of sound to underwater
communication occurred prior to the unit on sound (before Terry had planned the unit on ocean life), or
after thinking about whale communication while planning or implementing the undersea unit.
Nonetheless, Terry did make the connection, suggesting awareness of the possibility that concepts from
one science topic can support learning of other concepts.
While reflecting on the composite concept map I had prepared, Terry responded to my question
about how such a map might be useful by saying,
If you want to see what’s coming after. For example, that sound travels through things.
We start just with the idea that it travels through air, and other things, um, but if you
want to know how it’s going to become more sophisticated in the future, this helps you
to see that. That you’re actually going to be talking about why that is so, why it travels
through a solid better than it travels through air, for example…It helps you to understand
or feel good about the idea or the fact that you’re teaching them something that they
really do need to know for future learning. (3S-4, 3S-6)
Later, while discussing criteria to use for deciding on whether goals are important Terry stated,
I would be looking for whether the topic was somehow derived from a previous lesson,
from the kids talking about it, or if it came out of kid curiosity about how something
worked. Then also if it connects to what’s coming up next, if you can make that
connection then I think it’s worth, I think it’s a very worthwhile goal. (3S-19)
From these statements, it appears that Terry understood the general idea that certain concepts underlie
others and the importance of making connections among concepts in order to enhance future learning.
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Preparation for Teaching
As part of the first reflective interview, I questioned Terry about what he had done to prepare for
teaching the lessons. For the lesson on shadow change, Terry responded by outlining the steps he took
to prepare materials for the lessons and the decisions he made to effectively sequence learning. For the
lesson on sound travel, he explained that he had tried out each of the activities at home to make sure
they worked. He also mentioned that the variety of activities he had selected would be effective for
addressing the learning goal because the learning goal was for students to learn that sound does travel
through different materials. Terry made no mention of doing any reading or consulting experts to deepen
his understanding of light or sound, despite his earlier lament that he wished he had had a course on the
topics to get some “adult” level learning.

Summary of the Nature of Terry’s Content Knowledge
In summary, Terry had clear, accurate understanding of elementary-level concepts related
directly to the learning goals of the lessons (objects that make sound vibrate, and sound travels through
materials other than air). Terry also exhibited understanding of some of the more advanced concepts,
such as the idea that vibrations translate into sound waves that travel through a medium. However,
Terry exhibited only partial understanding of most of the advanced grade level observational concepts
related to sound waves such as frequency, wavelength, and amplitude; and the mechanism of rarefaction
and compression of molecules by which sound energy travels through air. Terry was also unsure how
these advanced concepts related to the phenomena observed in the lessons. These observed limitations
in Terry’s content knowledge about sound are corroborated by his comment during the science
background interview that he would have liked an “adult-level” understanding of the science concepts to
be taught in the elementary classroom. In spite of this wish, he did not appear to have made an attempt
to research the concepts taught in the lessons.
Terry tended to organize concepts around how they would best be taught rather than according
to overarching concepts. However, Terry did appear to consider the importance of the various concepts
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taught in terms of their value for future science learning, as underlying concepts within a unit, and the
longer time frame of the semester.
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ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS IN TERMS
OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE AND EXTERNAL FACTORS

Appendix E presents the list of content knowledge-related teaching events for Terry generated as
described in the Methods section, including a column describing aspects of content knowledge that might
have contributed to each problematic or non-problematic event. This table also includes relevant
external factors that emerged during analysis of reflective interviews and the interview with the
professional development associate that might provide alternative explanations for the events, along with
rebuttals to those alternative explanations where possible. The following sections describe patterns
observed in aspects of Terry’s content knowledge contributing to the events, the potential external
factors that might also have contributed to their problematic nature, and evidence from the data that
refutes the alternative explanations as being totally responsible for the problematic nature of the event.

Analysis Based on Content Knowledge
As pointed out in the section describing the problematic events, approximately 80% of the
problematic events involved failure to add important concepts even though they could have been easily
incorporated into the lesson. Analysis of these events in terms of Terry’s content knowledge of these
concepts revealed two situations, both of which could be linked to limitations in content knowledge. One
involved cases where Terry understood the concepts themselves. For example, Terry understood that
stronger vibrations lead to louder sound, and hitting something harder leads to stronger vibrations, yet
he did not include these important concepts in the lessons. A second type of situation involved adding
concepts for which Terry showed limited understanding. For example, Terry chose not to discuss the
speed of sound in the lesson about sound travel, and although he described differences in sound in
different materials in terms of strong or weak conductors, he didn’t include that idea in the lesson either.
Terry had clear understanding of concepts in the former example – they all involved elementary-level
understanding only. However, even though Terry understood in general the value of teaching concepts
that support future learning, with only limited understanding of how concepts interconnect it would be
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difficult to recognize this as an opportunity to provide such additional background experience. In the
second example, Terry may have failed to include the added concepts because he himself did not have
understanding of them or how they relate to future learning.
Supporting the idea that content knowledge is involved in these events, is the observation that all
the non-problematic events only required elementary-level understanding of the concepts or connections
between concepts that Terry demonstrated. For example, Terry modified the district curriculum by
substituting three activities (Tibetan bowl, singing glasses, and dancing salt) for the vibrating ruler
activity provided in the curriculum. This was an appropriate substitution, and provided examples that
were equal to or better than the ruler activity for demonstrating the concept that objects vibrate when
they make a sound. Comparing what is required to evaluate these activities and choosing to replace the
district curriculum-based activity required understanding of what would appeal to the students. But in
terms of content knowledge, it only required understanding of the elementary level concept that vibrating
objects make a sound. No understanding of underlying mechanisms was required, although such
understanding might have helped Terry analyze why the singing glass didn’t work at first. Figure 5.1
presents a visual representation of the limited depth of understanding required for teaching the sound
concepts Terry included in the lessons. The concepts enclosed in the gray line represent the knowledge
base Terry required to conduct those lessons in the way that he did. By adhering strictly to the intended
learning goals and avoiding additional concepts, Terry kept the lessons within the range of his conceptual
understanding.

Analysis Based on External Factors
Examination of the content knowledge-related teaching events in terms of external factors
revealed that for Terry, limitation in time was the most probable and pervasive issue that might provide
an alternative explanation for the problematic content knowledge-related teaching events. As described
previously, Terry had freedom to develop a schedule for his students, and his mentor teacher was
amenable to his making changes to the district curriculum activities as long as the concepts were
addressed. Even with this restriction, Terry was free to change a district lesson to focus on the earth’s
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rotation as an explanation for shadow change, rather than staying with the district lesson that focused on
change in angle of the light as the cause for shadow change. The average lesson length was 28 minutes,
requiring time for an introduction, time for students to carry out their investigations at three stations, and
time for a wrap-up.
This is a compelling alternative explanation. In rebuttal, however, Terry did take time to change
the district lessons in ways that would make learning clearer for the students. For example, during the
dancing salt activity, Terry first had students work with the tuning forks alone to observe the relationship
between hitting them on their shoes, listening to the sound they made, and feeling the vibration of the
prongs. Only after each student had explored with the tuning forks alone, did Terry introduce the idea of
bringing the vibrating tuning fork close to the membrane holding the salt. Terry also added an entire
extra lesson to the overall unit in order to address students’ misconception that shadows change because
the sun moves around the earth. Thus, when something was important to Terry, he made time to carry
it out. In further rebuttal, most of these problematic events would have involved using the existing
activities to illustrate additional concepts. Another rebuttal regarding the issue of time is the fact that
these changes would have required little if any additional time. Thus, it remains a possibility that
limitations in time resulted in Terry’s failure to include additional related concepts, but does not exclude
the possibility that limited content knowledge may have also played a role.
There were a few events that could not be explained by either limited content knowledge or time
limitations. For example, while investigating sound vibrations and sound travel, Terry did not have
students test what would happen had they pinched the string, or held on to the singing glass or Tibetan
bowl. These activities would not require understanding of concepts beyond the elementary level, which
Terry clearly had, nor would they require significant additional time. A second example comes from the
event in which a student revealed the misconception that sound travels only through air. Terry clearly
understood that sound travels through materials other than air, and the purpose of the investigations was
to help students understand that sound can travel through materials other than air. Thus the source of
this problematic event cannot be explained by limitations in content knowledge nor external factors.
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CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

While observing Terry’s science teaching, it was clear that there were a number of features that
distinguished his interpretation of classroom inquiry from that of the other two student teachers. As
described in Chapter 3 (Methods), eight aspects of classroom inquiry style (CIS) emerged from
examination of the three student teachers’ teaching practice that helped to distinguish among their style
of classroom inquiry-based teaching: 1) degree of focus on intended learning goals; 2) level of teacherdirectedness; 3) explicitness of connections among observations, evidence and claim; 4) coherence
among components of inquiry; 5) scientific rigor; 6) openness of discussions; 7) opportunities for
understanding students’ thinking; and 8) accuracy of claims. The following sections describe each of the
eight aspects of classroom inquiry style for Terry based on the contributing indicators comprising the
aspects.

Focus on the Intended Learning Goal (high)
Focus refers to the relative degree to which the lesson concentrated exclusively on the original
learning goal. The following evidence contributes to the describing the level of Focus Terry exhibited as
being “high.”

Number of Learning Goals Per Lesson
All three of Terry’s lessons involved a single learning goal. The goal for Lesson 4 was for
students to understand that shadows can change because the earth rotates rather than the sun moving.
The goal for Lesson 5 was for students to understand that objects vibrate when they make a sound. The
goal for Lesson 6 was for students to understand that sound can travel through materials other than air.

Number and Clarity of Guiding Questions Per Lesson
Terry provided a clear, concise guiding question for each lesson that clearly reflected the learning
goal. Corresponding to the learning goal for Lesson 4, the guiding question was “Does a shadow change
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because the light moves or because the object moves?” For Lesson 5, the guiding question was, “What
does an object do when it makes a sound?” Terry substituted this question for the one provided by the
district curriculum, which stated, “How is sound made,” because he felt that it more clearly represented
the investigations. For Lesson 6, Terry provided the guiding question, “Can sound travel through things?”
Although the question’s phrasing leaves out the understood component that the students would be
looking for evidence that sound travels through things other than air, it does reflect the focus of the
learning goal. The district guiding question for this concept was, “Does sound travel better through some
materials than others.” This phrasing included concepts that extended beyond what Terry intended to
cover in the lesson.

Number of Activities Per Lesson and Relationship to Learning Goal
Terry used multiple activities for each lesson, each of which related directly to the intended
learning goal. In Lesson 4, Terry had two activities, one demonstrating that by moving the light and
holding the object stationary, you could change the shadow shape and position, and the other
demonstrating that you could also change the shape and position of a shadow by moving the object and
holding the light stationary. In Lesson 5, Terry used several activities to illustrate the concept that
objects vibrate when they make a sound (singing wine glass, dancing salt (separated into two parts –
vibrating tuning fork and dancing salt), Tibetan singing bowl). Each of these activities as performed
clearly demonstrated that objects vibrate when they make a sound. In Lesson 6, Terry used three
activities to demonstrate that sound travels through materials other than air. The coat hanger chimes
and string phones activities demonstrated that sound travels through string. The activity where students
listen to spoons tapped together inside a fishbowl filled with water illustrated that sound travels through
water. The activity where students tapped on the desktop with their ear pressed against the desk
demonstrated that sound travels through wood. In addition, Terry supervised each activity closely to
make sure that students made certain observations. This involved intervening frequently to make sure
students did the activity in a particular way that would prevent “confounding” observations. For example,
during the activity on shadow change, Terry corrected how students manipulated the flashlight so they
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would be able to connect a specific motion of the flashlight with the shadow change, rather than an
alternative method for changing shadow length. Terry included an extension activity for only one of the
lessons I observed (Lesson 5). This activity also related directly to the intended learning goal.

Diversity of Unique Scientific Claims
Further evidence of the high degree of focus came from examination of the number of unique
claims developed during the three observed classroom inquiry lessons and how closely they related to the
intended learning goal. Because of a fire drill, I did not observe the wrap-up to the lesson on shadow
change. However, for each of the two sound lessons Terry taught, the claims directly reflected the
learning goal and related to the guiding question. For example, from Lesson 5, the primary claim
generated from evidence was that objects vibrate when they make a sound. Terry did extend the claim
(not fully supported by the evidence) that vibrations cause sound. In Lesson 6, the single claim was that
sound can travel through things other than air. Table 5.4 presents these claims and supporting evidence
from the investigations.

Table 5.4. Guiding Questions and Claims Resulting from Investigations for Terry
Lesson
#
5

Guiding Question
What does an object do
when it makes a sound?

Claims and supporting evidence
1.

2.
6

Does sound travel through
things?

3.

Objects vibrate when they make a sound.
 Evidence: Pattern of observations: ripples in the water when
the wine glass sings; tickling feeling from the tuning fork when it
makes a sound; dancing salt when the vibrating tuning fork is
placed close by; salt jumps off the membrane when you touch
the TF to the membrane; the singing Tibetan bowl tickles when
it sings.
Objects make a sound because they vibrate
 For every example, when the object made a sound it vibrated
Sound travels through things other than air
 Evidence: Pattern of observations: could hear spoons tapped
together through the water; could hear tapping noise of spoons
traveling through the desktop; could hear a person’s voice
through a strong; could hear gong-like sound of coat hangers
banging against the desk or chair through string.

Another consistent feature of Terry’s lessons was that there were no claims generated during the
investigation stage of any of Terry’s lessons. All questions during this stage guided students to make
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specific observations that would later be used to generate claims during the wrap-up to the lesson.
Although I did not observe the wrap-up to Lesson 4 (shadow change), the pattern of generating only
observations during the investigation phase followed the pattern observed with Lessons 5 and 6.

Focus of Questions and Prompts
Terry’s questions and prompts focused almost entirely on the intended learning goal. There was
only one case where Terry digressed to include questions involving a closely related concept (including
questions about if there was a difference in loudness comparing sound travel through the desktop, water,
coat hanger chimes to just traveling through air). For the most part, students’ responses to Terry’s
questions related directly to the intended learning goal. Table 5.5 presents representative examples for
an investigation phase and wrap up phase. From these exchanges, we can see that in the investigation
phase, Terry’s questions led students to look for specific observations, and during the wrap-up, Terry’s
questions helped draw together the observations into a pattern that then supported a claim. Even when a
student added the idea about loudness in the investigation exchange, Terry did not pursue this, but
rather brought students back to the idea of vibration.
Because Terry’s lessons had only one intended learning goal per lesson, a guiding question that
closely reflected the learning goal, multiple activities that all related specifically to the one intended
learning goal, only one or two claims, each of which related directly to the intended learning goal, and
Terry’s questions and prompts all concentrated on students’ making observations and generating claims
related to the intended learning goal, I classified the level of Focus of Terry’s lessons as “high.”
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Table 5.5 Representative Teacher-Student Exchanges for Terry (T=Terry; Other initials
=identified students in the class, St(s)=unidentified students)
Lesson and
Lesson Stage

Exchange
T

Can sound
travel through
things [other
than air]?

A
T

Investigation
Phase
A
T
A
T
A
T
C
T
C
T
S
T

What does an
object do when
it makes a
sound?

A
T
St
A
T
A
T
S
T

Wrap-up Phase
St
T
To
T
A
T
A
T
As
T
J
T
J

Okay, we’re going to put our foot up like this [Terry sits with his leg crossed] I hold onto this
part [indicating the handle, not the prongs] just this part, not this part. Are you looking?
And I hit it like this [Terry demonstrates hitting on the shoe]…So I can hear that. So let’s
try that part first. Alice, give it a try
Thought we got our…
The other way. Um hmm [Terry gets up to help Alice]. Oh, it was going there a little bit.
Okay, hold it like that – okay, and [hits tuning fork on student’s shoe] Do you hear it? Hit
the bottom of your shoe. Um hmm. There you go. Do you hear it? Try it again. Practice.
Go ahead and practice.
I feel it moving
Yeah. Moving where?
On my cheek.
Is it moving on your cheek, when you touch it on your face?
Un huh.
There you go. Sandra, you have to do it the right way.
Oh my gosh!
Did you get it?
It feels weird.
Oh, yeah. Good job Carl. Sandra, try it? [Terry passes out tuning forks to each student]
Yeah.
Audrey? [Terry hands her a tuning fork]. Now Carl, take your other hand away so you
don’t hit it. Just take this hand away. There you go. Now hit the bottom of your shoe. Try
it there [To another student next to Audrey] Do you hear it?
Yeah. It was so loud.
Try it again. [Terry listens]. Yeah, there you go.
I’m going to try it like this.
Mine is louder [Audrey and another student hold up their tuning forks for each other].
And Audrey said when she touches it –
It vibrates.
When you were experimenting with the bowl, what did the bowl do once it started making
that nice noise, what was the bowl doing? Sandra?
It was vibrating, and when you touched it, it tickled.
Yeah, when you touched it, it sort of went like this [Terry demonstrates how they touched
it] and it tickled. And Sandra was right, it was vibrating. And I heard lots of other boys and
girls using that word too, vibration. When you were over hear at this station, and you were
working with the tuning forks, when you struck the tuning fork on the bottom of your shoe,
what did the tuning fork do?
Vibrate
Thank you for quiet hands. Who has one? Tommy does.
It vibrate, and when I hit it on the back of my shoe, I didn’t do it, but its [inaudible] and I
could when I touched it, it bounced real higher [salt grains]. I hit it on the heel of my shoe.
Okay, so when the tuning fork came close to the salt, and the salt jumped off the wax
paper, why would it do that? Why would the salt move? The tuning fork was vibrating,
what do you think, Audrey? Why would the salt move?
Because it was a loud noise and it like made it move. It was really loud when we hit it.
It was really loud when you hit it?
Yeah.
Okay, who else had their hand up. Ashley? What were you going to say?
I forget.
You forget? Okay, Joey, what did you find in your evidence? Joey? That’s okay, what did
you find out?
That I could feel it tickle.
You could feel it tickle?
When you hold it on the bottom.
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Lesson and
Lesson Stage

Exchange
T
J
T
Sts
T
Sts

What, the bowl? You could feel it tickling your hand?
Um hmm.
I could too. So could we answer this question now? We looked at the evidence. Criss cross
applesauce, please. What does an object do when it makes a sound? What was the bowl
doing when it made a sound?
Vibration – vibration
It was vibrating, wasn’t it. It was vibrating. So do you think we could say that sound is
created, sound happens because something vibrates?
Yeah.

Teacher Directedness (high)
Every component of each of Terry’s classroom inquiry-based lessons was teacher directed. In all
three observed lessons, Terry determined the learning goal; designed the guiding question; chose or
designed the activities; closely supervised as the students carried out the activities and corrected how
students carried out the activities when students strayed from carrying them out a particular way. In
Lessons 5 and 6, Terry guided the process of finding patterns in observations that could be used as
evidence and guided students’ formulation of claims. For example, in the lesson on sound and vibration,
Terry used the district curriculum to decide to teach about vibration and sound and changed the guiding
question to reflect the specific activities he planned to use. As illustrated by the transcript excerpt
presented in Table 5.5, Terry demonstrated how to use the materials, and corrected students when they
used them in a way that might prevent them from making specific observations. Also for each of the
activities, Terry made sure that each student made the important observation – the object making a
sound was vibrating. Then, during the wrap-up, Terry elicited students’ observations and tied them
together to provide evidence for the claim. Thus Terry directed every aspect of the lessons. Only the
lesson on shadow change contained some element of student involvement. The motivation for pursuing
the astronomy-related aspect of shadow change came from students’ comments when observing their
own shadows on the playground that they thought they changed because the sun moved. However,
because only one inquiry component of one lesson involved student input, I classified the overall level of
teacher-directedness in Terry’s classroom inquiry-based lessons as “high.”
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Explicitness of Connections among Observations, Evidence and Claim (high)
As illustrated in the transcript excerpt from the wrap-up to Lesson 5 (Table 5.5), Terry went
through a rather formal process of soliciting students’ observations from the activities, emphasizing their
similarities, and then using the similarities to make a general statement (claim) that answered the guiding
question. In Lesson 5, Terry extended the claim that objects vibrate when they make a sound to the
claim that vibrations cause sound, without going through any steps from observation to evidence to
claim. However, because all other instances involved highly explicit connections, I classified the level of
explicitness of connections among observations, evidence and claims as “high.”

Coherence Among Components of Inquiry (high)
Coherence among components of inquiry refers to the degree to which each component connects
logically with other components in the chain from learning goal to claim. Coherence can break down
when a particular activity, designed to illustrate a particular concept is changed in some way, and no
longer supports the original concept or the new secondary concept. It can also be a property of the
original activity, when it doesn’t actually support the intended learning goal. All three of the lessons I
observed for Terry were highly coherent. In all three lessons, the guiding question directly reflected the
learning goal, the planned and implemented activities related directly to the guiding question and
learning goal, the observations students made applied directly to the learning goal and guiding question
and were logical based on the activity. I did not observe the wrap-up phase of Lesson 4, however for
Lessons 5 and 6, the evidence generated accurately represented the observations and was logical and
reasonable based on the observations, and the claims generated (except for one) followed logically from
the observations and evidence. The one exception came when Terry added the claim that sound
happens because something vibrates. Although this claim is scientifically accurate, it doesn’t follow
completely logically from the observations and evidence, since based on the activities as they were
carried out, one could argue that sound caused the vibrations. However, due to the high level of logical
connection among all other components of the three lessons, I classified the level of Coherence for Terry
as “high.”
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Scientific Rigor of Activities (high)
Scientific rigor of activities involves four elements: 1) repeated observations, 2) systematic
investigations, 3) control of variables, and 4) number of activities supporting a single learning goal. In
order to present evidence supporting my classification of the scientific rigor of Terry’s lessons as “high,” I
will consider each of these elements individually.

Repeated Observations
As pointed out previously, for every activity of each lesson, Terry made sure that each student
observed specific phenomena that would contribute to evidence for the desired claim. In so doing, each
student of each group had an opportunity to make the same observation repeatedly, since each student
also watched as the other students performed the activity. An example of this is evident in the transcript
excerpt presented in Table 5.5, where Terry worked with multiple students to help them successfully tap
the tuning fork and notice the sound and vibrations that resulted.

Systematic Investigations
Each of the activities required students to manipulate materials in a way that was repeatable and
consistent with what the other students were doing. As described elsewhere, Terry accomplished this by
supervising the activities closely, and helping students when they had difficulties or were using the
materials in ways that would not lead to the desired observations. The transcript excerpt of the
investigation stage of Lesson 5 presented in Table 5.5 illustrates the consistency with which Terry made
sure each student hit the tuning fork correctly so as to be able to hear a sound and feel the vibration. In
this way, each student could experience the phenomena of sound and vibration of a tuning fork that was
correctly struck.

Control of Variables
I observed nine different activities for Terry, and although some involved controlling external
variables more than others, each activity successfully included this element to some extent. The activities
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in Lesson 4 (shadow change) were well controlled – over the course of the two experiments, students
manipulated only one variable at each station (moving the light with object stationary or moving the
object with the light stationary). In Lesson 5 (sound and vibration) each student did the same thing to
the object and observed the results in terms of sound production and vibration under Terry’s close
supervision. In Lesson 6 (sound travel), students compared the sound made when it traveled directly
through a material to the ear to how it sounded when it passed through air before reaching the ear.
Terry made sure that all other conditions were the same and only the type of material changed (air,
water, desktop, string). Naturally, given the age level of the students in the class, there was some
variation involved. However, given the coarse resolution necessary to illustrate the intended learning
goal, the way the activities were carried out resulted in a level of variation that was well within
acceptable bounds.

Number of Activities Per Learning Goal
Terry used two activities in Lesson 4, three activities in Lesson 5, and four activities in Lesson 6.
All activities in each lesson demonstrated the same concept (the intended learning goal) operating in a
different context. For example, in Lesson 5, students observed the sound made and vibrations resulting
when you rub the rim of a wine glass containing water, the sound and vibrations made in a tuning fork
when it is struck, and the sound and vibrations in a metal bowl when it is struck or rubbed with a mallet.
Each of these activities related directly to the intended learning goal (objects vibrate when they make a
sound).
Given the high degree to which the activities involved repeated observations, systematically
carried out procedures, control of variables, and multiple representations of the concept, I classified the
Scientific Rigor of the activities implemented in Terry’s lessons as “high.”
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Opportunities for Open Discussion (low)
The aspect, opportunities for open discussion, contained two factors: 1) openness of student
teachers’ questions and prompts, and 2) format for communicating findings. The following description
addresses each factor separately for Terry’s lessons.

Openness of Questions and Prompts
Openness refers to the extent to which a question or prompt invites students to respond with a
specific, expected response, or rather invites students to respond more freely, and express ideas
important to them. I did not find any examples of the latter type of questions or prompts during Terry’s
lessons. Every question or prompt Terry made evoked an expected response that related directly to the
learning goal.

Format for Communicating Findings
Terry’s lessons exhibited a pattern in which Terry questioned and prompted students to
communicate observations during the investigation stage, and devoted the wrap-up stage to generating
claims from evidence based on the observations made during the investigations. Consequently, the
wrap-up to the lessons provided the only opportunity for students to communicate findings. This process
consisted entirely of Terry asking very focused questions and students responding with brief, expected
answers. Further, students communicated their findings as short responses by description only, rather
than using materials to show others what they had found. Given the closed nature of Terry’s questions
and prompts, and the restricted nature of the context in which students conveyed their findings, I
classified opportunities for open discussion as “low.”

Opportunities for Understanding Student Thinking (low)
The CIS aspect, opportunities for understanding student thinking, includes two elements: 1)
“what counts” opportunities, where students are responsible for making decisions related to the
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investigation, and 2) “windows” into student thinking in which the students’ comments or actions reveal
misconceptions or depth of understanding.

“What Counts” Opportunities
“What counts” opportunities refer to instances where students must make decisions regarding
steps in the inquiry process or must solve problems themselves. Although a number of potential “what
counts” opportunities arose in Terry’s lessons, none of them materialized. For example, in Lesson 4,
students manipulated the flashlight in a way that generated changes in shadow length, but the way some
of them moved the flashlight with respect to the object was not consistent with what Terry needed for
the overall lesson. Rather than present the two activities and have students discuss how the alternative
way of manipulating the flashlight did not parallel what was happening with the angle of light in the other
activity, Terry simply corrected the students. In Lesson 5, students encountered circumstances in which
they held the bowl or the tuning fork or the table on which the wine glass was sitting in ways that did not
generate optimal sound or vibration. Rather than allowing students to figure out how to optimize the
sound, Terry intervened and showed them the correct way. In Lesson 6, students noticed differences in
the quality of the sound, but Terry never provided opportunities for them to discuss them and how they
might relate to sound travel. As previously described, Terry also supervised the wrap-up discussion, and
picked out the observations that would help students answer the guiding question, rather than having
students look at the guiding question, and decide what observations would help them answer it, and how
observations from the various activities followed a pattern that reflected the answer to the question.

Windows into Students’ Thinking
Only one incident occurred during the three lessons I observed that revealed students’
understanding of the cause of various phenomena. This incident occurred during the introduction to the
lesson on sound travel when a student predicted that sound could travel through the string because it
was made up of many strands and the sound could travel in the air between the strands. This statement
revealed the misunderstanding that sound travels only through air, and not through other materials. The
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introduction to the lessons was the only time when students had the opportunity to talk about what they
thought, without coaching from Terry. During this time, students were able to describe their own
experiences with the materials used in the activity, or their prior knowledge about the topic of the lesson.
Terry did not include similar open time during the investigation or wrap-up phases. The one lesson
where Terry included an extension activity (sound and vibration) provided students the opportunity to
make a prediction on what would happen based on what they had learned from the main activity, but
there was no discussion of how or why it occurred.
Given the lack of realized “what counts” opportunities and limited frequency of events that
revealed students’ understanding of material, I characterized the lessons level of opportunities for
understanding student thinking as “low.”

Accuracy of Claims
Due to the fire drill, I did not observe the wrap-up to Terry’s lesson about shadow change, and
therefore cannot comment on whether the claims generated for this lesson were accurate. However, for
the lessons on sound, all three generated claims were scientifically accurate.

Summary of Terry’s Classroom Inquiry Style
Table 5.6 presents a composite classroom inquiry profile for Terry. From this table we can see
that Terry’s style is highly focused on the intended learning goal and that logical connections among the
various components of inquiry are medium-highly coherent. Terry’s lessons are highly teacher directed,
and Terry tends to explicitly make connections between observations, evidence and the claims generated
from the investigation. The activities carried out in Terry’s inquiry-based lessons are highly scientifically
rigorous, with high levels of repetition, high numbers of activities representing the same concept, a highly
systematic manner for carrying out the activities, with experiments that are carried out with controlled
variables. Only three claims were generated from the two lessons involving sound (the only two lessons
whose wrap-ups I observed), and all three of these claims were scientifically accurate.
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In contrast, the level of openness of discussions and opportunities for understanding student
thinking were low for Terry’s lessons. The only aspects of Terry’s lessons that generated open discussion
were found during the introduction to the lessons, and involved discussion to review previous lessons and
establish students’ prior knowledge. The investigation stages of all three lessons, and the wrap-up
stages to the two sound lessons included no open discussions. Likewise, there were numerous missed
“what counts” opportunities in all three lessons and the only instance where students revealed their
understanding about how something worked came during the introduction phase of a lesson and involved
the student’s prior knowledge.
The schematic diagram representing the generalized structure for Terry’s lessons reveals that
Terry tended to save generation of claims for the wrap-up to the lesson, include multiple activities
representing the concept comprising the intended learning goal, and that all components and connections
among components were coherent and teacher directed.
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Table 5.6. Composite Classroom Inquiry Profile for Terry (INT=introduction; INV=investigation;
WRP=lesson wrap-up; LG=learning goal; GQ=guiding question; AC=activity; OB=observations;
EV=evidence; CL=claim. Please see Table 3.13 for key to shapes and line colors.
Aspect
Learning Goals

Guiding Question

Average Time
(minutes)
Generalized
schematic of
classroom inquiry
components and their
position within the
various phases of the
lesson.

Classroom Inquiry Style








Shadows can change because the earth moves or because the sun moves.
Objects vibrate when they make a sound.
Sound can travel through materials other than air.

Does a shadow change in length because the object moves or the light source moves?
What does an object do when it makes a sound?
Can sound travel through things [other than air]?
INT: 4.5 minutes
INV: 11 8 minutes
WRP: 5.6 minutes
Total lesson time: 22.3 minutes

LG

INT

GQ

INV
WRP

AC-1

AC-2

AC-3

OB-1

OB-2

OB-3

EV

CL

Focus on Learning
Goals

High:

Teacher Directedness

High:

Explicitness of
OBEVCL
Coherence

High:
High:

Scientific Rigor

High:

Opportunities for
Open Discussion
Opportunities for
Understanding
Student Thinking

Low:

Accuracy of Claims

High:

CL

Each of the multiple activities comprising Terry’s lessons focus on one intended learning goal.
Although in one lesson, Terry adds a second dependent variable (loudness), Terry does not
include this concept in the final wrap-up to the lesson.
Virtually all aspects of Terry’s lessons are teacher directed.
Terry routinely refers explicitly to observations to generate claims, and often to patterns of
observations as evidence. However, not all claims are made with this level of explicitness.
Virtually all components of Terry’s lessons follow logically with one another. The one
exception involved Terry’s addition of a claim that vibrations cause sound, which is suggested
by the evidence from the activity, but could be explained by an alternative claim.
All activities in Terry’s lessons are carried out with high levels of scientific rigor:
 Repetition of tests: high
 Number of activities per concept: high (2-4)
 Systematic: high
 Controlled: medium-high (evidence for claim that sound is caused by vibration is weak)
All questions and prompts regarding the investigation and wrap-up are closed to topics other
than the intended learning goal, and students answer only with short answers.

Low:




There are numerous missed “What Counts” opportunities.
There is only one instance where discussion reveals student’s thinking, and that involves prior
knowledge rather than learning from the activity.
o
Student reveals misconception that sound travels only through air.
Three total claims for two lessons (Lessons 5 and 6)
All claims are accurate.
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ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC EVENTS BASED ON ASPECTS OF CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

In order to gain insight into how Terry’s style of Classroom Inquiry might influence nonproblematic or problematic content knowledge-related teaching events, I reanalyzed the original list
problematic content knowledge-related teaching events in terms of aspects of CIS. The results of this
analysis are presented in the final column of the table in Appendix E. From this table we can see that a
number of problematic events that were previously attributed to limitations in depth and
interconnectedness of content knowledge can also be accounted for by aspects of CIS. In particular, the
majority of problematic events related to adding important concepts could be explained by Terry’s high
level of focus on the targeted learning goal. Thus, even if Terry were to have expert-level understanding
of concepts and their interconnections, he might still avoid adding concepts because they would distract
students from learning the intended learning goal.
Other aspects of CIS that may also explain why Terry did or did not add concepts are Coherence
and Scientific Rigor. Terry’s CIS reveals a tendency to make sure that the activities are carried out with
scientific rigor, and that each component of the investigation is coherent with every other component.
Adding concepts to the lesson would require that the activities generate observations and evidence
leading to and supporting claims that reflect the concepts. Requiring that activities and lessons meet
these specifications may prevent Terry from spontaneously including additional concepts in response to
student interest or misconceptions, without ample time to analyze how closely they would fit.
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ORIENTATION TOWARD TEACHING SCIENCE

As described in Chapter 3 (Methods), ten facets of orientation toward teaching science (OTS)
emerged from analysis of transcripts of the discussions I had with the three student teachers individually
as they carried out the card sort activity designed by Friedrichsen & Dana (2003), and from responses to
the reflective interview question regarding their overall goals for teaching science. Table 5.7 presents
these aspects, and indicates which of them Terry emphasized during our conversation. The following
discussion summarizes Terry’s orientation toward teaching science and the evidence supporting this
interpretation.

Table 5.7. Aspects of OTS and Relative Degree of Emphasis for Terry (O=no mention;
+=mentioned once or twice; +++ = emphasized; bolded aspects are those highly emphasized by
Terry).
Aspects of Orientation toward Teaching Science
1.

Active engagement of students in hands-on science activities

2.

Considering student interest

3.

Encourage student responsibility for learning

4.

Applications to everyday life

5.

Commitment to inquiry-based science teaching

6.
7.

Looking for patterns and problem solving – coming to
conclusions based on logic
Importance of teaching science content

8.

Need for specific learning goal or guiding question

9.

Need to consider prior knowledge and misconceptions

10. Importance of scaffolding learning
Total

number of
references

% of
total

Relative
emphasis

2

5

+

6

16

+++

0

0

O

2

5

+

7

19

+++

5

14

+++

5

14

+++

6

16

+++

2

5

+

2

5

+

37

99

Based on the results from this study, Terry’s orientation toward teaching science exhibited a
strong commitment toward inquiry teaching, with an emphasis on the idea of looking for patterns in
order to solve problems, and using data from investigations to draw conclusions based on logic. Support
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for this conclusion comes from the fact that Terry expressed his preference for inquiry-based science
teaching while discussing six scenarios (E7, E8, E10, E13, E16, and E17) and brought it up again during
the reflective interview question regarding goals for teaching science. In addition, Terry ranked one of
these scenarios (E7) as second most representative of how he would teach. A representative statement
regarding inquiry came from the following description of how Terry would modify scenario E10 (Newton’s
laws):
I would definitely want them to have things to do in order to understand the laws of motion, but I
think I would want them to use those activities to arrive at the conclusions as to what those laws
are. So in other words, I wouldn’t want to give them the laws first and then say “Here are some
activities to prove it” – I would want them to have activities that they can do and start to get the
evidence on their own, and then we come together to talk about what they learned from that. (1S31)

Terry discussed the importance of finding patterns, using them to analyze information, and come to
conclusions based on logic while discussing four scenarios (E2, E13, E15, and E18). Of these scenarios,
Terry ranked E15 and E18 as second in terms of how representative they were of how he would teach.
Terry highlighted these ideas specifically during my informal summary of Terry’s comments during the
card sort. This latter discussion clearly summarizes Terry’s ideas:
I think the problem solving and the patterns would be the two biggest areas. Because basically
you’re trying to help the children be able to analyze something on their own and make sense of
something on their own. So that when they get into the higher grades, or when they are just in
life in general out of school, they can take something, look at it analytically, and come to a
conclusion based on logic, why it makes sense to them that it’s that way. (1S-44)

Another area of focus for Terry was that of gearing inquiry lessons toward learning substantive
content and having specific substantive learning goals for teaching. Terry included aspects of content
learning during discussion of four scenarios (E6, E8, E9, and E17) and also during the reflective interview
response regarding goals for teaching science. In most of these cases, Terry also heavily emphasized the
district curriculum as a source of what should be taught. A typical discussion related to students’ content
learning came from E17:
If the unit that we were investigating under the curriculum were asking us to do something related
to that, then yes – or if one of the children had a question about birds, or when do birds eat, what
do they eat, or how often do they eat – then I think those are questions you can answer using the
strategy of having them record observations with an outdoor feeder. (1S-31)
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Terry emphasized the importance of having specific substantive goals for science teaching while
discussing five scenarios (E7, E9, E10, E12, E17), and also during the reflective interview response to the
question about overall goals for teaching science. While discussing scenario E9 Terry said:
Let’s see, E9…I would not have a problem if one student was investigating whales while another
investigates molds. My only concern would be depending upon how strictly I needed to adhere to
the unit or the curriculum that might be in place in that school district. So it might be good to
have an overarching theme that we’re looking at, so that the class is going in a single direction but
everyone is investigating their own interests. (1S-31)

From this excerpt we can see that Terry would want to find a common learning goal for the class to
pursue, but allow students to pursue that learning goal via personal interest.
Another area of emphasis for Terry involves teaching to students’ interests. This emphasis was
already echoed in Terry’s statement regarding in the previous discussion of teaching toward goals with
scenario E9. Terry brought up this idea while discussing five additional scenarios, two of which he had
ranked as #2 in terms of being representative of how he would teach. The following excerpt from the
discussion regarding scenario E5 highlights this idea:
Let’s see, E5 would be representative, because with earthworms, I would want the kids to observe
their behavior for a while, take a look at them, see what makes them curious about the
earthworms. Because there again, I think that if the children are pursuing their own investigations,
that they’re going to be much more motivated to answer their own questions, rather than answer
my questions. So in an ideal case, yes I would like for them to pursue their own questions. (1S31)

From this statement we can see that Terry would prefer to have students investigating their own
questions, and recognized that doing so would enhance their interest level. By including the phrase, “in
an ideal case,” however, Terry implies that having each student investigate her own question would not
likely happen.
As evident from the card sort examples already cited, Terry did not consider these ideas in
isolation from one another. Rather, they became intertwined and many discussions brought more than
one idea to the foreground at a time. The following two additional excerpts further illustrate this
tendency:
E7 would be representative, because there again the students would be pursuing something that
interests them, they’re the ones who generated that interest, and you as the teacher, you’re just
helping them to pursue that interest. So that would be representative. And if they had questions,
if everybody had a question, and you broke the kids into groups where the questions were similar,
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which it seems that’s what that’s saying, then probably that would be a good way to pursue that
investigation, I think, with similar questions grouped together. (1S-31)
Well, E7 and E5 I really liked because that’s allowing students to pursue their own curiosities. E18
and E15 I liked, and the commonality between them, the reason I like it, is because that’s
providing – that’s really problem solving for the kids. That’s providing a challenge for the students,
and then they need to figure out a way to answer that question. So I like that. Even though it’s
given by the teacher, I still think it’s a nice challenge type thing when the kids have to figure it out
on their own. So that’s why I like those. But I think those are the distinct categories between
those problems – one is teacher-directed, or not teacher-directed but teacher initiated, and the
other is student-initiated. (1S-38)

Interestingly, Terry’s number one choice of scenario that was most representative of his teaching was E4,
the scenario that involved using the KLEW chart2. While talking about this scenario, Terry says, “E4,
definitely representative, because you need to know what your kids already know about a topic before
you start teaching it.” (1S-31). This was the only time Terry discussed this scenario, or mentioned prior
knowledge, yet he ranked scenario E4 as number one based on the idea of prior knowledge.

Summary of Terry’s Orientation toward Teaching Science
In summary, Terry’s OTS favored inquiry-based investigations organized around a guiding
question that would lead toward learning an intended learning goal. Also of importance to Terry was that
the topics of the investigation were of interest to the students. Another aspect of inquiry-based teaching
of importance to Terry was that it provided opportunities for students to engage in problem solving
where they had to use logic and patterns in data to address the guiding question. Terry also mentioned
student engagement, prior knowledge and scaffolded learning as important factors to include in
instruction, but did not emphasize these factors as heavily as he did the other five.

2

The KLEW chart (Hershberger, et al., 2006) is a scaffolding tool for inquiry-based learning in which
teachers record 1) What the students think they know about the topic; 2) What they learned from
carrying out their investigations; 3) What their evidence was for that learning; and 4) What further
wonderings they have after the investigation.
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CHAPTER 6
INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDY: CHRIS

While observing and video recording inquiry-based lessons in Chris’ student teaching classroom, I
was immediately struck by the depth of discussion and focused intensity of the students as they engaged
in their investigations. Chris referred to them as scientists, and treated them like “scientific colleagues” by
respecting their ideas for how to design experiments, what data to gather, and what phenomena to
observe and analyze. Chris had students communicate their findings by doing “lab walks,” in which each
group shared what they had learned by using materials at their lab area to demonstrate to the rest of the
class how they carried out their experiments and what they had observed. When a group communicated
its findings, the student presenters were the experts on their findings. The topics discussed by the
different groups ranged from the intended learning goal, to whatever the students had noticed that was
of interest to them. With Chris’ help, they translated those observations into claims about the
phenomena they were investigating. Based on the literature regarding influence of content knowledge on
teaching practice, the breadth of topics addressed, the level of student-centeredness and direction, and
the factors the students considered while making their decisions suggested that this student teacher must
have strong command of the subject matter involved in the lesson.
Even though Chris’ inquiry-based teaching differed significantly from that of Sam and Terry, close
examination of her lessons also revealed a number of problematic events that might limit students’
learning of science. As for Chapters 4 and 5, this chapter provides a detailed description of problematic
teaching events, content knowledge, style of inquiry teaching, and orientation toward teaching science
for Chris. I present this information along with contextual information in nine sections: 1) science
background; 2) overall science teaching context; 3) context of the observed lessons; 4) problematic
content knowledge-related teaching events from the observed lessons; 5) nature of content knowledge
related to observed lessons; 6) analysis of problematic events based on content knowledge and external
factors; 7) classroom inquiry style; 8) analysis of problematic events in terms of classroom inquiry style;
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and 9) orientation toward teaching science. Chapter 7 develops these ideas further through cross-case
analysis of comparable information from the other two cases.
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SCIENCE BACKGROUND

Chris (pseudonym) is a traditional four-year student who had unpleasant experiences with
learning physics and chemistry in high school, never particularly enjoyed science and had also had no
university science courses related to the subject matter of light and sound. Her parents never went to
college, however her dad is a licensed electrician, is good in math and science, and likes to work on cars
and things around the house. She attributed her interest in fixing things to watching and talking with her
father. In high school she took courses in earth science, biology, chemistry and physics, all of which
relied heavily on textbook reading and problem solving. She recalled that by the time she took Physics
she hated it, and that “science was never the thing that [she] was really into” (1K-12). Unlike these high
school experiences, she recalled that her eighth grade science teacher had a much more interactive
approach to science learning, and that learning experiences from that class made a big impression on
her. At the university level, Chris took an introductory biology and an introductory meteorology course,
but commented that those courses also just involved memorization of terms, and that she would
probably never use that information again. The one university science course that made a large
impression was an engineering course for non-science majors that involved building a drawbridge out of
K’NEX and LEGOS, and learning concepts of science behind the engineering along the way. She found
that course to be “awesome.”
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OVERALL SCIENCE TEACHING CONTEXT

Chris’ class consisted of 17 first grade students. The classroom space was larger than that for
Sam and Terry, but like the other two participants’ classrooms, desks were arranged in groups of four or
five. Chris also varied which students worked together for the different lessons I observed. The
carpeted area in the room was more spacious than in Sam or Terry’s rooms, making it possible for
students to sit cross-legged around the perimeter of the carpet, rather than bunched up with some
students sitting behind others. As with Sam and Terry, each science lesson began with the students
seated on the carpet. During this stage, Chris discussed the previous day’s science learning which led to
what was planned for the current lesson. Chris used the KLEW Chart (Hershberger, Zembal-Saul, & Starr,
2006), particularly for the part of the unit dealing with light. This involved Chris writing on a large
poster-sized pad on the floor, while asking students what to write. Chris usually gave instructions for the
various activities at the stations, where students could see the materials and interact with them
somewhat while Chris described what they would be doing with them. Before leaving the carpeted area
to carry out their investigations, Chris reminded them to “put on your scientist hat,” a signal for them to
engage in behavior conducive to using the materials appropriately and to focusing on their investigations.
Unlike Sam and Terry, Chris chose her science teaching about light to be the focus of the
required inquiry project for the professional development school (PDS) program. During the study, Chris
explored the effects of a more student-centered style of classroom inquiry, and worked closely with her
professional development associate (PDA) who happened to be accomplished at inquiry-based teaching.
Thus, the PDA was intimately involved in the planning of the science lessons and contributed as an
assistant at some of the stations during the implementation of the activities. The PDA also contributed
ideas for activities and resources for carrying out activities. Perhaps also related to the focus of the
inquiry project, Chris’ mentor teacher was amenable to changes Chris wanted to make, and video
recorded many of the science lessons.
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CONTEXT OF OBSERVED LESSONS

This section presents background information regarding the observed lessons. It serves to
situate the three lessons within the entire light and sound unit, describe the science content addressed in
each lesson as well as the activities through which students investigated the content, and present the
duration of each of the three lessons.

Sequence of Lessons for the Unit
Chris taught a total of 11 classroom inquiry-based lessons in the light and sound unit, eight
related to light and three related to sound. There was one additional non-inquiry lesson also conducted
for each topic. Table 6.1 presents the sequence of these lessons and a brief summary of what they
entailed. Chris changed many aspects of the district curriculum while planning and implementing the
activities, but addressed most of the learning goals presented in the curriculum. Chris used very few of
the district activities, choosing to select activities from other resources. The sequence of lessons and
many of the activities came from ideas students voiced as wonderings from the KLEW Chart.
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Table 6.1 Brief Description of Unit Lessons for Chris Bolded lessons indicate lessons observed as
part of the study.
Lesson
1

Lesson Topic
Science Talk

2

Flashlight exploration

3

Colors of light

4

Light and color

5

Shine through

6

Shadow sort

7

Shadows/journals

8

How light travels

9

Light boxes

10

Sound and vibration

11

Sound travel

12

Pitch and sound

13

Ear lesson

Description
Introductory discussion.
Students investigate freely with flashlights at multiple stations to observe
phenomena and come up with wonderings to guide further investigations
Students work at three stations to make observations about colors of
light produced from: 1) prisms in sunlight; 2) prisms in artificial room
light and prisms in a box with a flashlight; and 3) bubbles seen under
light from the sun or flashlight. An extension activity explores colors
from diffraction gratings.
Students further examine colors of light in three stations: 1) shining flashlight
through colored filters and combining red, blue and yellow light to make white
light; 2) looking at objects through colored filters; 3) coloring and spinning
colored wheels to make white light.
Students sort objects by whatever criteria they choose using a flashlight to
determine what light does when it interacts with the object.
Students sort objects again by whether you can see through them or
not, with attention to whether they make a shadow when a flashlight
shines on them.
Students look at how the position of their shadows changes when they go
outside, and work in stations to examine what you need to make a shadow;
order of the three things, position of shadow depending on position of the light;
and change in size of shadow when you move the light closer or farther away f
Students become experts about light treavel at one of three stations: 1) light
sensor on computer; 2) what light does when it hits water (goes through the
water, makes a rainbow, bounces off the surface; 3) can we bounce light
(students each have a mirror, one student has dark paper and one has a
flashlight. Students try to position the mirrors so that the light travels from the
flashlight to the black paper.
Students work in teams of 2-3 students with a box with 8 holes evenly spaced
on top and a peep hole at one end. Picture of shapes are attached to the
opposite end of the box. Students use a flashlight on different holes to see
which holes they must illuminate in order to see the shapes. Students also
place black, tan or white paper over the lid and shine the flashlight through to
see whether they can still see the shapes and with what colored paper.
Students observe vibrations that accompany sound in three stations: 1) tuning
forks and miscellaneous objects they touch the vibrating tuning fork to; 2)
tuning forks placed in bowls of water with a ping pong ball, and 3) musical
instruments, including the Tibetan singing bowl, a shoebox guitar, and a drum.
Students rotate through four different stations to examine: 1) sound
travel in string phones, 2) sound travel through bags of air, water or
ice, 3) a homemade working model of the ear, and 4) a computer
activity investigating how loudness changes as the sound is closer or
farther away.
Students investigate vibration and sounds that accompany vibration in three
stations: 1) soda bottles filled with different amounts of liquid; 2) wine glasses
with different amounts of water, and 3) different length tuning forks. At each
station, students arrange each by pitch.
Students watch video and discuss the human ear and how we hear.
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Content of Observed Lessons
I observed three of the eleven classroom inquiry lessons Chris taught for the unit, but because
Chris was focusing on science teaching for the required inquiry project for the PDS program, I had access
to video records of complete lessons from all of the classroom inquiry lessons for the unit. In order to
include representative lessons from various stages of science teaching that might reveal changes in Chris’
inquiry-based teaching over time, I chose randomly from among the lessons, and included Lessons 3, 6
and 11 in the study. Of these three, I personally observed only Lesson 11.
In Lesson 3, students explored the “rainbows” created by prisms or bubbles in sunlight or
artificial light by rotating through three stations. Station 1 involved observing rainbows created by prisms
of various size in the sunlight. Station 2 had two activities. In the first activity, students placed a prism
in a box with a hole in the side through which they could shine a flashlight. They placed the prism in the
box and manipulated its position and orientation in the box until they could see a rainbow. The other
activity at the second station involved making a rainbow with the incandescent light coming from the
bathroom. Station 3 involved looking at “rainbows” that form on the surface of bubbles when viewed in
sunlight or the light of a flashlight.
In Lesson 6, students worked in teams of three to re-sort a series of objects they had sorted in a
previous activity according to how well light passed through them and whether they were see-through or
not. This time, however, they were told to sort the objects by whether they were see-through or not
see-through, and to pay attention to whether they made shadows. This activity was in response to a
student’s observation that she could see a shadow with the objects that light did not pass through.
In Lesson 11, students explored sound travel in four stations. For Station 1, Chris had
constructed a homemade working model of the human ear. Students traced the flow of sound as it
passed through the various parts of the model ear. At Station 2, students investigated sound travel by
working with two sets of materials. One activity had students feel the surface of a balloon membrane
stretched over a can as they talked into the can. The second activity had pairs of students work with
string phones to determine whether they could hear each other talk through the string. At Station 3,
students struck tuning forks and touched the vibrating end to zip-loc bags containing air, water, or ice,
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and listened for the sound each made. At Station 4, students worked at the computer to learn about the
effect of distance on loudness of sound.
While the process by which Chris introduced the three lessons and conducted the investigation
stage remained the same, the way she tied the learning together at the end of the lessons changed
between Lessons 3 and 6. For Lesson 3, after students finished their explorations, they returned to the
carpet to share what they had learned. Chris recorded their findings on a KLEW Chart as they spoke, and
questioned students further about what they had learned. For Lessons 6 and 11, however, Chris had
students in each group share their method of sorting and procedure for how they tested for whether the
object was see-through or not. This occurred not while students sat on the carpet, but rather through a
“lab walk” in which each group shared findings at their lab “benches,” while the rest of the class gathered
around. Chris first asked them to share their findings related to the original task, followed by sharing
other interesting findings they encountered. Other students were welcome to contribute as well, but the
original group was responsible for the discussion.

Duration of Lessons
The three lessons that I analyzed for this study ranged in length from 42 minutes for Lesson 3, to
38 minutes for lesson 6, and 46 minutes for lesson 11. The average time for the three lessons was 42
minutes.
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PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS FROM THE LESSONS

A list of problematic content knowledge-related teaching events for Chris can be found in
Appendix F along with their characterization as to event type. The following two sections describe these
problematic teaching events for each lesson, and provide a description of patterns emerging for Chris
regarding types of problematic events.

Description of Problematic Content Knowledge-related Events from the Three Lessons
Unlike Sam and Terry, Chris did not have a guiding question for any of the lessons I observed.
Therefore, I identify the three lessons by topic, not by guiding question.

Lesson 3: Colors of Light
Lesson 3 involved examining “rainbows” generated under four different conditions: 1) prisms of
different sizes in bright sunlight coming through the classroom window, 2) prisms (same size) placed in a
light box, illuminated with a flashlight, 3) bubbles in sunlight, and 4) bubbles illuminated with a flashlight.
Chris had intended an additional activity in which students examined rainbows formed with a prism
illuminated with the light from the bathroom, however none of the students ended up actually doing this
activity. There was no explicitly identified guiding question, but Chris introduced the lesson by saying,
“Okay, we’re going to play around with some things today and we’re going to try to find out what light
does with different things, okay?” (57:27). The only additional guidance for what students should be
looking for was instruction to notice what colors they saw with each activity. For the prism/sunlight
activity, Chris encouraged students to manipulate the prism in multiple ways and demonstrated possible
strategies, but did not insist on any specific procedure.
Multiple problematic content knowledge-related events arose during the lesson. First of all, while
collecting students’ findings during the wrap-up, there were contradictions between what students said
and what they had observed during the investigations. For example, during the investigation phase,
different groups reported seeing different colors, and especially with the prism in the box using the light
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of a flashlight, groups reported seeing only a subset of the colors seen in sunlight. However during the
wrap-up, when Chris asked the groups what colors they had seen under the different conditions, another
group replied that they had seen all the same colors they saw with the prism in sunlight. Chris never
addressed the differences in results. During further discussion, the emphasis rested on the finding that
sunlight and light from a flashlight are basically the same in terms of colors of light, even though the
spectrum of light from the flashlight bulb probably differed from that of sunlight, and various natural and
artificial light sources can have different spectra.
A second series of problematic events arose regarding differences between artificial and natural
light. Although not expressed as part of the intended learning goal, during the wrap-up, Chris made a
point to have students compare how easy it was to see a rainbow under the different conditions.
Students reported that it was always easier to see the rainbows in the sunlight than with the flashlight.
Chris developed this idea and extended the original observational claim to an explanatory claim: the
reason they could see the rainbow more easily in sunlight was because sunlight is natural light, and the
flashlight is artificial light. One of Chris’ students offered the alternative and accurate explanation that
the difference was because the sunlight was brighter than the flashlight, not because of being natural or
artificial, but Chris ignored this suggestion. Incorporated in the problematic nature of this episode was
the ambiguity inherent in the word, “easier.” It was never clear whether Chris meant how vivid the
rainbow was, or whether the colors were different, or whether it was mechanically easier to manipulate
the prism or bubbles to generate the rainbow when using the flashlight or sunlight. As can be seen,
multiple variables entered into this episode, some experimental and some related to clarity of
communication.
Over the course of the investigation phase, different groups of students and individual students
manipulated the materials in many different ways, and were eager to share their observations with Chris.
During the wrap-up, after first soliciting students’ observations regarding colors of light they saw during
each activity, Chris asked students for other findings. Claims regarding other important topics of light
resulted. One student reported that you see behind you when you look at a bubble. Chris tied this
finding to a previous discussion about reflection, but no further discussion of the nature of the surface
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leading to reflection ensued. Another talked about seeing multiple images of the person she was looking
at when she looked through the prism, and another reported that the person looked smaller when seen
through the prism than without the prism. Chris acknowledged these findings, but never discussed the
idea of internal reflection with the students and that light entering the prism can bounce off the inner
boundaries between glass and air. Chris actually asked a student to recount what he had shown her
earlier - that he could make the rainbow longer by moving the prism all different ways. Chris
acknowledged and recorded all these findings without discussion, accepting each as equally important
and interesting.
Finally, at the end of the wrap-up, a student asked how a prism makes colors of light. Chris was
surprised by the question, and indicated that answering that question had been one of the purposes of
the investigations. By doing the activities, the students should have been able to figure that out. The
activities presented in the lesson all illustrated that white light can be changed into colors of light,
however none of the activities demonstrated how that happens. In fact, the two objects used to make
colors of light do so by different mechanisms (prism – internal reflection and refraction; bubbles by
internal reflection and interference). There was no way for the student to figure out the mechanism from
the activities provided.

Lesson 6: Shadow Sort
During Lesson 6, Chris had students work in groups of three to sort a series of objects according
to whether they were see-through or not, and to think about whether or not they made shadows. The
idea for this lesson arose from a student’s observation during a previous lesson. While sorting objects by
whether or not they were see-through, the student had noticed that some of the objects made a shadow.
The class had agreed that following up on that observation would be a good idea. Although each small
group worked toward the same goal, each chose its own method for testing the ability to see through the
objects and for whether it made a shadow. Some continuity of method occurred, however, because
many groups used the same method they had used in the previous investigation to test for “see through-
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ness.”

Because of the added variety in methods of testing for shadows, however, I considered each

small group’s investigation as a different activity done to investigate the same phenomenon.
Interesting observations arose during the investigations, however Chris ignored several that
illustrated important concepts of light and were relevant to interpreting what was going on during the
investigation. For example, as Chris circulated among the groups, she noticed that some had
inaccurately categorized an opaque object as “see-through.” When Chris questioned the group about
their finding, the students revealed they had done their test by placing the object directly on the face of
the flashlight. When the object was small, light went past the object and appeared on the wall. When it
was large, it blocked all the light and no light appeared. Therefore because small opaque objects allowed
light to shine past them, the test indicated that they were “see-through.” Also, due to the reflector
around the light bulb of a flashlight a small object placed directly on the flashlight face does not appear
to cause a shadow. A shadow is evident only if the light is held away from the object. A second
phenomenon also confounded the students’ ability to categorize the small opaque objects. When
students held an opaque, colored, plastic object up to the face of the flashlight, it appeared to “light up.”
Students interpreted this phenomenon as indicating that the object was see-through, because light came
through it. Consequently, they sorted the object into the category of “see-through.” Although Chris
noticed these misclassifications and provided input that helped students come to some resolution of how
to categorize these objects (students ended up sorting them as “sort of see-through”), there was no
discussion that served to help students understand what was happening, or how it related to shadows.
The wrap-up to the investigation consisted of student groups reporting their findings at their
“labs” – the site where they did their investigations, using materials they worked with to demonstrate
their findings. After students presented their findings regarding ability to see through and shadow
formation, Chris asked each group if there were any other findings they wanted to share. Numerous
concepts related to shadows emerged. One group stated the relationship of the three things needed to
make a shadow, and the order required. Two groups talked about the effect of distance on shadow size,
although one group said that the shadow would be longer the farther away the light was from the object
and the other group said the shadow would be smaller. Chris never resolved this contradiction, but
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restated the former repeatedly, even though it is scientifically inaccurate. One group accurately
presented the role of the object and surface in shadow formation, however another group claimed that
the shape of the shadow was the shape of the object, a statement that is partially accurate, but shadow
shape depends on the shape of the blocked light, not the object shape.

Lesson 11: Sound Travel
Chris’ lesson on sound travel involved four stations with a total of five activities. Although sound
travel was a common denominator for all of the activities, different activities supported understanding of
different important facets of sound travel. For example, the model of the human ear and the membranecovered can supported understanding that differences in the amount of vibration relate to how loud the
noise is. The string phones, membrane-covered can and ear model provided opportunities for students
to trace the transfer of sound from source to receiver. The bags of air, water and ice allowed students to
investigate differences in sound travel through different mediums. The computer station allowed
students to learn that sound gets louder as the source gets closer, and allowed them to see computer
simulations of sound waves. While circulating among the groups during the investigation phase, Chris
focused on these various ideas at the various stations.
Problems arose, however, in some of the inaccurate claims students made that Chris
underscored, thereby implying that they were correct. For example, at the ear model activity, Chris
accepted one student’s interpretation that the plastic membrane covering a hole in the aluminum baking
sheet was the outer ear, and the straw attached to the membrane leading to a ping pong ball sitting on a
bowl of water was the eardrum. The scientifically accurate analogy would be that the membrane was the
eardrum, and the straw represented the small bones leading to the cochlea, which is fluid filled. This
might seem unimportant, however an upcoming lesson within the unit centered on parts of the human
ear and their function. Accurate understanding of the model would have enhanced understanding of how
the ear functions.
Chris encouraged students to trace the flow of sound in the string phones and from voice,
through air, to the membrane covering the can, and the vibrations they felt there when they talked into
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the cup. However, during the wrap-up, it became clear that several students thought that sound traveled
only through air. They interpreted the transfer of vibration from the drum (sound source) to the
membrane to the ping pong ball by talking about sound going inside the straw and traveling through the
straw. While interpreting sound travel in the string phones, they talked about not being able to see the
sound because it was covered up by the string, and that sound could travel through a plastic membrane
into the straw because it was strong. The way students carried out the activity with the tuning forks and
the bags of air, water and ice did not contribute to understanding that sound travels through materials
other than air. At this station, students touched the vibrating prongs of the tuning fork to the different
bags while the bags sat on a desk. It only demonstrated that when they touched the vibrating prongs to
the different bags, they heard a different sound. This is not the same as testing for whether sound
traveled through the materials. Beyond soliciting students’ findings that it sounded different when they
touched the tuning fork to the three bags, Chris never explicitly talked about sound traveling through the
three different materials.

Pattern of Distribution of Problematic Events into Event Types for Chris
In order to elucidate whether certain types of content knowledge-related events were particularly
challenging for Chris, I combined results from the two lessons on light and tallied the number of
problematic events for each event type. I omitted the lesson on sound from this analysis because my
eventual goal was evaluate these events based on content knowledge, and I only examined Chris’
understanding of concepts of light. Table 6.2 presents this distribution pattern for Chris.
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Table 6.2 Distribution of Problematic Teaching Events by Event Type for Chris
Event Type

1.

Including concepts that are important for future science learning

2.

Choosing, modifying, or developing activities that support learning of
important substantive science concepts
Connecting and sequencing concepts within lessons, among lessons within
the unit, or external to the unit
Using student prior knowledge, interest, and findings to influence what
concepts to include in the lesson and their sequence
Identifying and addressing students’ misconceptions

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identifying and addressing students’ inaccurate observations, evidence,
and claims
Offering scientifically accurate feedback to students

8.

Choosing words carefully to avoid ambiguity and possible misconception

Total number of problematic content knowledge-related events for three
lessons

#
problematic
events

% of total
number of
problematic
events

9

32

4

12

2

7

0

0

0

0

8

29

2

7

3

11

28

100

From Table 6.2, we can see that overall, approximately one-half of the problematic events for Chris
(13/28) involved differentiating between important and trivial concepts, and choosing and implementing
activities that support intended learning goals and added concepts (event types 1, and 2). For example,
Chris used the activity in which students observed “rainbows” made from prisms and in bubbles in both
sunlight and light from a flashlight to address differences between artificial and natural light. The
intended learning goal for the lesson had been for students to understand that white light is made up of
colors of light. The equipment and the particular set up of the activity did not allow adequate exploration
from which to draw any meaningful claims comparing the effect of the light being natural or artificial.
Another problematic event type for Chris involved identifying and addressing inaccurate
observations, evidence and claims (event type 6). A typical example of this occurred in the shadow sort
lesson, when students noticed a variety of phenomena during their explorations, and tried to make claims
based on their observations. One student placed the flashlight up against a small US flag and noticed
that light shone through it. The test as carried out tested whether light could shine through the flag.
The student commented, “you can see right through it,” to which Chris responded, “Yeah.” (14:39-
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14:45). Such confirmation of inaccurate statements can lead to student misconceptions even though to
the student, they were based on evidence.
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NATURE OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO OBSERVED LESSONS

Because two of the three lessons included in this study pertained to light, the concept mapping
activity involved all first/second grade level concepts of light that were studied as well as high school
level light-related concepts that were directly relevant or supported understanding of shadows and colors
of light, the topics of the two lessons. Other sources of information regarding content knowledge of light
came from reflective interviews and direct statements to students during instruction that clearly revealed
accuracy of content understanding. My description of Chris’ content knowledge addresses four aspects
that emerged from the study and were consistent with the literature on the nature of content knowledge:
1) depth (understanding of first/second grade level concepts vs. high school-level concepts); 2)
interconnectedness (degree to which Chris made connections among concepts); 3) organization (overall
scheme by which Chris grouped topics); and 4) understanding importance of underlying concepts. Using
the process described in Chapter 3 (Methods), I generated the diagnostic concept map for Chris
presented in Figure 6.1. Table 6.3 provides a key for understanding the various symbols used in the
diagnostic map. What follows is a description of the nature of Chris’ understanding of concepts related to
topics addressed in the featured lessons on light.
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Figure 6.1 Diagnostic Concept Map for Chris Rectangles = high school-level concepts; Oblongs =
first/second grade-level concepts; Diamonds = added subdivisions for organizational purposes. See
Table 6.3 for explanation of lines and shading.
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Table 6.3 Description of Lines and Shading Used in Diagnostic Concept Maps
Plotting
Symbol

Category

Description

Scientifically
inaccurate
knowledge





Student teacher’s statement regarding a concept is incorrect.
Mapping activity indicates lack of understanding.
Student teacher’s statements reveal unfamiliarity with the concept.

Partial
understanding



Student teacher makes some statements that are accurate, and others
that are inaccurate about a concept.

Scientifically
accurate
knowledge of
the concept
No scientifically
accurate
connection



Student teacher makes a statement that reflects scientifically accurate
understanding.




Connections involving concepts for which the ST holds misconceptions.
Potential connections where student teacher does not understand one or
both of the concepts.

Partially
accurate
connection



Student teacher understands the two concepts, yet doesn’t show any
connection during concept mapping or in discussion.



Student teacher shows partial understanding of one or both of the two
connected concepts.
Student teacher makes accurate connection between concepts for which
the ST has demonstrated accurate scientific understanding.
Student teacher makes statements accurately connecting concepts

Scientifically
accurate
connection



Boundaries of
content
knowledge for
lessons





Concepts contained within the boundaries were involved in the two
lessons related to light as they were taught.

Depth and Connectedness
Chris had an accurate understanding of the first/second grade observational concepts
comprising the intended learning goals for the lesson about colors of light (Lesson 3). All three data
sources revealed a clear understanding that white light (sunlight) is made up of different colors of light,
and that when white light passes through a prism, colors of light appear in a specific sequence: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. Chris also understood that mixing colors of light (shining red,
green and blue light on the same spot) results in white light. Chris also understood that you could use a
prism to see colors of light from white light, and that other items produce colors of light from white light
as well, including bubbles and “fun glasses,” with diffraction gratings as “lenses.” During the concept
mapping activity, Chris accurately classified a flashlight and the sun as artificial and natural, respectively,
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and indicated the difficulty students have with classifying the moon as to one or the other. However
Chris later expressed personal confusion about the difference between artificial and natural light sources.
Chris’ understanding of the mechanism by which a prism produces colors of light (explanatory concept)
was scientifically inaccurate, consisting of the idea that light bounced around inside the prism to separate
the white light into its component colors. Chris associated bending light with periscopes, and repeatedly
included the idea of reflection into discussions of refraction, although Chris correctly associated refraction
with seeing light change direction when you shine it into a tank of water. At one point in the concept
mapping activity Chris stated, “Um, light bending around corners, I think I’ll put that with refract. We
were actually going to make periscopes when we were using the mirrors and stuff, and we just never had
time to do it.” (2K-80) This juxtaposition of concepts continued even after I briefly described with
diagrams, the process of refraction. Chris was also totally unfamiliar with the concepts of interference
and superposition and how these phenomena contributed to the formation of colors we see on bubbles.
Chris was also unfamiliar with the phenomenon of diffraction.
Chris was able to correctly define frequency and wavelength by searching back for long unused
knowledge from a high school physics course. In addition, Chris correctly associated frequency and
wavelength with colors of light, recalling learning about this while preparing for teaching the unit on light.
However, it was apparent that Chris did not understand that light behaves like a wave when Chris said to
students during a wrap-up to the lesson about sound travel, “Sound travels in waves; light travels in a
straight line.” Chris also held the inaccurate idea that light always travels at the same speed, which
precluded any scientifically accurate understanding of the mechanism of refraction, or that different
frequencies of light (colors) travel at different speeds in different mediums. Chris also did not understand
that the density of the medium determines the speed of light in that medium. In addition, Chris was
totally unfamiliar with the relationship (speed = frequency x wavelength) and the significance of this
relationship. Chris identified intensity of light with its speed, indicating limited understanding of both
concepts.
Regarding the topic of shadow formation, Chris also had scientifically accurate observational and
explanatory understanding of the concepts of shadow formation comprising the intended learning goal of
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the first/second grade lesson (Lesson 6 – objects we can see through do not make shadows; objects we
cannot see through do make shadows). Chris clearly understood that light travels in a straight line and
that when an object that absorbs light or reflects light is placed in the path of that light, a shadow forms
where the light could not go through. We see the shadow area because we see the area of blocked light
within the area of light that was not blocked by object. Chris also had a partially accurate understanding
of a correspondence between the ability of light to pass through an object and shadow formation – that
objects that are transparent tend not to make shadows while those that are opaque do make shadows.
Chris also understood that we can see through transparent objects and cannot see through opaque
objects. Also, she understood that light reflects from smooth objects and we see objects because light
reflects off the object into our eye.
Regarding shadow shape and size, Chris understood that we can change the size and shape of
shadows by changing the angle of the light, and that changing the distance between the object and the
light changes the size of the shadow. However Chris thought that shadows get longer when the light is
farther from the object and shorter when the light is closer. This observational claim is accurate only
when considering a shadow appearing on the ground while shining the light at it from the side. When
the shadow appears on a screen behind an object the reverse is true. The shadow is larger when the
light is closer to the object. Chris also understood that the shape of a shadow depends on the shape of
the object blocking the light. This understanding is problematic, since it is not the shape of the object
itself, but rather the shape of the blocked light.
At a longitudinally deeper level, we see that Chris understood the difference between opaque,
transparent and translucent materials by the correct description of each Chris provided. Chris was not,
however, familiar with the idea of light scattering or diffusion, and how that can lead to objects lighting
up when held up to a flashlight, much the same way Chris showed students they could see a beam of
light by putting chalk dust in the path of the beam. Also, Chris was unfamiliar with the relationship
expressed by the law of reflection – that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection, and
how this explains what we are able to see in a mirror held at different angles.
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Organization
Even with repeated reminders that the various topics could be arranged according to any system,
Chris persisted in arranging the first/second grade items according to how she had taught them and
described them in terms of lessons taught. For example, while determining how to place the first/second
grade concepts, Chris said:
Yeah, I mean, I’m trying to sort of put them by concepts. Um, I mean the first thing we
talked about, we talked about shadows are made by things that block the light. I have
pass through here because um you know we sorted this all out into things that block
light and things that don’t, and things that block light that don’t or that make shadows.
(2K-63)
Chris made five groupings: 1) those related to the amount of light and vision (Lesson 9); 2)
shadow formation and the ability or inability of light being able to pass through an object (Lesson 6); 3)
reflection and absorption of light (Lesson 4) colors of light (Lessons 3 and 4); and 5) sources of light
(Lesson 2 and 3). Although I have identified these groupings somewhat by overarching concepts, Chris
constructed the actual groupings by thinking about what had been contained in the lessons. Chris then
added the upper grade level concepts as they related to the groupings of first/second grade items.
While Chris did make internal connections among concepts within each grouping, the only
external connections made were those linking the groupings to the overall topic of light. For example,
Chris made no connections between concepts such as absorption or reflection and shadow formation;
between absorption, transmission, or refraction and frequency, wavelength or speed; or between
shadows and the absence of light or degrees of light intensity. It was only after discussion and
explanation of some of the longitudinally deeper concepts (e.g., dependence of speed of light on density
of the medium) that Chris began to see interconnections among the groupings.
Another source of information regarding the interconnectedness of Chris’ understanding of these
concepts comes from reactions to the concept mapping activity itself and subsequent viewing of a
concept map constructed based on concepts rather than teaching sequence. When asked how it helped
thinking about the subject matter and teaching it, Chris replied,
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Um, I guess just that there are really a lot of concepts that go into it. Um, and that you
know it can go, I mean there’s a lot of overlap too, you know. Which is nice when
teaching the unit because one thing led to the other and it sort of had a nice sequence to
it. Um, so everything feels like it is connected in some way. (3K-21)
This statement is in contrast to how Chris organized the concept map which indicated no thinking about
interconnections among grouping.

Understanding of Relative Importance of Concepts
While discussing why the concepts in the Shadow Sort lesson were important, Chris said:
I think a lot of times you get like a surface level of understanding, and yeah, I could
have just stopped when they said you know something like, “your hand makes a
shadow.” But you know, well, why does it make a shadow? So just doing a little bit of
deeper thinking about that. And I know they’re capable of it, (2K-9)
When I asked why it was important for students to know about the three things it takes to make a
shadow, Chris said:
Um, good question. Um, I don’t honestly, I mean, it was one of those things that was
like the concept of the unit. So it was something they had to know…it’s not something
that is like critical life knowledge. But it’s kind of, I don’t really know how to answer
that. (2K-10)
While discussing why the concept of how white light can turn into colors is important, Chris said:
Like rainbows are a thing that kids are sort of curious about, and rainbows, you typically
see them after a rainstorm or whatever, but um seeing rainbows in your classroom is
sort of a different type thing. So using those prisms and um trying to figure out, well,
how is it possible that you can see all these colors with just white light coming in? (2K30)
After the concept mapping activity, I asked Chris what criteria she would use to determine what concepts
were important to teach. Chris replied, “I guess you know first knowing, they know there’s different
kinds of light, you know, um so incorporating those into the lessons, and then um, just sort of thinking
about light on their terms, so how do they see light in different ways, you know?” (3K-32)
From these two statements, we can see that Chris considered the concepts to be important
because they pursued previous learning to a deeper level, and they were relevant to students’ interests.
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Working with the concept mapping activity and viewing the composite concept map did not change those
ideas significantly. Thus Chris’ understanding of relative importance of concepts was limited.

Preparation for Teaching
Regarding her own subject matter preparation for teaching, Chris said:
As long as I know enough about it – that’s the one thing that makes me nervous
sometimes, making sure I know enough about it, because kids will be coming up with
questions left and right, which is the point, you want them to do that – but making sure
you have a way to facilitate those [questions]. (1K-22)
When describing her own content preparation for teaching about light, Chris said:
I did a lot of concept research, and I really did have like at least 20 books. Like I had
activity books, and I was looking at websites, and I did a real lot of concept research.
Because I just felt more comfortable, um, you know, teaching all this stuff if I knew a lot
about it, and I could figure out how to answer these questions. …the more things I
looked at the more I was able to learn. I mean I didn’t know this much about like light
and stuff before I actually did some research on it. Um, and there were you know, there
were some things like when we were doing light and color, um, we were using the
primary colors, but the primary colors of light are different, which I didn’t know that
before, so you know, actually my kids were using, I don’t remember what they were
called. But they were using red and blue and yellow, and I think they need to use red
and green and yellow or something, I don’t know. (2K-13; 2K-14).
Thus Chris recognized the need for depth of content understanding, and had prepared herself by
consulting numerous sources.

Summary of the Nature of Chris’ Content Knowledge
In summary, Chris’ observational and explanatory content knowledge about concepts related to
light was scientifically accurate at the first/second grade level expressed in the intended learning goals of
the lessons (objects you can see through don’t make shadows; objects you cannot see through do make
shadows; white light is made up of colors of light that can be seen by passing white light through a
prism). However, her understanding of underlying (longitudinally deeper) concepts was often inaccurate
or absent. When accurate, such deeper knowledge was fragmented and of an observational nature only.
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This is not surprising, since explanatory knowledge at this deeper level would be impossible without
observational knowledge of concepts needed to explain the phenomena.
Chris organized concepts according to how they were taught rather than according to any
scheme involving underlying concepts. Internal interconnections within groupings were accurate at the
first/second grade longitudinal level for topics related to both lessons. At the deeper level (high school)
the accuracy of internal interconnections was mixed, with greater accuracy apparent for the ideas
involved in the lesson about shadow formation. Chris made only a few external connections among
groupings during the collaborative concept mapping activity (applying absorption and reflection of light to
both the lesson about shadow formation and the lesson about reflection of light by mirrors). The extent
of this tendency is supported by Chris’ reactions to the composite concept map and the number of
external connections it displayed.
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ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED EVENTS IN TERMS OF
CONTENT KNOWLEDGE AND EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS

Appendix F presents the list of content knowledge-related teaching events for Chris. This table includes a
column describing aspects of content knowledge possibly accounting for each problematic or nonproblematic event. The table also includes relevant external factors that emerged during analysis of
reflective interviews and the interview with the PDA that might provide alternative explanations for the
events, along with rebuttals to those alternative explanations where possible. Because the three lessons I
analyzed for Chris spanned the topics of sound and light, and I only conducted the concept mapping
activity for light with Chris, I did not analyze events from Lesson 11 (Sound Travel) in terms of content
knowledge. The following sections describe patterns observed in aspects of Chris’ content knowledge
contributing to the events, the potential external factors that might also have contributed to their
problematic nature, and evidence from the data that refutes the alternative explanations as being totally
responsible for the problematic nature of the event.

Analysis Based on Content Knowledge
The vast majority of problematic events from the two lessons on light could be explained based
on limitations in either depth or interconnectedness of content knowledge. As discussed earlier, about
half of the problematic teaching events involved either failure to pursue important concepts that did
arise, or the fact that the way students carried out the activities led to problems with findings. Having
greater depth of understanding could have helped Chris diagnose various factors contributing to
confusion in the Shadow Sort lesson, or recognize the validity of the student’s idea that brightness of the
light was a possible cause of difference in “ease” of seeing a rainbow. In addition, greater depth of
understanding would have helped Chris recognize that there are many possible interpretations of “ease of
seeing a rainbow.”
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Another key problematic area for Chris related to addressing students’ inaccurate claims. Again,
depth of understanding could have played a role here, since many of these claims involved concepts that
went beyond the elementary-level concepts addressed by the district curriculum for the unit.
Figure 6.1 presents a visual representation of the scope of topics and related concepts involved in
the two lessons Chris taught on light. The relevant concepts and contributing interconnections are
enclosed within the thick, gray line. Recall that there was one intended substantive learning goal for
each of these lessons. For Lesson 3, the targeted concept was to understand that white light is made up
of many colors of light. For Lesson 6, the targeted concept was to understand that objects that light
passes through do not make shadows, but objects that light doesn’t pass through do make shadows.
The topics discussed and findings generated by the students and by Chris during these two lessons
however, involved many more concepts, requiring Chris to have understanding of much more science
content than was needed to teach the original two learning goals.

Analysis Based on External Factors
Chris’ teaching context presented very few constraints for science teaching. Chris’ three lessons
averaged 42 minutes, and Chris consistently made modifications to the district curriculum, in terms of
sequence of the concepts, choice of activities, and addition of concepts. Possibly because Chris’ PDS
inquiry project examined her science teaching practice, her mentor teacher appeared to have placed few
if any constraints on her science teaching.
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CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

As mentioned earlier, Chris chose to investigate aspects of her inquiry-based science teaching for
the PDS Inquiry Project. More specifically, her project examined ways to enhance students’ scientific
thinking by “specifically targeting their questions, theories and misconceptions” (reference to Chris’
inquiry project report), and included the part of the unit involving light. The three lessons I chose to
analyze for this study spanned the entire unit on light and sound (Lessons 3, 6, and 11). Consequently,
they represent different stages in a project in which she changed elements of inquiry-based science
teaching related to students’ scientific thinking.
As described in chapter 3 (Methods), eight aspects of classroom inquiry style (CIS) emerged from
examination of the three student teachers’ teaching practice that helped to distinguish among their style
of classroom inquiry teaching: 1) degree of focus on learning goals; 2) level of teacher-directedness; 3)
explicitness of connections among observations, evidence, and claim; 4) coherence among components
of inquiry; 5) scientific rigor; 6) openness of discussions; 7) opportunities for understanding student
thinking; and 8) accuracy of claims. The following sections describe each of the eight aspects of CIS for
Chris based on the contributing factors comprising the aspects.

Focus on the Intended Learning Goal (medium-low)
Number of Learning Goals Per Lesson
Chris’ lessons included intended learning goals, however many additional concepts also arose
that received equal attention during the lessons.

Number and Clarity of Guiding Questions Per Lesson
Chris did not provide a guiding question for any of the lessons. Instead, Chris described tasks
students were to do at different stations.
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Number of Activities Per Lesson and Relationship to Learning Goal
All three of the observed lessons included multiple activities. Lesson 3 engaged students in four
activities, and Lesson 11 involved five activities. Lesson 6 represented a modification of this trend, in
that each group of three students worked with the same materials and performed the same task.
However because there was variation in methods used to carry out the task and differences in criteria by
which the different groups categorized their items, I considered each groups’ work as a separate activity.
These differences also resulted in rich discussion based on the different observations they made because
of the differences in how they approached the problem.

Diversity of Unique Scientific Claims
Table 6.4 presents a list of unique claims generated during the three observed classroom inquiry
lessons. Those in italics are either scientifically inaccurate, or contain elements that are inaccurate. Three
aspects of the nature of the claims generated during Chris’ classroom inquiry-based activities stand out.
First is the large number of unique claims generated. Lesson 3 resulted in 15 claims, Lesson 6 resulted in
11 claims, and Lesson 11 resulted in 9 claims. A closer look at the claims from Lessons 3 and 6 reveals
the wide range of topics related to light that they entail. For Lesson 3, students’ claims span such diverse
topics as reflection, refraction, dispersion, interference, and sources of light. Lesson 6 includes reflection,
pigments and absorption, light scattering, and shadow size/distance relationships. Lesson 11 was more
confined in scope, focusing on the source of sound and sound energy transfer.
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Table 6.4 Unique Claims Generated During Chris’ Classroom Inquiry Lessons Claims in italics
are scientifically inaccurate or contain questionable elements.
Lesson and
Intended
Learning Goal
Lesson 3:
White light is
made up of
colors of light
Prisms break
down white
light because
white light is
made up of
colors of light

Claims and supporting evidence

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Lesson 6:
Objects that you
can see through
do not make
shadows;
objects that you
cannot see
through do
make shadows.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Lesson 11:
Sound can
travel through
things other
than air

11.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

When you look through a prism you see lots of colors.
When sunlight passes through a prism, you see red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and
violet.
When you pass a flashlight through a prism, you see the same colors as with sunlight.
You see the same colors with bubbles as you see with a prism.
You see the same colors with bubbles in a flashlight as in sunlight.
You can change the length of a rainbow by moving the prism around different ways.
When you look at a person through the prism, the person looks small.
When you look into a prism, you see lots of images.
You see reflection with the prism and the flashlight.
You see reflection in bubbles with a flashlight.
You see reflection in bubbles with sunlight.
It’s harder to see the rainbow made with a flashlight than with sunlight
It’s harder to see rainbows in bubbles with a flashlight than with sunlight.
It’s easier to see rainbows with sunlight than with light from a flashlight because sunlight is
natural light and flashlight light is artificial light.
It’s easier to see rainbows with sunlight because sunlight is brighter than light from a
flashlight.
Things that make shadows are things that you can’t see through; things that do not make
shadows are things that you can see through.
Objects that light shines through do not make shadows; objects that light does not shine
through do make shadows.
To make a shadow, you need to use a light, a thing, and something to hold it on.
When you see a shadow, there is something blocking the light; when you do not see a
shadow, there is nothing blocking the light.
Shadows are caused because there are places within the circle of light that are blocked by
the object.
Objects that are solid or thick make shadows.
Lightness or darkness of the color of the object has something to do with whether or not
light shines through.
Shadows make the shape of the object.
The shadow gets smaller when you move the light farther from the object.
If the light is far from the object, the shadow is larger, and when it is real close, the
shadow is smaller.
The position of the shadow depends on which side of the object the light is on.
The sound travels through the can by the vibrations in the air inside the can making the
membrane vibrate.
The ball on the water moves because air and sound go through the straw.
Sound can travel through the ear model because sound gets skinnier in the straw.
The plastic blocks the sound, but the sound is strong and it goes through by shaking the
plastic and going into the straw.
You get a different sound when you touch the tuning fork to the ice than to the water. You
get a different sound on ice vs. water because the ice is hard.
Sound gets louder when it gets closer to a person.
When the sound is louder, the membrane on the can vibrates more.
When the sound is louder, the ball vibrates more on the water because louder things make
more vibrations.
Analogy of ear model to the human ear:
a. Aluminum pan = outer ear
b. Straw = tube going from outer ear toward the eardrum
c. Water in dish and ball = eardrum.
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Focus of Questions and Prompts
Chris’ questions and prompts tended to concentrate equally on the intended learning goal and on
other concepts students had observed during the investigations. In general, Chris began the small group
interaction or lesson wrap-up by asking questions related to the intended learning goal(s). However after
discussing those findings, Chris always made sure to give students a chance to discuss other things they
had noticed or wondered about. Table 6.5 presents excerpts from Chris’ Shadow Sort lesson illustrating
this pattern. The first example demonstrates Chris’ tendency to first discuss the intended learning goal,
while the second example illustrates how Chris placed equal importance on other ideas the students
brought up during the investigation or wrap-up stages of the lesson.
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Table 6.5. Representative Teacher-Student Exchanges for Chris C=Chris; letters=named
students; St=unnamed students.
Lesson and
Lesson Stage
Lesson 6
(Shadow Sort)
Investigation
Phase

Exchange
C
W
C
A
C
W
C
W
C
W
B
C

Lesson 6
(Shadow Sort)
Wrap-Up Phase

B
C
W
B
C
Sts
C
Sts
C
Sts
C
C
B
C
W
C
W
C
B
W
C

W
A
C
A
C
W
C
A
C
A

How did you guys sort your things?
See through, not see-through.
Talk to me about why you put these things in what you can see through [Chris
indicates two opaque objects, one red and the other yellow]
Because we writed it.
And then, you have these all in see through too? [C points to the red and yellow
objects that are opaque]
Yeah, these are see through and these are the not.
Now can…so you can..now.
And it’s weird, because these… this one’s dark and this one is light, and this one
sees through [yellow one] and this one doesn’t [dark blue object]
So you’re telling me that the color made a difference? Okay.
Dark and light.
Well, I think that this one is like just like thinner [holding the yellow object]
Now, what I want you to think about though, is when you shine the light, does it
actually go through the train?
Yeah. Look [Brandon puts the train on the flashlight, and it lights up.]
Put the train on the table and shine the flashlight on it. Is it going through it?
What do you mean?
Because this one doesn’t
What if I shine it on the side? Is the light going through it?
No, yeah, kind of.
Where’s it going through?
Like on the side, over here.
Do you see a shadow at all?
No, yes, yes. Look, look. Shadow.
Kay, think about that. Think about some of the things that are making shadows too.
Did you want to say something Brandon? What were you talking about before? Do
you remember?
They were fat…here [gesturing for Will to hand him the flashlight]
Was that fat?
Those.
What do you mean by fat?
Like they’re solid [gesturing to indicate an object that is thick]
They’re solid? Okay, show me what you mean by that.
Um. This is thicker than this [picks up a plastic hexagon and transparent yellow
plastic sheet]
And this [plastic hexagon] isn’t hollow inside.
Okay, these are thicker than these things. Do you think that there is anything you
can see through that is not thick? [no response from the students] Is there
anything you can see through that’s not thick? [still no response] Is this really
thick? [Chris holds up a foam letter thinner than the hexagon was, but opaque]
No, not really, but it’s thicker than this [holds up transparent yellow sheet]
And it’s kind of thicker than that [holding the letter up to the plastic sheet]
Okay, and you still can’t see through it?
These are like just flat and thin.
Okay, this is kind of thin, though.
But this is kind of thick [the letter]. It rises up [looking at it from the side, noticing
that it is higher [thicker] than the plastic sheet.] It [plastic sheet] looks like a
straight line, like pulled out [showing Chris]
Okay, and when we shine the light on it, what happens? What happens when we
shine the light on this?
[Places letter on the flashlight] Um, it
It’s kind of like what Will said before.
It’s kind of making a shadow.
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Teacher Directedness (medium-low)
Chris’ CIS involved a blend of teacher and student directedness. Chris began the portion of the
unit on light by having students explore freely to observe various phenomena related to light that were
consistent with the learning goals of the district curriculum unit. Following these explorations, Chris used
the KLEW Chart to solicit students’ observations, claims and resultant wonderings about light. Chris
applied this information to plan the sequence and content of the unit. Interestingly, the resultant
student-generated list of learning goals coincided closely with what had been intended in the district
curriculum, making it difficult to clearly identify these learning goals as either teacher or student directed.
In the introductions to all three lessons, Chris made reference to previous activities and how student
findings from one lesson led to the current investigation. Thus, even through the goals corresponded to
what the curriculum dictated, from the students’ perspective, the learning goals and activities for the unit
followed their interests.
Although Chris provided activities for the students that were related to the intended learning
goals, and these activities included specific materials and sometimes suggestions of how to use them,
students were free to explore anything of interest they encountered as they worked with the materials.
Usually with the activity, at least one group of students stumbled on observations related to the intended
learning goal. Otherwise, it was only through questioning and prompts that Chris gave any real direction
toward the intended learning goals. However, also within discussions during the investigations and wrapup, Chris showed equal interest in other findings the students made, and often pursued some of these
findings to an extent that gave them equal importance to the intended learning goal. Thus, although
Chris provided materials organized into activities, the openness with which students were allowed to use
the materials would suggest that the activities and procedures were largely student directed.

Explicitness of Connections among Observations, Evidence and Claim (low)
During the wrap-up phase of the three lessons, Chris helped students gather evidence to support
claims, particularly those related to the intended learning goal. However, this was done explicitly only for
Lesson 3, where Chris recorded students’ findings on large Post-it paper, and for many of the claims she
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also asked for their evidence (How did you know that?). For Lessons 6 and 11, however, the process
was less explicit. In these cases, students reported their findings at their “lab areas,” and these sessions
often included demonstrations as evidence for claims. Observations leading to some claims overlapped
with observations leading to other claims, and although Chris often brought the discussion back to a
particular claim, continuity of observation, evidence, and claim was not as clearly evident.
The process of linking observations to generate evidence that could be used to make claims
occurred largely through Chris’ questioning and prompts. Although Chris did not always explicitly refer to
this process as developing evidence, through Chris’ prompts and questions, students’ observations came
together to form claims. In some cases, however, students themselves came up with alternative
explanations for particular phenomena. In Lesson 6, one group’s findings led them to claim that objects
must be fat, or thick or solid for light not to pass through, while another student introduced the claim
that dark colored objects block light, but light colored objects do not. Following these claims, Chris helped
students to reason through them somewhat using questions and prompts, and sometimes testing the
claim with available materials. In this particular case, after some discussion of the alternative
explanations, Chris took the discussion back to the learning goal without completely resolving the
alternative ideas.

Coherence Among Components of Inquiry (medium-low)
Coherence among components of inquiry refers to the degree to which each component connects
logically with other components in the chain from learning goal to claim. Coherence can break down
when a particular activity, designed to illustrate a particular concept is changed in some way, and no
longer supports the original concept or the new secondary concept. It can also be a property of the
original activity, when it doesn’t actually support the intended learning goal or added concepts. All three
of the lessons I observed for Chris had multiple breaks in coherence among inquiry components. For
example, in Lesson 3, there were inconsistencies in observations of what colors students saw in rainbows
made with a prism in light from a flashlight. Also in that lesson, the claim about artificial versus natural
light as an explanation for differences in ease or difficulty of seeing the rainbow was unfounded because
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of vagueness of the dependent variable and because of possible alternative explanations. In Lesson 6
(Shadow Sort), breaks in coherence arose regarding the intended learning goal, since a logical connection
between ‘see-through’ and ‘light passes through’ was never established, and both were used
interchangeably, even though they have different meaning and require different modes of testing. In
Lesson 11 (Sound Travel), the activity comparing the ability of sound to travel through air, water and ice
was carried out in such a way that the findings that the sound made by the touching the tuning fork to
each bag as it sat on the table did not logically relate to the ability of sound to travel through the
materials.

Scientific Rigor of Activities (low)
Scientific rigor of activities involves four elements: 1) repeated observations, 2) systematic
investigations, 3) control of variables, and 4) number of activities supporting a single learning goal. Each
of Chris’ lessons involved activities that were carried out with low scientific rigor.

Repeated Observations
For all the activities, the claims students made were based on multiple observations. However,
because student groups carried out their investigations in multiple ways, comparison across groups to
generate evidence for claims was not always appropriate. For example, during Lesson 3, each group
manipulated the prism in the box with the flashlight differently, and different groups saw different colors.
It is not clear whether these differences were because of the different manipulation, or how careful
students were with their observations.

Systematic Investigation
Students did carry out investigations for all three lessons fairly systematically. In Lesson 3
(Colors of Light), students chose a way to do their tests, and used the same method repeatedly to test
different conditions. For example, while finding that he could make a rainbow longer, a student oriented
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the prism to generate a spectrum, and then moved the prism around in different orientations. However,
while making comparisons during the wrap-up, different groups had done their tests in different ways,
thereby compromising the ability to make comparisons. In Lesson 6 (Shadow Sort), student groups
chose a method for testing their objects and used it faithfully with each. Again, however, different
methods of testing by the different groups compromised the comparisons in the whole-group discussion.
In Lesson 11 (Sound Travel), each student chose a way to test for sound travel in the bags of ice, water,
and air, and used that method to compare the three. Also in that lesson, at the ear model activity and
the can/membrane activity Chris helped students compare the amount of vibration resulting from
different loudness of sound in both the ear model activity and the can drum activity.

Control of Variables
I observed fourteen activities comprising investigations for three lessons for Chris. These
activities led to a total of 35 unique claims spanning a wide range of topics of light and sound. In Lesson
3 (Colors of Light), all four activities had confounding variables. During the activity with the prism in the
sunlight, students manipulated prisms of different sizes and at different orientations, and equated
patterns of color seen by looking through the prism to those seen on the wall by light passing through
the prism. While carrying out the activity with the prism in the box, students tried using several prisms at
one time, or different orientations of the prism. During the activity exploring colors in bubbles in the
sunlight and with the flashlight, students had difficulty catching the bubbles, and studying them carefully,
thus the colors and patterns of colors they reported seeing were suspect. In Lesson 6, there were
problems with confounding variables for all groups, since they were talking about see-through and testing
for shine-through, and the method for testing for shadows often precluded seeing a shadow. Also,
students made additional claims that resulted from activities that did not control for variables. For
example, students drew conclusions about thickness and color of the object as responsible for shadow or
no shadow, or see-through or not see-through, without controlling for thickness and color and other
properties of the objects. In Lesson 11, when talking about the effect of loudness of sound on strength
of vibration, Chris did have the students change only the loudness, while keeping other variables
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constant. However, in the same lesson, students tested for ability of sound to travel through different
materials without testing whether or not the sound actually went through. A wide range of confounding
variables existed for that activity as it was carried out that could explain what they observed.

Number of Activities Per Learning Goal
As mentioned previously in the description of the CIS aspect of focus, all three of Chris’ lessons
had multiple activities. Chris identified only one intended learning goal for each of the lessons.
Therefore it appears that for Lesson 3, there were four activities for addressing the learning goal that
white light is composed of multiple colors of light. Lesson 11 had five activities for the learning goal that
sound travels through things other than air. Lesson 6 had multiple activities corresponding to the
different ways the groups chose to carry out the sorting and testing task to learn that objects that are
see-through do not make shadows and objects that are not see-through do make shadows. However,
due to the variation in the way students manipulated the materials at the different stations for the
different activities, and the fact that many of the activities did not support the intended learning goal, the
benefits of having multiple activities for addressing a single learning goal were not realized.

Opportunities for Open Discussion (high)
The aspect, opportunities for open discussion, contained two factors: 1) openness of student
teachers’ questions and prompts, and 2) format for communicating findings. The following description
addresses each factor separately for Chris’ lessons.

Openness of Questions and Prompts
As shown in Table 6.5, Chris’ questions and prompts were a combination of questions that invited
students to share whatever was of interest to them, and questions that elicited students’ findings about
the intended learning goal. For example, when first engaging the small group in conversation about their
findings, Chris didn’t immediately ask them about which objects make shadows and which do not.
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Instead, Chris asked about how they had sorted the objects, and from there went with the students’
ideas about the effect of color. Only after allowing students to present their thinking, did Chris begin to
use questions that would narrow their thinking. In the excerpt from the wrap-up to Lesson 6 (Table
6.5), we can see that Chris asked questions that helped students express their thinking about the
relationship between thickness of the material and whether or not it makes a shadow.

Format for Communicating Findings
During Lesson 3 (Colors of Light), Chris brought students to the carpet, where they sat in a circle
to communicate their findings. Chris asked questions about findings and evidence for the findings, and
recorded them on a large Post-it pad. However, for Lessons 6 and 11, Chris had students report their
findings at the “lab areas,” where the students had done the actual investigations. For Lesson 6,
students rotated around the classroom to the place where each group had carried out their work, and
each group presented its method of sorting, and findings to the rest of the class. In Lesson 11, students
had rotated among four stations, so in this case, student groups reported their findings from the station
where they first investigated. As students presented their findings, they were able to demonstrate what
they found as well as talk about it. Frequently, while presenting to the rest of the class, students noticed
new phenomena as they manipulated the materials.
What was interesting about this approach was that even though students might be finding new
phenomena and claims while presenting, they did so while the whole class could see. Thus, the groups’
original findings and their evidence for those findings were made public, and new ideas and discussion
about possible explanations were made public. An example of this phenomenon can be found in Table
6.5, where Group 4 presented its findings and ideas during the Wrap-up to Lesson 6. Here we can see
that the students thought about the relationship between thickness of the object and ability to see
through it or cause a shadow to form.
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Opportunities for Understanding Student Thinking (high)
“What Counts” Opportunities
Characteristics that stood out dramatically while observing students in Chris’ classroom was the
intensity with which they carried out their investigations, and the sophistication of ideas and reasoning
evident in the discussions. Analysis of discussions revealed that much of this intensity revolved around
incidents that arose during investigations that prompted student thinking and offering of opposing views.
This quality was evident in all three lessons. In Lesson 3 (Colors of Light) students decided how to carry
out the various tests, and decided what phenomena they would pursue. In Lesson 6 (Shadow Sort)
students made decisions about how they would carry out their tests, and when they encountered a
phenomenon that made it difficult to categorize an object as see-through or not see-through, they
figured out a way to resolve it. For example, when the students in Group 3 held up a plastic, opaque 3-D
bug to the face of a flashlight and shone the light toward the wall, they saw lots of light and no shadow.
They then categorized the object as “see-through.” Chris noticed this classification while circulating
among the groups as they worked. The transcript excerpt in Table 6.6 presents this interaction between
Chris and the two students. We can see from this exchange that although Chris presented an alternative
way to test for shadows, it was left to the students to decide how they would interpret the observations.
In their presentation to the whole class we find that this group decided to create a category of “sort of”
that contained the bug and the car. This example illustrates how students resolved the problem of what
constitutes whether or not something is see-through or not for their investigation.
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Table 6.6. Transcript of Chris’ Conversation with Students (Group 3, Lesson 6) (C=Chris; St =
unidentified student; M, K = students in group 3).
Lesson and
Lesson Phase
Lesson 6

Transcript Excerpt
C

Investigation
Phase

M
C

Group 3

St
C
M
C
M
C
K
C
K
C
K
C
M
C
K
C
K
C
M
C
M
C
K

M
C

Mary, this is can see through [pointing to pile with transparent things and a yellow plastic
car and a green plastic bug, both of which are opaque], and this is can’t? [pointing to pile
with opaque objects]
Yes, this is can’t
Okay. How can you see through that? Show me how you can see through that with your
flashlight.
We have a “sort of”
All right, but does your group have any “sort of” [Mary is putting the bug directly on the
flashlight, and the bug seems to light up. Also she shines the flashlight with the bug directly
on it, at the wall]
Sort of what?
Try something different, Mary. Put the bug on the desk. Is the light going through it?
[Mary puts the bug on the desk and shines the flashlight at it.] Is the light going through it?
No.
What’s the light doing?
Oh! That makes a shadow right there.
It makes what?
It makes a shadow.
Yeah. So does the light go through it though?
No, but the light goes around it, that’s how it makes a shadow.
Yeah, and how – Mary, are you listening to what Kerrie just said about the bug? Does the
light go through it? But is it going through the bug?
No, you could see the light, but You could see the light – Say what you just said.
Here, let me have this for a second [Kerrie reaches for the flashlight]
Let her show you cause I want you to [inaudible].
When you put it on the desk, you can like, you can see a shadow but it doesn’t go through,
it goes – you can see a little light. But that’s because it’s going around the little thing.
the light’s going around it. So now think about that when you’re …Why did you guys say
the light went through that [indicates the opaque yellow car]
Um we saw
Is this like the bug kind of?
Cause we saw it up there [pointing to the ceiling]
Try this one [gives the yellow car to Kerrie to try on the flashlight]
You could see it just like the bug [lights up when put directly on the light] but you always
see that [light on the wall when shine light with car on the flashlight toward the wall] But
when you go like that [puts the car on the desk and shines the flashlight on it from a small
distance]
But you put your finger on it.
So you guys need to decide. Because I see what you’re both saying, and it makes sense.

“Windows” into Students’ Thinking
Although Lesson 3 did not provide as many opportunities for understanding students’ thinking,
Lessons 6 and 11 provided numerous examples. Besides featuring students making “what counts”
decisions, the exchange in Table 6.6 also reveals the students’ thinking about the phenomenon they had
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observed. From Mary and Kerrie’s discussion with Chris we see the confusion arising from the two
different ways of testing for shadows, and how they resolve it. Likewise, in the wrap-up exchange with
Group 4 illustrated in Table 6.5, we see discussion of the effect of thickness. A similar discussion
occurred with another group, as they reasoned through evidence that thickness and color might have an
impact on whether you can see through an object or whether it makes a shadow. In Lesson 11,
numerous opportunities arose for students to talk about sound travel through the various systems
presented in the different activities. At the ear model, Mary described how sound flowed from the drum,
through the air, and then through the various parts of the model. Further discussion during the wrap up
revealed that students had interesting interpretations of what was going on. Mary talked about sound as
small because it was covered by the string as it traveled. She also talked about it being strong, because
it could push through the plastic wrap covering the opening of the ear model. Another student posed
questions revealing his confusion that sound could travel through the string in the string phones, because
the string wasn’t hollow, like the straw was in the ear model.

Accuracy of Claims (medium-low)
For the three lessons I examined for Chris, 17 out of 35 of the claims were either scientifically
inaccurate, or had aspects of the statements that were inaccurate. For example, the statement “When
you pass a light from a flashlight through a prism, you see the same colors as with sunlight.” This claim
was problematic because students had conflicting evidence. Some groups saw only three or four colors.
The statement that it is easier to see rainbows with sunlight than with light from a flashlight because
sunlight is natural light and the light from the flashlight is artificial light is problematic from multiple
standpoints. First, the term easier is relative and very vague. There was no clarification of what was
meant by that. Also, the claim has an alternative explanation – brightness of the light. The claim that
objects that are solid or thick make shadows is problematic because there are solid thick objects that
make only faint shadows because they are transparent. In Lesson 11, the analogies students drew
between the human ear and the ear model were inaccurate.
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Summary of Chris’ Classroom Inquiry Style
Based on the evidence presented above, I used the method described in Chapter 3 to position
Chris’ performance for each of the eight aspects of CIS along a continuum consisting of five levels: low,
medium-low, medium, medium-high, and high. Table 6.7 presents a composite classroom inquiry profile
for Chris. Comparison of the three observed lessons for Chris revealed a high degree of consistency
among many aspects of classroom inquiry, even though Chris’ teaching evolved somewhat during the
inquiry project. Lesson 3 differed from the other two lessons primarily in that it contained fewer
opportunities for open discussion and opportunities for student thinking, areas Chris focused on during
the inquiry project.
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Table 6.7 Composite Classroom Inquiry Profile for Chris (INT=introduction; INV=investigation;
WRP=lesson wrap-up; LG=learning goal; GQ=guiding question; AC=activity; OB=observations;
EV=evidence; CL=claim. Please see Table 3.13 for key to shapes and line colors.
Aspect
Learning Goals

Classroom Inquiry Style





White light can be broken down into colors of light.
Objects that you can see through do not make shadows; objects that you cannot see through do
make shadows.
Sound can travel through materials other than air; sound travels better through some materials than
others.

Guiding Question



Average Time
(minutes)
Generalized
schematic of
classroom inquiry
components and their
position within the
various phases of the
lesson.

INT: 11.6 minutes

None
INV: 15.5 minutes

WRP: 15.5 minutes

INT
LG

WRP INV

AC-1

AC-3

AC-2

OB-1a

OB-1b

OB-2b

OB-2a

OB-3a

OB-3b

OB-3c

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

Focus on intended
Learning Goals

Total: 42.0 min.

Teacher Directedness

Med-Low: Each lesson includes multiple concepts besides the intended learning goal. Chris’ questions
refer to both types. There was no guiding question for any of the lessons. Not all components
of inquiry related to the intended learning goal. Different activities supported different
concepts. Claims varied from related to intended learning goal to not related.
Med-Low: Many aspects of Chris’ lessons are student directed.

Explicitness of
OBEVCL
Coherence

Low: Chris makes connections, however wrap-ups deal with multiple claims, often with overlapping
evidence, so continuity of observation, evidence, claim not clearly evident for each claim.
Med-Low: Many components of Chris’ lessons do not follow logically with one another.

Scientific Rigor

Low: Many activities in Chris’ lessons have low scientific rigor:
 Repetition of tests: low due to different methods of testing
 Number of activities per concept: high (2-4), but many do not support concepts
 Systematic: medium
 Controlled: low (many activities had confounding variables)
High:
Questions and prompts are combination of open and closed, with lots of opportunities for
students to discuss topics of interest to them. Wrap-up format fosters discussion by providing
opportunities for students to demonstrate evidence for their reasoning to the whole class, and
students can interact with the materials.
High:
 There are numerous “What Counts” opportunities.
 There are numerous examples where students reveal their interpretations of what is going on.
50%: Mixture of accurate and problematic claims.

Opportunities for
Open Discussion

Opportunities for
Student Thinking
Accuracy of Claims
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ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC EVENTS BASED ON ASPECTS OF CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

In order to gain insight into how Chris’ style of classroom inquiry teaching might have impacted
the problematic or non-problematic content knowledge-related teaching events, I reanalyzed the list of
content knowledge-related teaching events in terms of aspects of CIS. Using this perspective, I found
that a number of presumably problematic teaching practices could be accounted for by what might be
considered “constraints” of classroom inquiry style. For example, Chris showed a large number of events
in which added concepts were not fully supported by the activities in the lessons, or where trivial
concepts were addressed instead of concepts that were more important. This phenomenon could be
explained by Chris’ more student-centered CIS. Rather than choosing the concepts to add to the lesson,
Chris may have allowed students to decide which phenomena were of interest to them, and in keeping
with student-centeredness, also allowed them to figure out how they wanted to investigate the
phenomena. Accompanying this high level of student-centeredness for Chris was a reduction in scientific
rigor and coherence of investigations.
Another prominent type of problematic event for Chris was failure to address inaccurate student
observations, evidence, and claims. For example, within Lesson 6, two different students made opposite
claims regarding shadow length and distance of the light from the object, and Chris accepted both. In
Lesson 11, students claimed that sound traveling through air, water and ice was different based on their
observations that when they touched the vibrating tuning fork to plastic bags of air, water and ice as they
sat on the table, they heard different sounds, when in fact the differences in sound they heard did not
necessarily involve sound traveling through the materials. Both these events reflect Chris’ tendency to be
more interested in students’ thinking and less concerned with scientific rigor and coherence.
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ORIENTATION TOWARD TEACHING SCIENCE

As described in Chapter 3 (Methods), ten aspects of orientation toward teaching science (OTS)
emerged from analysis of transcripts of the conversation accompanying the card sorting activity described
by Friedrichsen & Dana (2003), and from responses to reflective interview questions regarding overall
goals for teaching science. Table 6.8 presents these aspects, and indicates which of them Chris
emphasized during our conversations.

Table 6.8 Aspects of OTS and Relative Degree of Emphasis for Chris (O=no mention;
+=mentioned once or twice; +++ = emphasized; bolded aspects were those emphasized by Chris).
Aspects of Orientation toward Teaching Science
1.
2.

Active engagement of students in hands-on science
activities
Considering student interest

3.

Encourage student responsibility for learning

4.

Applications to everyday life

5.

Commitment to inquiry-based science teaching

6.
7.

Looking for patterns and problem solving – coming to conclusions
based on logic
Importance of teaching science content

8.

Need for specific learning goal or guiding question

9.

Need to consider prior knowledge and misconceptions

10. Importance of scaffolding learning
Total

number of
references

% of
total

relative
emphasis

3

13.0

+++

4

17.4

+++

3

13.0

+++

1

4.4

+

4

17.4

+++

1

4.4

+

2

8.6

+

4

17.4

+++

1

4.4

+

0

0

O

23

100

Based on the results from this analysis, Chris’ orientation toward teaching science reflected a
strong commitment toward inquiry-based teaching, with emphasis on engaging students in activities
based on their own questions and interests. For Chris, this view went beyond simply providing
opportunities for students to explore topics they were interested in, to actually encouraging them to take
responsibility for how they would design and carry out investigations, to be decision makers, and to
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understand the consequences of those choices. Evidence for this multi-faceted view came from Chris’
comments while discussing multiple scenarios. For example, while discussing scenario E7, Chris said, “It
kind of starts with a child’s question and helping them identify the questions they have, I mean, it just
sounds kind of like the whole inquiry process and things that I’ve done.” (1K-28). Also, when comparing
scenarios E5, E7, and E11, Chris commented: “I think that students’ questions have a huge place in what
you teach and how you teach.” (1K-30). Other evidence for this view came from Chris’ response to a
reflective interview question about her goals for teaching science. Chris said:
I think a lot of these concepts can be really like, cut and dry, if you want them to be, but
there’s ways to make them so it’s exciting and the kids are really you know into it, and I
think just giving them opportunities where they’re sort of in charge of what they’re doing
is really important, and it really makes it meaningful for them. (2K-1)
This combination of aspects of Chris’ OTS could also be seen in her findings from her PDS inquiry project.
In her classroom investigation, Creating a Classroom of Young Scientists: How to Support First-Graders’

Scientific Reasoning through Inquiry Science , Chris found that centering lessons on students’ questions,
theories and misconceptions resulted in greater scientific reasoning on the part of the students.
Another aspect of OTS emphasized by Chris while discussing multiple scenarios related to the
importance of learning goals to guide the lessons. For example, when discussing scenario E9, Chris
emphasized the need for learning goals, saying,
… they constantly have questions about things, but it’s a little bit broad if you’re going to
have one researching whales and one wants to do something with bread molds. So I
think even through it’s good to kind of be open with science stuff a lot of times, I think
it’s within reason you need to have goals for your students. (1K-28)
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CHAPTER 7
FINDINGS BASED ON CROSS CASE ANALYSIS

The purpose of my study was to investigate the interface between student teachers’ content
knowledge of science and their teaching practice as they taught science concepts through classroom
inquiry. My hope was to learn more about how various aspects of content knowledge influence student
teachers’ teaching practice. The research questions guiding my study were:

1. For the three student teachers,
a. What content knowledge-related teaching events limit students’ science learning?
b. What is the nature of their content knowledge of sound and light?
c.

What is the nature of their inquiry-based science teaching?

d. What is the nature of their orientation toward teaching science?
2. In what ways do aspects of content knowledge influence teaching practice?
3. In what ways does style of inquiry-based science teaching influence teaching practice?
4. How does content knowledge influence the nature of their inquiry-based teaching?
5. To what extent does orientation toward teaching science influence their inquiry-based science
teaching?
In Chapter 2, I presented a review of the literature related to the key components of my study:
content knowledge of preservice elementary teachers, influence of content knowledge on teaching
practice, classroom inquiry-based teaching, orientations toward teaching science, and the influence of
conceptions of teaching on teaching practice. From this review I found that studies on elementary
teachers’ content knowledge tended to deal with content knowledge in general, with only a few studies
using methods that would allow differentiation among aspects of content knowledge. In addition, I found
that although there were numerous studies on the influence of content knowledge on the way
elementary teachers teach science, these studies looked mainly at topic specific teaching strategies and
students’ understanding of science. Those that looked at general teaching strategies tended to
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differentiate between gross differences, such as didactic, textbook driven teaching vs. reform-based
teaching, or compared overall tendencies to incorporate reform-oriented teaching strategies. From the
literature on conceptions of science teaching, I found that studies looking at the influence of conceptions
of science teaching (knowledge, science, learning, and instruction) on teaching practice tended to
differentiate between gross differences in general teaching practices as well. What was missing from the
literature were studies that combined all elements relevant to content teaching as suggested by the
Magnusson et al. (1999) model of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) for science teaching (content
knowledge, topic specific teaching practice, general teaching strategies, and conceptions of science
teaching) and addressed these issues at a finer grain size.
In Chapter 3, I described the methods of data collection and analysis I used that allowed me to
address issues related to my research questions with greater detail. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, I presented
in-depth individual descriptions of eight elements relevant to these questions for each of the student
teachers: 1) science background, 2) overall science teaching context, 3) context of the observed lessons;
4) problematic content knowledge-related teaching events from the lessons, 5) nature of content
knowledge related to the observed lessons, 6) analysis of problematic content knowledge-related
teaching events based on content knowledge and external factors, 7) classroom inquiry style, 8) analysis
of problematic events based on aspects of classroom inquiry style; and 9) orientation toward teaching
science.
In this chapter (Chapter 7) I combine information from the individual cases to address my
research questions. I present the findings from the cross case analysis in the form of ten claims,
organized into seven sections: 1) Problematic Teaching Events, 2) Content Knowledge, 3) Content
Knowledge and Problematic Teaching Events, 4) Classroom Inquiry Style, 5) Classroom Inquiry Style and
Problematic Events, 6) Orientation toward Teaching Science, and 7) Influence of Orientation toward
Teaching Science and Content Knowledge on Classroom Inquiry Style. Some sections contain only one
claim. For those claims I present evidence for the claim and discussion based on the literature. Other
sections contain two related claims. In these sections I present the evidence for each individual claim,
but I discuss the claims together in terms of the literature. I have also included a final section in which I
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present a synthesis of my findings and a possible model for understanding interrelationships among the
key elements within and external to my study. Chapter 8 presents the implications of my findings for
elementary teacher preparation programs, PCK research, and elementary education policy decisions.
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PROBLEMATIC TEACHING EVENTS

Claim #1: Selecting and implementing important learning goals, assessing and monitoring
student misconceptions, and communicating accurately with students were three categories
of teaching events related to content knowledge that were problematic for elementary
student teachers during planning and implementation of lessons.

Evidence
Analysis of the three student teachers’ classroom inquiry-based teaching revealed numerous
problematic content knowledge-related teaching events representing eight different types. Further
analysis of these types revealed that they fall into three major categories: Selecting and implementing
important learning goals, Assessing and monitoring student misconceptions, and Communicating
accurately with students. Table 7.1 presents the three categories of content knowledge-related teaching
events that were problematic for elementary student teachers and the specific teaching events that
comprise them.

Table 7.1. Major Categories of Problematic Content Knowledge-related Teaching Events
Category of Teaching Practice
1) Selecting and implementing
important learning goals

Teaching Event Type
•
•
•
•

Focusing on important rather than trivial substantive learning goals
Choosing, modifying, or developing activities that include and support
important substantive learning goals in addition to or instead of less
important concepts focused on in the district curriculum
Connecting important learning goals within lessons, among lessons within
the unit, or to future learning goals
Using student prior knowledge and interest to determine learning goals and
their sequence

2) Assessing and monitoring
accuracy of students’ scientific
ideas

•
•

Identifying and addressing student misconceptions.
Identifying and addressing students’ inaccurate observations and
explanations

3) Communicating accurately with
students

•
•

Offering scientifically accurate feedback to students
Choosing words carefully to avoid ambiguity and possible misconceptions
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Category 1: Selecting and Implementing Important Learning Goals
The first category of teaching event types involves the student teachers’ choices of which
concepts to teach, and what activities to use to teach the concepts. As can be seen in Table 7.1, four
distinct types of teaching events comprise this category: 1) concentrating on concepts that are important
for future science learning, 2) choosing, modifying or developing activities that support important
concepts; 3) connecting and sequencing important concepts within lessons, among lesson within the unit,
or external to the unit, 4) using student prior knowledge and interest to influence choice of concepts and
their sequence. Thus, this category contains types of planning and implementation events by considering
teachers choices for what constitute important concepts for the students to learn and strategies for doing
so.
Although the PCK model for science teaching (Magnusson et al., 1999) separates the ideas of
choosing concepts to teach from developing representations and strategies for teaching the concepts, as
the event types emerged from my study, the design or choice of the activity and choice of concept
became inextricably linked. Choice of activity involved thinking about the activity not just in terms of the
intended learning goal, but also in terms of multiple additional concepts related to the intended learning
goal that might surface during the investigation. Student teachers made choices about what concepts to
add to the intended learning goal based on observations and evidence that arose while investigating that
learning goal. Thus this category reflects the student teachers’ often impromptu application of an activity
intended for one concept to supporting another concept, and its relationship with the intended learning
goal. This is in contrast to solely considering the student teachers’ choice of activity after careful
examination.

Category 2: Assessing and Monitoring Accuracy of Students’ Scientific Ideas
The second category of event types that were problematic relates to recognizing and addressing
pre-existing student misconceptions and inaccurate observations and evidence-based explanations.
Students enter into any classroom inquiry lesson with prior knowledge related to the topic that may or
may not be scientifically accurate. These misconceptions may relate directly to the intended learning
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goal, or to underlying concepts needed for understanding the intended learning goal or how the activity
relates to it. In addition to misconceptions students may have going into the activity, it is also crucial
that the teacher be able to diagnose scientifically inaccurate observations, evidence and claims. Many of
these explanations can be the result of thoughtful reasoning on the part of the student. It is important
that student teachers be able to analyze such thinking for its scientific accuracy as well as where and why
the inaccuracies occurred.

Category 3: Communicating Accurately with Students
The final category, communicating accurately with students, involves potential ways student
teachers might actively contribute to students’ misconceptions. Teaching event types that fall within this
category include teachers’ answers to student questions and feedback to students in response to
students’ evidence based explanations. It is important that teachers’ comments are scientifically
accurate. In addition, teachers’ word choice can reinforce students’ naïve ideas and explanations, such
as the case in our study in which the student teacher allowed students to associate what happens to light
in a prism with reflection from a mirror.
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Claim #2: The three student teachers differed in the relative distribution of problematic
teaching events across the three categories: Selecting and Implementing Learning Goals,
Accuracy of Scientific Ideas, and Communicating Accurately with Students. The majority of
problematic teaching events were connected to Learning Goals for all three. Reasons for
this differed across the participants.

Evidence
Each of the three student teachers exhibited problematic events representing each of the three
major categories. Figure 7.1 presents the distribution of events into the three major categories: Selecting
and Implementing Learning Goals, Accuracy of Scientific Ideas, and Communicating Accurately with
Students.

Figure 7.1. Distribution of Problematic Teaching Events into Categories for the Three
Student Teachers
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Approximately 80% of the problematic events Terry exhibited had to do with selecting and implementing
learning goals. Fifteen percent of Terry’s problematic events related to addressing inaccurate student
observations, and only 5% related to inaccurate feedback to students. For Sam, 61% of the problematic
events were related to focus on learning goals. The remaining 37% were fairly evenly distributed
between the other two categories. Only 53% of Chris’ problematic events had to do with learning goals.
In contrast to Sam and Terry, Chris also exhibited a large number of events that involved failure to
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address inaccurate claims (29%). The number of problematic events related to communicating with
students was approximately 18%.
As can be seen from the graph, the most challenging category for all three student teachers was
that of choosing and implementing important learning goals. This category accounted for 61% of
problematic events for Sam, 80% of problematic events for Terry, and approximately 53% of problematic
events for Chris. Closer examination of the specific events comprising this category revealed that there
were differences among the three participants in terms of the nature of the events contributing to this
category. For Terry, the majority of problematic events within this category related to his failure to
include concepts other than the intended learning goal, even though they were important for future
learning and would have been supported by the existing activity. For Sam, the major challenges for this
category involved her failure to add important concepts and that the activities selected often did not
support the learning goals or claims. For Chris, the major challenge related to this category was that
many of the activities did not adequately support the intended learning goal or the concepts added to the
discussion.
Figure 7.1 also reveals that Sam and Chris had a higher percentage of events in the category of
addressing students’ misconceptions and communicating with students than did Terry. Further, Chris
exhibited a higher percentage of events in which she did not address students’ inaccurate claims than did
Sam or Terry.

Discussion
Relationship to Components of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)
The fact that all three student teachers exhibited problematic content knowledge-related teaching
events while teaching science through inquiry is consistent with findings of other researchers that
elementary preservice teachers have limited science content knowledge, and that inquiry-based teaching
requires depth of content understanding (Abell, 2007; Appleton, 2002, 2005; Appleton & Kindt, 2003;
Davis, 2006; Harlen & Holdroyd, 1997; Schoon & Boone, 1998). Of particular significance, however, is
that among the eight types of problematic events that emerged, four related to selection and
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implementation of learning goals important for future science learning, and that the category they
comprise was the one most challenging for all three student teachers. Comparison of the components of
PCK for science teaching with these emergent problematic teaching elements reveals that these learning
goal-related problematic events are most closely related to the PCK component of knowledge and beliefs
about science curriculum. Table 7.2 presents the eight types of content knowledge-related teaching
events that emerged from the study and were problematic for the participants, and their relationship to
components of PCK for science teaching (Magnusson et al., 1999).

Table 7.2 Content Knowledge-related Teaching Event Types Problematic for the Student
Teachers and Their Relationship to Components of PCK (CK = content knowledge)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CK-related Teaching Event Types
Concentrating on concepts that are important for future science
learning
Choosing, modifying, or developing activities that support important
concepts, both intended and added.
Connecting and sequencing important concepts within lessons,
among lessons within the unit, or external to unit
Using student prior knowledge, interest, and findings to influence
what concepts to include in the lesson and their sequence
Identifying and addressing student misconceptions
Identifying, and addressing students’ inaccurate observations,
evidence, and claims
Offering scientifically accurate feedback to students
Choosing words carefully to avoid ambiguity and possible
misconceptions

•

PCK Component
Science Curriculum

•
•
•

Science Curriculum
Instructional Strategies
Science Curriculum

•
•
•

Science Curriculum
Student Understanding of Science
Student Understanding of Science

•
•
•
•
•

Student Understanding of Science
Assessment of Student Learning
Student Understanding of Science
Assessment of Student Learning
Student Understanding of Science

The Magnusson et al. (1999) conceptualization of PCK for science teaching separates the PCK
component, knowledge and beliefs about science curriculum, into two elements: 1) knowledge of goals
and objectives, and 2) knowledge of specific curricular programs. The latter element deals with
knowledge of local, state and national curricular programs, as well as established published curricular
programs and standards. The former element, however involves understanding how various learning
goals and objectives within those materials are articulated over the course of the school year, and
longitudinally over the course of the students’ K-12 science learning experience.
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To date, very little research on teachers’ PCK development has focused on this component of PCK
for science teaching (Abell, 2007). Davis (2006) examined preservice elementary teachers’ ability to
critique curricular materials, and found that preservice teachers did not consider the accuracy or
effectiveness with which the materials represented the targeted subject matter in their critiques. The
vast majority of PCK studies however, focus on variations in general teaching strategies (didactic vs.
guided inquiry or conceptual change) (Parker & Heywood, 2000; Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991)
effectiveness of content representations (Clermont et al., 1993, 1994; Davis & Pettish, 2005; Geddis et
al., 1993; Gee & Gabel, 1996; Gee et al., 1996; Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991; van der Valk & Broekman,
1999; van der Valk et al., 1999; Van Driel et al., 1998, 2002; Zembal-Saul et al., 2000, 2002), and
diagnosing student misconceptions (Geddis et al., 1993; Magnusson et al., 1992; Magnusson & Krajcik,
1993; Meyer, 2003; van der Valk & Broekman, 1999). These areas comprise the PCK components,
knowledge of instructional strategies and knowledge of students’ understanding of science. As pointed
out by van Driel et al., (1998), they are the two components of PCK agreed upon by multiple researchers
as areas representing PCK (Shulman, 1986, 1987; Grossman, 1990; Marks, 1990), and they are also
featured in the Magnusson et al. (1999) model.
One exception comes from the research by Loughran and coworkers (Loughran, Milroy, Berry,
Gunstone & Mulhall, 2001; Loughran, Mulhall, & Berry, 2004) who developed a system for categorizing
experienced teachers’ PCK. This system allows teachers to describe their teaching by identifying
concepts important to teaching a particular topic of science, and following eight prompts to talk about
aspects of teaching those concepts. The prompts cover all the knowledge domains and PCK components
identified in the Magnusson et al. (1999) model. Three of them involve a subcomponent of the PCK
component, knowledge of science curriculum: knowledge of goals and objectives. These three prompts
are: 1) what you intend the students to learn about this idea; 2) why it is important for students to know
this; and 3) what else you know about this idea (that you do not intend students to know yet).
Geddis et al. (1993) also considered the importance of understanding goals and objectives in
their discussion of “curricular saliency,” which they described as “knowing the importance of various
topics relative to the curriculum as a whole” (p. 588). These researchers examined the case of a student
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teacher teaching about isotopes in an 11th grade introductory chemistry class. They found that although
the lesson appeared to be successful, the student teacher showed limited ability to “foster a deeper
conceptual understanding” of the topic (p. 579). Faced with issues of time and pressure to cover all the
topics included in the curriculum, Geddis et al. pointed out a need for teachers to “learn which topics are
most central and which are more peripheral so teachers can judge the depth to which a topic should be
covered and hence the amount of time to spend on it” (p. 588).
Further support for my findings and those of Geddis et al. (1993) on the importance of
understanding curriculum goals and objectives comes from the idea of “curricular vision.” DarlingHammond et al. (2005) discussed the importance of curricular vision to teaching practice in all discipline
areas. Such vision enables teachers to “know and understand the ‘big picture’ that guides their efforts,”
and represents “the capacity to plan instruction so that it meets the needs of students and the demands
of content, so that it is purposeful and ‘adds up’ to important, well developed abilities for students…” (p.
176). A key aspect of curricular vision is the ability to recognize important learning goals, organize
instruction, and understand relationships among learning goals in ways that enable teachers to scaffold
learning based on prior knowledge. The problematic content knowledge related teaching events that
emerged from my study reflect limitations in knowledge needed for developing curricular vision. Thus,
my findings contribute to a limited body of empirical research demonstrating a need for further
investigation into this important component of PCK, how such knowledge develops, and strategies for
enhancing such knowledge.

Differences in Distribution of Events
Given the similarities in teacher preparation and teaching context among the three student
teachers, and literature-based findings regarding the nature of elementary teachers’ content knowledge
and its influence on elementary teachers’ teaching practice, I was surprised to find such dramatic
differences in the distribution of problematic events among the three student teachers. All three student
teachers had participated in the same teacher preparation program, all three were teaching similar grade
levels at the same school and collaborated in lesson planning and occasionally assisted each other in
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implementing activities. All three had similar science content backgrounds although Terry’s formal
science learning was completed approximately 20 years prior to beginning the teacher preparation
program. Numerous reports in the literature present findings that illustrate the limited nature of
elementary teachers’ content knowledge, particularly in physical science (Bitner, 1991; Ginns & Watters,
1995; Harlen & Holroyd, 1997; Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991). These and other studies connect limited
content knowledge with particular patterns of teaching, such as controlling lessons so as to avoid
unfamiliar activities or situations where they might be asked questions for which they did not know the
answers (Carlsen, 1993; Dobey & Schafer, 1984; Lee, 1995; Smith & Neale, 1991). Yet the three student
teachers varied in the extent to which they conformed to this pattern. The distribution pattern observed
for Sam and Terry reflects the extent to which they avoided additional concepts, but Chris appeared to
welcome such additions. Sam held largely to district provided activities, yet Terry and Chris frequently
added activities from other sources or designed their own. However, even though both Terry and Chris
substituted or added activities, Chris tended to have more problems than Terry or Sam with addressing
students’ inaccurate claims based on observations. These findings suggested that either the three student
teachers differed substantially in the nature of their substantive content knowledge, or content
knowledge alone cannot explain the variation among the three student teachers’ teaching practice.
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CONTENT KNOWLEDGE

Claim #3. Student teachers’ content knowledge was limited based on criteria of depth,
interconnectedness, organization, and understanding importance of underlying concepts.

Evidence
Based on data from the concept mapping activity and from statements made during reflective
interviews I found that all three student teachers had accurate understanding of the elementary level
concepts they taught. Also, the student teachers tended to make connections among many of these
concepts, although while making connections they tended to cluster concepts in terms of how they had
taught them, rather than according to any overarching concepts. In contrast, for the high school-level
concepts, all three student teachers showed superficial understanding of isolated concepts, with no clear
understanding of how they related to each other or to the elementary concepts they had taught.
Although one of the student teachers (Terry) showed understanding of the general importance of
sequencing concepts and that understanding of one concept can be required for understanding of
another concept or can support that understanding, limitations in understanding of high-school level
concepts may have precluded his ability to apply that appreciation to the teaching situation. In addition,
all three student teachers had researched the topics they were going to teach, and only Terry
acknowledged limitations of his own understanding when he indicated the need for deeper, “adult”
understanding of the subject matter.

Discussion
The overall limited nature of the three student teachers’ content knowledge is consistent with
findings from other investigations into preservice and inservice elementary teachers’ content knowledge.
Regarding depth of content knowledge, numerous researchers have found that the level of many
elementary teachers’ content knowledge is similar to that of the students they teach, and that many
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elementary teachers have many of the same misconceptions about topics of physical science as their
students (Bitner, 1991; Ginns & Watters, 1995; Tilgner, 1990).
The three elementary student teachers in my study exhibited interconnections among concepts of
sound or light at the level they taught, but also some limitations in connections among elementary level
concepts and large-scale limitations in understanding of supporting concepts that were at the high school
level. This can largely be attributed to the limited depth of content knowledge they exhibited, since
without understanding of upper-level concepts, it is not possible to make connections to them. This
finding is consistent with results for preservice secondary teachers’ subject matter structure (Hauslein et
al., 1992; Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993, 1995; Lederman et al., 1994) as well as that of preservice
elementary teachers (Crawley & Arditzoglou, 1988; Gee et al., 1996; Gee & Gabel, 1996).
Regarding organization of content knowledge, the three student teachers in the present study
tended to arrange concepts on their maps according to how they taught them rather than according to
overarching themes. These results are consistent with studies of subject matter structure of preservice
and inservice secondary biology teachers. The findings of Gess-Newsome & Lederman (1993) and
Lederman et al. (1994) indicate that preservice biology teachers tended to describe their content area in
terms of topics representing university courses they had taken, and often organized them as lists of
topics rather than in terms of overarching concepts. Experienced biology teachers also tended to
represent their subject area as topics of courses and in terms of textbook headings rather than
overarching concepts (Gess-Newsome and Lederman, 1995).
Another aspect of the nature of content knowledge addressed in my study involves
understanding of relative importance of concepts as concepts that underlie others. Kennedy (1997)
describes a type of relational content understanding in which teachers recognize that some concepts are
“more fundamental than others, and that some are needed to justify others, and that some encompass
others.” (p. 15). Although research involving this area of content knowledge in science is limited,
mathematics education research has shown that mathematics teachers show little understanding of such
relationships (Ball, 1990; Floden & Meniketti, 2005; Ma, 1999). The results from my study support these
findings in terms of the overall picture of preservice elementary teachers’ science content knowledge.
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Although Terry did exhibit awareness of the importance of sequencing lessons in order to scaffold
learning such that students learn underlying concepts before the target concept, Sam and Chris showed
only partial awareness of this idea.
As pointed out in the literature review, only a few studies of elementary teachers’ content
knowledge distinguished among aspects of content knowledge (i.e., depth, interconnectedness,
organization and understanding of underlying concepts) (Davis & Pettish, 2005; Smith & Lloyd, 1995).
Thus while my findings support the overall literature consensus that elementary teachers have limited
substantive knowledge, my findings also contribute to greater depth of understanding of that content
knowledge.
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CONTENT KNOWLEDGE AND PROBLEMATIC TEACHING EVENTS

Claim #4. Problematic content knowledge-related teaching events can be explained by
limited depth of content knowledge, limited interconnections among elementary level
concepts and between elementary and high school level concepts, and limited understanding
of relative importance of concepts.

Evidence
Comparison of the results from analysis of the individual student teachers’ problematic content
knowledge-related teaching events in terms of aspects of content knowledge revealed a common pattern.
For all three student teachers, problematic events could be linked either to limited depth of knowledge,
limitations in understanding connections among elementary level concepts, connections between high
school level concepts and elementary concepts, or to general limitations in student teachers’
understanding of relative importance of concepts for future science learning. The non-problematic
examples of each of the eight types of problematic events required only elementary level understanding
of concepts and connections among elementary-level concepts that the student teachers understood.
There were no definitive instances linking organization of content knowledge to problematic events.
Constraints of time potentially affected both Terry and Sam, however for each instance where
time might have been a factor leading to a problematic teaching event, there was counter evidence from
another event or lesson in which time constraints did not lead to problematic events. For example, there
were numerous problematic events for both Terry and Sam in which they failed to add important
concepts to the lesson, even when the activity as carried out would support the concept. This could be
explained by time constraints, however for every case there were examples in which they included some
feature in the lesson that occupied time that could have been used in addressing additional concepts.
Compared to Terry and Sam, Chris faced few if any constraints to her science teaching. In fact,
she had total freedom to modify lessons as she pleased and the amount of time per science lesson was
almost twice that of Sam’s lessons. This can be explained by the fact that Chris had chosen to focus on
her science teaching for her inquiry project, and devoted more time to science than did Terry or Sam.
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Also, she was in very close communication with her professional development associate (PDA), who was
a valuable resource for ideas and materials for science lessons.
Unlike Terry and Chris, Sam faced constraints due to demands of her mentor teacher particularly
in the first lesson I observed. This lesson was based on the guiding question, How does the amount of

light affect what you see? Sam explained that her mentor teacher had specifically told her to teach the
lesson as provided in the district curriculum. However, the amount of time required to have the students
open the second flap alone, with the first flap closed, and the degree of change to the lesson this would
incur was negligible compared to the benefits to student understanding of the relationship between
amount of light and distance of the light from the object. The effects of Sam’s illness as a possible
constraint also proved to be inconsistent for explaining problematic events that arose in the three
observed lessons.
Another interesting pattern that emerged from investigation of the three student teachers’
content knowledge came from examination of their diagnostic concept maps (see Figures 4.1, 5.1, and
6.1). Comparison of the three maps revealed that although the nature of the three student teachers’
content knowledge was very similar in terms of depth and interconnectedness, the range of content
knowledge directly addressed or needed for the three student teachers’ lessons was vastly different.
Chris’ two lessons on light addressed multiple concepts of light that included concepts with which she
was unfamiliar or were supported by higher level concepts for which Chris had limited or no
understanding. Sam’s three lessons on light covered a range of concepts that was less broad than was
covered in two lessons by Chris, however there were still underlying concepts involved with which Sam
exhibited limited content understanding. Terry’s two lessons on sound, however, remained within a
narrow range of elementary-level content for which Terry had sufficient understanding. Thus although
the nature of the three student teachers’ content knowledge was similar, the range of content included in
Chris’ two lessons exceeded that included in Terry’s two lessons on sound.
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Discussion
Validation of Assumption that Problematic Events Were Content Knowledge Related
The finding that limitations in at least one of the four aspects of content knowledge could be
linked to each of the problematic content knowledge-related teaching events for each of the student
teachers, and that non-problematic content knowledge-related events were associated with adequate
content knowledge supports the notion that these events were indeed related to limitations in content
knowledge. As described in Chapter 3 (Methods), my original identification of problematic content
knowledge-related events was based on asking myself the question, “Could the problematic nature of this
event be explained largely by limitations in content knowledge?” By evaluating each event in terms of
each participant’s demonstrated content understanding, and finding that limitations in some aspect of
content knowledge involving particular concepts were associated with problematic practice when dealing
with those concepts, I was able to substantiate my selection of events as problematic due to limited
content knowledge.

Influence of Content Knowledge on Problematic Events
Based on my findings, it appears that depth and interconnectedness of the three student
teachers’ content knowledge of the topics they taught, and understanding of the relative importance of
concepts to future science learning could explain all of the problematic teaching events that arose in their
taught lessons. These results are consistent with the general literature implicating limitations in content
knowledge with problems in reform-oriented teaching practice (Appleton, 2003; Davis, 2006; Davis &
Pettish, 2005; Dobey & Schafer, 1984; Smith & Neale, 1989, 1991; Summers, 1992; Smith & Lloyd,
1995). My findings also indicate that although all three student teachers shared similar limitations to
their content knowledge, the type of teaching events that were most challenging to them varied. These
findings suggest that factors other than content knowledge may influence the student teachers’
classroom decisions.
Comparison of the diagnostic concept maps for the three student teachers revealed a difference
in the range of topics implicated in their lessons. Only Terry’s lessons remained within a range consistent
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with his level of content knowledge. These findings for Terry are consistent with the literature claiming
that limited content knowledge is associated with limited range of topics explored in lessons (Appleton,
2003; Harlen & Holdroyd, 1997). However these findings are inconsistent with the literature in that they
do not explain why Sam and Chris, whose content knowledge was also limited, carried out lessons that
involved such breadth and depth of knowledge. One possible explanation is that both Chris and Sam had
researched the topics they were going to teach. Apparently, however, this research was not effective in
preparing them for teaching the topics they taught in the way they taught them. Such research may
have resulted in a level of confidence that allowed them to overcome any negative self-efficacy for
teaching these topics using reform-oriented practices.
The only constraints cited by the student teachers in my study were time, health, and restrictions
to teaching imposed by the mentor teacher, and these constraints were mentioned only by Sam (time,
health, mentor teacher restrictions) and Terry (time). Yet in the majority of cases where these constraints
might have been an issue for these two participants, there were examples for each where they added
concepts or modified district activities in spite of these constraints. Further, problems with addressing
students’ inaccurate claims could not be ascribed to time restrictions alone, since Chris, who had fewer
time constraints appeared to have more problematic events related to addressing inaccurate claims than
did Terry and Sam, yet Chris’ lessons were twice as long as Sam’s. The observed variation in patterns of
distribution of problematic events, the similar nature of substantive content knowledge, inconsistent
patterns in range of content knowledge needed compared to level of content knowledge, and the
variation in how the three participants implemented inquiry-based teaching prompted me to investigate
other possible explanations for differences among the three.
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CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

Claim #5: Eight emergent aspects of CIS allowed differentiation among the otherwise
similar inquiry-based teaching of the three student teachers.

Evidence
The three student teachers’ inquiry-based teaching shared several features. First, all three
followed the 5E format (BSCS, 1989), as exhibited by their separation of the lesson into parts that
paralleled the 5E components, engage, explore, and explain. Terry also included the “elaborate” phase in
one observed lesson, and Chris included it in all three lessons. I did not observe any instances of the
“elaborate” component in any of Sam’s lessons. Second, all three student teachers utilized inquiry-based
instruction to teach predetermined, scientifically accepted concepts of science, rather than to explore
unanswered questions typical of more open or authentic inquiry. Third, all three student teachers
included the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6), with noticeable emphasis on
evidence and explanation. These observations are consistent with the patterns of inquiry-based teaching
emphasized during the elementary science teaching methods course. Instructors in the methods course
modeled this type of instruction when teaching the preservice elementary teachers about concepts of
science, and engaged the preservice teachers in reflection on their learning experiences and how various
elements of teaching had contributed to their learning. In addition, the preservice teachers designed
lesson plans incorporating this general strategy to teach specific concepts of science. Later, in their
student teaching phase, they followed the same basic framework to generate and implement lesson plans
for teaching concepts of light and sound.
Even with these similarities, eight aspects of classroom inquiry style (CIS) emerged from the
investigation that allowed differentiation among the three student teachers’ style of inquiry-based
teaching: 1) focus on the intended learning goal (degree to which the lesson centered on the intended
learning goal to the exclusion of other important concepts that might come up during observations from
the same activity); 2) level of teacher directedness (the degree to which the student teacher made
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decisions and solved problems regarding the various components and their intersections versus allowing
students to make these decisions); 3) explicitness of connections among observations, evidence and
claims (level of attention and purposefulness with which the student teacher implemented connections
from observations, to evidence, to claims); 4) coherence among components of classroom inquiry
(degree to which each component connected logically to the others); 5) scientific rigor of the activities
(how much repetition was involved with the same activity, how many activities there were per intended
learning goal, how systematic the investigation was, and whether non-manipulated variables were
controlled); 6) opportunities for open discussion (aspects of the lesson that provided an environment for
open discussion); 7) opportunities for understanding student thinking (events within the lesson where
students made “What counts” decisions regarding components of the investigation, or events where
students talked aloud as they figured something out, or made statements that revealed how they thought
something worked, thus providing a window into their thinking); and 8) accuracy of claims (comparison
of number of scientifically accurate claims to total number of claims). A ninth aspect, depth of claims,
also emerged. This aspect refers to whether the claims are observational in nature (statements of fact,
without explanation) or explanatory (explain the cause of a phenomenon) and instances in which
observational claims are pursued to the explanatory level. However, because the three student teachers
involved in the study showed little overall difference regarding this aspect, I did not pursue it further in
this study. It remains, however, a potentially important aspect of CIS.
Comparison of the eight aspects of CIS for the three student teachers revealed that each student
teacher demonstrated a distinct pattern. The following description summarizes the CIS for each student
teacher, and Figure 7.2 presents a visual representation of the different patterns.
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Figure 7.2 Differences Among Participants in Aspects of Classroom Inquiry Style Diagram
presents differences in terms of position along continua. (T=Terry, S=Sam, C=Chris).
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Terry’s inquiry-based lessons were highly focused on one intended learning goal, and included
multiple activities designed to provide observations and evidence for that single target concept. Also,
students generated only one or two claims per lesson. Terry’s lessons were highly teacher directed.
Terry spent much of the time during the investigation phase of the lessons demonstrating the
phenomena for students, insuring that each student made certain observations, and correcting the way
students were carrying out the activity if the way they were doing it could lead to observations that were
not related to the intended learning goal, or which might confound the logical progression from
observation to claim. The students carried out each investigation systematically, with controlled variables,
and repetition due to each student doing the activity and then watching as others did the same thing,
with the same results. This combination led to high scientific rigor. During the wrap-up phase of the
lesson, Terry’s questions and prompts explicitly guided students to make connections among
observations, evidence and claims. In terms of student thinking, however, Terry’s inquiry-based teaching
involved little opportunity for open discussion of findings and little opportunity for understanding
students’ personal interpretations of phenomena. All claims generated were scientifically accurate. In
addition to the inquiry-based lessons scheduled for “formal science time,” Terry also had ongoing
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informal student interest-based activities occurring on the side, such as allowing a banana peel to sit on
the windowsill in order to address a student’s question about what would happen to it over time.
Chris’ inquiry lessons tended to focus only somewhat on any particular intended learning goal
and none of her lessons featured an explicit guiding question. Chris generally included three to four
activities per lesson, which students carried out in small groups, however not all activities supported the
intended learning goal. The number of unique claims students generated ranged from five to fifteen per
lesson, and although some of the claims generated related directly to the intended learning goal, there
were many that did not. Chris provided vague instructions for activities, and questions and prompts that
involved the targeted concepts, thereby insuring that students’ observations, evidence and claims did
involve the intended learning goal. However, most elements of the inquiry-based lessons were student
directed. Chris’ lessons showed only medium-low coherence among components, and the activities in
general were carried out with low scientific rigor. Chris did help students generate claims from
observations during the wrap-up, however connections among observation, evidence and claim tended to
be vague rather than explicit. In terms of student thinking, Chris tended to include many open questions
throughout the lessons, and provided opportunities throughout for students to discuss phenomena they
noticed whether or not they related to the intended learning goal. In addition, the wrap-up phase of the
last two of the three observed lessons involved groups of students reporting their findings at their “lab
stations” where they could use materials to demonstrate their findings. This process provided
opportunities for student presenters, student observers, and Chris to see exactly what the students were
talking about and pose new questions. There were also multiple instances where students were
responsible for making decisions regarding how to carry out the various activities, and resolving issues
that arose throughout the investigations. Only about half of the generated claims were scientifically
accurate.
Sam’s inquiry-based teaching revealed yet a third CIS. Sam’s lessons focused largely on the
intended learning goal, with only one activity per target concept. During the investigation phase,
however, discussion also included a few additional concepts related to the intended learning goal that
students found interesting, and the wrap-up phase included some of those student initiated ideas.
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Although most components of the lessons were teacher directed, Sam allowed student groups some
freedom to carry out the investigations according to their own design. Sam did, however, intervene
when the way students carried out the investigations might have interfered with the desired
observations. During the wrap-up phase of two of the lessons, Sam explicitly guided students through
the process of connecting observations, evidence and claims. The one exception to this came from the
discussion following the role-play demonstration regarding the earth’s rotation as the cause for shadow
change. Each lesson’s coherence was compromised by confounding variables that interfered with
consistency in the chain of logic among the components. Although the way Sam’s students carried out
the activities was systematic, problems with confounding variables resulted in alternative explanations in
every lesson that were never addressed, resulting in decreased scientific rigor. Thus although the
aspects of CIS regarding coherence and scientific rigor were low in Sam’s lessons, Sam did attempt to
include systematically implemented activities with controlled variables in the lessons. Sam’s lessons did
provide some opportunities for students to engage in open discussion, and also some opportunities for
resolving issues or discussing the causes for the various phenomena they observed. These tended to
occur during the investigation phase of the lesson. Each lesson generated three to five claims per lesson,
however only about 55% of the claims were scientifically accurate.
Comparison of the three student teachers’ CIS revealed that Terry and Chris’ CIS were opposite
from one another in terms of every aspect. Those aspects for which Terry’s lessons exhibited one
extreme of the continuum, Chris’ lessons were located at or near the opposite extreme. Sam’s lessons on
the other hand appeared to be lie somewhere between Chris’ and Terry’s, with some aspects of CIS
similar to Terry (focus, teacher-directedness, explicit connections, opportunities for open discussion, and
opportunities for understanding student thinking) and others more similar to Chris (coherence, scientific
rigor, and accuracy of claims). Given the fact that Sam attempted to engage students in scientifically
rigorous and coherent investigations, but that her inability to recognize confounding variables inherent in
the activities as carried out led to low rigor and coherence, Sam’s CIS was arguably more similar to that
of Terry than Chris.
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Claim #6: For the three student teachers, certain aspects of CIS tended to cluster,
indicating possible interrelationships among the emergent aspects.

Evidence
Comparison of patterns also revealed that certain aspects of CIS tended to cluster. As shown in
Figure 7.3, three such clusters emerged: 1) focus, teacher-directedness, and explicitness of connections
among observation, evidence and claim; 2) coherence among components, and scientific rigor; and 3)
opportunities for open discussion, and opportunities for understanding student thinking.

Figure 7.3. Clustering of Aspects of CIS for the Three Participants (C=Chris; S=Sam; T=Terry).
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Also from Figure 7.3 we can see that the three student teachers’ CIS can be described in terms
of these clusters. Terry’s lessons showed high levels for Clusters 1 and 2, and low levels for Cluster 3;
Chris’ lessons showed low or medium-low levels for Clusters 1 and 2, and high levels for Cluster 3; Sam’s
lessons showed medium-high levels for Cluster 1, medium to medium-low levels for Cluster 2 and
medium-low levels for Cluster 3.
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Discussion
CIS as a Tool for Fine-grained Analysis of Patterns of Practice
The construct of classroom inquiry style (CIS) emerged from a fine-grained investigation into the
way three elementary student teachers from the same teacher preparation program, teaching similar
grade levels and science content, implemented the type of inquiry-based teaching emphasized in their
science teaching methods course. This type of inquiry-based science teaching integrates the Essential
Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6) into a 5E framework (BSCS, 1989) in order to
teach substantive concepts of science.

All three student teachers utilized this approach while student

teaching. In fact they were selected as participants in the study based on their ability to successfully
implement this type of teaching during their science teaching methods course. Many studies of
elementary and secondary preservice and inservice teachers’ science teaching distinguish among largescale differences in teaching, such as constructivist-based methods like guided inquiry, versus more
transmission-based models of teaching (Anderson, 2003; Appleton, 2002, 2003, 2005; Carlsen, 1993;
Cho & Anderson, 2005; Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993, 1995; Lederman et al., 1994; Ginns &
Watters, 1995, Harlen & Holdroyd, 1997; Schoon & Boone, 1998). These studies detected wide variations
in patterns of teaching practice such as didactic versus reform-oriented teaching, or focused on only one
feature of teaching practice, such as the nature of questioning. Given the fact that all three student
teachers’ teaching represented a very specific form of inquiry-based teaching, I needed a smaller grain
size to detect differences in their teaching. As can be seen in Figure 7.2, the emergent aspects of CIS
provided the necessary resolution.

Relationship Between CIS and Features of Classroom Inquiry
Comparison of the aspects of CIS emerging from this study with the Essential Features of Classroom
Inquiry presented in Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6)
reveals some overlap in content between the two (Table 7.3).
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Table 7.3 Comparison of Aspects of CIS and Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (Table
2.6, NRC, 2000).
Aspects of Classroom Inquiry Style

Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000)

1.

Focus on Intended Learning Goals

NA

2.

Teacher Directedness

This feature generates variations in Elements of Classroom Inquiry

3.

Explicitness of OBÆEVÆCL

4.

Coherence among Components

5.

Scientific Rigor of Activities

6.

Opportunities for Open Discussion

3. Learner formulates explanations from evidence
5. Learner communicates and justifies explanations
1. Learner engages in scientifically oriented question
2. Learner gives priority to evidence in responding to questions
(includes generating empirical evidence from observations of
phenomena)
3. Learner formulates explanations from evidence
4. Learner connects explanations to scientific knowledge (in light of
alternative explanations)
2. Learner gives priority to evidence in responding to questions
(includes generating empirical evidence from observations of
phenomena)
4. Learner connects explanations to scientific knowledge (in light
of alternative explanations)
NA

7.

NA

8.

Opportunities for Understanding
Student Thinking
Accuracy of Claims

9.

Depth of Claims

NA

NA

NRC (2000) states that the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry comprise a “working
definition that distinguishes inquiry-based teaching and learning from inquiry in a general sense and from
inquiry as practiced by scientists.” It further describes these features as being “derived in part from the
abilities of inquiry, emphasizing questions, evidence, and explanations within a learning context” (p. 24).
In contrast, the aspects of CIS help describe patterns of teaching that emerged as the student teachers
taught lessons that included the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry. Thus the aspects of CIS
provide insights into teaching practice, and patterns that support or undermine particular goals for
inquiry-based teaching. Some of the aspects reflect the essential features more directly than others.
Coherence, explicitness and scientific rigor involve various facets of the five features. Teacher
directedness reflects the continuum described by NRC (2000) that provides variations in the various
essential features. However even though CIS includes the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry, it
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does so from the perspective of patterns of teaching practice rather than the elements themselves to be
included in inquiry-based teaching. The other five aspects of CIS presented in Table 7.3 (focus,
opportunities for open discussion, opportunities for understanding student thinking, accuracy of claims,
and depth of claims) reflect desired aspects of inquiry that support the essential features.
While important for science methods instruction, as can be seen from Table 7.3, analysis of
practice based solely on a priori categories of the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000)
would cause researchers or evaluators to miss important emergent aspects of inquiry-based teaching,
many of which would contribute to greater understanding of factors influencing how elementary teachers
implement inquiry within their science teaching. In addition, including emergent categories when
evaluating elementary teachers’ CIS would help teacher preparation programs diagnose or anticipate
potential barriers for student teachers in adopting practices that optimize the classroom inquiry practices
emphasizing evidence and explanation.

Relationship between CIS and Science Methods Preparation
As can be seen in Table 7.4, comparison of the aspects CIS to elements emphasized in the
science methods course component of the elementary teacher preparation program revealed tremendous
overlap of topics.
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Table 7.4 Comparison of Aspects of CIS and Elements of the Science Methods Course
(LG=learning goal; GQ=guiding question; AC=activity; OB=observations; EV=evidence; CL=claims)
Element of Science Methods Course
and Timing of Introduction
Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry

Aspect of Classroom Inquiry Style

(introduced during reflection on content learning via
modeled inquiry-based teaching)

•
•
•
•

Components of inquiry (LG, GQ, AC, OB, EV, CL)
Scientific rigor of investigations
Coherence among components
Emphasis on OB-EV-CL connection

Focus on students learning concepts of science

•

Focus on intended learning goal

(modeled during content learning via inquiry-based
teaching)
5E Lesson format

•

Lesson structure
o Introduction (engage)
o Investigation (explore)
o Wrap-up (explain)
5E lesson structure
Focus on intended learning goal
Teacher directedness
Explicitness of OB-EV-CL connection
Components of inquiry
Scientific rigor of investigations
Coherence among components
Explicitness of OB-EV-CL connections
Openness of discussions
Opportunities for understanding student thinking

(introduced for lesson planning)
Modeled inquiry-based instruction

Understanding students’ thinking
(discussed during reflection on content learning via inquirybased content learning)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

From Table 7.4 we can see that every aspect of CIS was addressed explicitly during the course, or
addressed, modeled, and reflected upon when the instructor engaged the preservice teachers in content
learning using inquiry-based teaching methods. According to the course instructor, the CIS modeled
during the course did focus on an intended learning goal, was teacher-directed, involved explicit
connections among observations, evidence and claims, included the components of inquiry, and involved
coherent, scientifically rigorous investigations. In the latter portion of the course, the preservice teachers
researched the topic of magnetism, and developed lesson plans that followed the 5E lesson format
(BSCS, 1989) and incorporated the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000). When I
described the CIS of the three participants, the course instructor did not feel that the CIS modeled in the
course reflected any one of the participants’ styles exclusively. Rather, each participant’s CIS was a
unique variation on what the instructor had modeled rather than an exact representation.
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CIS as a Fine-grained Analysis of a Subject Specific, Inquiry-based Teaching Strategy
Given the fact that the three student teachers’ CIS represented variations on a type of inquirybased instruction that had been learned during the science methods course, and that was applicable to
teaching multiple topics of science, I suggest that this form of inquiry-based teaching could be considered
a subject-specific science teaching strategy. In their description of how topic-specific strategies differ
from general science teaching strategies, Magnusson et al. (1999) state, “Subject-specific strategies are
broadly applicable, they are specific to teaching science as opposed to other subjects. Topic-specific
strategies are much narrower in scope; they apply to teaching particular topics within a domain of
science” (p. 110). During the science teaching methods course, the student teachers learned about
topics other than light and sound through this basic strategy (e.g., electrical circuits, sinking and floating,
air pressure), and planned and implemented lessons on magnetism using the same common strategy.
Further, Magnusson et al. link subject-specific strategies with orientations toward teaching
science, which based on the literature, includes such orientations as didactic, conceptual change, inquiry,
and guided inquiry. They discuss how these orientations can share common features, and that the
differences among such similar orientations arise largely from the purpose for having the different
orientation. The orientation most closely related to the subject-specific teaching strategy used by the
three student teachers is that of “guided inquiry.”
Abell (2007) expressed reluctance to consider inquiry as a teaching strategy, preferring to view it
as something that becomes embedded within a teaching strategy. Magnusson et al. (1999) have already
pointed out the close connection between subject specific teaching strategies and orientation toward
teaching science. I propose that it might be useful to consider the basic type of embedded classroom
inquiry I observed for the three student teachers as a subject-specific teaching strategy if for no other
reason than such a classification would facilitate discussion and investigation of how inquiry relates to
other components of teaching practice, including orientation toward teaching science, and to the content
knowledge domain.
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Clustering of Aspects of CIS
The observation that certain aspects of CIS tended to cluster, and that participants’ CIS could be
differentiated based on those clusters warrants further discussion of what those clusters might mean. I
make the following two assumptions while interpreting my findings related to CIS: 1) by engaging in
inquiry-based activities that generate evidence-based claims, students learn substantive content
represented by those claims and supporting evidence, and 2) accurate and meaningful learning of
substantive science concepts from inquiry-based lessons depends on scientifically rigorous investigations
and generation of scientifically accurate claims (Toth et al., 2000). Based on these assumptions, we can
consider the level of accuracy of claims as a measure of how well the lesson met the goal of accurate
science learning.
The only combination of clusters that resulted in high accuracy of claims was the combination
exhibited by Terry, where aspects in both Clusters 1 and 2 were high. Thus it would appear that in order
to insure accuracy of claims, lessons must be highly focused, teacher directed, with explicit connections,
and high coherence, and activities must be conducted with high scientific rigor. This hypothesis is
supported by the inverse relationship of these clusters observed for Chris, who showed only 50%
accuracy of claims. However, Sam also had relatively high levels for aspects in Cluster 1, yet her lessons
yielded only 55% accuracy of claims. Thus either the small amount of student directedness, widening of
focus, or lessening of explicitness distinguishing Sam’s lessons from Terry’s had an influence on the
accuracy of claims, or perhaps the aspects comprising Cluster 2 (scientific rigor and coherence of
components of inquiry) were the more influential factors for accuracy of claims. These are important
distinctions to make, and the way student teachers perceive is the best way to help students generate
accurate claims from inquiry-based activities, may influence their CIS. The combinations of aspects
comprising the clusters may reflect student teachers’ perceptions of what is required to facilitate
successful inquiry teaching and reveal how aspects of CIS relate to one another in practice. To what
extent are focus and teacher directedness needed to foster accuracy of claims? Can effective lessons be
focused yet student directed? Is there a way for students to have more of a role in decision making
while still maintaining scientific rigor of experiments and coherence among all components of classroom
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inquiry? These and other questions arise when we examine student teachers’ inquiry-based teaching
practice using a fine-grained tool such as CIS.
The results from my study implicate high scientific rigor of activities and coherence of
components of the investigations as qualities necessary for accurate science learning through inquirybased teaching. These findings are consistent with those of others (Keys & Bryan, 2001; Schauble et al.
1995; Sandoval, 2003; Toth et al., 2002) who have found that accurate findings depend on following
scientifically accepted criteria for observation, experimental design, and developing evidence based
explanations. This is not surprising, since accurate, scientifically valid findings from scientific research also
depend on these factors. However, depending on the age level of the students, accomplishing scientific
rigor may only be possible in combination with high focus, high levels of teacher directedness, and high
explicitness of connections among observation, evidence and claim.
Based on my findings, the relationship between Cluster 3 (opportunities for open discussion and
opportunities for understanding student thinking), and scientifically accurate concept learning remains
unclear. In terms of accuracy of claims, there does not seem to be an advantage to fostering this type of
classroom environment. However, we have no way of knowing from my findings what the ramifications
of such a student-centered, open, environment were to overall student learning. Certainly there was an
intangible atmosphere of depth of student thinking present in Chris’ classroom that was absent in the
other two. It is possible, however, that limitations in aspects of content knowledge may counteract
possible benefits of such opportunities.
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CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE AND PROBLEMATIC TEACHING EVENTS

Claim #7: Classroom Inquiry Style provided an alternative explanation for many of the
problematic events explained earlier by limitations in content knowledge. CIS also
explained differences in distribution of problematic events among the three categories of
event types.

Evidence
Analysis of problematic content knowledge-related teaching events for the three student teachers
from the perspective of their CIS revealed that the problematic nature of many events and particularly
challenging categories of event types could be explained by variations in aspects of classroom inquiry
style. For example, the vast majority of problematic events for Terry fell within the category, selecting
and implementing important learning goals. These occurred because Terry did not include “extra”
concepts within the lessons, even though these were important concepts for future science learning and
would have been supported by the activities the students were already doing. Analysis of these events in
terms of content knowledge suggested that although Terry had elementary level understanding of the
concepts involved, the depth and interconnectedness of his understanding was limited, thereby limiting
his ability to appreciate the importance of these concepts for future science learning. However, analysis
based on CIS revealed an alternative explanation. Terry’s CIS involved a high degree of focus on the
intended learning goal, to the exclusion of all other concepts that were important for future learning,
even when they arose from students’ observations or questions. This high level of focus provided an
alternative explanation for the vast majority of Terry’s problematic events. Other aspects implicated were
high level of teacher directedness and the high scientific rigor of his classroom investigations. Thus, it is
possible that even if Terry had deeper understanding and interconnectedness of knowledge related to the
topics, with the same CIS he would have remained focused on the single intended learning goal, and
refrained from adding additional important concepts.
Sam exhibited a high percentage of problematic events within the category of selecting and
implementing important learning goals (61%), as well as problematic events within the other two
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categories. The majority of these involved her failure to add important learning goals to the lessons,
even when supported by the existing activities, as well as events where due to confounding variables, the
activity did not support the original learning goal or added concepts. Examination of the nature of Sam’s
content knowledge revealed that Sam had elementary level understanding of the concepts, but limited
depth and connectedness, and limited understanding of relative importance of concepts. Consequently,
the problematic nature of the events could be attributed to limited content knowledge. Analysis based on
CIS revealed that all but 6 out of 28 problematic events could be explained by the fairly high degree of
focus on the intended learning goal, medium-low scientific rigor, and medium coherence.
Chris showed a different pattern. Although 53% of the events did fall within the category of
selecting and implementing important learning goals, unlike Terry and Sam, the issue was not about
failure to add concepts that could be supported by the existing activities. Rather it revolved around the
fact that the activities included in the lesson did not adequately support the concepts she did add to the
lessons. Chris also exhibited a high percentage of events (35%) in which she failed to address students’
inaccurate claims. Limitations in content knowledge could explain both problematic areas. However,
Chris’ CIS provided an alternative explanation for the problematic nature of the events. All but five of the
38 problematic events could be explained by Chris’ medium-low level of teacher directedness (and
therefore medium high level of student directedness), medium-low level of scientific rigor, low level of
coherence, and medium-low level of focus.

Discussion
Based on the evidence described above, it appears that in many cases, individual student
teachers’ CIS and content knowledge provided equally plausible explanations for problematic teaching
events that involved selecting and implementing important learning goals, recognizing students’
misconceptions and inaccurate explanations, and communicating with students. In contrast, the
literature supports the notion that stronger content knowledge leads to stronger reform-oriented teaching
practices and more accurate topic specific PCK elements (Carlsen, 1991a, 1991b, 1993; Davis et al. 2006;
Davis & Pettish, 2005; Dobey & Schafer, 1984; Hauslein et al., 1992). There were some events,
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however, that could not be explained by the student teachers’ CIS. Although few in number compared to
those that could be attributed to particular CIS aspects, they reflected events that were most likely due to
limitations in some aspect(s) of content knowledge.
The observation that CIS can influence problematic content knowledge-related teaching events
illustrates its value for understanding factors involved in the transformation of content knowledge for
teaching. The construct of classroom inquiry style reminds us that this transformation occurs within the
context of a particular subject-specific (science) teaching strategy, and that the way that strategy is
carried out can influence the effectiveness of the transformation for students’ content learning. As seen
with the three student teachers in my study, three versions of the same basic strategy, when combined
with limited content understanding, led to variations in accuracy of claims generated. Assuming that
student learning of the corresponding concepts of light and sound depends on the accuracy of the
generated claims, understanding CIS and its influence on design and implementation of lessons would
also impact student learning.
Based on the data I collected and subsequent data analysis, I am not able to incontrovertibly
distinguish between the influence of content knowledge and the influence of CIS on the problematic
nature of the events. However, there were some events that arose in Sam’s lessons in particular that
although they could be explained by her CIS, I suspect a more content knowledge-based origin. These
events involved confounding variables, or missing underlying concepts needed for understanding the
concept at hand. Such problems were inherent in the activity itself or in the way it was carried out. Thus
Sam’s failure to have students record the position of the sun when recording shadow position and shape,
and her failure to recognize that distance of the light from the object could be an alternative explanation,
are likely to be due to limitations in aspects of content knowledge rather than CIS. A more detailed
analysis of the student teachers’ thinking and understanding of the concepts in direct relation to the
activities they used would help differentiate between content knowledge and CIS for these and other
instances.
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ORIENTATION TOWARD TEACHING SCIENCE

Claim #8: All three student teachers’ orientations toward teaching science revealed a strong
commitment to inquiry-based teaching aimed at predetermined learning goals. There was
variation in the rationale underlying this commitment among the three.

Evidence
Ten aspects of orientation toward teaching science (OTS) emerged from the student teachers’
conversations while engaged in the OTS procedure (Friedrichsen & Dana, 2003) and reflective interviews.
These aspects along with the relative emphasis each student teacher placed on them are presented in
Table 7.5.
Table 7.5 Comparison of Aspects of OTS Emphasized by Each Student Teachers (Key: +++ =
highly emphasized; + = mentioned, but not highly emphasized; O = not mentioned)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aspect of OTS
Active engagement of students in
hands-on science activities
Considering student interest
Encouraging student responsibility for
learning
Applications to everyday life
Commitment to inquiry-based science
teaching

Looking for patterns and problem
solving – coming to conclusions based
on logic
7. Importance of teaching science
content
8. Need for specific learning goal or
guiding question
9. Need to consider prior knowledge and
misconceptions
10. Importance of scaffolding learning

Sam

Terry

Chris

+++

+

+++

+++

+++

+++

o

o

+++

o

+

o

+++

+++

+++

+

+++

o

+++

+++

+

+++

+++

+++

+

+

+

o

+

o

Consistent with the instrument used to characterize OTS, all emergent aspects dealt with the student
teachers’ conceptions about instruction rather than with their conceptions of science, knowledge, or
learning. As can be seen, there were similarities and differences in the degree to which the three
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student teachers emphasized certain aspects. For example all three student teachers placed high
emphasis on the importance of considering students’ interests and the importance of there being specific
learning goals guiding a lesson, and all three demonstrated a high commitment to inquiry-based
teaching. All three also mentioned the need to consider prior knowledge and address student
misconceptions, but did not repeatedly mention these aspects or place high emphasis on them during the
conversations. This could be an artifact of the instrument, however, since only one of the scenarios
(Scenario E4) explicitly dealt with prior knowledge.
Four of the ten aspects of OTS stood out as revealing differences among the three participants’
OTS: #1 – active engagement of students in hands on-science; #3 – encouraging student responsibility
for learning; #6 – looking for patterns and problem solving; and #7 – importance of teaching science
content. Sam and Chris emphasized student engagement in hands-on activities, but Terry did not. Only
Chris emphasized encouraging student ownership and responsibility for their decisions. This was an
aspect not even mentioned by Sam and Terry. Terry alone emphasized looking for patterns and problem
solving. Sam mentioned this aspect, but Chris never discussed it. Sam and Terry emphasized the
importance of teaching science content however Chris only mentioned it briefly.
From these results, we can see that although the three student teachers each had five aspects
they emphasized, the composition of those five differed, resulting in a unique OTS for each participant.
All three were committed to inquiry-based teaching, addressing specific learning goals, and dealing with
topics of student interest. The purpose behind this common OTS however differed among the three
participants. Sam wanted her students to learn science content through active engagement in hands-on
activities. Terry wanted his students to learn content through opportunities to engage in problem
solving, using patterns in data as evidence for making conclusions based on logic. Chris wanted to have
her students actively engaged, but most importantly, she wanted her students to take ownership of the
activities by making decisions, and taking responsibility for those decisions.
Examination of the individual student teachers’ PDS inquiry project topics supports these
conclusions about their OTS. The interview process for my study occurred during a time when the
student teachers were working on their inquiry projects, which they then presented publicly at a PDS
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inquiry conference attended by peers, family and members of the university faculty. Thus these projects
were important to them, and were fresh in their minds. Two of the student teachers’ projects were likely
to have influenced their OTS. Sam’s project related to student engagement, and its role in classroom
management. Chris’ project related to enhancing student thinking while teaching science by involving
them in decision-making. Terry’s project was less relevant to the science teaching I observed, since it
related to repetitive reading.

Discussion
OTS and Conceptions of Teaching Science
In the literature review regarding OTS (Chapter 2), I discussed the limited nature of research into
this component of pedagogical content knowledge, and challenges to understanding this construct that
have resulted from lack of clarity of what comprises it (Abell, 2007; Friedrichsen & Dana, 2005). I have
chosen to adopt a restricted definition, in which OTS refers specifically to conceptions of instruction, and
excludes conceptions of knowledge, science and learning. This interpretation is consistent with that of
Friedrichson & Dana (2005), as well as the nature of the procedure and its focus on comparing the
participants’ conceptions of what they consider to be effective teaching strategies to instructional
scenarios provided by the researcher. By adopting this restricted definition, I was able to investigate this
particular conception (conceptions of instruction) in greater depth, which led to identifying multiple
aspects of OTS and the ability to identify differences among student teachers whose overall orientations
were very similar.

Emergent Aspects of OTS
The aspects of OTS that emerged are consistent within the description of conceptions of
instruction (Cho & Anderson, 2005; Enyedy et al., 2006; Hewson & Hewson, 1987; Meyer et al., 1999).
All relate specifically to the student teachers’ conceptions of how they would teach science, rather than to
their conceptions of science, learning and knowledge, all of which would describe the nature of their
ontology and epistemology. While my study makes no attempt to evaluate these areas of teacher
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knowledge and beliefs, it is likely that the construct of OTS is tied closely to ontological and
epistemological beliefs.
Seven of the ten emergent aspects of OTS were emphasized by the three student teachers, while
three were only briefly addressed by at least one of them. All three participants brought up the
importance of eliciting prior knowledge however none of them did so to the degree they addressed those
aspects that they emphasized. This may be an artifact of the nature of the scenarios, since only one
referred specifically to prior knowledge (Scenario 4). However, only Terry addressed applications to
everyday life and the importance of scaffolding, topics that were not directly specified in any of the
scenarios, but which he linked to some of the scenarios. Thus the artifact of the scenarios may not
explain the lack of emphasis on these aspects of OTS that were emphasized in the methods course.

Differences among Student Teachers’ OTS
As shown in Table 7.5, the three student teachers’ orientations toward teaching science shared
important features. All three demonstrated a commitment to inquiry-based teaching, to teaching to
substantive learning goals, and to following students’ interest in choosing learning goals. However, even
though the three student teachers shared a science teaching methods course, collaborated very closely
during that course and while student teaching, and demonstrated these similarities in OTS, they varied in
which of the other aspects they felt are important for science teaching. Sam wanted her students to be
engaged and motivated, Terry wanted his students to solve problems, and Chris wanted her students to
take responsibility for their learning. All three student teachers had different purposes for engaging their
students in inquiry-based lessons. An example from the literature of such variation on a theme comes
from the comparative case study by Meyers et al. (1999), who among other findings, observed that over
the course of the final year of their elementary teacher preparation program, the three elementary
student teachers in their study came to share a similar conception that it is important to consider
students’ prior knowledge when teaching. These researchers noticed that although they shared this
common conception of instruction, the three participants exhibited different purposes for doing so. One
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used it to monitor students’ learning, another used it to motivate students in class, and the third used it
to help her students take more responsibility for their learning.
Also important to consider here is the possible influence of the student teachers’ inquiry project
on their OTS. The connections between these projects and Sam’s commitment to student engagement
through scientific inquiry, and Chris’ commitment to students developing scientific reasoning through
student centered scientific inquiry may reflect the fact that they were able to systematically test their OTS
rather than simply rely on intuition or anecdotal evidence from personal learning experiences. It would be
interesting to carry out further investigations of the influence of these projects on their future teaching.
Such studies would help us understand the relative influence of such systematic, evidence-based sources
of OTS versus those based solely on speculation from personal experience.
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INFLUENCE OF ORIENTATION TOWARD TEACHING SCIENCE AND CONTENT KNOWLEDGE ON
CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE

Claim #9: Classroom inquiry style cannot be explained by limitations in content knowledge
alone. Aspects comprising Cluster 2 (Scientific rigor of investigations, Coherence of
investigations) were linked more closely to limitations in content knowledge than were
aspects comprising Cluster 1 (Focus, Teacher-directedness, Explicitness of connections) and
Cluster 3 (Opportunities for open discussion, Opportunities for understanding student
thinking).

Evidence
The nature of the three student teachers’ content knowledge was very similar. Each displayed
limitations in depth, interconnectedness, and understanding of relative importance of concepts, as well as
organization based on sequence for teaching rather than overarching concepts. Despite these
similarities, the three student teachers demonstrated three different classroom inquiry styles. Comparing
the overall nature of content knowledge across the three student teachers with differences in their CIS
did not generate any consistent pattern. All three student teachers had limited content knowledge,
however one of the three routinely engaged students in discussion that went well beyond the scope of
the district-based lesson and involved topics for which their content knowledge was limited. All three of
Chris’ lessons addressed a wide range of concepts by including multiple activities and allowing the
students to determine how they would carry them out. Some of these activities only indirectly supported
the intended learning goal, and brought out student questions and claims unrelated to those goals. In
addition to engaging students in discussion of concepts she had identified as learning goals, Chris also
encouraged students to discuss phenomena they found interesting while carrying out the investigations.
Sam occasionally demonstrated a willingness to step outside the boundaries of her accurate content
knowledge. In the lesson on shadow formation, Sam allowed discussion of properties of the surface
needed to see a shadow and gave students some degree of freedom to decide how to carry out the
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activity, yet she had limited understanding of absorption, reflection and transmission which are concepts
involved in understanding those properties.
One pattern did emerge, suggesting that the CIS aspects of coherence and scientific rigor of
investigations might be particularly susceptible to limitations in content knowledge. Sam’s intermediate
level of coherence and medium-low level for scientific rigor arose largely because of hidden, confounding
variables within the investigations that Sam did not recognize and address. For example, in Lesson 3, the
published activity itself contained two manipulated variables (number of flaps open and distance of the
open flap from the object). Chris’ medium-low level of coherence and low level of scientific rigor arose in
part due to similar confounding variables (e.g., equating light passing through with seeing through or
her attributing differences in ease of seeing a rainbow to differences between artificial and natural light),
however a large contributor to these low levels for coherence and scientific rigor was also the way the
students carried out the investigations, not a flaw inherent within the investigations themselves. The
former case was likely due to limitations in content knowledge, since it is unlikely that either Sam or Chris
would knowingly ask their students to carry out a flawed experiment. Given the student-directedness of
Chris’ classroom inquiry style, the latter case was more likely due to CIS, although limited content
knowledge cannot be ruled out.

Claim #10 For all three student teachers, orientations toward teaching science were
consistent with classroom inquiry style profiles except with respect to Cluster 2 (Scientific
Rigor and Coherence).

Evidence
The three student teachers shared three aspects of OTS: 1) considering students’ interest, 2)
commitment to inquiry-based teaching, and 3) need for a specific learning goal or guiding question.
Differences among the three student teachers’ OTS reflected differences in purpose for which they
engaged students in lessons that were guided by student interests, were inquiry-based, and learning goal
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driven. These differences were reflected in their CIS. Table 7.6 presents a summary of how the three
student teachers’ orientations toward teaching science connect with aspects of CIS.
Terry’s unique purpose for inquiry-based teaching was to have his students learn content by
looking for patterns, problem solving, and using logic to draw conclusions. Terry mentioned the value of
engaging students in hands-on science, but never alluded to any interest in encouraging student
ownership and responsibility for the investigations. Terry’s CIS was characterized by 1) high level of
focus, teacher directedness and making explicit connections among observations, evidence and claims; 2)
investigations that were scientifically rigorous, with coherence among components; and 3) low levels of
open discussion and opportunities for understanding student thinking. These aspects of CIS support his
OTS in multiple ways. First, the high degree of focus and teacher-directedness insured that the students
carried out the investigations without introducing confounding variables. With this level of control and
focus, they made the specific observations needed to see patterns of data that would allow them to
generate evidence leading to accurate claims and accurate content learning. Only with accurate data,
were students able to see patterns and use logic to generate conclusions. With this level of focus on
solving one particular problem and the consequent need for students to carry out the investigations
following particular procedures, Terry’s students had little opportunity to observe anything that Terry had
not intended for them to observe. Thus out of three observed lessons, only one idea surfaced that varied
from the intended learning goal, and Terry did not pursue it. This level of control and focus is also
consistent with the lack of openness of discussions and opportunities to understand student thinking.
Terry’s goal of solving problems through logic prompted him to eliminate potential confounding variables.
Chris’ unique purpose for using inquiry-based teaching methods centered on having students
actively engaged in hands-on activities, and providing opportunities for students to take ownership of
their learning by making decisions during the investigations and reasoning through observations they
made as a result of those decisions. Chris mentioned but did not emphasize content learning as a
primary purpose of the lessons. Further, Chris did not allude to any purpose involving problem solving.
Chris’ unique CIS was characterized by 1) low levels of focus on the intended learning goal, teacher
directedness, and explicit connections; 2) low levels of scientific rigor and coherence; and 3) high levels
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of openness and opportunities to understand students’ thinking. These aspects of CIS reflect her OTS.
Consistent with her desire for students to take ownership of the investigations, Chris’ inquiry lessons were
only somewhat focused on pre-determined learning goals and were minimally teacher directed. This
allowed students to make decisions as to how to design and carry out investigations, how to interpret
their findings, and choose which observed phenomena they wanted to share with the rest of the class.
Chris provided numerous opportunities for students to demonstrate their findings and discuss what they
thought about the phenomena they saw. Realizing the OTS purpose of student responsibility for learning
meant opening up the investigations to include any phenomenon the students found interesting and
allowing students to make decisions about how to carry out their investigations. This led to problems
with scientific rigor and coherence, which were reflected in the low levels for these CIS aspects.
However, Chris was less concerned with students learning content than either Sam or Terry, an aspect of
OTS that could explain the openness to including multiple science concepts in each investigation, whether
or not they were adequately supported by rigorous and coherent investigations.
Sam’s unique purpose for inquiry-based teaching centered on having students actively engaged
so as to promote student interest and to learn concepts of science. Sam did mention the connection
between inquiry-based teaching and problem solving, but did not emphasize it. Further, Sam did not
allude to any purpose related to student ownership or responsibility for decision-making. Sam’s unique
CIS reflects these OTS purposes. Sam’s CIS was characterized by 1) high levels of focus on the intended
learning goals, teacher directedness, and explicitness when making connections among observations,
evidence and claims; 2) intermediate levels of coherence and scientific rigor of investigations; and 3)
medium-low frequency of opportunities for open discussion and opportunities for understanding student
thinking. Sam’s goals for student engagement and content learning were evident in her use of hands-on,
inquiry-based teaching methods through highly focused, teacher directed teaching and deliberate
connections among observation, evidence and claim. Students carried out investigations according to
specific instructions, although Sam did allow more freedom to explore than did Terry. This is consistent
with the combination of wanting students to be engaged (some freedom promotes student interest) and
wanting them to learn science concepts (teacher control and focus promote accurate observations which
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lead to accurate claims). Sam’s CIS regarding scientific rigor and coherence was intermediate, due to
failure to recognize confounding variables embedded in the activities, which may reflect limitations in her
content knowledge rather than her OTS, since students did carry out the investigations systematically and
with repetition of tests. These aspects of CIS are consistent with her goal of students learning science
content. The fairly low levels of openness and opportunities for understanding students’ thinking are
consistent with her high levels of focus, teacher directedness and explicitness, since Sam’s purpose for
favoring inquiry-based lessons included both content learning and student engagement. The high levels
of focus, teacher directedness and explicitness would ensure content learning; allowing a few
opportunities for open discussion would maintain student interest.

Discussion
Influence of Content Knowledge and OTS on Classroom Inquiry Style
Table 7.6 presents a summary of patterns linking content knowledge with aspects of CIS, and
linking OTS with aspects of CIS for the three student teachers. This table reflects the patterns described
in the Evidence sections for Claims 9 and 10. By examining these patterns together, we can see that
overall, for the three student teachers teaching a unit on light and sound using inquiry-based teaching to
teach substantive concepts of science, it is possible that content knowledge had only minimal influence
on their classroom inquiry style. Instead, it appears that their OTS, in particular the purpose behind their
commitment to inquiry-based teaching, had the greater influence on their CIS. These findings are in
contrast to what has been reported in the literature. Expert-novice type studies of secondary preservice
and inservice science teachers’ teaching practice link stronger content knowledge with more reformoriented teaching practice involving more “conversationally risky” practices (Carlsen, 1991a, 1991b, 1993;
Hauslein et al., 1992; Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1993, 1995; Sanders et al., 1993). Studies comparing
teaching practice and content knowledge of elementary preservice and inservice teachers link stronger
content knowledge with more scientifically accurate representations, greater ability to plan lessons, and
self-efficacy for teaching using reform-oriented methods (Davis & Pettish, 2005; Dobey & Schafer, 1984;
Smith & Lloyd, 1995; Harlen & Holdroyd, 1997). However, the studies linking assessed content
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knowledge with observed teaching practices have tended to detect broad differences in teaching practice,
such as textbook driven versus inquiry-based.
Studies investigating the influence of conceptions of science teaching on teaching practice
reported differences in teaching practice associated with various conceptions of science, learning,
knowledge, and instruction (Cho & Anderson, 2005; Eick & Reed, 2002; Eneydy et al., 2006; Greenwood,
2003; Lemberger et al., 1999; Mellado, 1998; Meyer et al., 1999; Skamp & Mueller, 2001). However,
these studies did not include information regarding the nature of the participants’ content knowledge,
and therefore could not address possible influences of content knowledge to those differences. Further,
most of these studies also reported large-scale differences among teaching practices of teachers holding
different conceptions of science teaching. Three of the studies, however, reported smaller scale
differences in teaching practice based on differences of purpose or goals of particular general teaching
strategies such as conceptual change (Mellado, 1998; Meyer et al., 1999) or the inquiry-based GLOBE
curriculum (Eneydy et al., 2006).
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Table 7.6 Comparison of Connections Between Aspects of CIS, and Content Knowledge and OTS (LG=learning goal; TD=teacher
directedness; CK=content knowledge) (**) indicates possible connection between CK and scientific rigor and coherence because Terry taught
within his range of content understanding.

CIS
Focus on
intended
learning goal
Teacherdirectedness
Explicitness of
OB-EV-CL
connections
Scientific rigor of
investigations
Coherence of
investigations
Opportunities for
open discussion
Opportunities for
understanding
student thinking
Accuracy of
Claims

Sam
CK

Terry
OTS

---

High focus on LG
contributes to learning
content specified by LG

---

High TD contributes to
more carefully carried out
activities and insures
learning LG

---

High explicitness of
connections contributes to
learning content from
inquiry-based instruction

Limited CK
involved in
confounding
variables
Limited CK
involved in
low
coherence

Chris
OTS

CK

OTS
Low focus on LG fosters
students’ wonderings and
their contributions to the
content

---

High focus on LG contributes to
learning content specified by LG

---

---

High TD contributes to more
carefully carried out activities so
get logical chain linking OB, EV,
CL, and insures learning LG

---

Low TD means high studentcenteredness, contributing to
student ownership

---

High explicitness of connections
contributes to learning content
from inquiry-based instruction

---

Low explicitness of
connections is consistent with
lots of ideas put forth by
students with incomplete
connections.

No OTS explanation for
med-low scientific rigor

***

High scientific rigor leads to
expected observations, evidence
and claims needed for problem
solving

No OTS explanation for
medium coherence

***

Coherence leads to logical chain
from observation to evidence to
claim needed for problem solving

---

Lack of openness keeps the
lesson focused on the content
learning goal of the lesson

---

Some openness enhances
student engagement

---

Low levels of discussion
insure focus on LG; some
discussion contributes to
student engagement

Limited CK
implicated in
intermediate
accuracy

CK

No OTS explanation for
medium accuracy of claims

--High CK
implicated
in high
accuracy

No opportunities for students to
describe their thinking results
from high focus on intended
learning goal
Emphasis on problem solving and
content learning together led to
aspects of CIS resulting in high
accuracy of claims

Limited CK
involved in
confounding
variables
Limited CK
involved in
low
coherence

Low scientific rigor is
tolerated side effect of medhigh student directedness
Low coherence is consistent
with wanting to give students
ownership and responsibility

---

Lots of openness leads to
student ownership and
figuring out how their
decisions impacted

---

Discussions contribute to
student ownership and
responsibility

Limited CK
implicated in
intermediate
accuracy

Low accuracy consistent with
emphasis on student
engagement and ownership
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Reform-oriented Teaching without Depth of Content Knowledge
In my study, all three student teachers used a subject-specific reform-oriented teaching strategy
they learned in their science teaching methods course. As pointed out in the discussion to Claim #5,
many elements of their teaching could be traced to elements of the course. In the course, instructors
modeled a type of inquiry-based teaching in which the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC,
2000, Table 2.6) were embedded within a 5E format (BSCS, 1989), and the goal was for students to
learn pre-determined scientifically accepted concepts of science. After learning content in this way, the
student teachers reflected on their experiences and the instructors deconstructed elements of the
teaching. Also within the course, the three student teachers planned and implemented a series of
inquiry-based lessons for teaching about magnetism. Thus, when the three participants entered their
student teaching, they had received extensive formal instruction in the very teaching strategy they would
use. What they lacked was extensive formal instruction in the science content they would teach.
However, each of the three student teachers felt they had adequate content knowledge for teaching the
lessons. Sam researched some topics, but felt that she knew others well enough to teach. Terry felt that
he had sufficient understanding to teach the lessons on sound. Chris researched the topics on light she
taught. In reality, however the three student teachers had limited understanding of the topics they
taught and in two of the cases, because of the breadth of topics included in their lessons, there were a
number of inaccurate claims generated.
Two of the three student teachers in my study engaged their students in discussions that led to
greater understanding of student thinking. The reason the third student teacher (Terry) did not engage
students in such discussion may have been due to limited content knowledge, however his CIS and OTS
indicate the likelihood that specific problem-solving goals may have led him away from implementing
such discussion. Thus it seems that reform-based, “conversationally risky” teaching can be implemented
without depth of content understanding. It requires knowledge and skills for carrying out the teaching
strategy. Self-efficacy for teaching in this way may require no more than the perception of depth of
content understanding. The caveat is that when this happens, the value of evidence-based knowledge
and accuracy of student learning can be jeopardized.
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Orientation toward Teaching Science, Classroom Inquiry Style, and the PCK Model
The observation that the three student teachers’ OTS greatly influenced their CIS, combined with
classification of the basic type of inquiry-based teaching they used as a subject-specific teaching strategy
is consistent with the close association placed on these two elements of PCK within the Magnusson et al.
(1999) model. In their description of subject-specific teaching strategies, these authors comment on the
close relationship between a teacher’s orientation toward teaching science and the subject-specific
teaching strategies they prefer. My findings support this connection, since the three student teachers’
OTS influenced every aspect of their CIS. A large component of this teaching strategy depends on
understanding the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6), which was a major
component of the science teaching methods course. The effectiveness of the strategy for teaching
concepts of science, however, is dependent on depth of content knowledge. Thus not only is substantive
content knowledge a vital component of teaching science through this strategy, knowledge and skills for
teaching using the strategy is also crucial. These findings indicate that understanding the interface
between substantive content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge for teaching concepts via
inquiry-based science teaching methods requires analysis of teachers’ knowledge and skills with inquiry
teaching as well as their substantive content knowledge.
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SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS
Although the various findings from my study contribute to the literature related to a number of
the elements comprising PCK and its formation, taken together these findings also contribute to my
overarching purpose of understanding the interface between content knowledge and PCK and how
interactions among elements influence inquiry-based science teaching. In this final section to the crosscase analysis, I present a model for how these various components may have interacted with each other
and other factors to influence the topic specific teaching practice of the three student teachers. I first
present a summary of the individual findings from my study, and then use these findings as evidence
supporting this model.

Summary of Findings
My study began as an exploratory investigation aimed at better understanding the influence of
various aspects of substantive content knowledge on inquiry-based science teaching. The purpose for
this investigation was two-fold. From a practical perspective, I wanted to better understand the nature of
content knowledge important for inquiry-based teaching and use that information to design specialized
content courses for preservice elementary teachers that would better prepare them for such reformoriented teaching. From a more theoretical perspective, I wanted to better understand the interface
between content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, that is, what factors influence the
process through which content knowledge becomes transformed for teaching.
In order to address this broad question, I conducted a comparative case study in which I
examined taught lessons of three student teachers who shared a large number of important features: 1)
All three had participated in the same professional development school-based teacher preparation
program, 2) All three worked collaboratively in the science methods course, and had all demonstrated
exemplary inquiry-based teaching, 3) All three taught at the same elementary school, and thus shared a
common school culture and environment, 4) All three taught the same unit (Light and Sound), and 5)
They all benefited to some extent from the expertise of a professional development associate (PDA) who
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among other things, was highly accomplished in elementary inquiry-based science teaching. These
shared features served to control a number of potentially confounding variables common in such studies.
My approach was to identify teaching events from taught lessons that were in some way
potentially limiting to students’ future science learning, and were likely influenced by the student
teachers’ content knowledge. I also evaluated the three student teachers’ substantive content
understanding of the topics they had taught, looking at depth, interconnectedness, organization and
understanding of relative importance of concepts. I then analyzed the problematic teaching events of
each student teacher in terms of aspects of that individual’s substantive content knowledge. Based on
these analyses, I found eight types of problematic content knowledge-related teaching events, which
could be grouped into three categories: 1) Selecting and implementing important learning goals; 2)
Assessing and monitoring student misconceptions; and 3) Communicating accurately with students. I
also found that the most problematic of these categories for all three student teachers was that of
selecting and implementing important learning goals, which relates most closely to the PCK component of
Knowledge of Science Curriculum, a component of PCK that is highly underrepresented in the literature.
I also found that although two of the three student teachers had researched the topics they would teach,
all three exhibited limited depth and interconnectedness of concepts, organized concepts according to
how they had taught them, and showed only limited understanding that some concepts underlie others. I
also found that all the problematic events could be attributed to limitations in depth or
interconnectedness of content knowledge or to limited understanding that certain concepts underlie other
concepts. I also considered possible external constraints, such as time and restrictions imposed by the
mentor teacher. Although these factors remain as contributing influences, for each problematic event
that was possibly attributable to such constraints, there were parallel examples in which the participant
made different choices in the face of the same constraints that did not result in problematic events.
These findings support literature discussions claiming that aspects of content knowledge such as depth,
connectedness, and understanding of underlying concepts are important for teaching. One finding from
this analysis however was unexpected, based on the literature. Even though the three student teachers
exhibited similarly limited content knowledge profiles, the distribution of problematic events into the three
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categories varied, suggesting that content knowledge was not the only factor influencing the student
teachers’ classroom decisions. This finding, combined with preliminary observations of noticeable
differences among the three student teachers’ teaching practices that would normally be associated with
greater depth of content understanding, led me to consider that these differences in inquiry-based
teaching practice might hold clues for understanding the role of content knowledge in inquiry-based
teaching practice.
In order to explore this possibility, I made a more detailed investigation into the data to better
understand differences in the way the three student teachers carried out inquiry-based lessons. The
three student teachers shared many contextual features, including the common experience of the science
methods course, and therefore their inquiry-based teaching included many common elements. However,
by engaging in a fine-grained analysis, I found eight emergent aspects of inquiry-based teaching that
together allowed differentiation among the three student teachers’ styles of classroom inquiry. These
aspects of CIS tended to cluster based on positions of the three student teachers’ performance for each
aspect on continua representing the aspects, and combinations of these clusters could also be used to
differentiate among the three student teachers. The numerous similarities among the three student
teachers’ inquiry-based teaching practice and degree to which they repeatedly used this common general
strategy led me to propose that these common elements were descriptors for a general inquiry-based
teaching strategy that is informed by knowledge of Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000,
Table 2.6), and focuses on teaching scientifically accepted concepts of science within a 5E lesson format
(BSCS, 1989). I also found that many of the original problematic content knowledge-related teaching
events from the earlier phases of my study could be attributed to particular variations in the three
student teachers’ classroom inquiry style. This finding further drew into question the assumption that
limitations in content knowledge were exclusively responsible for these problematic events, and indicated
that there was more likely some complex interaction among content knowledge and other factors guiding
their CIS.
In a first step toward resolving this dilemma, I chose to investigate the possible influence of two
factors: the nature of their content knowledge of the taught topics and their orientations toward teaching
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science. I chose to include OTS because of its pivotal role in the model of PCK for science teaching in
influencing all components. Following the lead of Friedrichsen & Dana (2005) to look beyond surface
OTS categories provided in the Magnusson et al. (1999) model, I found that although all three student
teachers emphasized guided inquiry-based teaching, their OTS differed in purpose for that emphasis. My
findings revealed that while content knowledge did impact the student teachers’ ability to engage
students in inquiry-based investigations that were rigorous and cohesive, it was not clear that content
knowledge alone accounted for the degree of scientific rigor and cohesiveness observed in the lessons.
Further, the differences among the three student teachers’ degree of rigor and cohesiveness, as well as
all the other aspects of CIS, were attributable to the differences in purpose for inquiry-based teaching
revealed in the analysis of the student teachers’ OTS.

Model for Interactions Among Elements Influencing Concept-driven Inquiry-based Teaching
In order to help convey my interpretation of how the various components of my study interact to
account for the various observations, I generated a graphical representation based on my findings and
related elements from the literature, which is presented in Figure 7.4. In constructing this model, I have
drawn from the idea of “problems of practice” presented by Anderson (2003) to describe key elements of
teaching practice to be addressed in teacher preparation programs. These elements include: 1) science
content and learning goals; 2) students and assessment; 3) classroom environments and teaching
strategies; and 4) professional resources and relationships. Close examination of these “problems of
practice” reveals that they contain the key ideas comprising the components of PCK and contributing
knowledge domains, and thus relate to the framework of my study. In developing a model that
encompasses my research findings and helps illuminate interrelationships among them, however, I have
chosen to extend the meaning behind “problems of practice” to also refer to the specific teaching events
occurring during the inquiry-based lessons that were problematic. In this sense, the “problems of
practice” in my study are topic specific examples of the broader “problems of practice” described by
Anderson (2003), in that they reflect instances peculiar to teaching specific concepts of science.
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I also employ a much-used phrase in the literature, “patterns of practice” to denote particular
consistent patterns in the way individual student teachers implemented a particular inquiry-based
teaching method. The construct of CIS introduced in my study represents variations in the way individual
student teachers implement the 5E, concept-driven classroom inquiry teaching strategy. Using what I
found in the literature regarding terminology and meaning behind terminology for the various
conceptions of science teaching (conceptions of science, knowledge, learning and instruction), I equated
orientation toward teaching science with “conceptions of instruction” and separated that particular
conception from the other three (knowledge, science, and learning), which more directly represent
individuals’ ontological and epistemological beliefs. Within my system, orientations toward teaching
science and instructional conceptions are synonymous. In order to maintain symmetry of language within
the model, I renamed the construct of conceptions of instruction/orientations toward teaching science,
“conceptions of practice.”
Related to the knowledge/belief domain of subject matter knowledge, I followed the system
proposed by Grossman (1990) and Magnusson et al. (1999) by separating it into two areas of substantive
knowledge (substantive content knowledge) and syntactic knowledge based on ideas of Schwab (1962) in
which substantive knowledge refers to facts, theories and laws of science, and syntactic knowledge refers
to the way scientists do science. Syntactic knowledge includes understanding the Essential Features of
Classroom Inquiry and how scientists implement them.
The final two elements comprising the model are the learning from the elementary science
methods course and external constraints. In the case of my study, the learning directly applicable to
what and how the student teachers taught involved learning about the Essential Features of Classroom
Inquiry emphasizing evidence and explanation, using inquiry features to teach pre-determined concepts
of science, and framing that instruction within the 5E format. Due to the nature of the science methods
course they took, student teachers learned about this type of instruction through first-hand experience
when they learned specific topics of science through this type of instruction, and indirectly when they
analyzed the inquiry-based instruction they had just experienced. The only external constraints cited by
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the student teachers were time, occasional restrictions imposed by the mentor teacher and for one
student teacher (Sam), issues of fatigue due to illness.

Interrelationships Among Components of the Study
Content knowledge-traceable problems of practice (problematic teaching events) arose during
inquiry-based teaching aimed at student learning of scientifically accepted concepts of light and sound. I
found three factors that could potentially explain the problematic nature of these events: 1) content
knowledge, due to limited depth and/or interconnectedness of substantive content knowledge, or limited
understanding of concepts underlying the taught concepts; 2) external constraints such as time, mentor
teacher restrictions, or fatigue due to illness; and 3) the patterns of practice constituting the individual
student teacher’s classroom inquiry style. Although the problematic events could be explained by
limitations in content knowledge, many could also be attributed to particular aspects of the individual
student teacher’s classroom inquiry style. For the majority of problematic events, it was impossible to
conclusively determine the relative influence of the two. External constraints probably also influenced
student teachers’ decisions, leading to problematic practice, however these constraints did not
consistently result in problematic events, suggesting that this potential influencing factor might be an
important, but inconsistently present influence.
Factors influencing the individual student teachers’ patterns of practice (classroom inquiry style)
include: 1) substantive content knowledge; 2) syntactic knowledge; 3) conceptions of practice
(orientations toward teaching science), 4) external constraints, and 5) experiences from the science
methods course. Substantive content knowledge at the elementary level contributed to the numerous
successful topic-specific elements of teaching practice. Limitations in this knowledge domain may also
have impacted the scientific rigor and cohesiveness of the investigations in cases where hidden
confounding variables interfered with accurate claims or when students made claims without adequate
supporting evidence. Syntactic content knowledge (including theoretical knowledge of the Essential
Features of Classroom Inquiry) provided a knowledge base for the elements of instruction, as well as for
understanding of how these elements interrelate, and the role of investigation, data, evidence and claim
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in the inquiry process. Also informing the student teachers’ CIS were their conceptions of practice
(orientation toward teaching science), including their common commitment to inquiry-based teaching,
importance of teaching to learning goals, and importance of addressing students’ interests. My findings
also suggest that external constraints may play a role in both problems of practice and patterns of
practice however this role appeared to be inconsistent from one lesson to the next. Based on my
comparison of the three student teachers’ CIS and the science teaching methods course the three
student teachers took together, it appears that learning from this course had a large influence on shaping
the general inquiry-based teaching strategy they implemented. Every aspect of CIS related to elements
of the course, however, as mentioned above, the individual differences in CIS could be traced to
variations in their conceptions of practice (OTS).
Individual differences in conceptions of instruction are likely attributable to differences in the
three student teachers’ backgrounds and ontological and epistemological beliefs (Crawford, 1999; Eick &
Reed, 2002; Kagan, 1992; Volkmann & Anderson, 1998). Many of the studies I surveyed examined
conceptions of science, knowledge, learning, and science instruction, and the influence of these
conceptions on teaching practice. Close examination of the meanings attributed to the various
“conceptions” led me to separate conceptions of instruction from the other three, since the latter group
appeared to have more overarching epistemological and ontological implications. The epistemology and
ontology-related conceptions were beyond the scope of my study however my findings support literaturebased findings that the way teachers teach science is influenced by their own learning experiences,
(Crawford, 1999; Eick & Reed, 2002; Kagan, 1992). When preservice teachers found their science
learning experiences boring or without meaning, their own conceptions of instruction tended to include
more interactive, hands-on activity-based instruction. Overall common features of conceptions of
instruction are likely shaped by the science methods course and student teachers’ understanding of
scientific inquiry (syntactic knowledge).
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Figure 7.4 Interrelationships Among Components of the Study Shaded boxes represent components investigated in my study; nonshaded boxes represent additional elements from the literature or contextual elements. Boxes contained in dotted lines represent student
teachers’ conceptions or perceptions; solid line boxes represent demonstrated knowledge or observed practice.
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Discussion
The significance of my study lies in the insights it brings to understanding the relationship
between content knowledge, topic-specific problems of practice, subject-specific patterns of practice, and
conceptions of practice. A key factor in understanding these interrelationships is the construct of CIS,
which helps unify two previously separate areas of research, and brings to light the importance of
studying a teaching situation from the perspective of both content knowledge and conceptions of
teaching. The research domain investigating the relationship between content knowledge and teaching
practice spans both general science teaching practices and topic-specific teaching practices (Carlsen,
1991a, 1991b, 1993; Davis & Pettish, 2005; Hauslein et al., 1992). The research domain studying the
influence of conceptions of practice on teaching practice tend to investigate general science teaching
practices (Eneydy et al., 2006; Lemberger et al., 1999). The construct of CIS bridges the gap between
these two research areas by providing missing information about how the style which teachers implement
general teaching strategies influences planning and implementation of that strategy for teaching specific
topics of science. By investigating how content knowledge influences both topic specific and a general
science teaching strategy, and investigating how conceptions of teaching influences the same general
science teaching strategy, my study encompasses all these elements, resulting in greater understanding
of the role each factor plays in influencing how preservice elementary teachers design and implement
inquiry-based teaching for teaching specific topics of science.
A key ingredient in my research allowing me to better understand interrelationships among the
components comprising the interface between content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge for
teaching specific science topics using inquiry-based methods was the grain size I used in analyzing the
data and techniques for displaying the data that would highlight important features. Understanding each
component in depth allowed patterns to emerge that would have otherwise gone undetected. For
example, without detailed analysis of the nature of the three student teachers’ content knowledge with
respect to the topics they had taught, and types of events that were problematic, I would not have been
able to identify knowledge of the curriculum as a key component of PCK lacking for the three student
teachers, and the ramifications of limitations in that area for their overall teaching practice. Further,
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without fine-grained analysis of the student teachers’ OTS and CIS, combined with the detailed analysis
of their content knowledge I would not have been able to see the relationship between the three.
Besides providing a link between the two research areas (influence of conceptions of science
teaching and influence of content knowledge on teaching practice), the construct of CIS provides an
additional layer to our understanding of teaching practice, and therefore contributes to greater depth of
understanding of how the various knowledge domains and PCK components interact during teaching.
This has implications for both PCK research and for elementary teacher educators seeking to enhance
preservice and inservice teachers’ skills and effectiveness at teaching using reform-oriented teaching.
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CHAPTER 8
IMPLICATIONS
Although there were several findings from my research that have implications for teacher
education and science education research, I have chosen to limit my discussion of implications to two key
findings: 1) the construct of classroom inquiry style and its pivotal role in understanding connections
among conceptions of science teaching, substantive content knowledge, syntactic content knowledge,
and classroom teaching practice, and 2) the importance of enhancing elementary teachers’ curricular
vision, at both a micro and macro level.
The construct of classroom inquiry style (CIS) functions at multiple levels. First, it provides a
detailed description of how preservice or inservice elementary teachers tend to implement a particular
type of inquiry-based teaching strategy (5E-based, concept-directed) in terms of the following emergent
aspects: 1) focus on the intended learning goal; 2) teacher directedness; 3) explicitness of connections
among observation, evidence and claim; 4) coherence of investigations; 5) scientific rigor of
investigations; 6) opportunities for open discussion; 7) opportunities for understanding student thinking;
and 8) accuracy of claims. It is based on observations of multiple inquiry-based lessons of individual
teachers, and thus represents patterns in the individuals’ inquiry-based teaching. At a second level, CIS
represents how individual preservice elementary teachers’ knowledge of inquiry-based teaching, based on
science background and experience with science learning and formal instruction during the science
methods course, interacts with their orientations toward teaching science, in particular their purposes for
engaging students in inquiry-based teaching. At a third level, the construct of CIS provides a missing link
for understanding interactions among factors involved in the translation of substantive content knowledge
into knowledge for teaching that substantive content using inquiry-based methods. At a fourth level, the
idea of CIS can be applied to analyzing and understanding subtle variations in any inquiry-based science
teaching strategy.
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The second key finding I consider in this chapter is the need to enhance elementary teachers’
curricular vision from two perspectives. The first perspective (macro level) involves teachers’ ability to
see interconnections among topics they teach at a broader level, dealing with how what is taught at one
grade level relates to future learning, horizontally across disciplines within one grade level and vertically,
across all grade levels. A second perspective (micro level) involves teachers’ understanding of how
concepts interconnect and underlie other concepts and are necessary for understanding of those
concepts. Problems with curricular vision at the macro level became evident from two emergent
patterns. First, the majority of problematic events for each of the three student teachers involved their
inability to differentiate between important and trivial learning goals and to incorporate important
learning goals into their lessons. Second, of the eight event types emerging from examination of the
three student teachers together, four involved their ability to choose and implement important learning
goals. Comparison of the event types to components of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) revealed
that these four event types were closely related to the PCK component, knowledge of science curricula, in
particular, the sub-component of knowledge of science goals and objectives. Although choices the
student teachers made regarding incorporation of additional concepts within their lessons were likely
moderated by their CIS, what is important here is that they did not see those concepts as sufficiently
important to “override” their CIS. Problems with curricular vision at the micro level became apparent
from events in which student teachers omitted key concepts needed for understanding the targeted
learning goal, or they failed to address students’ inaccurate claims when those inaccurate claims reflected
misconceptions due to missing information. Difficulties with addressing students’ inaccurate claims based
on observations from inquiry-based investigations was particularly prevalent for two of the three student
teachers – those whose investigations were less focused and incorporated more students’ ideas.
Although the findings I will discuss here arose from a study involving preservice elementary
teachers, the scope of impact is likely to include elementary science teaching at multiple levels.
Therefore in this chapter I discuss the implications of each of these findings for two areas: 1) the
elementary teacher professional development continuum, including specialized science content courses
and courses designed to teach reform-oriented science teaching methods in either a teacher preparation
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or professional development setting, and 2) research on teacher PCK development, the influence of
teachers’ content knowledge on their teaching practice, and the influence of teachers’ conceptions of
science teaching on their teaching practice. I then consider implications for educational policy.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER DEVELOPMENT ACROSS THE PROFESSIONAL CONTINUUM

Criteria for Evaluating and Analyzing Teachers’ General Inquiry-based Teaching Practice
An implication for teacher development comes from the criteria CIS provides for evaluation and
analysis of teachers’ inquiry-based teaching practice. As I will point out when I discuss implications for
research, some studies examine inquiry-based teaching from the standpoint of the Essential Features of
Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6) alone (Smolleck & Hills, 2007). CIS provides an additional set
of criteria that describe how teachers implement these features into their teaching, and provides insights
into what aspects of inquiry-based teaching are challenging for elementary teachers. Thus a detailed
analysis of teachers’ general inquiry-based teaching practice would likely benefit from analysis from both
perspectives – Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry and CIS.

Design and Evaluation of Science Education Courses
When science methods courses and teacher professional development programs emphasize
particular inquiry-based teaching strategies, it is likely that teachers and student teachers emerging from
those courses will utilize many features of the inquiry-based method they learned about in those courses.
Distinguishing among variations in a particular type of inquiry-based teaching strategy requires finegrained analysis possible only when the teaching is analyzed through multiple criteria. In the context of
my study, CIS included the following eight aspects: the degree of focus on the intended learning goal,
degree of teacher or student directedness, explicitness of connections among observation, evidence and
claim, the coherence and scientific rigor of investigations, opportunities for open discussion, opportunities
for understanding students’ thinking, and the accuracy of claims generated from the inquiry-based
lessons. Features of inquiry-based teaching shared by the three student teachers were related to the
structure of the lessons, which reflected the 5E-lesson format (BSCS, 1989), and the components of
classroom inquiry (learning goal, guiding question, activity, observation, evidence, and claim).
Comparison of these features with elements of inquiry-based teaching addressed in the science methods
course revealed a close connection between features and aspects comprising CIS and elements
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emphasized in the course. By examining commonalities among these structural features and emergent
aspects of CIS for groups of preservice or inservice elementary teachers engaged in a particular teacher
development program, it is possible to determine which elements stressed by the program emerged in
the classroom teaching and which did not. CIS may also provide a mechanism for detecting variations in
individual teachers’ inquiry-based teaching and thereby facilitate diagnosis of areas of difficulty for the
teachers. Such information would allow instructors to provide differentiated instruction for individuals or
groups of individuals with particular tendencies with certain aspects of CIS.
Another potential source of information about courses or individual teachers’ understanding of
inquiry-based teaching comes from the patterns in clustering of aspects of CIS. For all three student
teachers in my study, teacher directedness, focus on intended learning goal and explicitness of
connections among observations, evidence and claims were positively linked with the accuracy of claims,
and inversely linked with openness of discussion and opportunities for understanding students’ thinking.
Thus high accuracy of claims was associated with high focus and teacher directedness, and low levels of
“conversationally risky” discussion. This clustering may reflect student teachers perceptions or limitations
in proficiency of inquiry-based teaching. Thus some student teachers may think that the only way to get
accurate claims is to keep the investigation focused, and teacher-directed. For programs hoping to
encourage discussion that would reveal students’ understanding (and possible misconceptions), finding
that student teachers restricted such discussion, or dismissed instances where alternative explanations
were raised, would suggest a need to emphasize that aspect of inquiry-based teaching.

Sequencing Learning of Inquiry-based Teaching Strategies
By considering the type of inquiry-based teaching observed in this study as one of many possible
general inquiry-based science teaching strategies, the possibility emerges that long-term development of
elementary teachers’ knowledge and skills for inquiry-based teaching might benefit from an organized
progression of learning about applying inquiry to teaching. The teachers in my study learned to apply
inquiry to teaching science using a strategy in which features of inquiry were embedded within the 5E
lesson format (BSCS, 1989), for the specific purpose of helping students learn scientifically accepted
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concepts of science. Once mastered, a subsequent step might be to apply features of inquiry to a more
open type of inquiry, such as found in a project-based approach. Depending on the learning goals, this
type of strategy could be more or less structured. Because of time constraints within the methods
course, such extension of inquiry-based teaching may need to occur in professional development
settings.

Insights into the Role of Content Knowledge and CIS as Factors Influencing Topic Specific
Teaching Strategies
One of the surprising findings from my study was that elementary student teachers were able to
implement inquiry-based teaching practices in their classrooms even though they had limited depth and
interconnectedness of content understanding. Further, one of the three student teachers not only
implemented inquiry-based teaching, she also engaged her students in “conversationally risky”
discussions involving multiple topics in addition to the intended learning goals. These observations are in
direct contrast to findings described in the literature, and the general finding that limited content
knowledge results in particular styles of teaching practice that are inconsistent with the goals of reformoriented teaching (Abell & Roth, 1992; Carlsen, 1991a, 1991b, 1993; Dobey & Shafer, 1984; Hauslein et
al., 1992). My findings indicate that given excellent instruction in inquiry-based teaching strategies,
elementary teachers can conduct inquiry-based lessons regardless of their level of content understanding.
This finding highlights the relationship between syntactic knowledge and substantive content knowledge,
and the importance of developing both simultaneously. In Chris’ case, where she favored student
ownership of learning through control of their own learning, she demonstrated depth of understanding of
many of the Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6), and demonstrated effective reformoriented teaching practices (syntactic knowledge), but did so with limited content understanding
(substantive knowledge). Interestingly, both Sam and Chris felt they had sufficiently researched the
topics they taught. This finding also illustrated that with sufficient syntactic knowledge of scientific
inquiry and knowledge of how to translate that into a general inquiry-based teaching strategy, combined
with a perception of depth of content understanding, elementary teachers can conduct reform-oriented
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lessons. The caveat, however, is that student learning arising from such reform-oriented practice may be
inaccurate. The potential for such inaccuracy of learning begs the question of whether such teaching
practice indeed reflects reform-oriented teaching practice, since the goal of such teaching is to dispel
misconceptions, not reinforce or create them. Thus it is important to develop actual depth of content
knowledge, not just the perception of it, such that preservice or inservice teachers engaging in inquirybased teaching during methods courses or professional development workshops can engage students in
meaningful learning.

Importance of Scientific Rigor and Coherence of Investigations to Science Learning
My findings indicated that CIS aspects involving scientific rigor and coherence of investigations
were challenging for two of the three student teachers. Much of Sam’s difficulty with these aspects arose
due to limitations in content knowledge. However, for Chris, it appeared that low scientific rigor and
coherence were mostly characteristics of her CIS. The importance of scientific rigor and coherence, and
Chris’ apparent neglect of this aspect of CIS suggests that more emphasis needs to be placed on these
aspects during science methods courses and specialized content courses modeling inquiry-based teaching
practice. If learning science is to be based on evidence from investigations, those investigations need to
be scientifically rigorous and coherent. Thus, had Sam and Chris recognized the importance of
performing investigations rigorously and coherently, students would not have generated a claim that the
shadow shape is the shape of the object without testing the shape of the shadow generated by the
object facing at all different angles to the light. Put another way, the student teacher would have
insisted that the student making the claim be able to provide evidence that had been generated by
testing the shadow shape at all different angles, and using many different object shapes. Had such an
investigation been done, the inaccurate claim would likely not have been accepted. Designing
experiments without confounding variables is difficult for both adults and children (Shapiro, 1996; Chen &
Klahr, 1999; Toth et al., 2000), although adults seem to make faster progress in understanding the need
for manipulating only one variable than do children. My findings suggest a need for emphasizing control
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of variables when engaging teachers in learning about inquiry-based teaching so as to at least make
them aware of the potential for undermining learning from inquiry-based investigations.

Promoting Elementary Teachers’ Macro-scale Curricular Vision
All three student teachers had problems associated with selecting and implementing important
rather than trivial learning goals, and most of the event types related to understanding the relative
importance of learning goals. Further, two of the three student teachers indicated no understanding of
the importance of what they taught to their students’ future science learning. This finding highlighted
the need for developing elementary teachers’ curricular vision (Darling-Hammond et al., 2005), and
relates to the PCK component, knowledge of science curriculum, in particular that of understanding
science goals and objectives. An ideal place to address this within the teacher preparation program
would be during specialized content courses that combine learning of content, aspects of scientific
inquiry, and teaching science to children (Ward & Zembal-Saul, 2007). By examining how the content of
the course at a specific grade level relates to learning at other grade levels, as well as to other science
and non-science disciplines within the grade level, preservice teachers would gain experience looking at
how the concepts they are teaching fit in with the horizontally and vertically articulated curriculum.

Enhancing Elementary Teachers’ Micro-scale Curricular Vision
My findings that two of the three student teachers faced challenges with addressing students’
inaccurate claims illustrates a need to focus on developing elementary teachers’ substantive content
knowledge in ways that will promote cognitive flexibility and adaptive expertise for teaching science
through inquiry (Bransford et al., 2000; Bransford et al., 2005). Such cognitive flexibility and adaptive
expertise require depth of content learning and understanding of interconnections among concepts. In
order to develop such flexible knowledge, I recommend that content instruction and science methods
instruction involving content learning should consider four aspects of content knowledge derived from the
literature: 1) depth of understanding (insuring that teachers have understanding at a level that exceeds
that at which they will teach); 2) interconnectedness of knowledge (highlighting interconnections, and
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providing opportunities for teachers to make connections); 3) organization of content knowledge
(allowing teachers to see specific content from two perspectives: based on overarching concepts, and
based on how concepts are best sequenced for teaching); and 4) understanding of underlying concepts
and their importance (helping teachers to understand which concepts are critical to understanding
featured learning goals). In addition to structuring content instruction that underscores these aspects,
content courses and methods courses should also highlight these aspects when reflecting on teaching
and learning, and identify examples where the various aspects are important.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Methodological Considerations: CIS as a Tool for Analyzing Inquiry-based Teaching
As pointed out by Davis et al. (2006), “the standards emphasize inquiry-oriented science
teaching, yet our review of the literature tells us very little about new teachers’ understanding of inquiry,
how they teach inquiry, or what specific challenges they face in doing so” (p. 636). A logical approach to
better understanding these areas is to analyze teaching based on the Essential Features of Classroom
Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6). While such analysis provides important information about the extent to
which teachers incorporate these essential features (Smolleck & Hill, 2007), used alone, it gives little
information about how they teach inquiry or the challenges they face while using inquiry-based teaching
methods. CIS, on the other hand, provides such information by looking at structural features of specific
teachers’ inquiry-based lessons and characterizing their teaching based on eight emergent aspects of
inquiry-based teaching, such as focus on the intended learning goal, or scientific rigor of investigations.
The emergent nature of the aspects insures that they are relevant to the specific type of inquiry-based
teaching and include characteristics that will differentiate among participants. The diversity of the
aspects provides depth of resolution among the participants’ CIS. The clustering patterns of CIS aspects
may provide insights into teachers’ thinking about what is needed for successful inquiry-based teaching.
The close relationship between teachers’ CIS and their orientation toward teaching science (OTS)
indicates the importance of considering both when examining teachers’ inquiry-based teaching. The
observation that variations in CIS normally attributed to differences in substantive content knowledge
occurred in some cases despite limited content understanding suggests that the nature of substantive
content understanding may not be the key factor limiting how teachers incorporate the Essential Features
of Classroom Inquiry into their teaching, whether through highly teacher directed and focused lessons
that emphasized scientific rigor and coherence, or through extensive use of “conversationally risky”
discussion, low focus and minimal teacher-directedness. Thus, depending on whether the research goal
is to simply evaluate the extent to which a teacher has incorporated the Essential Features into her
teaching, or whether the goal is to understand how the teacher has incorporated the features, a rigorous
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investigation would contain analysis based on both the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry and
aspects of classroom inquiry style.

Bridging Two Research Genres
Two research genres informed by my findings are 1) studies investigating the role of conceptions
of science teaching in determining teaching practice, and 2) studies investigating the role of content
knowledge in determining teaching practice. The literature regarding these research areas tends to
examine one or the other, and when there is some crossover depending on the research area, either
content knowledge or conceptions of science teaching are generally only cursorily investigated. My
findings suggest that there are actually two layers to teaching practice that need to be considered: 1)
topic specific teaching strategies, such as specific representations and specific activities important for
teaching specific topics or concepts, and 2) more general subject specific teaching strategies in which the
topic specific strategies are embedded. For example, each of the topic-specific strategies used by the
three student teachers (e.g., light box for examining how the amount of light affects what you see
[Sam]; Tibetan singing bowl for examining the relationship between sound and vibration [Terry]; working
model of the ear for demonstrating sound travel [Chris]) occurred within the boundaries of a subjectspecific teaching strategy, for which each student teacher had a unique CIS, influenced largely by
orientation toward teaching science and probably syntactic knowledge, as well as substantive knowledge.
By considering topic specific instructional strategies in light of both content knowledge and classroom
inquiry style, we find that a valid instructional strategy when used in the context of a highly focused and
teacher directed CIS may result in limitations in student learning. By analyzing the event from the two
perspectives, we can better interpret what is actually going on. Research on the influence of content
knowledge on teaching practice has focused on both topic specific teaching practices and general
teaching practices in isolation from each other; research on influence of conceptions of science teaching
on teaching practice has focused on general subject specific teaching practice. My findings indicate the
importance of considering both layers, because the topic-specific teaching occurs within the context of
the general teaching strategy.
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Research on Elementary Teachers’ Curricular Vision
As pointed out in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), research on elementary teachers’ knowledge of
science curricula is limited (Abell, 2007). My findings provide empirical evidence of limitations in this area,
in particular, the element of curricular vision (Darling-Hammond et al., 2005), which is implied in the
Magnusson et al. (1999) description of this component. In addition to documenting events in which the
student teachers implemented trivial learning goals rather than those that were more important, or did
not incorporate additional learning goals within their lessons that were important for future science
learning, my findings suggest links between problems with curricular vision and limitations in aspects of
content knowledge that may account for limitations in curricular vision. Although my finding that CIS
may have played a role in the student teachers’ decisions not to include additional concepts, there were
incidents in which depth and interconnectedness of knowledge, or knowledge of relative importance of
concepts for future science learning played a role (e.g., Sam’s lesson on changes in shadow shape and
length, in which she omitted the crucial concept of angle of light; Chris’ lesson on colors of light, where
she failed to consider brightness as a possible explanation for differences in “ease” of seeing a rainbow).
My findings suggest a need for further research in this area. First, as pointed out by Abell
(2007), there needs to be more research on teachers’ understanding of science curricula, in particular,
their curricular vision, as well as research on best practices for helping teachers understand and apply
these interrelationships. Second, there needs to be more research into the various aspects of content
knowledge and how these various aspects (depth, interconnectedness, organization, and understanding
of importance of underlying concepts) contribute to the various tasks involved with inquiry-based
teaching, such as choosing and implementing important learning goals, designing and carrying out
scientifically rigorous investigations; and engaging students in discussion that allows teachers to
understand students’ thinking. Such investigations would need to include detailed examination of
teachers’ knowledge based on these four aspects, and involve their teaching in areas for which such
knowledge was strong, and where it was weak. Such information would contribute to our understanding
of how to prepare teachers for teaching concepts using inquiry, and clarification of which aspects of
content knowledge lie within the domain of content knowledge and which are better considered as
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features of PCK. While such a distinction may seem trivial, its resolution would have implications for
determining what context would be optimal for addressing the aspects, during content learning, or during
learning about teaching using inquiry.

The Role of Syntactic Knowledge on Teaching Science Concepts Using Inquiry-based
Methods
Another area of importance for understanding the interface between substantive content
knowledge and PCK for teaching science using inquiry-based teaching methods that arose from my
findings is the likely importance of the domain of syntactic knowledge in influencing teachers’ inquirybased teaching practice. Davis et al. (2006) point out limitations in what we know about how teachers
teach using inquiry, and what they know about scientific inquiry. My findings contribute to our
understanding of how teachers teach using inquiry, however my only information regarding their
knowledge of scientific inquiry comes from evidence that they incorporated the Essential Features of
Classroom Inquiry in their lessons. Because it refers specifically to inquiry-based teaching strategies, the
construct of CIS is likely influenced by teachers’ understanding of how scientists do science (syntactic
knowledge). What remains to be determined, however, is just what constitutes syntactic content
knowledge, how it influences CIS and topic specific inquiry-based teaching practice, and what aspects of
syntactic content knowledge are important for effective inquiry-based teaching practice.

The Role of OTS and Content Knowledge in Influencing CIS
A final research area that I will consider here is that of exploring aspects of PCK, in particular,
studies examining topic-specific transformation of substantive content knowledge for teaching using
inquiry-based teaching methods. Because my study examined two levels of teaching practice (problems
of practice that were topic specific and included the four non-conceptions components of PCK; and
general subject specific teaching strategies) I was able to tease out different ways that content
knowledge and OTS may influence inquiry-based teaching practice. My findings suggest that while
content knowledge may play some role in determining CIS, style of inquiry-based teaching is highly
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influenced by teachers’ conceptions of instruction (OTS), and that it is important to consider both when
analyzing teachers’ inquiry-based teaching practice. These findings have implications for several areas of
PCK research, which I discuss in the following two sections.

Inquiry-based Instruction as Subject-Specific Teaching Strategies
Keys & Bryan (2001) prefer not to consider inquiry-based instruction as a specific teaching
method, and see inquiry rather as embedded within other teaching models. My findings, however,
suggest that specific inquiry-based teaching methods exist, and that it is useful to consider them within
the PCK framework as subject-specific instructional strategies. The finding that the three student teachers
shared so many elements of their inquiry-based teaching, and that these elements could be traced
directly to what and how they were taught about inquiry-based teaching, supports the notion of a
reproducible teaching strategy. These strategies contain characteristics based on the components
comprising them, including: purpose for the strategy, framework for embedding inquiry, and Essential
Features of Classroom Inquiry (NRC, 2000, Table 2.6). In the case of my study, the purpose of using
inquiry-based teaching was to teach pre-determined, well-accepted concepts of science, the framework
was the 5E lesson format (BSCS, 1989), and the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry. Other such
strategies might include open inquiry, in which the emphasis is on understanding how scientists do
science, and the framework was following a more authentic inquiry process involving cycles of
investigation, and incorporation of the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry. The usefulness of
considering such teaching methods as subject specific teaching strategies within the framework of PCK
for science teaching, lies in our resultant ability to envision and therefore better understand how it
influences and is influenced by other components of PCK and knowledge domains contributing to PCK. I
address this further in the next section.
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Revisions to the Model of PCK for Science Teaching Based on My Findings
The original diagram for PCK presented by Magnusson et al. (1999) presented the PCK model in
terms of transformation of knowledge and belief domains described by Grossman (1990), and a second
diagram depicting the knowledge domain of PCK and components comprising it (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2).
Based on the results of my investigation, I have found areas of the PCK model that warrant
reconsideration. I present these changes in Figure 8.1.
The first change I made to the original Magnusson, et al. model was to combine information from
the two diagrams (Figures 1.1 and 1.2) in order to preserve the understanding that PCK constitutes a
transformation and combination of knowledge from these domains. I also included some detail of what
the various PCK components entail, in order to facilitate understanding of the nature of the
transformation products comprising each PCK component. I also tried to present the PCK model less as a
static heuristic for understanding what teachers should know and be able to do, and more as a dynamic
process by which knowledge and beliefs from the three domains become transformed for teaching. The
transformed knowledge is represented by the various components of PCK (knowledge of curriculum,
knowledge of students’ understanding of science, knowledge of instructional strategies, and knowledge of
assessment of scientific literacy).
A second change I have made to the original PCK model is to represent OTS differently than the
other four knowledge-belief components of PCK. In order to illustrate the role of this PCK component as
conceptions of science instruction that shape the formation of all the other components of PCK (as
described by Magnusson et al.), I depict it as a region through which knowledge of subject matter,
knowledge of context, and pedagogical knowledge “pass.” The product of the transformation reflects the
individual’s OTS. This change is also consistent with the observation of Abell (2007) that OTS should not
be included as a knowledge domain, since it represents conceptions rather than knowledge.
Based on my findings that that the type of inquiry-based teaching used by the three student
teachers reflected a general science inquiry-based strategy taught during the methods course, and that
variations on this strategy influenced topic-specific science teaching, and were influenced largely by the
student teachers’ OTS, I placed the general subject-specific strategy with OTS as also shaping
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transformation of knowledge for teaching using a particular topic specific teaching strategy. OTS and the
selected general instructional strategy influence how the student teachers use their content knowledge,
pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of context. I also left the category of subject-specific
instructional strategy as a subset of knowledge of instructional strategies to represent the importance
that teachers understand various types of teaching strategies.
In keeping with my findings of the importance of various aspects of substantive content
knowledge for teaching practice, I included these aspects of content knowledge within the oval
representing substantive content knowledge. Consistent with my finding that the three student teachers’
inquiry-based teaching practice contained the Essential Features of Classroom Inquiry, and that these
Features reflect how scientists do science and were highlighted during the science methods course, I
included these within the oval representing syntactic knowledge. I also indicate the need to better
understand aspects of syntactic knowledge by including the term, “other.”
In order to emphasize the importance of curricular vision as an element of what elementary
teachers should know and be able to do, I included the term within the elements of knowledge of science
curricula. I separated this into macro and micro perspectives of curricular vision to indicate the
importance of both for inquiry-based teaching.
These changes to the original PCK model I have presented reflect how my findings in
combination with closely related findings described in the literature inform the construct of PCK. I believe
it would be valuable to incorporate other findings that may suggest a need to modify other aspects of the
original PCK model, or that flesh out areas as new information becomes available. The model of PCK has
been effective for representing interactions and interrelationships among components of teaching
practice since its inception. I suggest that it would be of value to reconstruct the model based on what
we now know, and incorporate changes as necessary.
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Figure 8.1 PCK for Science Teaching Modified to Include Findings from the Study (based on Magnusson et al. (1999)
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IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY DECISIONS REGARDING ELEMENTARY TEACHER PREPARATION

As pointed out in Chapter 1, there is a tremendous gap between what elementary teachers know
and are able to do regarding teaching concepts of science via inquiry-based science teaching, and what is
expected of them (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996, 2000; INTASC, 2002; NSTA, 1998). The findings from my
study underscore this problem, and even add a new layer to it by demonstrating that elementary
teachers’ topic-specific teaching is influenced by their general science inquiry-based teaching skills and
their conceptions of teaching science. One solution to this problem proposed in the literature is that
elementary science teaching be left to science specialists, who would have in-depth understanding of
science concepts, multiple inquiry-based science teaching strategies, and orientations toward teaching
science that reflected reform-oriented teaching standards (Grossman, et al. 2005). Although my study
highlights the need for depth of content knowledge and extensive experience with inquiry-based teaching
for teaching elementary science, I am in fact opposed to the idea of taking science learning out of the
everyday elementary classroom.
My first objection to such a policy lies in the fact that simply having preservice or inservice
elementary teachers take more science courses in order to become science specialists may not result in
the desired qualities of content knowledge and experience with inquiry-based teaching. For such a
program to be successful, these courses would need to be specially designed to develop all aspects of
content knowledge in ways that would allow these teachers to handle challenges such as those
encountered by the three student teachers in my study, and reflected in the problematic types of
teaching events. Thus such a program would need to focus on depth and interconnectedness of content
knowledge and develop organization of content knowledge in terms of how best to sequence it for
teaching. In addition, it must be based on overarching concepts that would facilitate the teachers’ ability
to diagnose students’ statements, and develop meaningful representations that would not lead to
confusion or misconceptions as students’ understanding of a concept deepens.
A second objection lies in the fact that it is in the elementary classroom that connections
between science, every day life, and other disciplines can occur. Unless the science specialist keeps track
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of the other learning occurring in each classroom, in a system that separates science learning from other
learning, students would miss out on opportunities to see how science relates to other subjects they are
learning about, and to the real world. It is likely that if taken over by a science specialist, students would
discuss science-related topics only once or twice a week, and only in the context of specific science
lessons.
A third objection lies in the fact that the classroom teacher provides an important role model for
students. Students need to experience their teachers’ interest in science and facility with translating
wonderings about phenomena to actual scientific investigations. If we expect elementary students to
come away with a world-view that includes utilizing methods of science to investigate phenomena to
learn about the world around us, it must be a part of the everyday experience, and not just confined to
one period per week in a specially designed science classroom. If responsibility for science teaching is
transferred to a specialist, it is likely that general elementary classroom teachers with low self-efficacy for
teaching science will feel “off the hook” for teaching science or furthering their own knowledge and skills
for teaching science.
The question remains, how to prepare generalist elementary teachers for this role. My findings
support research in mathematics and science education indicating that depth and interconnectedness of
content knowledge is essential, and that equally important is teachers’ ability to understand how certain
concepts underlie others and are therefore important to understand in order to grasp other concepts
(Ball, 2000; Ma, 1999). In order to achieve such a deep level of understanding, elementary teacher
education programs need more time for learning science content in ways that will be meaningful for
teaching, and more coherence between that science content learning and learning to teach content via
inquiry-based methods. The time issue I feel, is best addressed by extending the elementary teacher
preparation time frame to 5 years. This would provide preservice teachers with more opportunities to
take specialized content courses promoting “curricular vision” by simultaneously developing depth and
interconnectedness of content understanding of a limited range of topics, and organization based on
sequencing for teaching and overarching concepts of content understanding of a small range of science
topics. These courses would also address methods of scientific inquiry and general inquiry-based teaching
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methods for teaching concepts of science by formal instruction and modeling of such teaching methods
during content learning. Using information gleaned from examination of preservice teachers’ CIS, these
courses would also be designed to help shape future teachers’ orientations toward instruction to align
with reform-oriented teaching practices, emphasizing areas that appear to be challenging for preservice
and inservice teachers. Such courses would be required during preservice teacher preparation programs,
and science content learned from such courses would become the content addressed and used for
learning in greater depth about teaching science to children using reform-oriented teaching practices.
This design differs from other five-year programs in that the extension is not designed to provide
additional methods courses, but rather to provide greater depth of science content in direct combination
with learning firsthand about inquiry-based teaching methods (Feiman-Nemser, 1990). If properly
designed, the content courses would contain many elements addressed in the methods courses.
Because the science content areas that elementary teachers might need to address are so
diverse, my proposed program would extend beyond the five-year teacher preparation program to
include summer workshops and inservice opportunities for new and experienced teachers similar to the
content courses provided in the teacher preparation program. These workshops would target content
areas the new and experienced teachers teach in their classrooms, to provide the depth and organization
of knowledge needed for teaching the subject matter.
In conclusion, for the study reported here I have employed a high resolution, critical lens to
examine the inquiry-based teaching practice of three elementary student teachers whose inquiry-based
science teaching was exemplary for their stage of the professional continuum in order to elucidate factors
that influenced their practice. It was my intention that by better understanding these factors and how
they interact we could better prioritize which elements to emphasize and in what ways to do so in
elementary preservice and inservice teacher education programs, and to discover areas warranting and
requiring further investigation. What particularly caught my attention from this study was the remarkable
proficiency with which the three participants incorporated elements of inquiry-based teaching learned
from their science teaching methods course into their science lessons, and the degree to which each
student teacher made the connection between inquiry-based teaching and teaching specific substantive
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learning goals. At the same time, I was struck by the fact that they were able to do so with limitations in
content knowledge that according to the literature should preclude their ability to teach using reformoriented practices such as classroom inquiry. Closer examination through my study revealed that
although limitations in content knowledge did not prevent implementation of classroom inquiry features it
probably influenced the overall success of the lessons in terms of accuracy of claims generated from the
inquiry-based lessons.
Taken together, these findings indicate that the student teachers did learn a great deal about
inquiry-based teaching from their science methods course. However without equal focus on learning
content in ways that support subsequent teaching (depth, interconnectedness, understanding of
underlying concepts), such knowledge translated into “mechanics” of inquiry-based teaching rather than
a strategy for generating accurate student learning of particular substantive content. Although an inquirybased teaching strategy being taught in a methods course could be applied to teaching multiple science
topics, deep understanding of the strategy can come only when it is learned in the context of relevant
content knowledge that is “predisposed” for application to teaching. Traditional university-level
introductory science content courses do not develop aspects of content knowledge needed for teaching.
Consequently, simply adding to the number of required science courses would not solve the problem.
Rather, it is critical to develop and require content courses that specifically teach content in ways that will
prepare preservice elementary teachers for reform-oriented teaching, and such learning opportunities
must be available to elementary teachers throughout their teacher professional continuum.
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APPENDIX A
DATA SOURCES AND COLLECTION

Table A-1. Science Background Interview Questions
1. How would you describe your parents’ level of interest in science?
2. What kinds of science-related experiences did you have as a child?
3. What kinds of formal science experiences did you have in elementary school?
4. What science and math courses did you take in junior high and high school?
•

How did you feel about those courses?

•

How were they taught?

•

Do you feel they prepared you for the college science classes you took?

5. What kinds of clubs or activities did you participate in during JH and HS?
6. What science related courses did you take in college? How many students were in the class?
How were they taught? Were there any labs? What were they like?
7. Of all the courses you took in any of your classes (JH – college), which one(s) do you feel
prepared you the most to teach science to elementary students? Explain.
8. Of all the subjects you have taught this year, which did you feel most comfortable teaching? The
least comfortable? Explain.
9. What were your primary goals and purposes for teaching science to your elementary students?
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Table A-2. Scenarios Used in Orientation toward Teaching Science Card-sort Activity

Elementary Science Card Scenarios

E1

E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11
E12
E13
E14
E15
E16
E17
E18

You, as a teacher, are teaching a unit on space. Each day during the unit you read to the class from a
chapter book about the solar system. After reading about a particular planet, you ask students to make a
statement about the planet. You record these statements on the board for inclusion in a letter sent home to
parents at the end of the day.
You, as a teacher, want students to learn about insects. You decide the best way to do this is to have
children cut out pattern body parts and assemble these into an insect that is placed on the bulletin board.
In a unit on cells you, as a teacher, decide that the best way to learn about parts of a cell is for students to
assemble a “Jello cell,” where various shaped candies represent different cell parts.
You, as a teacher, begin a new unit by asking students what they already know about the topic. You use a
KWL chart to record the students’ prior knowledge.
You, as a teacher, have students observe earthworms and generate questions about earthworm behavior.
Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s
questions.
You, as a teacher, require your students to participate in the school’s Science Fair. You remind students and
parents that the act of doing science is more important than results.
Your students are intrigued with a toy water rocket that a classmate has brought to school. As a group, the
students identify questions and ways to explore how the rocket works. You help the students organize into
investigation teams, and you investigate along with the students.
You, as teacher, teach a recycling unit by presenting important information about recycling to your students.
You, as teacher, encourage students to explore their own interests about the natural world. One of your
students uses library books to research information on whales while another student sets up an investigation
to study bread molds.
You as a teacher, set up learning centers for a unit on Newton’s Laws of Motion. Using resource books from
your school library, you select a variety of fun, easy-to-do activities.
You, as a teacher, want your students to learn about simple machines. You decide the best way to do this is
to provide the students with broken household gadgets and appliances to take apart.
You, as a teacher, set up a “Sink or Float’ learning center in one corner of the room. On a weekly basis, you
change the materials available at this center.
You, as a teacher, want students to learn the phases of the moon. You decide to ask your students to
observe and make sketches of the moon each night for a period of one month.
You, as a teacher, want your students to learn about classification. You have students sort a collection of
leaves into different categories based on the leaves’ properties.
In an electricity unit, you, as a teacher, give students batteries, bulbs and wires. You encourage the
students to find all the possible ways to light the bulb.
You, as a teacher, design a science unit around the question, What’s in our drinking water?”
You, as teacher, place bird feeders outside your classroom window. You ask students to carefully and
accurately record their observations in an electronic journal.
Your students have just completed a bridge-building project. For the next unit on simple machines, you ask
the students to make their bridge moveable using a combination of two or more simple machines.

Source: Friedrichsen & Dana (2003)
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Table A-3. Reflective Interview Questions (used in Interviews 2, part A and 3, part B)
Before watching the video clip:
•

What are your overall goals for student science learning?

•

What criteria would you use to select goals for student learning and their importance?

•

What criteria would you use to choose lessons?

•

How would you prepare yourself to teach science lessons in general?

After watching each video clip:
•

What did you especially like about this lesson?

•

After viewing this clip a second time, are there aspects of the lesson you would change in order
to teach it in the future?

•

As you think about how you intervened to help student understanding, are there any things you
would do differently next time?

•

What kind of methods might you use when doing this lesson again to evaluate students’ level of
understanding?

•

Are there any other ways you might change how you taught this lesson or the key concepts of
the lesson in the future?
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Table A-4. Topics for Concept Mapping Activity
Elementary Concepts
Light (Sam & Chris)
•
Bright
•
Dim
•
Darkness
•
Absence of light
•
Eye
•
Vision
•
Shiny
•
Travels in straight line
•
Shadow
•
Light
•
Object
•
Surface
•
Block light
•
Light source
•
Natural
•
Sun
•
Moon
•
Artificial
•
Electric light
•
Colors of light
•
Reflect
•
Absorb
•
Pass through
•
Inreract
•
Sound (Terry)
•
Hearing
•
Ear
•
Sound
•
Vibration
•
Object
•
Travel
•
Air
•
Water
•
String
•
Wood
•
Loudness

Secondary Concepts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intensity
Refract
Angle of refraction
Wavelength
Speed
v=fλ
Spectrum
Electromagnetic spectrum
Visible light
Frequency
Energy
Transmit
Angle of incidence
Scattering
Angle of reflection
Medium
Opaque
Transparent
Vacuum
Translucent

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

v=fλ
Doppler effect
Frequency (f)
Wavelength (λ)
Faster
Sound waves
Rarefaction
Compression
Compressional waves
Slower
Medium
Stiffness
Gas
Molecules
Solid
Liquid
Audible sound
Pitch
Sound spectrum
Amplitude
Intensity
Speed of sound (v)
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Table A-5. Interview Questions for Professional Development Associate
1. Please discuss the following for each of the three interns:
a. Amount of time you spent and input you provided for each
b. Willingness to incorporate your suggestions
c.

Types and amount of resources utilized by each

d. Degree of independence each felt for developing own unit (e.g., Terry and Moon Bear
shadows; application to earth rotation)
e. Nature of questions asked by each of the student teachers of you
f.

Science teaching orientation of mentor teachers for each

g. Influence of mentor teachers’ teaching orientation on each student teacher
h. Constraints for each (e.g., classroom space, health, degree of flexibility of coop teacher,
flexibility of school schedule for teaching science)
i.

Perceived content understanding of the student teachers

j.

Perceived understanding of inquiry teaching vs. what actually happened in the classroom.

2. Please comment on your perceptions of differences in science teaching approach for each teacher,
and possible explanations for the differences.
3. Please add any insights you might have about these three interns’ science teaching.
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APPENDIX B
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS OF GENERATING DIAGNOSTIC CONCEPT MAPS
FOR THE THREE STUDENT TEACHERS.
Detailed Example of the Data Analysis and Plotting Process from Sam
I began by choosing a topic on the expert concept map template (Figure B-2), and looking at
Table B-2 for references to the data related to that topic. Using that reference, I went back to the
original transcripts (Table B-1) to read what the student teacher said in the context of the discussion, and
interpret the nature of understanding. I also consulted the student teacher’s final concept map for each
topic (Figure B-1), for additional information about interconnections and evidence for understanding of
the concepts themselves. For example, the fact that Sam connected prisms with reflect and absorb
added support to other evidence that Sam did not understand the mechanism by which prisms separate
light into colors of light.
Figure B-3 presents several examples of the plotting process used to generate the final diagnostic
concept maps for the three student teachers. Sam demonstrated clear understanding that a shadow is
caused by blocked light in the statement, “…the shadow itself was, like the blocked light…” (2B-9).
Evidence for Sam’s understanding of the three things needed to make a shadow and the order of those
three things came from the statement, “They were able to name the three things that make a shadow,
and they made a shadow in the correct way – the light, then the object, then something for the shadow
to shine on.” (2B-34). Evidence for her understanding that light travels in a straight line came from the
statement, “ …because light travels in a straight line” (2B-74). Evidence that the shadow shape is the
shape of the blocked light came from the statement, “…and that’s like what the shadow is, like the shape
of the blocked light, pretty much.” (2B-7).
Evidence that Sam made connections among these concepts came from two sources. First was
the use of the word shadow and the idea of blocked light while discussing light traveling in a straight line ,

the three things needed to make a shadow, their order, and the shape of the shadow. Second was the
fact that during the collaborative concept mapping activity, Sam grouped the three things together, wrote
in the statement that these things were needed to make a shadow, wrote in the word “purpose” to
connect object with block light , and connected the whole section about shadows to the idea of travels in

a straight line . Sam made these groupings and connections totally independent of any intervention on
my part.
Regarding the idea of reflection, Sam showed clear understanding that reflection involves light
bouncing off the surface of an object, in particular smooth shiny objects, in the statement, “Reflection,
like the concept of reflection …on here it can bounce off mirrors.” (2B-73) and “light can reflect off a lot
of things, like mirrors, and like just reflection in general…” (2B-72). I indicated this understanding of
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reflection as light bouncing off objects by using a thick border for the oblong boxes for each. I indicated
the strong connections with a dark, solid line on the diagnostic concept map. However, Sam
demonstrated unfamiliarity with the idea of the law of reflection by responding to my question about the
relationship between the angle of incidence and angle of reflection by saying, “does it equal a straight
line?” (2B-107). Although this statement is technically correct (plotting angle of incidence vs. angle of
reflection would indeed generate a straight line), the relationship is even more special, in that the slope
of the line would be 1 because the angles are equal. Also, during subsequent discussion in which I drew
diagrams to explain the relationship, the idea and its real-world application to seeing objects in a mirror,
it was apparent that the idea was unfamiliar to Sam. (2B-108 to 2B-111). A similar situation arose with
the concept of light scattering, where Sam was unfamiliar with the concept. (2B-97 to 2B-102). Because
Sam did not understand these topics, I coded them by enclosing them in a rectangle (upper grade level)
made of dashed lines with no shading in the rectangle. Also, since it was not possible for Sam to
meaningfully connect ideas that are not understood with the idea of reflection, I indicated this lack of
connection by leaving the pale gray dotted line as it is.
Sam demonstrated contradicting evidence of understanding regarding the idea of opaqueness
during the collaborative concept mapping activity by first connecting opaque with light passing through.
After my correction, Sam stated the correct relationship aloud, yet connected opaque with light passing
through on the collaborative concept map (2B-88 to 2B-90). Due to this contradiction, I coded Sam’s
level of understanding of opaqueness as partial understanding (dotted border with striped fill). Sam did
not draw any connecting line between the idea of opaqueness and light not passing through an object
with the idea of shadows or blocking light, but did demonstrate understanding that a shadow is caused
by blocked light, and verbally that opaque objects do not allow light to pass through. Because Sam
demonstrated understanding of the two ideas, I coded this as a partial interconnection Later, Sam does
not recognize the term “translucent,” but after my brief description is able to relate it to a real-world
example, indicating partial understanding of the concept. (2B-91). I also coded this as partial
understanding.
By following this procedure for all concepts on the expert map, I was able to generate a visual
representation of the overall nature of Sam’s content knowledge related to light in the form of a final
diagnostic concept map (Figure B-4). During the process, I continually referred back to the multiple data
sources to look for instances where the particular topic might have been addressed. Also, when using
the student teacher’s final concept map, I did so in conjunction with the transcript of the collaborative
concept mapping activity in order to distinguish between groupings and connections the student teacher
made independently of my intervention, and those made as a result of the intervention.
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Table B-1. Transcript Segments from Reflective Interviews and Concept Mapping Activity
Used to Generate Diagnostic Concept Map for Sam
Line

Speaker

Transcript

Reflective Interview on Shadow Lesson (L7) “What do you need to make a shadow?”
2Ab-6
I
For that particular activity, I wanted to know what your goals were for teaching that
particular lesson.
2B-6
Sam
OK. For them to determine, like, what a shadow is, and then the three things you have to
have to make a shadow. So, I know, sometimes they’d say, you know like my reflection or
something. But do they really know why a shadow is made? That, and then the things you
have to have to make a shadow. Those two.
2Ab-7
I
So when you say how a shadow is made, could you be a little more specific about the
elements?
2B-7
Sam
That the light is blocked, and that’s like what the shadow is like – the shape of the blocked
light, pretty much.
2Ab-9
I
OK, And so then, what is the shadow itself?
2B-9
Sam
Well, each group had a different object and then the shadow itself was, like the blocked light,
like the-2B-10
Sam
So then, the shadow became the shape of the object each group had.
2Ab-33
I
Do you feel the learning they demonstrated matched your goals for their learning?
2B-34
Sam
Yes, I do. Because they were able to name the three things that make a shadow, and they
made a shadow in the correct way – the light, then the object, then something for the
shadow to shine on. Because I didn’t tell them, you know, Make a shadow, like, and this is
how, you have to have this. When I set up the activity I didn’t say, you know, to make a
shadow you have to have your light, and object, THEN something for the light to shine on.
They came up with that order on their own. So that’s, yeah, I think it matched. Because
they figured out how to make a shadow and the three things.
Concept Mapping Activity: Elementary Level Concepts related to shadows
2B-70
Sam
Well, absorb and reflect can be one concept, like some things absorb and some things
reflect, and the amount of color, like the amount of light certain colors reflect is different, um
2Ab-71
I
So are you saying this has something to do with the colors of light also?
2B-71
Sam
Yes.
2Ab-72
2B-72

I
Sam

2Ab-73
2B-73

I
Sam

2Ab-74
2B-74

I
Sam

2B-75

Sam

Whenever you see something like that, draw a line.
[draws a line connecting colors of light with reflect and absorb]
And I guess that will kind of stem off the colors of light, like some reflect and some
absorb, like black really absorbs all the light, and white reflects more than dark does. That
goes with the colors of light.
Then, what I don’t – we have the word reflect, but I have that with the colors of light, but
light can reflect off a lot of things, like mirrors, and like just reflection in general, like it can
reflect so can that be its own topic?
You can have what ever you like. Add what ever you like.
Hold on, that’s probably not the best place for it. [erasing] Reflection, like the concept of
reflection in here, on here it can bounce off mirrors, when it bounces off a prism, that’s kind
of like reflecting around the prism to bend, so I don’t know how to say that, like reflection
and the colors of light, and then going to colors and how they absorb and reflect light. Then
how they travel in a straight line, kind of its own concept in a way, could maybe put it with
shadows to say…
And how would it be related to shadows?
Um, because your shadow is kind of in the direction of the light source is coming from, so if
you are outside, and the sun is like straight ahead, y our shadow will be right under you
because the sun is pointing directly down, then evening the sun is to the side of you, your
shadow is behind you because light travels in a straight line.
Um. Then pass through, I think would be a lesson that some objects don’t allow light to
pass through, so we can say that they are transparent, opaque, objects like that um you
could do a lesson like what objects not like what object will allow light to pass through, but
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Line

Speaker

Transcript

something like a piece of construction paper won’t let light through, um glass will let light
through, colors, like cellophane will let light through even though it is colored.
2Ab-76
I
So this is like a topic, then, pass through is a topic, or whether or not it does not let light
through 2B-76
Sam
Yeah, and again it kind of goes along with absorbing and reflecting because some things can
totally absorb, some things can totally reflect, some things can pass through.
High School Level Concepts related to Shadows
2Ab-88
I
So where might you put this whole idea of something that is opaque?
2B-88
Sam
I would say like over her, like it’d be like, the whole like, you can pass through something,
they won’t pass through, you know, other things.
2Ab-89
I
So maybe label it as to whether light does or does not pass through it if it’s opaque.
[Hesitation to allow Sam to identify which it goes with] An opaque object is something that
light cannot pass through [correcting Sam’s error].
2B-89
Sam
Okay (laughing). That’s what I thought. I mean transparent, I’m like, I think I know what
that is, but – okay, so.
2Ab-90
I
So maybe you want to write on there, you know, which one’s which, or how it has to do with
passing through.
2B-90
Sam
Oh, doesn’t pass. Okay. Doesn’t pass through. And transparent, light does pass through.
Okay.
2Ab-91
I
Okay then this one is related also, translucent.
2B-91
Sam
Ahh, I know that, I know I know2Ab-92
2B-92
2Ab-93
2B-93

I
Sam
I
Sam

2B-95
2Ab-96
2B-96

Sam
I
Sam

2Ab-97
2B-97
2Ab-98

I
Sam
I

2B-98
2Ab-99
2B-99
2Ab-100

Sam
I
Sam
I

2B-100
2Ab-101
2B-101
2Ab-102
2B-102

Sam
I
Sam
I
Sam

2Ab-103
2B-103
2Ab-104
2B-104

I
Sam
I
Sam

Go back in time – [pausing to allow Sam to explain translucent] – it’s kind of intermediate.
That’s , that’s what I was going for.
Yeah, it’s intermediate.
It doesn’t block it, but then you can’t really see, like, like a double paned window, kind of a –
that’s what I kind of think of when I think of translucent.
So, um, I’ll say, um, I don’t know how to word this. Light comes through but you can’t see –
Yep, that’ll be fine
[while drawing line connecting translucent with pass through] Passes through but can’t
see clearly.
Okay, Now here’s another concept: scattering, light scattering.
Is that when light – okay.
[waiting for what Sam might say, but nothing follows] So in light scattering, you’ve got a
surface. So if something, [referring to a diagram I am drawing] here’s a flat smooth surface
that would look shiny. And here’s another kind of surface, like a shirt, or you know
Okay, so this one looks shiny and this one is not shiny?
Right.
Okay.
[referring to a diagram I am drawing] So now this can be different degrees of bumpiness
and so forth. Scattering is when light comes in and it’s going to bounce off, and that’s
something that we’re going to come to later, so we probably should have done that first. But
then it’s going to bounce off, or it’s going to be absorbed, or it’s going to go through it. …so if
it hits something here, it’s going to bounce back that way, or that way, or that way or that
way.
So it’s just that, it reflects in different ways? Okay, that’s what I was kind of thinking.
So light gets scattered in different directions.
Okay, so I guess we can say that can go off of reflect.
Okay.
Because if has to do with it reflecting, because if it absorbs it would just stop it, and the – if it
reflects it can scatter in different directions, I suppose?
And then on a smooth surface, well let’s go back to this [the concept mapping activity].
Is angle of incidence the, how light hits on a surface?
How it does what?
How it like hits, how it hits the surface?
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Line

Speaker

Transcript

2Ab-105
2B-105
2Ab-106
2B-106
2Ab-107

I
Sam
I
Sam
I

2B-107
2Ab-108
2B-108
2Ab-109

Sam
I
Sam
I

2B-109
2Ab-110

Sam
I

2B-110
2Ab-111

Sam
I

2B-111

Sam

Exactly. Mm-hmm. And then, angle of reflection –
Is the angle that it reflects, right, from?
Yes.
So I would say, that these would, again, be in the same general like area, I guess.
And then there is a special relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle of
reflection.
Okay, so what it, does it equal a straight line? [laughing]
You’re on the right track. They are equal.
Oh, they’re equal? Okay.
[referring to a diagram I am drawing] So here you have, if this is perfectly flat, you know,
here’s a ray of light, comes in like this. Whatever this angle is, when it reflects, those two
angles are going to be exactly equal.
Okay.
So when you look in a mirror, you know, if there were like a mirror right there, and someone
were sitting over there, I’d be able to see them in a mirror as long as the light coming off that
mirror to my eye with their image is the same angle.
Okay, so then if the person couldn’t see, they could move so that light is at that angle. Okay.
So I’m sitting at this angle, but if that person is, say over where that coat rack is, I wouldn’t
be able to see them in the mirror because no light can bounce off them, go bounce off the
mirror and come to my eye.
Okay.
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Table B-2. Excerpt of Summary Table of Evidence for Nature of Content Knowledge for Sam
Topic




Idea of reflection and
absorption as ways of
blocking light.
Need three things to
make a shadow

Evidence
Source
2B overall
2B-18 (RI)

Comments



Doesn’t make connection between opaque (light doesn’t pass
through) or reflect (light bouncing off) and shadows.





Identified as key idea of lesson 7
Discussed in Reflective interview
No connection to previous activity (passing through) in which
students test different materials for whether light passes through
and if make a shadow.
Highly interested on students understanding that surface can be
anything placed behind or under object.
Identified as key idea of Lesson 7






Order of 3 things to
make a shadow
Shadow is blocked light
Shadow shape is shape
of object

2B-33



2B-7
2B-9
2B-10







Shadow, object,
surface, light

2B-67
2B-68





Bright, dim, darkness

2B-68







Absence of light

2B-69



Absorb/Reflect

2B-70








Absorb/Reflect

2B-70





Absorb/Reflect

2B-70
2B-72





Absorb/Reflect





Absorb/Reflect

2B-70
2B-72
2B-70
2B-76






Absorb/Reflect

2B-72
2B-73




No mention that angle of light has effect on shadow shape in this
exchange.
No mention that light travels in straight line until interacts with
object.
Identified as key idea of Lesson 7
Sam identifies and describes elements related to shadows as three
things needed to make a shadow, and the purpose of the object is
to block the light.
Sam groups these together with how amount of light affects what
you see.
No connection to reflection
No direct connection to vision, but places fairly close to vision, but
no line drawn to connect it.
Accurately places with bright/dim/darkness
Doesn’t make connection with shadows.
Sam understands that absorb means the light stays inside the
object (is not reflected) and that reflect means it bounces off the
object.
Example provided is that black absorbs all light, white reflects
more than dark does.
Sam connects absorb/reflect with colors of light, based on activity
in which students saw that different colors of light reflect different
amounts of light (Lesson 5).
Sam is basing her CK on the activity done with the PASCO probe
in which they saw that different colors of paper reflected different
amounts of light. This activity was misleading because the
different colors probably had different combinations of primary
pigments, as well as different amounts of pigments to get richer
shades. Unless they also extracted pigments and did
chromatography to see the colors, can’t make meaningful
conclusions from this experiment.
Sam connects reflection with colors of light, due to fact that
different colors are absorbed and reflected.
Sam states that some objects reflect and some absorb. Doesn’t
understand that both can happen at once,
Doesn’t connect this idea to fact that for us to be able to see an
object, even though it absorbs lots of light, for us to be able to
see it, it must also reflect enough light to go into our eye.
Sam confuses colors of paper with colors of light.
No distinction between pigments absorbing colors of light and
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Topic

Evidence
Source

Comments



Reflection/Colors of
light

2B-73





Light travels in straight
line

2B-73





2B-73



2B-74





Light travels in straight
line-connection with
shadows
Shadow direction is
opposite from direction
light is coming from.
Idea of reflection and
absorption as ways of
blocking light.
Pass through

2B-75





Pass through

2B-75





Opaque and
transparent





Translucent

2Ab-88
2B-88
2Ab-89
2B-89
2Ab-91
2B-91



Light scattering

2Ab-97
2B-97





Reflection

2B-131
2B-132



Reflection – angle of
incidence = angle of
reflection

2B-107




2B overall













Refraction = Reflection

2B-113





Medium

2B-126





Medium

2B-128





Relationship between
reflect, absorb, transmit

2B-134
2Ab-137
2B-137



colors of light.
Sam is confused about reflection, and the connection with colors
of light. She again indicates that prisms work because light
bounces off them and reflects around inside the prism to separate
colors of light.
Sam accurately connects light traveling in a straight line with
shadows. Evidence comes from everyday observation of shadow
position.
Sam realizes that addressing light travel in straight line should be
addressed before teaching about shadows. This is new realization
for her.
Mentions that shadow direction is related to direction the light
source is coming from.
Shadow
Doesn’t make connection between opaque (light doesn’t pass
through) or reflect (light bouncing off) and shadows.
Sam identifies passing through with transparent, and not passing
through with opaque.
Sam talks about her thinking in terms of grouping concepts in
lessons. She would teach about pass through and not pass
through in a specific lesson with different materials (like the
activity she did with the students in lesson 6).
Sam understands that materials can either block light or let it pass
through, but is confused about the terms.
Sam understands that some materials allow light to pass through
although you can’t see through them clearly. She has real-world
example for it when the term is defined for her. However, she is
not familiar with what causes a material to be translucent (light
scattering).
Sam clearly doesn’t understand the phenomenon of light
scattering. I describe it using a diagram to show reflection of
smooth surface vs. rough surface.
No connection between light scattering and ability to see objects
Sam persists in associating reflection only with mirrors, even
though she understands that for us to see an object, light must
reflect off it into our eye.
Sam understands what angle of incidence and what angle of
reflection are, but doesn’t know that they will be equal.
Sam also doesn’t connect this law of reflection with why you see
what you can see in a mirror.
Sam confuses reflection and refraction, thinking they operate by
the same mechanism but do different things (refraction causes
light to break apart due to reflection somehow).
Sam understands that “medium” refers to materials. I clarify that
it is the materials light is passing through.
Sam makes a connection between ”medium” and transparent,
translucent, and opaque.
Sam understands each concept (superficially) individually, but
doesn’t realize that all three can occur at once. A dark colored
opaque object that has a rough surface can be seen because
some light is reflected into the eye (some is absorbed).
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Topic



Transmit

Evidence
Source
2Ab-140

Comments



Frequency

2B-157





Wavelength

2B-160





Speed

2B-162









Intensity
Intensity





Intensity
Intensity/amplitude
Electromagnetic waves



Electromagnetic waves



Energy

2B-168
2B-168
2Ab-169
2B-170
2B-176
2B-181




2B-189
2Ab-190
2B-183













Vacuum

2B-188
2Ab-189
2B-189



Sam doesn’t recognize the word “transmit” but understands what
it is (superficially) when I describe it as a scientific word for when
light passes through something.
Sam remembers that frequency is the number of waves passing in
a certain time
Sam remembers that wavelength is the distance from the tip of
one wave to the tip of the next wave at the same point, or bottom
to bottom.
Sam confuses speed, frequency, and amplitude (intensity) using
sound as an example.
Confusion is evidence for lack of understanding of
interconnections between these three properties of waves.
Sam connects intensity of light with bright and dim.
Sam doesn’t connect intensity with amplitude, one of the basic
properties of waves.
Sam relates intensity and amplitude with pitch in sound.
Sam connects amplitude with colors of light
Sam displays only vague memory of these concepts, not
understanding the difference between the spectrum and waves.
Sam exhibits lack of understanding about nature of EM waves.
Sam’s only link with energy was based on the activity she did with
the students with artificial vs. natural light.
Sam links energy only to artificial light where energy is needed to
make the light.
Only after I intervene, does Sam see that energy applies in many
places.
Sam doesn’t realize that light can travel through a vacuum.
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Figure B-1. Final Concept Mapping Activity Map for Sam. Ovals and text in script indicate
material added by Sam.

How does the
amount of
light help us
see?
light source
bright
intensity
dim

energy

travels in
straight line

natural

artificial
energy

darkness
absence of
light

sun

electric light

Light
(Energy)

angle of
incidence

moon
eye

scattering

vision

shadow

interact

things needed
to make a
shadow

shiny

prisms
bending light
white light

light

object

angle of
reflection

colors of light

Reflection

reflect

absorb
purpose

Objects can
reflect, absorb
and transmit
light

block light
medium

surface

energy
spectrum

interact

pass through

transmit
refract

wavelength

electromagnetic
spectrum

angle of
refraction

speed

visible light

interact

speed =
frequency x
wavelength

opaque

transparent

vacuum
frequency
translucent
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Figure B-2. Expert Concept Map Template for Light.

VISIBLE
LIGHT
Small segment of
EM spectrum
Transfer of energy
by waves

AMPLITUDE
(brightness)
(ENERGY)

Electromagnetic
Waves

Source &
Mechanism of
Energy Transfer
Example =
Flashlight

Behavior of
light waves

Wave
Properties

Artificial

WAVELENGTH
(distance between
comparable points
on wave)

Define regions of
EM spectrum

FREQUENCY
(# wave crests
passing a point per
second)

Relationship:
speed =
frequency x
wavelength

SPEED
(distance traveled
per second)

FREQUENCY
determines
amount of
ENERGY

Sources of light
Example = Sun

Natural
Travels in straight
line until interacts
with object or
different medium
Example =
Moon

Reflection
(light bouncing
off the surface of
an object)

Angle of incidence
= Angle of
reflection

For object to be
seen, light must
reflect off object
into eye

Intensity of light
(AMPLITUDE)
(ENERGY)

Amount of light
reaching the eye
affects how well
you can see

Change in SPEED
of light

Translucent
(Blocks or
scatters some
light)

Opaque
(light does not
pass through)

Shadow size
depends on distance
of light from object
or distance of surface
from object

Shadow shape is
shape of blocked
light

Shadow
(caused by
blocked light)

Darkness is
caused by the
absence of light
Inverse-square
law
Vision

Dim vs. bright
light

Shadow position
and shape
depend on angle
of light

Need three
things: light,
object and surface

Shadows change
throughout the day
because earth
moves, not sun

Colors you see
are reflected;
other colors of
light are absorbed

Color of light
(determined by
FREQUENCY of
light waves)

Refraction
(bending of light as
it enters a new
medium)

Causes material to
heat up

Reflection
from
smooth,
shiny objects

Light scattering
and diffuse
reflection from
uneven surface

Transmission
(Light energy
passing through
an object)

Absorption
(light energy
"trapped" in an
object )

Order of 3
things

Transparent
(Lets light
through )

Angle of refraction
different from
angle of incidence

Pigments
(colors)

Density of
medium and
FREQUENCY of
light

Subtractive colors
of light
(Adding colors of
pigment removes
colors of light)

Black = All colors
of pigment
(Absorbs all light No light reflects)

SPEED =
FREQUENCY X
WAVELENGTH

Dispersion
(breakdown of
white light into
colors of light)

White light is
made up of
colors of light

Colors of light in
specific order

Example = Prism
producing
spectrum;
Rainbow

Additive colors of
light
(mixing colors of
light leads to
white light)

White = No colors
of pigment
(Reflects all light)
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Figure B-3. Plotting Process for Generating Diagnostic Concept Maps

VISIBLE
LIGHT
Small segment of
EM spectrum
Transfer of energy
by waves

AMPLITUDE
(brightness)
(ENERGY)

Electromagnetic
Waves

Source &
Mechanism of
Energy Transfer
Example =
Flashlight

Behavior of
light waves

Wave
Properties

Artificial

WAVELENGTH
(distance between
comparable points
on wave)

Define regions of
EM spectrum

FREQUENCY
(# wave crests
passing a point per
second)

Relationship:
speed =
frequency x
wavelength

SPEED
(distance traveled
per second)

FREQUENCY
determines
amount of
ENERGY

Sources of light
Example = Sun

Natural
Travels in straight
line until interacts
with object or
different medium

2B-74
CM
Example =
Moon

2Ab-107

Reflection
(light bouncing
off the surface of
an object)

Angle of incidence
= Angle of
reflection

2B-72

For object to be
seen, light must
reflect off object
into eye

Intensity of light
(AMPLITUDE)
(ENERGY)

Amount of light
reaching the eye
affects how well
you can see

Causes material to
heat up

Reflection
from
smooth,
shiny objects

Light scattering
and diffuse
reflection from
uneven surface

Shadow size depends 2B-7
on distance of light
from object or
distance of surface
from object

Vision

Dim vs. bright
light

Transparent
(Lets light
through )

SPEED =
FREQUENCY X
WAVELENGTH

2B-89
2Ab-90
CM

Shadow
(caused by
blocked light)

Need three
things: light,
object and surface
Shadow position
and shape
depend on angle
of light

Change in SPEED
of light

Translucent
(Blocks or
scatters some
light)

2B-9
CM
Pigments
(colors)

Darkness is
caused by the
absence of light

Color of light
(determined by
FREQUENCY of
light waves)

Refraction
(bending of light as
it enters a new
medium)

2B-91

Opaque
(light does not
pass through)

Shadow shape is
shape of blocked
light

Inverse-square
law

Transmission
(Light energy
passing through
an object)

Absorption
(light energy
"trapped" in an
object )

Colors you see
are reflected;
other colors of
light are absorbed

Density of
medium and
FREQUENCY of
light

Dispersion
(breakdown of
white light into
colors of light)

White light is
made up of
colors of light

2B-34

2B-74

Shadows change
throughout the day
because earth
moves, not sun

Angle of refraction
different from
angle of incidence

Order of 3
things

Subtractive colors
of light
(Adding colors of
pigment removes
colors of light)

Black = All colors
of pigment
(Absorbs all light No light reflects)

Colors of light in
specific order

Example = Prism
producing
spectrum;
Rainbow

Additive colors of
light
(mixing colors of
light leads to
white light)

White = No colors
of pigment
(Reflects all light)
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Figure B-4. Final Diagnostic Concept Map for Sam.

VISIBLE
LIGHT
Small segment of
EM spectrum
Transfer of energy
by waves

AMPLITUDE
(brightness)
(ENERGY)

Electromagnetic
Waves

Source &
Mechanism of
Energy
Transfer
Example =
Flashlight

WAVELENGTH
(distance between
comparable points
on wave)

Define regions of
EM spectrum

FREQUENCY
(# wave crests
passing a point per
second)

Relationship:
speed =
frequency x
wavelength

SPEED
(distance traveled
per second)

FREQUENCY
determines
amount of
ENERGY

Wave
Properties

Behavior of
light waves

Artificial
Sources of light

Example = Sun

Natural
Travels in straight
line until interacts
with object or
different medium
Example =
Moon

Angle of incidence
= Angle of
reflection

For object to be
seen, light must
reflect off object
into eye

Reflection
(light bouncing
off the surface of
an object)

Light scattering
and diffuse
reflection from
uneven surface

Translucent
(Blocks or
scatters some
light)

Shadow size depends
on distance of light
from object or
distance of surface
from object

Amount of light
reaching the eye
affects how well
you can see

Shadow position
and shape
depend on angle
of light
Inverse-Square
Law

Change in SPEED
of light

Opaque
(light does not
pass through)

Shadow shape is
shape of blocked
light

Shadow
(caused by
blocked light)

Shadows change
throughout the day
because earth
moves, not sun

Colors you see
are reflected;
other colors of
light are absorbed

Pigments
(colors)

Darkness is
caused by the
absence of light

Order of 3
things

Transparent
(Lets light
through )

Angle of refraction
different from
angle of incidence

Need three
things: light,
object and surface

Vision

Color of light
(determined by
FREQUENCY of
light waves)

Refraction
(bending of light as
it enters a new
medium)

Causes material to
heat up

Reflection
from
smooth,
shiny objects

Dim vs. bright
light

Intensity of light
(AMPLITUDE)
(ENERGY)

Transmission
(Light energy
passing through
an object)

Absorption
(light energy
"trapped" in an
object )

Density of
medium and
FREQUENCY of
light

Subtractive colors
of light
(Adding colors of
pigment removes
colors of light)

Black = All colors
of pigment
(Absorbs all light No light reflects)

SPEED =
FREQUENCY X
WAVELENGTH

Dispersion
(breakdown of
white light into
colors of light)

White light is
made up of
colors of light

Colors of light in
specific order

Example = Prism
producing
spectrum;
Rainbow

Additive colors of
light
(mixing colors of
light leads to
white light)

White = No colors
of pigment
(Reflects all light)
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Table B-3. Description of Symbols Used in Diagnostic Concept Maps. (ST=student teacher;
CM=Concept Mapping Activity)
Plotting
Symbol

Category

Description

Scientifically
inaccurate
knowledge





ST’s statement regarding a concept is incorrect
Mapping activity indicates lack of understanding.
ST’s statements reveal unfamiliarity with the concept.

Partial
understanding



ST makes some statements that are accurate, and others that are
inaccurate about a concept

Scientifically
accurate
knowledge of
the concept
No scientifically
accurate
connection




ST makes a statement that reflects scientifically accurate understanding
ST




Connections involving concepts for which the ST holds misconceptions
Potential connections where ST does not understand one or both of the
concepts

Partially
accurate
connection



ST understands the two concepts, yet doesn’t show any connection during
CM or in discussion



ST shows partial understanding of one or both of the two connected
concepts
ST makes accurate connection between concepts for which the ST has
demonstrated accurate scientific understanding.
ST makes statements accurately connecting concepts

Scientifically
accurate
connection
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APPENDIX C

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMERGENT CODING
FOR ASPECTS OF CLASSROOM INQUIRY STYLE
In Section 2 of Phase 5 of the Data Analysis process presented in Chapter 3, I included only an
overview of how I derived each of the aspects. This section revisits this section of Phase 5 in greater
detail. Coding centered on three emergent areas of classroom inquiry teaching: 1) structural elements,
including stages of the lesson and components of classroom inquiry, 2) role of the teacher, and 3)
student thinking. Coding within each of these areas resulted in factors of classroom inquiry that led to
subsequent reorganization and development of categories that I termed aspects of Classroom Inquiry
Style. The following sub-sections describe the various factors comprising each Aspect.
Structural Elements Related to Aspects of CIS
As mentioned in the overview, the coding process included three emergent areas: 1) structural
elements, 2) role of the teacher, and 3) student thinking. The following sections provide a more detailed
description of the coding process related to structural elements by addressing the following topics: 1)
phases of the inquiry lesson, 2) individual components of inquiry, and 3) interconnections among
components of inquiry.
Stages of the Inquiry Lesson
Four stages of inquiry lessons emerged: Introduction, Investigation, Wrap-up, and Extension.
These stages occurred sequentially in lessons for all three student teachers and are consistent with the
first four elements of the 5E lesson plan model emphasized in the science methods course taken by all
three student teachers (engage, explore, explain, elaborate, evaluate) (BSCS, 1989). Evaluation, the fifth
stage of the 5E format, was also present in the lessons, primarily as informal assessment of students’
understanding throughout the lesson. I do not include this stage in my study since it took place primarily
in the student teacher’s mind, and I therefore did not have access to evidence that could generate
findings. In addition, it did not occur in any particular sequence, since much was ongoing informal
assessment. I also eliminated the “elaborate” stage from my study because it was only infrequently
included in the lessons.
Each student teacher’s introduction stage (INT) included a discussion in which they engaged
students’ interest, ascertained students’ prior knowledge of the learning goal, provided verbal directions
for the activity students would be doing, and divided the class into small groups (all but one lesson) that
would work together to carry out the investigation.
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The investigation stage (INV) included students carrying out the planned activity or activities,
while the student teacher interacted with the students through assistance or questions and prompts. For
one student teacher, this stage involved only carrying out the activities and making observations. For
others, it also included students making claims based on their observations during small group work.
The wrap-up stage (WRP) for all three student teachers involved whole-class discussion after the
investigation stage was completed. During this phase, students and student teachers communicated
claims based on evidence from the lesson’s activities. One student teacher, however, also included
opportunities for students to demonstrate their findings.
Factors of Individual Classroom Inquiry Components Contributing to Description of Aspects of CIS
Six components of the inquiry process emerged: 1) intended learning goal (LG), 2) guiding
question (GQ), 3) activity (AC), 4) observations (OB) students made while carrying out the activity, 5)
evidence (EV) students generated from observations that could be used to generate and justify claims,
and 6) claims students made (CL) based on the evidence. Close examination of each of the lessons in
terms of components of inquiry revealed numerous factors related to each component that reflected
differences among the three student teachers’ inquiry styles. In various combinations, these factors
contributed to the final aspects of CIS that developed from my study. In order to present these factors
systematically, I describe them in terms of the individual inquiry components previously described.
Learning Goal(s): Variations that emerged in this pattern related primarily to the mode in which
the student teacher conveyed the purpose of the subsequent investigation and presented directions for
the activities. Two of the student teachers included a clearly phrased and explicitly identified guiding
question, and conveyed the directions while the students were seated on the carpet, using samples of
materials to demonstrate. The third student teacher provided only hints as to what students should look
for and demonstrated possible ideas for how students might carry out the activities while moving from
station to station, or having students move from station to station.
Guiding Question: Two sources of difference among student teachers emerged regarding the
guiding question component. First was whether or not it was present, and second was its specificity. I
operationally defined specificity of the question as whether the phrasing of the question led to looking for
an explanation or cause of a phenomenon vs. identifying a phenomenon and the conditions under which
it regularly occurred. An example of this contrast comes from Sam’s lesson on shadow change, which
asks, “How does Moon Bear’s shadow change throughout the day?” and Terry’s lesson on sound and
vibration, which asks, “What does an object do when it makes a sound?” In the first example, the
question can be interpreted to mean what is the pattern of change in the shadow (observational) or what
causes the shadow to change (explanatory). In the latter case there is further ambiguity as to what
might be considered the cause of change. Is it simply the physical phenomenon that change in angle of
the light causes the change, or that the earth rotating on its axis causes the change? In the second
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example (sound and vibration), there is no question that the investigation will examine what objects do
when they make a sound. This finding will not explain why objects vibrate when they make a sound, but
only that objects do vibrate when they make a sound (observational).
Activity: Two issues regarding activities emerged from the observed lessons. First was the
number of different activities the student teachers used to investigate a particular learning goal. The
second issue was that of the scientific rigor of the activities. In the case of my study, I define scientific
rigor as the degree to which students carried out activities systematically, and the degree to which the
experimental design or implementation resulted in control of variables. I operationally defined a
systematically planned and implemented activity as one in which students repeated the same method to
test an observational phenomenon multiple times or while manipulating a single variable. Examples of
activities that were and were not systematic in nature come from Sam’s lesson on how Moon Bear’s
shadow changed throughout the day and Chris’ lesson on sound travel. In Sam’s lesson students traced
the shape of Moon Bear’s shadow at different times of the day. At each time, the wooden figure Moon
Bear is in the same place with exactly the same orientation. The students see and trace the shadow at 2
hour time intervals (8AM, 10AM, noon, and 2PM), allowing them to see and record change over the
course of the day. In Chris’ lesson, students examined what happened when they touched a vibrating
tuning fork to plastic bags filled with air, water, or ice. While carrying out this activity, the students
haphazardly touched the vibrating tuning fork to the different bags and to other objects on the desk.
Also, the students struck the tuning fork with varying degrees of hardness with no systematic pattern
involved.
Control of variables refers to changing only the intended independent variable across tests,
without inadvertently or purposefully changing another. An example of a case where there were no
unaddressed confounding variables comes from Terry’s lesson on shadow change. In this lesson, Terry
had students compare shadow change (length) caused by moving an object moving in an arc underneath
a stationary light, to the shadow change (length) caused by moving a light in a 180 degree arc passing
overhead of the object. While carrying out the activity, Terry supervised students carefully to insure that
the position of the light remained stationary or moved in an arc that remained at the same distance from
the object. An example of an unaddressed confounding variable comes from Sam’s lesson on amount of
light. Although the students observed how their ability to see a diagram at the end of a box changed, as
they systematically looked with no flaps open, then with the first flap open, followed by both flaps open,
the activity design failed to take into account the distance of the entering light from the drawing. Thus
two alternative explanations are possible for why students were able to see the drawing better with both
flaps open – total amount of light in the box and the fact that by opening the second flap, the light was
now closer to the diagram.
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Observations
Observations refer to what students noticed using their senses only as they carried out the
various activities. These observations served as data from the experiments, and observations made in
the course of the nine observed lessons were qualitative in nature. Any observations involving
comparisons of length, thickness, brightness or loudness were relative, and did not involve any form of
measurement.
Evidence
For purposes of this investigation, I define evidence as patterns of observations resulting from
the implementation of the activities. Thus a single observation does not constitute evidence, however
the same observation made many times under the same circumstances or different contexts does
constitute evidence. An example of evidence for seeing colors when you look through a prism, is the
repeated observation by a student that when he looked through the prism, he saw colors. Another
example of what constitutes evidence is the pattern that emerged from observations from three different
activities that showed that when the different objects in each of the activities made a sound, it also
vibrated. The source of evidence for all the lessons I observed in my study was the activities the
students performed during the lessons.
A second characteristic of evidence that emerged from the lessons is strength of the evidence.
For the purposes of this study, I define strength of evidence as whether it was based on rigorously
obtained observations, and/or patterns of observations. A measure of strength of evidence therefore
depends on planning and implementation. It is important to determine whether the students carried out
the activity in a way that resulted in multiple trials, each of which resulted in the same phenomenon,
thereby providing evidence for the phenomenon. For example, during the wrap-up to Chris’ lesson on
colors of light, a student made the observational claim that you can cause a rainbow to be different
lengths. When Chris asked the student how he knew this, the student replied that he had tried all
different ways. In contrast, Terry’s lesson on sound and vibration included three different activities, each
of which demonstrated an object clearly vibrating as it made a sound. During the wrap-up to the lesson,
Terry helped students tie together their observations that the objects were vibrating as they made a
sound, and from the pattern of their observations (all the vibrating objects were making a sound)
developed the claim that objects vibrate when they make a sound. This latter claim thus was more
strongly justified, due to the strength of the evidence supporting it.
Claims
Several issues related to claims emerged from the data: 1) accuracy, 2) type, 3) diversity, 4)
depth and 5) interconnectedness. Accuracy of claims refers to whether the claim as stated is scientifically
accurate or not, rather than simply logically consistent with the observations. An example of an accurate
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claim is the statement, “An object vibrates when it makes a sound,” or “A shadow forms because the
object blocks the light.” An example of an inaccurate claim is, “You can see a rainbow better with
sunlight than with a flashlight because sunlight is natural light and a flashlight is artificial light,” or “The
shape of a shadow is the shape of the object.”
Two types of claims emerged from the study, those that were explanatory, and those that were
observational. I define an explanatory claim as one that explains why a phenomenon occurs or
establishes causality. In contrast, an observational claim is one that describes the phenomenon,
including conditions under which it occurs. Examples of explanatory claims from the lessons are, “A
shadow forms because the object blocks the light,” and “Shadows change because the sun moves.”
Examples of observational claims are, “White light is made up of colors of light,” and “The shape of a
shadow is the shape of the object,” or “Sound travels through things other than air.”
Diversity of claims refers to the number of unique claims generated during a lesson. These
claims could have arisen at any stage of the lesson. A common occurrence in the lessons was that during
a single investigation, multiple small groups would make the same claim, and the claim would arise again
during the wrap-up to the lesson. Each occurrence of the same claim counted as only one unique claim.
Interconnectedness of claims refers to how closely related the claims are when multiple claims
arose from a single lesson. An example of related claims from the same lesson are, “To make a shadow,
you need a light, an object, and a surface for the shadow to go on,” and “A shadow forms because the
object blocks the light.” Both these claims relate to what is needed to make a shadow. An example of
unrelated claims from the same lesson are, “When you look through a prism, you see multiple images of
the same object,” and “With a prism you can see red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple,” and “You
can see a rainbow better with sunlight than with a flashlight because sunlight is natural light and a
flashlight is artificial light.” The first claim refers to the internal reflection of the prism; the second claim
refers to dispersion of white light into colors of light, and the third claim refers to properties of artificial
vs. natural light.
Depth of claims involves interconnections among claims, but also involves movement from an
observational claim toward an explanatory claim centered on the same concept. For example, one
student teacher attempted to move from two observational claims (it is easier to see a rainbow in
sunlight than with a flashlight, and, flashlights are artificial light and sunlight is natural light) to the
explanatory claim that the reason it was easier was because sunlight is natural light and the flashlight is
artificial light. Although inaccurate, and based on information not available from the activity, this
demonstrates such a transition from observational claim to explanatory claim, in which students move
from simple observational fact to explanation. A second, more successful example involved a student’s
own progression from the observational claim that you need a surface to see a shadow, to understanding
that the reason you need the surface is to stop the light. As mentioned in the overview of the analysis
process, all three student teachers showed similar patterns in the relative number of observational claims
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to explanatory claims, and in the degree to which they progressed from observational to explanatory
claim. This aspect is likely more relevant in inquiry contexts where students perform linked
investigations, in which they first make an observational claim, and then investigate to determine an
explanation for the phenomenon.
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Interconnections Among Components of Inquiry
Coherence
“Coherence” among components is another term used in my study of classroom inquiry style. I
use this term to describe a relationship between various components that is interdependent and iterative.
Thus a guiding question is coherent with the learning goal when the question reflects the meaning of the
learning goal. Likewise, an activity is coherent with the learning goal or guiding question when it
addresses the science concept represented by the learning goal and the guiding question. Possibility for
coherence or lack of coherence among components occurs at each intersection. Coherence within the
combination of observation, evidence and claim represents the idea of evidence-based explanation (NRC,
2000).
Further examination of the inquiry components revealed that for different student teachers and
lessons, there emerged variations in coherence among the different stages of inquiry. For my
investigation, I operationally define coherence among inquiry components as a logical connection among
them such that one is logically consistent with the other. Thus an activity is coherent with the guiding
question when the activity as carried out in the lesson derives logically from the guiding question. For
example, in the activity on sound and vibration, Terry posed the guiding question, “What does an object
do when it makes a sound?” He provided three activities for the students to use to investigate this
question, each of which (as carried out) related logically to the guiding question.
In my study, two types of coherence emerged. The first type involved comparing the logical
connection of each component to the intended learning goal. This occurs when the guiding question
reflects the learning goal, each activity contributes to understanding the intended learning goal, the
observations relate to the intended learning goal, the evidence generated from observations relates to
the intended learning goal, and the claims generated connect logically to the intended learning goal. This
perspective on coherence contributed to the aspect, Focus on the intended learning goal. A second type
involved comparison of pairs of components within a single chain from intended learning goal to claim in
a single lesson, for example, comparing evidence compiled through patterns of observations to the
activity. An example of incoherence for this type comes from Sam’s lesson based on the guiding
question, “What do we need to make a shadow?” In this case, students observed that whenever they
held up their object between the surface and the light, the shadow had the same shape as the object.
They then made the claim that the shape of a shadow is the shape of the object. This investigation
exhibits a breach in coherence between the activity and evidence, since the students failed to try making
a shadow with the object at different orientations to the light. Each component was still coherent with
the intended learning goal, however.
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Another example of incomplete coherence among components comes from a lesson in which the lesson
included three activities, yet the student teacher only drew from two of the activities for evidence to
generate claims.
Role of the Teacher
The coding process included three emergent areas: 1) structural elements, 2) role of the
teacher, and 3) student thinking. The following sections provide a more detailed description of the
coding process related to teacher role by addressing the following three topics: a) directedness, b)
opportunities for open discussion, and 3) explicitness of connections among observations, evidence, and
claims.
Directedness of Inquiry Components
A second aspect of the inquiry components that emerged as different among the three student
teachers was the degree to which each component or connection between components, was directed by
the teacher or the student. I operationally define a component or connection between components as
teacher directed when the teacher planned the phase without considering input from the students, or
when the phase is carried out the teacher totally guides the students’ thinking. I define a component or
connection between components as student directed when the component was designed by the students
or with their input, or while the phase is carried out, the students played the primary role in the thinking
process. Typical examples of teacher directed components emerging from the lessons include: 1) choice
of LG based on district curriculum, 2) generating a GQ without student input, 3) students implementing
an activity that the teacher designed, with minimal student improvisation, 4) students making
observations under the direct guidance and instruction of the teacher, so that the students make specific
observations, 5) heavy teacher involvement when students generate evidence from their observations,
and 6) heavy teacher involvement when students generate claims from evidence. Examples of student
directedness that arose during the lessons include students manipulating materials during an activity and
making observations according to their own interest, rather than the teacher’s directions; students
making connections among observations to generate claims with minimal assistance by the teacher; and
student involvement in the choice of LG to investigate.
Nature of Questions and Prompts
Another set of features that emerged relates to the nature of questions and prompts used by the
student teacher to guide students’ thinking about science concepts during the investigation and wrap-up
phases of the lesson. One feature involves the relative number of questions the student teacher devotes
to the various concepts that arise during the investigation. For example, in the lesson on shadow
formation, Sam devoted the vast majority of questions and discussion time attempting to get students to
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name the three things needed to make a shadow, while devoting only one or two questions to helping
students realize the role of the object or surface, the order of the three things, and the shape of the
shadow in relation to the object shape. In contrast, during the Shadow Sort lesson, Chris first devoted a
number of questions to the idea that objects that light passes through do not make shadows, while
objects that light doesn’t pass through do make shadows. Chris then asked a substantial number of
questions related to other student observations and claims, such as thickness or darkness of the object
and shadow formation and changes in shadow size.
Another feature related to student teachers’ questions and prompts that emerged involved the
open or closed nature of the questions and prompts themselves. That is, whether the question invites
students to discuss a large variety of possible concepts, or instead limits the response to a specific
desired response. For example, when approaching a group of students during the investigation stage of
the lesson on shadow formation, Sam asked, “What three things did you find you needed to make a
shadow?” In this case, the students could only respond with the three things they needed to make a
shadow, and the discussion was limited to that idea. In contrast, during the investigation stage of the
lesson on shadow sort, Chris approached a group of students and asked, “How did you guys sort your
things?” In this example, Chris leaves the topic of discussion more open to whatever the students came
up with. Chris later directed the conversation toward which objects made a shadow, but in the process
of getting there, students expressed other ideas that Chris discussed with them further.
Explicitness of Connections between Observations, Evidence and Claims
A third factor involving teacher role also emerged. This factor was the degree to which student
teachers emphasized the connection between observations made during the investigations, combining
those observations into patterns of observations that constitute evidence they used to generate claims.
An example of two extremes of this factor comes from Terry’s lesson based on the guiding question,
“What does an object do when it makes a sound,” and Chris’ lesson on color. In the sound and vibration
lesson, Terry first helped students recall key observations from all four activities, and emphasized the link
between the observations and the pattern in the observations through repetition of the idea of an object
that is vibrating makes a sound. Finally, Terry asked students the guiding question, “What does an
object do when it makes a sound?” The students answered the guiding question, with the claim that
objects vibrate when they make a sound. In contrast, Chris generally did not bring observations together
to form evidence for a claim. Rather, Chris asked for students to recall observations, but gathered so
many observations regarding multiple topics that keeping track of what observations went with what
claims was at times difficult.
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Student Thinking
Finally, I coded for evidence of student thinking or opportunities for student thinking beyond that
coached or pried out of the student by the student teacher. I derived this concept from the work of
McDonald & Songer (in press) and Sandoval & Reiser (2004), who describe a second dimension to
classroom inquiry that involves authenticity. While the idea of including student thinking in a search for
aspects of CIS in my study is literature derived, the factors I used to derive student thinking-related
aspects emerged from the study. Two factors related to student thinking emerged from the lesson video
records and transcripts: “ what counts” opportunities and “windows into student thinking.”
“What Counts” Opportunities
What counts opportunities refer to instances where students could make decisions and
implement them, or solve problems that have consequences for claims that arise during the investigation.
This feature includes students recognizing and dealing with inconsistencies or discrepancies, as well as
students discussing and thereby resolving or avoiding alternative explanations based on the same
evidence. This feature includes coding for missed opportunities as well as realized opportunities. An
example from the lessons of a realized “what counts” opportunity occurred when a student group in
Chris’ Shadow Sort lesson wrestled with how to sort an object that was obviously not see-through, yet
appeared to allow light from the flashlight to shine through it onto the wall. Rather than solve the
dilemma for them, Chris illustrated various other ways of testing the object, but left the problem up to
the students to solve. An example of a missed “what counts” opportunity arose in Sam’s lesson on the
amount of light, when students systematically investigated how the amount of light affects how you see
using a light box with flaps covering two holes in the top. Students correctly generated the accurate
claim that the more light was in the box, the better they could see the drawing in side. However, because
of the way they did the activity, an equally accurate alternative explanation was that the closer the light
was to the drawing, the better they could see the drawing.
Windows into Student Thinking
Windows into student thinking refers to instances where students revealed misconceptions, or
understanding of a concept beyond just parroting what the student teacher or another student said. In
many cases throughout the observed lessons, it was not clear just how well students understood various
concepts they were investigating, because there was no way to see exactly how they thought something
worked. Representative examples of instances in which student thinking became visible in the observed
lessons come from Terry and Chris’ lessons on sound travel. During the introduction to Terry’s sound
travel lesson, Terry asked whether students thought sound could travel through string. One student
asked to see the string, and then made the claim that sound would be able to go through the string
because the string was made up of multiple threads and the sound could go between them. In the case
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of Chris’ lesson on sound travel, during the wrap-up to the lesson, one student explained his confusion
that sound was able to go through a string because a string is not hollow. Another student talked about
how strong and small sound must be to have passed through a string. The first two cases reveal the
misconception that sound can only travel through air; the third case reveals how the student thought
about sound travel in terms of qualities she could understand – strength and size. All three reveal that
students did not understand that vibrations can travel through all kinds of materials, and that the
vibrations carry the sound energy.
Opportunities for Open Discussion
A third factor related to student thinking involved consideration of what kind of environment
promoted the “what counts” discussions and “windows into student thinking.” The location and manner
of carrying out the wrap-up stage of the lesson varied considerably among the three student teachers.
Two of the student teachers engaged their students in this stage while the students were seated in their
groups at the end of the investigation. The entire discussion involved students recalling observations they
had made and linking those observations into evidence that led to claims. The third student teacher
however carried out the wrap-up portion of the investigation by having each student group report its
findings to the other students. To do this, the entire class moved from station to station so that the
individual groups could demonstrate their findings to others using the same materials they had used in
the investigation. Other opportunities for students to share their thinking came during the introduction
phase of the lessons, when student teachers asked questions to elicit prior knowledge of the topic or the
materials that would be used in the activity.

Collapsing of Codes into Aspects of CIS
Table C-1 presents a summary of which combinations of factors generated aspects of CIS.
Evident from this summary is the fact that various aspects arose from information based on all three
coding areas. For example, the aspect of Focus includes information based on factors of components of
inquiry and from factors of teacher role. Likewise, the aspect of explicitness of connections among
observations, evidence and claims draws from components of inquiry as well as teacher role. Such
overlap reinforces the interconnectedness of all three areas in determining aspects of CIS
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Table C-1. Aspects of Classroom Inquiry Style (CIS) and Contributing Factors (OB-CL = observational claim; EX-CL = explanatory claim)
Aspect of CIS

Description

Focus on
Intended
Learning Goals

The relative degree to which components of
the lesson focus on the same learning goal

Teacher
Directedness

The degree to which the teacher or student
directs the various components of the
investigation or interactions among
components.

Explicitness of
OBEVCL

The explicitness of connections between
observation, evidence and claim during the
investigation and/or explanation stage.
The degree to which the various components
of inquiry are logically related to each other.
The degree to which the evidence supports
and justifies the claim.

Coherence among
Components
Scientific Rigor of
Activities

Opportunities for
Open Discussion
Opportunities for
Understanding
Student Thinking
Accuracy of
Claims
Depth of Claims

Aspects of the environment that promote
student thinking and students’ emergent
ideas.
Events or incidences during the lessons that
expose students’ understanding of a concept.
The degree to which claims are scientifically
accurate
Type of claims generated from investigations

Contributing Factors


















Number of learning goals per lesson
Number of guiding questions per lesson
Clarity and explicitness of the guiding question(s).
Coherence of GQ, AC, OB, EV and CL with learning goals
Diversity of activities (number of activities vs. number of learning goals they support)
Diversity of claims (number and relatedness of concepts represented by claims)
Interconnections among unique claims
Focus of student teachers’ questions and prompts
Teacher vs. student determination of learning goals.
Teacher vs. student design of the guiding question.
Teacher vs. student design of the activity and how it is implemented.
Teacher vs. student determination of which observations are important
Teacher vs. student determination as to what to use as evidence
Level of teacher guidance in finding patterns of observations as evidence for claims.
Teacher vs. student determination of claims based on evidence
Degree to which student teachers draw attention to how the evidence emerged from
patterns in the evidence, and that the evidence supports the particular claim.



Coherence among components of inquiry









Activities involve repeated observations
Activities involve systematic investigation
Variables in activities are controlled
Number of activities per learning goal
Tightness of connection between OBEVCL
Open vs. closed questions and prompts
Circumstances where students control the topic of discussions




Relative frequency and nature of “What Counts” opportunities
Relative frequency of “Windows into Student Thinking”






Number of accurate claims resulting from the activity
Level of accuracy of individual claims
Observational claims (facts) vs. explanatory claims (explanations for phenomena)
Progression from OB-CL to EX-CL
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APPENDIX D
ANALYSIS TABLE FOR PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS FOR SAM
Key: (+)=positive (-)=negative; A=Alternative Explanation; R=Rebuttal to alternative explanation; MT=mentor teacher; DC=district curriculum;
LG=learning goal; TE=Teaching Event Type
Event Description

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

HOW DOES THE AMOUNT OF LIGHT AFFECT WHAT WE SEE?
1. Intended learning goal is an important concept: We see
better with more light than with less light.

1a

(+)

-Sam understands LG at E level.
-Connections regarding related topics
of amt of light are limited.
-This is concept in district curriculum

2.

There are numerous important concepts related to amount of
light and ability to see that Sam doesn’t also include, such as
too bright light making it hard to see and distance effects, or
the effect of distance on brightness of light.

1b

(-)

-Sam understands concepts at E level
-Limited connections among related
topics
-Limited understanding of importance
of underlying concepts

3.

Shoebox AC as performed by students only partially supports
LG and may also introduce misconceptions. By having
students open flap one and then both flaps without trying one
flap then the other with the first closed, students don’t see
the effect of distance of the light from the object as affecting
ability to see. In actuality, you can see the picture just as
clearly with the only the flap closest to the picture open as
you can with both flaps open. Unless students chose this
combination as their “final peek” they would not notice this.
Sam did not address this during any of the discussion.
Students think the effect was due to more light getting in
through 2 flaps open rather than only one, when in actuality
it was because the 2nd flap was closer to the picture.
Students already understand intended learning goal
(determined in intro). Sam doesn’t adapt lesson in response
to students’ prior knowledge.

2a

(-)

-Sam understands LG at E level.
-Understands distance effect on
brightness (E level, not inverse2 law)
-No connections between distance and
dim vs. bright.
-Limited understanding of reflection,
scattering, limits of light diffraction (H
level concepts) and no connections
among these concepts.

4

(-)

-Sam understands distance-brightness
concept at E level (not inverse2)
-Sam has isolated, limited
understanding of reflection but doesn’t
understand various mechanisms for
light to spread out. (i.e., law of
reflection; light scattering, diffusion,
limits of light diffraction)
-Limited connections between distance

4.

External Factors &
Rebuttals
A: MT wanted Sam to
teach this lesson
R: S changed other
lessons, but didn’t change
this one.
A: time
R: Sam included additional
concepts in the “three
things” lesson, even
though there was less
time.
A: MT wanted Sam to
teach this lesson with this
AC
R: S could teach about
distance by making only
minimal changes to the
activity – less change than
makes to other lessons.

A: MT wanted S to teach
this lesson
R: Later lesson, S totally
changes LG to focus on
earth rotation as EX for
shadow change.

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

Focus: Medium-High

Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Med

None
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Event Description

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
and dim vs. bright.
-Limited understanding of importance
of underlying concepts

External Factors &
Rebuttals

5.

Sam ignores a students’ repeated suggestion that light can be
so bright it makes it harder to see. Could be tested with
same AC using the provided flashlights.

4

(-)

-Sam understands overly bright light
can affect ability to see (at E level)

6.

Sam recognizes there is an equipment problem when
students are noticing and recording some light coming
through with no flaps open, and that not correcting this could
lead to misconceptions.

6

(+)

7.

During small group discussions and during wrap-up, Sam
provides accurate feedback by accepting claim that you see
better with more light.
During small group discussions and during wrap-up, Sam
accepts students’ claims and evidence that you see the
picture better because more light got in with 2 flaps open
than with one flap open. Alternative explanation involving
distance effects never raised.

7

(+)

-Sam understands E level concept that
light is needed to see, (note: a
student in a different group
recognized this problem on his own
and corrected it in his group]
-Sam understands general E level idea
that we see better with more light.

6

(-)

-Sam has E level understanding
-Sam has only partial understanding of
distance effect
-Sam has limited connections among
concepts related to brightness of light.

A: None

TD: only Med-High

By accepting students’ statements connecting the three
elements of the evidence (number of flaps open, amount of
light in the box, and how well you can see) without
considering distance, Sam indicates to students that their
reasoning is accurate,
WHAT THINGS ARE NEEDED TO MAKE A SHADOW?
10. The activity Sam selected for the lesson supports the learning
goal of determining what three things are needed to make a
shadow.

7

(-)

-Sam has E level understanding
-Sam has only partial understanding of
distance effect
-Sam has limited connections among
concepts

A: None

None

2a

(+)

-Sam understands that need 3 things
to make a shadow
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of various learning
goals

11.

1a

(-)

-Sam understands the three things
needed to make a shadow.
-Sam understands the role of each in
shadow formation.
-Sam makes no connections between
shadows and higher level concepts
such as reflection, absorption and
transmission and the role of these in

A: AC is DC determined,
and therefore decision to
include it could have
nothing to do with
understanding important
vs. trivial goals
R: Sam has changed DC
activities in other lessons
A: This learning goal is
district curriculum
determined, and therefore
the decision to include it
could have nothing to do
with understanding
important vs. trivial goals
R: Sam has changed

8.

9.

Sam concentrates on the trivial learning goal of naming three
things needed to make a shadow, rather than more important
concepts such as the role of each in shadow formation.
These latter concepts were included in the district curriculum.

A: MT wanted Sam to
teach this lesson
R: Sam modifies LG in a
later lesson
A: None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

Focus: Medium-High

A: None

None
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Event Description

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
shadow formation, either on concept
map or during conversation related to
the activity.
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of various learning
goals.

External Factors &
Rebuttals
district learning goals in
other lessons

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

12. Sam accepts a student’s claims about the nature of the
material the shadow can appear on (must be thick or solid),
even though the claims are scientifically inaccurate (6:11)

6

(-)

-Sam has elementary level
understanding of absorption,
transmission and reflection, but does
not understand the mechanism behind
them.

A: None

Focus: Only med-high
TD: Only med-high

13. Sam doesn’t pursue student’s questions about properties of
material on which a shadow can form, even though this is an
important learning goal involving the role of the surface in
shadow formation (understanding the nature of the “surface”
as something that can stop the light)

1b

(-)

A: Time
R: None

Focus: Medium-High

14. Students did a previous lesson on materials that light does or
does not pass through, but Sam doesn’t connect this
information to the current episode

3

(-)

A: None

Focus: Medium-High

15. When a student spontaneously offers the accurate claim that
the surface stops the light, Sam de-emphasizes the
importance of this claim by a) not acknowledging it; and b)
continuing to question students to identify the three things,
not what their role is in shadow formation. Sam does not
make this claim public, either during the investigation stage,
or during the wrap-up to the lesson.

4

(-)

- Sam has elementary level
understanding of absorption,
transmission and reflection, but does
not understand the mechanism behind
them.
-Sam doesn’t connect absorption,
transmission and reflection with
shadow formation
-Limited overall understanding of
relative importance of learning goals.
-Sam has ES level understanding of
absorption, transmission and
reflection, but not HS level
understanding of mechanisms.
-Sam doesn’t connect these ideas with
shadow formation
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of concepts.
-Sam understands that shadows form
because the object blocks the light.
(ES)
-Sam understands that light travels in
a straight line until it is stopped. (ES)
-Sam makes connections between
light being stopped when an object
absorbs light (ES)
-Sam doesn’t connect concepts related
to shadows with overarching concept,
(i.e., absorption, reflection and
transmission. HS-ES
-Sam has limited overall
understanding of relative importance
of various concepts related to light.

A: Time
R: Sam does include two
other concepts that arose
during the investigation
part of the lesson: order of
the three things and
shadow shape=object
shape.

Focus: Medium-High
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Event Description

TE

±

16. During wrap-up Sam includes two concepts (order of light,
object, surface; and shape of shadow = object shape) that
came up in some small group discussions and not in others,
and which were not explicitly included within the guiding
question, The first has important implications to
understanding what causes shadows to form; the latter has
important implications for understanding that light travels in
a straight line until it interacts with an object.

1b

(+)

17. During wrap-up Sam includes two concepts (order of light,
object, surface; and shape of shadow = object shape) that
came up in some small group discussions and not in others,
and which were not explicitly included within the guiding
question.

4

(+)

18. The claim students made that the shadow is the shape of the
object is inaccurate. The activity as performed by the
students does not include shining the light with the object at
different orientations to the light to see that the shadow is
the shape of the blocked light, not simply the shape of the
object.

6

(-)

19. The activity as performed by the students does not include
shining the light with the object at different orientations to
the light to see that the shadow is the shape of the blocked
light, not simply the shape of the object. Therefore the
activity as carried out does not support the concept of
shadow shape and shape of light blocked

2b

(-)

20. When a student brings up the idea that shadows form
because the object blocks the light, Sam praises the student’s
explanation, but fails to bring it to the attention of any other
students. Instead, Sam continues questioning and prompting
him to name the three things needed to make a shadow.

4

(-)

21. Sam occasionally talked about the shadow as “shining on” or
“going on” a surface. This choice of words supports a
common misconception of young children that a shadow is an

8

(-)

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
-Sam understands specific order (ES)
-Sam understands that object blocks
light and shadow is shape of blocked
light. (ES)
-Sam makes connections among these
elementary level shadow concepts at
multiple times (teaching, reflective
interviews, and concept mapping
activity)
-Limited overall understanding of
relative importance.
-Sam understands specific order (ES)
-Sam understands that object blocks
light and shadow is shape of blocked
light. (ES)
-Sam makes connections among these
elementary level shadow concepts at
multiple times (teaching, reflective
interviews, and concept mapping
activity)
-Limited overall understanding of
relative importance.
-Sam understands that object blocks
light and shadow is shape of blocked
light.
-Sam makes connections among ES
level concepts.
-No apparent explanation based
on CK.
-Sam understands that object blocks
light and shadow is shape of blocked
light.
-Sam makes connections among ES
level concepts.
-No apparent explanation based
on CK.
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of concepts for
future learning about light.
-Sam understands that object blocks
the light
-Sam makes connections between
shadow formation and 3 things.
-Sam understands what causes a
shadow, and that a shadow is the
absence of light.

External Factors &
Rebuttals
A: None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS
Focus: Medium-High

A: None

A: None

TD: Only Med-High
Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Med

A: None

Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Med

A: None

Focus: Medium-High

A: None

TD: Only Med-High
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Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

active entity that flows from an object, rather than being an
area of no or less light than the surrounding area caused by
blocking the light.

HOW DOES MOON BEAR’S SHADOW CHANGE THROUGHOUT THE DAY?
22. Moon Bear activity supports intended learning goal for how
2a
(+)
shadows change throughout the day (due to earth rotation).

23. Sam changed the district learning goal for Moon Bear activity
from learning about angle of light and shadow position and
shape to instead show that shadows change because the
earth moves, not the sun. Sam interpreted the “how” in the
guiding question to mean earth moving vs. sun moving.

1b

(-)

24. Sam changed the district learning goal for Moon Bear activity
from learning about angle of light and shadow position and
shape to instead show that shadows change because the
earth moves, not the sun to address a misconception about
why shadows change throughout the day.

4

(+)

25. When students went outside for the last time to look at how
Moon Bear’s shadow has changed over the three 2-hour
intervals, Sam had students notice that the shadow changed
position and shape, but never had students record the
direction of the light.

2a

(-)

26. While outside, Sam instructed students to make their
shadows longer or shorter, and to position their shadows to
their left or right. This activity supports the intended learning
goal involving earth movement. This activity was also part of
the district curriculum for the intended learning goal of effect
of change in orientation of light (angle) on shadow shape and
position.

2a

(+)

-Sam understands that shadows
change because earth rotates, and is
not due to sun movement.

A: None

-Sam has limited understanding of
concepts of angle of light and shadow
shape/position.
-Limited internal connection among
concepts
-Limited understanding of relative
importance of concepts.
-Sam recognizes importance of
understanding role of earth movement
in shadow change and that sun
remains “stationary”
-Sam adapts activity to address
misconception of students and point of
interest of students.
-Sam makes limited connections
between angle of light, shadow as
blocked light, and shadow shape.
-Sam shows questionable
understanding of relationship between
angle of sun and shadow shape and
length
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of concepts
-Sam has limited understanding of
relationship between light angle and
shape/position of shadow.
-Sam makes limited connections
between angle of light and shadow
shape/length.

A: None

None

A: None

A: None

Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Med

A: Time – not enough time
to do both concepts (angle
of light and shadow
position/shape; and earth
vs. sun movement as cause
of shadow change)
R: Could have omitted
students’ making shadows
appear different
places/shapes if had
addressed angle with Moon
Bear shadow activity.
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Content Knowledge
-Sam has limited understanding of
relationship between light angle and
shape/position of shadow.
-Sam makes limited connections
between angle of light and shadow
shape/length.

27. While outside, Sam instructed students to make their
shadows longer or shorter, and to position their shadows to
their left or right. Sam highlights one student’s success at
making a very long shadow, but never has students explore
the effect of angle of the light and that the shadow is the
shape of the blocked light, both of which are important
concepts.

1a

(-)

28. Sam has students do an activity where they move their
bodies to cause their shadow to be long or short, to their left
or right. However, Sam doesn’t connect the results of the
activity to the intended learning goal, which would have
addressed the idea of angle of the light on shadow length
and shape, an important concept needed to connect the
Moon Bear activity to the idea of the movement of the earth
or sun.

3

(-)

-Sam has limited understanding of
relationship between light angle and
shape/position of shadow.
- Sam makes limited connections
between angle of light and shadow
shape/length.
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of concepts.

29. Sam jumps from students’ observations about Moon Bear’s
shadow changes (without discussion as to explanations in
terms of position and angle of the light) to a demonstration
activity designed to help students understand that shadow
changes occur because the earth rotates on its axis rather
than the sun revolving around the earth. Sam doesn’t first
make sure students understand the role of angle of the light
and position of the light on shadow shape and position.
30. Just before the demonstration about the earth’s rotation,
Sam asks students why the shadows changed. One student
explains that changes in shadow length have to do with how
bright the light is. Shadows are longer when the light is
dimmer, since the longest shadows occur in early morning
and late afternoon, and the shortest shadows occur in the
middle of the day, when the sun is brightest (10:22). Sam
does not address this misconception. Rather, Sam moves on
to the role-play demonstration of the earth, sun, and shadow
change, which doesn’t address the misconception either,

3

(-)

6

(-)

-Sam has E level understanding of
mechanism of shadow formation and
effect of angle of light on shadow
shape and position.
-Sam has limited connectedness of
knowledge
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of concepts
Sam understands basic concepts at E
level
-Sam understands angle-shadow
position/length effect
-Sam has limited understanding of
shadow size with distance with
distance effect.
- Limited connections among these
concepts.
-Limited understanding of relative
importance of various concepts.

External Factors &
Rebuttals
A: Time – not enough time
to do both concepts (angle
of light and shadow
position/shape; and earth
vs. sun movement as cause
of shadow change)
R: Could have omitted
students’ making shadows
appear different
places/shapes if had
addressed angle with Moon
Bear shadow activity.
A: Time – not enough time
to do both concepts (angle
of light and shadow
position/shape; and earth
vs. sun movement as cause
of shadow change)
R: Could have omitted
students’ making shadows
appear different
places/shapes if had
addressed angle with Moon
Bear shadow activity.
A: None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS
Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Med

A: Time
R: Could have substituted
this for the earth/sun
demonstration. Also, there
was ample time after the
demo while students drew
in their journals.
A: Tiredness from illness
R: None

Focus: Medium-High
Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Medium

Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Medium

Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Medium
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Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
-Sam has E level understanding of
mechanism of shadow formation and
effect of angle of light on shadow
shape and position.
-Sam has limited connectedness of
knowledge
-Sam has limited understanding of
relative importance of concepts

External Factors &
Rebuttals
A: None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS
Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Medium

31. In the course of the role-play demonstration, Sam used the
“earth student” as the object and has her spin while the sun
remained stationary and shining at the Earth perpendicular to
the “earth student” axis of spin. Sam had students examine
the shadow at the different positions of the spin. This demo
reinforced the idea that it is the closeness of the object to the
sun that causes the shadow change, rather than the idea that
the rotating Earth resulted in change in shadow shape and
position.
32. After the demonstration, another student explains that the
change has to do with how close the sun is to the earth –
you get more sunshine, and “the more closer to the sun, the
more sunshine you get, and different amounts of sunshine
make your shadow different length (18:01). Sam never
addresses this multifaceted inaccurate explanation, although
it was well thought out, and could have been easily tested
33. After the demonstration, another student explains that the
change has to do with how close the sun is to the earth –
you get more sunshine, and “the more closer to the sun, the
more sunshine you get, and different amounts of sunshine
make your shadow different length (18:01). Sam reinforces
this with “good” and restates the response: “So as you turn
closer to the sun, you get different amounts of sunshine to
make your shadow different length.” (18:21). Sam never
addresses this multifaceted inaccurate explanation, although
it was well thought out, and could have been easily tested
34. After the demonstration, another student explains that the
change has to do with how close the sun is to the earth –“the
more closer to the sun, the more sunshine you get, and
different amounts of sunshine make your shadow different
length” (18:01). Sam restates the response: “So as you turn
closer to the sun, you get different amounts of sunshine to
make your shadow different length.” (18:21). While saying
“closer,” Sam turns her body directly toward the light, This
shows Sam was using the word “closer” to mean “facing.”
35. The student’s statement that “the sun pushes your shadow
on a different direction” reveals a possible misconception
about shadows. Sam does not address this possible
misconception

2a

(-)

6

(-)

-Sam understands angle of light and
shadow shape/position effect.
-Limited understanding of distanceshadow size effect.
-Limited understanding of
interconnections.

A: Time

TDs: Med-High
Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Medium

7

(-)

-Sam understands angle of light and
shadow shape/position effect.
-Limited understanding of light
distance-shadow shape/size effect.
-Limited connections among these
ideas.

A: Time

Focus: Medium-High
TD: Only Med-High
Sci Rigor: Med-Low
Coherence: Medium

8

(-)

-Sam understands angle of light and
shadow shape/position effect.
-Limited understanding of light
distance shadow-size effect.
-Limited connections among these
concepts.

A: Time

TD: Only Med-High

7

(-)

A: None

TD: Only Med-High

36. In wrap-up discussion when student responds to Sam’s
question about evidence by giving an accurate explanatory
claim, Sam doesn’t acknowledge the importance of the angle
interpretation of shadow change by further focusing on it.
Instead pushes on to ask for what was the evidence for Moon
Bear’s shadow change. (24:43)

4

(-)

-Sam understands that shadows
change has to do with angle of the
sun.
-Sam understands that shadows are
blocked light
-Sam understands that shadow
change has to do with the angle of the
sun.
-Limited understanding of relative
importance of concepts for future
learning.

A: Time
R: Students were writing
in their journals at this
point, and Sam was
randomly asking questions.
There was ample time to

None
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37. Toward the end of the activity, Sam offers an explanation
that actually supports above misconceptions: “So as you turn
closer to the sun, you get different amounts of sunshine to
make your shadow different length.” [my emphasis]

TE

7

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

(-)

-Sam understands that shadow
change has to do with the angle of the
sun.
-Understands at E level.
-Problematic connections between this
concept and other concepts related to
shadow formation.

External Factors &
Rebuttals
focus on the angle
explanation.
A: None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

None
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APPENDIX E
ANALYSIS TABLE FOR PROBLEMATIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE-RELATED TEACHING EVENTS FOR TERRY
Key: LG=learning goals; CK=content knowledge; CI=Classroom Inquiry; CKE=CK of elementary concepts; ICE=interconnections among
elementary concepts; CKH=CK of high school level concepts; ICH=interconnections between high school level and elementary level concepts
Event Description

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals
A1: District curriculum
mandate
R1: T changes other LGs in
district curriculum (e.g.,
shadow change, sound
transfer)
A1: Activities came from
DC (dancing salt & wine
glass) or from Terry’s
supervising teacher
(Tibetan singing bowl).
R1: Terry critically
examined other district LGs
and made changes when
there were problems (e.g.,
sound travel and speed of
light activity) Discussion
from Reflective interview
indicates Terry evaluated
the activities and felt they
were appropriate.
A1: Terry tends to be very
methodical and linear in his
thinking.
R1: This change requires
CK as well as linear
thinking.
A1: Time
R1: Terry makes time for
things that are important.

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

What does an object do when it makes a sound?
1.

The district learning goal Terry focuses on in Lesson 5
(objects vibrate when they make a sound) is foundational for
future learning about sound energy transfer. Terry chooses
to keep it in the unit on sound.

1a

(+)

-Terry has CKE and ICE for concept
that objects vibrate when they make a
sound.

2.

Terry replaces the two district curriculum recommended
activities (plucking a ruler hanging over the edge of a desk
and changing the length of the overhanging part; touching
ping pong ball suspended by a string with vibrating TF) with
three other activities used in the lesson (rubbing moist finger
around rim of wine glass containing water, bringing a
vibrating TF close to a membrane with salt grains on top; and
rubbing or striking Tibetan Singing Bowl with mallet) The
three selected activities have as good or better potential for
showing relationship between vibration and sound
production.

2a

(+)

-Terry has necessary CKE and ICE to
evaluate the activities and determine
they are effective for demonstrating
the LG (objects vibrate when they
make a sound).

Terry modifies the district curriculum GQ from “How is sound
made?” to “What does an object do when it makes a sound?”
This is a better reflection of what the AC supports. The
district GQ could be interpreted as the action you do to an
object to cause a sound, rather than what the object is doing
that makes the sound.
Students talk about the water in the wine glass as “waving,”
and Terry reinforces this by saying “It’s sort of getting a
wave on it, isn’t it?” (17:45). Later, T talks about feeling
vibrations in the solid objects they test (Tibetan Singing Bowl,
tuning fork), but doesn’t connect the waves in the water with
vibrations in the water.

1a

(+)

-Terry has necessary CKE and ICE to
make this change.
-Change doesn’t require deeper
understanding of CKH or ICH

3

(-)

-Terry understands sound waves at
CKE level.
-Terry doesn’t understand mechanism
of sound transfer – how sound waves
in air or solids are similar or different
from water waves (no understanding
of compressional waves, or

3.

4.

-Terry understands that vibrating
objects generate sound, and has CKE
and ICE for concepts addressed by
activities.
No requirement for CKH or ICH.

None
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While observing the singing wine glass, a student notices that
the water is waving, and makes the claim that the sound is
making the water wave. By not further discussing this claim,
the student may confuse the difference between vibrations
causing sound and sound causing vibrations.
Terry divides dancing salt activity into two parts by having
students notice vibrations in the tuning fork and associate
that with the sound of the tuning fork alone to establish prior
knowledge that tuning fork is vibrating and making sound,
before including the salt on the membrane step (19:00 –
22:48)

6

(-)

3

(+)

-Terry understands that vibrating
objects generate sound
-Terry understands that sound can
travel through different mediums.
-Terry understands that sound can
transfer from one medium to another
-Terry makes connections among CKE
-This sequencing does not require
understanding of CKH or ICH

7.

Terry never has students observe that the harder they hit the
TF, the louder the sound, and the more the salt moves when
they bring the TF close to the membrane or touch the
membrane. This observation lays the foundation for an
important concept – louder sound=more energy.

1b

(-)

8.

During dancing salt activity, students notice that salt jumps
more when they bring the tuning fork closer to the
membrane. Terry doesn’t incorporate this idea into the
lesson – closer the sound source, the greater the intensity

1b

(-)

-Terry has necessary CKE and ICE as
well as practical experience with hard
hits and louder sound, but
-Terry does not have CKH of
mechanism of E transfer for sound
-Terry has limited ICH. These latter
aspects of CK would allow T to
understand that this simple
relationship would lead to later
understanding that harder hit= more E
= bigger vibration = louder sound
(larger wave amplitude).
-Terry has practical experience with
hard hits resulting in louder sound, but
T does not have CKH of mechanism of
E transfer for sound
-Terry has limited ICH.

9.

During Dancing Salt activity, Terry points out that the salt
moves even when the TF doesn’t touch the membrane (SV24:25), but never addresses why. Potential discussion: when
the tuning fork vibrates, it makes the air vibrate which then
makes the membrane vibrate, causing the salt to dance.
Students can see and feel vibrations in solids and liquids, but
can only can see the effect of air vibrating by feeling or
seeing vibrations when it interacts with solid or liquid.

1b

(-)

5.

6.

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
compression and rarefaction, or wave
properties).
-Terry has limited understanding of
the mechanism by which sound
energy is transferred.

-Terry has only CKE and ICE for
understanding sound and vibrations.
-Doesn’t have CKH or ICH needed to
understand mechanism of sound
energy transfer and how it relates to
future learning about sound, or might
provide prior knowledge for future
concepts about sound.

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

A1: Time
R1: Terry makes time for
things that are important

Focus: High

None

Focus: High

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time when
something is important to
him, such as separating
the activity into two parts
or adding observation that
sounds differ depending on
what material they go
through.
A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time when
something is important to
him, such as adding
extension activity to this
lesson, or adding or using
3 lessons about light to
change LG about shadow

Focus: High

Focus: High
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Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

10. During the wrap-up, after using evidence to support claim
that objects vibrate when they make a sound, Terry brings
the question around to “do you think we could say that
sound is created, sound happens because something
vibrates?” To which students reply, “Yeah.” This reflects the
intent of the SCASD curriculum, but the way the activity was
done doesn’t support causality. (SV-33:46)
11. Terry extends the claim that objects vibrate when they make
a sound to say that vibrations cause sound. The evidence
does not fully support the claim.

2b

(-)

-Here, have EX-CL for LG/GQ that was
OB in nature. Causality was not
established during activity.

12. During all three activities, Terry doesn’t have students
investigate what happens to the sound when you stop the
vibrations, or notice that there is no sound when there is no
vibration. Without this observation and data showing that
with vibration have sound and without have no sound,
evidence not as strong for the claim that vibrations cause
sound.
13. Terry only has students consider conditions in which the
object will vibrate, demonstrating the LG, rather than
allowing students to experience and analyze times when it
does work and when it doesn’t. For example, while working
with the singing bowl, S has students hold it a certain way so
it will sing. Could have students investigate how they need
to hold it and why. Then talk about how the way they held it
affected whether or not it could vibrate. Also, when hit TF
and didn’t see rice dance – analyze why (TF not vibrating
enough). This could be accomplished using the same
materials.
14. While investigating sound and vibrations, Terry demonstrates
how students are supposed to carryout the activity, and
supervises the activities carefully, correcting students when
they deviate from the planned activity. There is little
opportunity provided for students to explore with the
materials themselves and notice and share phenomena
related to the featured learning goal.
Does sound travel through things [other than air]?

1b

15. During the introduction to the activity about sound travel,
Terry reviews ideas related to sound and vibrations, thereby
connecting the upcoming lesson to the previous lesson about

External Factors &
Rebuttals
change to include earth
rotation vs. sun movement
as cause for shadow
change.
None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

None

Contradicts Sci Rigor:
High and Coherence:
High

-Terry has limited understanding of
the mechanism of sound energy
transfer

None

(-)

-Terry has CKE and ICE related to this
concept.
-Terry doesn’t have CKH or ICH.

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time when
something is important to
him.

2b

(-)

-No CKH or ICH, or explicit connection
between sound/vibration concepts and
sound travel.

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time when
something is important to
him.

Focus: High

4

(-)

-Terry has limited understanding of
mechanism of sound transfer

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time when
he feels it is important.

Focus: High
TD: High
Sci Rigor: High

3

(+)

-Terry understands the elementary
level concepts that sound is caused by
vibrations

None

6

(-)

None

Contradicts Sci Rigor:
High and Coherence:
High
Focus: High
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Content Knowledge

16. Learning goal of understanding that sound can travel through
things other than air is important for future understanding
about sound and sound energy transfer.

1a

(+)

-Terry has CKE and ICE related to
sound travel through materials.

17. Terry rephrases district GQ from “Does sound travel better
through some materials than others?” to “Does sound travel
through things?” Terry’s GQ doesn’t accurately describe
what he is looking for (does sound travel through things
besides air)

1a

(-)

-Terry has CKE and ICE related to
sound/vibrations and sound travel, but
limited ICE linking vibrations and
sound travel.

18. Terry’s change of LG to just investigating whether sound can
travel through materials other than air rather than comparing
how something sounds in different materials and determining
that sound travels better in some materials than others
eliminates an important concept.

1b

(-)

-Terry has CKE and ICE for sound
travel in different materials, but does
not understand mechanism of sound
energy transfer. Also, Terry has
limited ICH related to sound energy
transfer.

19. The three activities Terry chose (string phones, coat hanger
chimes, and taping spoons in water while listening with ear
against fish bowl and away from fish bowl, and tapping on
desk top) all relate directly to the intended LG.

2a

(+)

-Terry understands about sound
energy transfer at CKE and ICE level.
Don’t need higher level to find activity
that will demonstrate sound transfer in
different mediums.

20. Terry carefully supervised all activities, correcting how
students carry out the activities to conform with how he
wants them to do them. This eliminates the possibility for
students to explore their own ideas.
21. During the introduction to the lesson, Terry asks students
whether they think sound can travel through string. One
student (Charlie) asks to see the string, and after examining
it, states that he thinks that sound can travel through the
string because it is made up of smaller threads, and the
sound can go between them. Terry never addresses the
misconception revealed by Charlie’s statement – that sound
could travel through the string because there are air spaces
between the strands making up the string, and that sound
only travels through air. (4:34 – 4:51).

4

(-)

5

(-)

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

sound and vibrations.

-Terry has CKE and ICE related to the
concept that sound travels through
materials other than air, and that
objects that vibrate make a sound,
and that sound is caused by
vibrations. T has limited CKH and
ICH, and doesn’t understand
mechanism of sound energy transfer
in different types of medium.
-Terry demonstrated no direct
connection between the idea that
objects vibrate when they make a
sound, and the idea that the medium
vibrates as sound travels through it.

A1: district curriculum
determined
R1: Terry changes other
district curriculum learning
goals when he sees a
need.
A1: Time
R1: Terry effectively
changes GQ for
sound/vibration lesson to
be more scientifically
accurate and coherent with
the activity.
A1: Time
R1: Terry specifically says
in reflective interview that
he wanted to only focus on
whether sound travels in
other materials, not on
whether it traveled better.
None

A1: Time
R1: Terry makes time for
things that are important
to him.
A1: Time
A2: Terry may have just
not been paying careful
attention or was already
thinking about upcoming
activity.
R1: Terry took time during
the introduction, asking
students about their
predictions.
R2: At time Charlie made
his EX-CL, Terry repeated
it, and later used his
statement as illustration of

Focus: High

Contradicts Coherence:
High

Focus: High

Focus: High
Coherence: High
Sci Rigor: High
TD: High
None
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Content Knowledge

22. Terry doesn’t modify the lesson to specifically address
Charlie’s misconception

4

(-)

see above

23. In the first activity (string phones and coat hanger chimes)
(9:08 – 13:47), Terry only focuses on whether students are
able to hear sound through the various materials, even
though students talk about how it sounds (like a bell). One
student talks about how it sounds different. At the second
station students again talk about how it sounds different, and
Terry begins to focus on that observation as well (15:40) and
also includes them in the wrap-up (2S-59)
24. Another observation students made when listening to various
sounds transferring through different mediums was that the
sounds were louder. Terry listens to the students’ comments
about loudness, and eventually questions students about it,
but never reinforces this observation during the wrap-up,
even though it relates to other important concepts about
sound.
25. During wrap-up, T reinforces Charlie’s misconception, and
possibly other students’ similar misconception that sound
could go through the string because it is made up of little
strings and the sound can go around them, when T says, “So
Charlie’s prediction that would go through the string was
right. Charlie was right. Charlie was right, it would go
through the string.” (22:25)
26. Terry never has students think about why the sound might
be different in the different mediums. This consideration
doesn’t have to be very abstract, or include speed of sound.
It could simply involve description of different materials as
being made up of different things, and sound can travel
better through some than others (better conductors of
sound). T never brings this explanatory LG up specifically
during the investigation or wrap-up. T does mention this
however as a goal in the reflective interview – that some
materials are better conductors than others (2S-65).
27. At the coat hanger chimes Terry asks students to trace the
transfer of sound by asking, “What’s happening to the
sound?” Terry doesn’t have students trace the sound at other

3

(+)

-Terry has CKE and ICE, as well as
practical experience to understand
that sounds are different when
transferred through air vs. water or
solids.
-Terry’s understands that sound
travels “better” through some
materials than others.
-Terry has limited understanding of
importance of concepts.
-Terry has limited understanding of
how sound travels and how different
mediums affect sound travel.

External Factors &
Rebuttals
a correct prediction. Terry
did not recognize this as a
misconception until I
pointed it out (3As-38 –
3S-45)
A1: Time
R1: Terry makes time for
things he feels are
important. This
modification would not
require significant time.
None

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

Focus: High

Contradicts Focus: Hgh

A1: Time
R1: Terry makes time for
things he feels are
important (e.g., separating
the dancing salt activity
into two parts)

Focus: High

-Terry has understanding of all
elementary level concepts related to
sound travel.
-Terry has limited understanding of
the mechanism of sound transfer.

A1: Terry didn’t notice the
misconception.
R1: Terry repeated the
misconception and made
reference to Charlie’s
prediction in the wrap-up.

None

(-)

-Terry has CKE and ICE about sound
travel, and sound/vibrations, but
limited ICE between the two. Terry
has limited CKH about sound energy
transfer.

Focus: High

(-)

-Terry has limited understanding of
the mechanism of sound transfer (HS)

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time when
something is important to
him. During reflective
interview, Terry says this is
important concept – strong
conductors – yet he
doesn’t emphasize it during
the activity. He only talks
about it as sound is louder,
A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time for
things that are important

1b

(-)

7

(-)

1b

1b

Focus: High
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Content Knowledge

stations and doesn’t bring up the idea in the wrap-up.
28. During the activity about sound transfer, students notice that
-Terry has limited understanding of
4
(-)
the sound is louder in water and the table top when you
the mechanism of sound transfer (HS)
press your ear up against the fishbowl or the desk top while
tapping on it, compared to the sound when it must travel
through air to get to the ear. Terry doesn’t feature this
important observation in the wrap-up discussion.
Does the shadow change in length because the object moves or because the light moves?

29. The activity Terry designed for the lesson supports the
learning goal of understanding that shadow change
throughout the day can be because the earth moves
as well as because the sun moves.
30. The lesson comparing shadow change by moving the
object vs. moving the light source arose from
students’ misconception that shadow change
throughout the day was due to the movement of the
sun.
31. During the lesson on shadow change, Terry doesn’t
acknowledge a second way to cause change in
shadow length or size that some of the students used
(move the flashlight closer or farther from the object).
Numerous students notice this effect and try to show
it to Terry, who ignores it and corrects them to move
the flashlight so that the overhead angle changes.
32. Terry doesn’t include the idea of shadow size change
due to distance between object and light source. This
is an important concept, since it lays the foundation
for understanding how light spreads out from the
source, light travel in a straight line, and the inverse
square relationship between distance and light
intensity.
33. Terry chooses to feature the astronomy-related
explanation for shadow change rather than on further
ideas that would strengthen foundational
understanding of physics principles of light (affect of
angle of light on shadow change).
34. Terry’s instructions for the shadow change activity
were vague, leading students to manipulate the
flashlight in a manner that did yield changes in
shadow length, but not mimicking how the sun

External Factors &
Rebuttals
to him.

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time for
things that are important
to him

Focus: High

2a

(+)

No information

4

(+)

No information

4

(-)

No information

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time for
things that are important
to him

Focus: High
Coherence: High
Sci Rigor: High
TD: High

1a

(-)

No information

A1: Time
R1: Terry takes time for
things that are important
to him

Focus: High
Coherence: High

1a

(-)

No information

None

8

(-)

No information

None
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Event Description

35.

36.

37.

38.

appears to move in the sky over the course of the day.
This vague word choice led to some students moving
the flashlight up and down or back and forth in a way
that makes the light get closer and farther from the
object.
When Terry disregards students’ observation that they
can change the size of the shadow by moving the
flashlight closer or farther away, this suggests that
they are doing something wrong, and that their
observation is not valid. It would be better to
acknowledge the different method, but explain that
this experiment was looking at this other way of
changing the size.
Terry corrects the way students move the flashlight so
that the method of moving it parallels the way the sun
moves overhead.
Terry is careful with word choice involving shadows,
saying “something we can see the shadow on” and
highlights a student’s choice of the word “background”
for the idea of surface. This reflects understanding of
the role of each element in shadow formation.
Terry begins the lesson by connecting the learning to
previous learning about shadows (Moon Bear activity;
3 things to make a shadow).

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

7

(-)

No information

2a

(+)

No information

8

(+)

No information

3

(+)

No information

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis Based on
Aspects of CIS

Focus: High
Coherence: High
Sci Rigor: High
TD: High
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Appendix F
Analysis Table for Problematic Content Knowledge-related Teaching Events for Chris
Key: TE=Teaching Event Type; CK=content knowledge; CML=concept map links; TD=teacher directedness
Teaching Practice
COLORS OF LIGHT
1. The intended learning goal for this lesson is for the
students to understand that white light is made up of
colors of light, which is an important learning goal. (2K35)
2. The decision to do a lesson involving breaking white light
into colors of light arose from discussion following an
earlier exploratory activity in which students expressed
interest in learning more about colors of light. (00:10)
3. The activities chosen for the lesson do support Chris’
intended learning goal for the lesson. Each activity allows
students to observe colors of light generated from white
light.

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

1a

(+)

4

(+)

2

(+)

-Chris understands that white light is
made up of colors of light, and that a
prism causes these colors to separate
out. (2K-35; 2K-36)
-Chris understands that white light is
made up of colors of light, and that a
prism causes these colors to separate
out. (2K-35; 2K-36)
-Chris understands that white light is
made up of colors of light, and that
both prisms and bubbles cause white
light to form colors of light. (2K-35;
2K-36)
-Chris understands that prisms and
bubbles cause colors of light to form
from white light (2K-29).
-Chris doesn’t understand the
mechanism by which prisms separate
white light into colors of light (2Ak93 – 2K-99), that the two are caused
by different mechanisms, and that
depending on the circumstances and
which process you use to separate
light into colors (prism or bubbles),
the colors you see or their sequence
can vary.
No information

TD: Medium-Low

-Chris has limited understanding of
differences between artificial and
natural light.

TD: Medium-Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

4.

Chris continually uses the term “rainbow” to describe the
pattern of colors students see produced by the prism and
bubbles and by word association, the pattern of colors
produced outside when sunlight passes through
raindrops. Using the same term to describe all three
suggests that the patterns produced are the same, which
is not always the case.

8

(-)

5.

A secondary concept Chris alludes to during the
investigations and includes explicitly in the wrap-up is the
idea that the nature of the rainbows made in the different
forms of light and by the different methods is different.
This is potentially an important concept.
While circulating among groups at the three stations,
Chris asks students what colors they see. Many groups
only see a few colors with the flashlight, yet during the
wrap-up, they say that they saw all the colors seen with

1b

(+)

6

(-)

6.

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS
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TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS

the prism in sunlight. Chris doesn’t question this wrap-up
statement.
7.

1b

(-)

-Chris has limited understanding of
the mechanism by which bubbles or
prism generate colors of light.

TD: Medium-Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

2b

(-)

-Chris has limited understanding of
mechanism of colored light
generation by either method.

TD: Medium Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

1b

(-)

Explicitness: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

10. The second part of the wrap-up, Chris asks students what
they learned from the investigations. Students come up
with four observational claims involving four different
topics related to behavior of light but not related to the
fact that white light is made up of colors of light. Chris
records these observational claims on the KLEW chart,
but doesn’t make any connections to the main learning
goal, or among the claims.

3

(-)

11. The idea that the prism can make you look very small
relates to aspects of multiple reflections, which Chris
never addresses. Discussion of some of these aspects
could lay a foundation for future learning about reflection
and the Law of Reflection, and internal reflection.

1b

(-)

12. Another student makes the observational claim that you
can make a rainbow longer. Chris asks, “How did you do
that? How did you know you could change the shape of
rainbows?” The student replies, “By trying every way.”
Chris rewords this claim to say, “We can change the
shape of rainbow” and never discusses the changes in

1b

(-)

-Chris understands that when white
light passes through prisms and
bubbles colors of light appear. (2K35; 2K-36)
This level of ICE should be sufficient
to make the connection between the
apparatus (prism or bubble) and the
effect (colors of light)
-Chris does not have CKH or ICH that
would connect the various unrelated
phenomena back to how the prism
works. (Changing the length of the
spectrum generated, seeing
reflection in the prism or bubbles,
looking through a prism makes things
look shorter; ease of seeing
spectrum using sunlight vs.
flashlight) (2Ak-93-2K-99)
-Chris understands that reflection
involves light bouncing off a smooth
surface but does not understand the
Law of Reflection.
-Limited understanding of relative
importance of concepts
-Chris does not understand the
mechanism by which prisms separate
white light into colors of light (.
-Chris understands that reflection
involves light bouncing off objects
(2K-63), but confuses reflection with

8.

9.

While circulating among the groups, at the bubble station,
students report that they see all the same colors of light
they saw with the prism in sunlight. Chris doesn’t direct
their attention to the pattern of colors, and how they are
different with the bubbles and the prism. This could lay
important foundation for understanding different
mechanisms for generating colors of light.
Chris asks students to notice whether the colors were the
same with the different conditions, a different concept
than just what the colors were that they saw. The way
the activity was carried out didn’t focus on this well
enough for students to notice if there was a difference.
Although Chris sequences students’ thinking toward
understanding that white light is made up of colors of
light, and we know that because we can see colors of
light when light passes through a prism, or on bubbles,
Chris never formally talks about the fact that the prism or
bubbles are doing something to the light to allow us to
see the colors of light.

Focus: Med-Low
TD: Medium-Low
Explicitness: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

None

Focus: Med-Low
TD: Medium-Low
Explicitness: Low
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Teaching Practice
terms of the angle of the light and the prism or bending
light. This could lay a foundation for future learning about
the mechanism of dispersion of light in a prism. (31:49 –
33:00)
13. Another student makes the observational claim that you
can see behind you when you look at a bubble. (34:06)
Chris ties this to a previous lesson in which a student
talked about reflection.
14. Close to the end of the wrap-up, Chris asks students
about the relative ease with which they could see a
rainbow in sunlight vs. with the flashlight. “Now was it
easier to see a rainbow when you used the sunlight or a
flashlight?” (36:52) When asked how they knew, a
student responds with the observational claim, “Because
the sunlight is brighter.” (37:16). Chris however prompts
and questions students further to lead them to the
explanatory claim, that it was easier to see a rainbow
generated from sunlight because sunlight is natural light,
while the harder to see rainbow was from artificial light.
Chris persisted in this idea even though one of her
students interjected “brighter” after she made the
statement: “Okay, so do we think that it’s because
maybe it’s natural light that we could see a rainbow
better?” (38:15). This is misleading, since we don’t know
what aspect of “better” Chris is talking about (i.e., more
colors vs. more vivid, vs. figuring out how to position the
prism to find a rainbow).
15. During the wrap-up to the lesson, Chris leads the
observations regarding differences in the quality of the
rainbows in the different light and mechanisms as being
due to differences between natural and artificial light.
This secondary claim, however, is inaccurate.

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS

refraction (2K-78).

3

(+)

-Chris understands basic ideas of
reflection. (2K-63)

8

(-)

-Chris does not understand the
mechanism by which prisms separate
white light into colors of light (2K63).
-Chris has CKE and ICE, but little
CKH or ICH.
-Chris is unsure about the difference
between artificial and natural light.
(2K-57; 2K-58)

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Low

-Chris understands that white light is
made up of colors of light, and that
you can see colors of light using a
flashlight or sunlight. (2K-35; 2K-36)
-Chris is not clear on the difference
between natural and artificial light.
(2K-57; 2K-58)
-Chris does not understand the
mechanism by which prisms separate
white light into colors of light. (2Ak93-2K-99)
-Chris is unsure about the difference
between artificial and natural light
(2K-57; 2K-58)
-Chris has CKE and ICE, but little
CKH or ICH.
-Chris does not have clear
understanding of difference between

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

6

(-)

16. Referring to the previous wrap-up discussion of ease
seeing a rainbow, the explanatory claim as phrased by
Chris is inaccurate, since vivid rainbows can be generated
from artificial light as well as natural light. The student’s
linking the difference in ease or clarity to brightness was
correct.

7

(-)

17. The activities used in the lesson do not support the claim
that it is the fact that the flashlight is artificial and

2b

(-)

Note: contradicts TD:
Med-Low

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low
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sunlight is natural, and that is why you see the rainbows
better in sunlight. The activity would need to include
lights of equal brightness, and possibly other controlled
variables.
18. At the bubble station (22:56) and during the wrap-up on
the carpet (29:50) comparing the colors seen in bubbles
to what students saw with the prism, by accepting
students responses that the colors were the same, just
perhaps “harder” to see, Chris loses the opportunity to
have students understand that the two actually can have
different patterns, leading up to understanding that colors
of light can be made from white light in different ways.
This is an important concept about colors of light and
behavior of light in general.

19. When Will asks in the wrap-up for Chris to explain how
prisms make rainbows, Chris is dumbfounded that the
students hadn’t figured that out from the activities. She
replies, ”Well, that was your job today. Did you figure it
out?” Will replies, “No.” Chris goes on to prompt
students by having them compare prisms with window
glass to try to figure out how the prism causes a
spectrum to form, but never goes beyond saying that
window glass is different than prisms as an explanation.
(40:24) Even in the reflective interview, Chris doesn’t
understand why students didn’t figure out how prisms
make rainbows. (2K-36)
SHADOW SORT
20. Understanding that some objects make shadows and
others do not, and that this is linked to whether or not
light passes through them is an important concept.
21. Understanding that we can see through things because
light passes through them and cannot see through things
because light cannot pass through them is an important
concept.
22. Understanding that different materials block different
amounts of light, and that the amount of blocked light
determines how dark a shadow is an important concept.
23. The activity as carried out intertwines the ideas of light
passing through an object, whether we can see through

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS

natural and artificial light

1b

(-)

8

(-)

1a

(+)

1a

(+)

1a

(+)

2a

(-)

-Chris doesn’t understand
interference (2K-78), and confuses
aspects of reflection and refraction
when discussing prisms and how
they separate white light into colors
of light (2K-28; 2K-78; 2K-79; 2K80).
-Chris thinks that light always travels
at the same speed (2K-91) indicating
lack of understanding of mechanism
of refraction.
-Chris does not understand that
different mechanisms cause
appearance of colors of light with
prism and with bubbles (2Ak-93-2K99)
-Chris doesn’t really understand that
refraction is the primary mechanism
behind how a prism generates colors
of light (2Ak-93-2K-99)
-Chris understands that different
frequencies indicate different colors
of light, but thinks that light always
travels at the same speed (2K-91)
Lacking this fundamental knowledge,
it would be difficult to understand
how a prism generates a spectrum of
colors of light.

TD: Medium-Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Low

None

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low
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the object, and whether or not it makes a shadow. It
also involves understanding that a single object can
reflect, transmit and absorb light. Note: this is somewhat
addressed later in an extension activity.
24. Another important concept not addressed in the lesson is
the idea that even objects made from materials that light
passes through can also make shadows. Note: this is
addressed later in the extension activity).
25. Also no discussion of another observed phenomenon that
when placed on the surface of the flashlight, some of the
objects “lit up”. This involves diffuse scattering of light
and internal reflection, also important concepts.
26. The activity used in this lesson only partially supports the
intended learning goal, largely due to the fact that it aims
to test a single concept, yet multiple phenomena and
concepts are involved.

27. Although most of the groups get similar results, and there
was controversy regarding how to categorize some of the
objects, none of the discussion resolves the dilemma or
helps students understand why these objects could be
categorized differently using the different methods.
28. The shadow sorting lesson arose from a student’s
observation in the previous lesson that one of the objects
she was sorting that light didn’t pass through made a
shadow. (2K-6)
29. A key problem with the lesson has to do with the way
students test for whether light goes through the object
and for whether a shadow forms. Most groups test both
the same way: they place the object on the face of the
flashlight and shine it toward the wall. If they see light,
they assume light passed through. If they do not see
dark, they assume there was no shadow. A problem with
this is that the objects were of different sizes, some of

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS

1b

(-)

None

1b

(-)

None

2a

(-)

6

(-)

4

(+)

-Chris understands that shadows
form when an object blocks light (2K63)

2a

(-)

-Chris understands that transparent
objects allow light to pass through
and that objects that are opaque
block the light. (2K-63)
-Chris understands that when the
object is smaller than the flashlight
face, light goes past the object onto
the wall.

-Chris understands that shadows
form because light is blocked (2K-63)
-Chris does not give any reason to
study this phenomenon other than
that it is part of the district
curriculum. (2K-10)
-Chris understands many of these
concepts at the CKE level in isolation,
but does not connect absorption or
transmission or dimness or darkness
with shadow formation (CML)
-Chris does not understand the
phenomenon of light scattering or
internal reflection (2K-91) and
confuses refraction and reflection
(2K-78)

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence Med-Low

TD: Medium-Low

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

which spanned the face of the flashlight, precluding the
appearance of any shadow. Other times the object was
smaller than the flashlight face, yet light appeared on the
wall with no apparent dark area. This was due to the
reflector surrounding the flashlight bulb that allows light
to shine at various angles and therefore go past the small
object onto the wall.
Maria and Karen see the bug light up, but Chris doesn’t
question them about this, even though she often
questions them about other things she notices that are
important. (9:42 and following) This phenomenon
involves internal scattering of light and internal reflection,
also important ideas within the topic of light.
Students bring up the idea that color of the objects (light
vs. dark) may be related to shadow formation or light
passing through or not. They state: “And it’s weird,
because … this one’s dark and this one is light, and this
one sees through [yellow object that lights up when
placed directly on the flashlight face) and this one doesn’t
[dark blue object doesn’t light up]“ (12:10). Chris
acknowledges their idea, but doesn’t pursue it with the
students even through it has interesting possibilities for
linking absorption to light not passing through. (12:10;
19:47)
Students bring up the idea that color of two opaque
objects (light vs. dark) may be related to shadow
formation and light passing through or not. (12:10;
19:47) Chris acknowledges their idea, but doesn’t pursue
it wit the students. This idea has interesting possibilities
for linking absorption to light not passing through, which
had been studied in a previous lesson.
Students hypothesize that thinness or thickness of the
object may be related to see through or not and to
shadow formation. They notice that all of the see
through objects are thin, while the non-see through are
thicker than the see through. Although Chris doesn’t
pursue this idea while working with the small group
(12:21-12:26), Chris does bring it up during the wrap-up
activity (SS-59) .
Chris never brings up the fact that even transparent
objects make shadows – due to some scattering,
reflection, and refraction of light. Chris never addresses
idea of darkness of the shadow indicating more or less
light blocked (absorbed or reflected).

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS

-Chris does not understand the idea
of light scattering (2K-91), and does
not connect blocking light with
reflection or absorption (CM)

1b

(-)

-Chris has no understanding of light
scattering or (2K-91)
-Chris confuses aspects of reflection
and refraction (2K-78)

TD: Med-Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

1b

(-)

-Chris understands that dark objects
absorb more light than do light
colored objects (2K-67).
-Chris doesn’t understand light
scattering (2K-91)
-Chris does not link absorption with
shadow formation (CML)

TD: Med-Low

3

(-)

-Chris understands that objects heat
up when light is absorbed by them
(2K-67), but doesn’t link absorption
of light with shadow formation on
concept map (concept map links)

TD: Med-Low

1b

(+)

-Chris confuses refraction and
reflection (2K-78), and does not
understand light scattering and
internal reflection (2K-91)
-Chris does not connect light
scattering and diffuse reflection with
shadow formation (CML)

1b

(-)

-Chris is unfamiliar with light
scattering (2K-91)
-Chris confuses reflection and
refraction (2K-78)
-Chris does not connect dimness or
darkness of light with shadow

None
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35. Chris modifies activities, but in the shadow sort, could
have included other objects that would help resolve
student questions. By including a thick piece of Plexiglas
or glass and thick color filter, students would have
examples to test their ideas about thinness vs. thickness
and color. Thus the activity as it was carried out did not
support investigating the effect of color or thickness.
36. One student places the flashlight up against a small US
flag and notices that light shines through it. The student
comments, “you can see right through it” Chris responds
with, “Yeah” (14:39-14:45). This response validates the
student’s misconception that seeing an object light up or
seeing light come through when placed directly on the
flashlight face means the object is see through when in
fact the object is opaque. Chris never addresses this
issue. (14:28)
37. Chris’ comment of acceptance when the student claims
that you can see through the flag because light passes
through it when the flag is held directly up to the face of
the flashlight and the flag “lights up” enhances
misconceptions that whenever light can pass through a
material, you can see through it.
38. Students classify a key as an object you can see through
because they can see light coming through the hole in the
key. Chris recognizes that this observational claim is
inaccurate and uses questions and prompts to help the
student understand that seeing through mean seeing
through the material the object is made of, not through
holes or spaces in the object (19:59)
39. Idea of shadow size and distance of object from the light
is an important concept that students discuss during the
wrap-up of the lesson
40. Idea of shadow size and relationship to light position
comes up several times during the lesson. Chris
emphasizes this as an important learning goal, however
first reinforces the correct relationship (shadow bigger
when light closer – 21:29) but later she reinforces the
opposite relationship (SS6) and backs it up by referring to
a book involving shadows they had read. This
inconsistency could generate misconceptions for students.
41. Several student groups make the observational claim that
the shadow gets longer the farther the light is from the
object. Students were looking at the shadow cast on the
floor or desktop on which the object sat. Chris does not

TE

±

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
formation (CML)
With low depth of understanding
about one of the key concepts
behind this lesson (absorption), Chris
doesn’t anticipate patterns students
might see in the objects that you can
see through or not, and which make
shadows or not.
-Chris has CKE understanding of
absorption of light (dark colored
objects absorb more light than do
light colored objects) (2K-67).
-Chris does not connect absorption
with blocking light (CML)
-Chris does not understand
diffraction (2K-90)

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS

2b

(-)

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

6

(-)

7

(-)

-Chris does not understand the idea
of light scattering (2K-91)
-Chris does not understand the
concept of diffraction (2K-90)

6

(+)

-Chris understands that metals block
light, and that when light is blocked,
shadows form.

1b

(+)

6

(-)

-Chris thinks that shadows get larger
when the light moves farther away.
(3K-6)

Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

6

(-)

-Chris confuses shadow length
change due to moving the light away
from the object (shadow cast on the
floor) with a distance effect rather

TD: Med-Low

TD: Med-Low

TD: Med-Low
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TE

±

recognize this as an inaccurate claim.

Analysis Based on Nature of
Content Knowledge
than an angle effect (review from a
different lesson)
-Chris is unfamiliar with light
scattering (2K-91)
-Chris confuses reflection and
refraction (2K-78)
-Chris does not connect dimness or
darkness of light with shadow
formation (CML)
-Chris understands that shadows
form because an object blocks the
light. (2K-63)
-Chris understands that shadows
form because an object blocks the
light. (2K-63)
-Chris confuses shadow length
change due to moving the light away
from the object (shadow cast on the
floor) with a distance effect rather
than an angle effect (review from a
different lesson)

42. In the wrap-up, each group makes the claim that objects
that you can see through do not make shadows, and
objects you cannot see through do make shadows.

6

(-)

43. Students correctly make explanatory claims about how
shadows form and the role of the object and surface

6

(+)

44. Students make the claim that the shape of the object is
the shape of the shadow. This is partially correct
although it does not take into account the possibility that
shadow shape changes depending on the orientation of
the object placed in the light. Chris does not correct this
partially incorrect claim.

6

(-)

3

(+)

No information

1a

(+)

No information

5

(+)

No information

5

(-)

No information

1a

(+)

No information

4

(+)

No information

1b

(+)

No information

SOUND TRAVEL
45. Chris connects learning from previous lesson on sound
vibration to the current lesson by asking students to use
what they already know about sound to predict what
would happen at three of the stations.
46. Intended learning goals for the lesson (tracing sound
travel, sound travels in waves, louder sound=bigger
vibration, sound is different in different materials, and
distance from the source affects loudness) are important
for future learning
47. At the model ear station, Chris uses questions and
prompts to change one student’s inaccurate analogy that
the entire model represents the eardrum.
48. At the model ear station, Chris supports as accurate a
student’s statement that the water represents the
eardrum, even though an accurate analogy would be that
the plastic membrane is the ear drum
49. At the model ear station, Chris includes the idea that
when you hit the drum harder, the movement of the ball
would be bigger. This is an important concept.
50. Chris picks up on one student’s observation that the
model ear looked like an ear to also include talking about
parts of the ear and their function as an added concept.
51. Understanding the parts of the ear and their function is

External Factors &
Rebuttals

Analysis based on
CIS
Scientific Rigor (-)

TD: Med-Low
Sci Rigor: Low
Coherence: Med-Low

TD: Med-Low
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52.

53.
54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

an important learning goal that Chris added after one
student talked about the model as representing an ear.
At the model eardrum station, Sam has students trace the
pathway of the sound through the model from the drum
to the water. The model ear activity supports the
intended learning goal of tracing the vibrations that
caused the sound from the drum as it travels through
multiple objects
The can activity accurately supports the intended learning
goals (louder sound=bigger vibrations and tracing sound
travel)
At the ice/water/air bag station, students carried out the
activity by touching the vibrating prongs of the tuning
fork to the various bags as they sat on the desktop. This
procedure does not support the intended learning goals
that sound travels through different materials and is
different in different materials. This actually has multiple
confounding phenomena occurring. Even though the net
effect is that there are differences among the three
materials, and that the sound is most forceful with the
ice, it doesn’t involve sound travel through materials. It
does reflect some concepts related to that that are
common to both phenomena.
At the ice/water/air bag station, one student predicts that
the sound generated by touching the tuning fork to the
bag of water would be more similar to the bag of ice if
the water were colder, because if it were colder it would
be more like ice. Chris accepts this prediction without
making comparing the alternative explanation that it is
the crystalline structure of the solid that improves sound
travel, not the temperature.
The computer station involves an interactive program in
which students can observe what happens to the
loudness of sound as it gets closer. This is an important
concept.
The activity at the computer station supports the intended
learning goal that the closer a sound source is the louder
it is.
During the wrap-up, several students make statements
implying they think sound could travel through the string
because it traveled through air between strands of the
string or that travel through air must be involved. Chris
doesn’t address this misconception to help them
understand how the sound travels through materials
other than air.
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Teaching Practice
59. During the wrap-up, one student talks about sound as
small and strong because it can travel through the spaces
in the string, and because it can travel through plastic.
These statements indicate inaccurate models for sound
travel, yet Chris doesn’t address them.
60. During the wrap-up, Chris doesn’t question the student’s
thinking about sound as small and strong because it can
travel through the string and through the plastic
membrane of the ear model.
61. During the wrap up, one student says that the string of
the string phone must be taut for the phones to work.
Chris asks why, but the student merely replies that the
sound can’t go all the way through. This doesn’t address
the causal question. Chris doesn’t pursue the reason for
the sound not going through as related to vibration, and
the better transfer of vibration by a taut string than a
slack string. This relates to the nature of the medium and
why sound travels better through solids than liquids or
gasses.
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